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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>subject of a transitive clause</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB</td>
<td>ablative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACHIEVE</td>
<td>action achieved (meaning is actually uncertain)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AL</td>
<td>allative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANIM</td>
<td>animate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANTAGN</td>
<td>anti-causal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAH</td>
<td>Cahouma dialect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAUS</td>
<td>causative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAY</td>
<td>modal clitic -cay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCO</td>
<td>modal clitic -cò</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CL</td>
<td>classifier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COM</td>
<td>comitative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMP</td>
<td>complementizer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMPLET</td>
<td>completive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COR</td>
<td>Set I clitic jìy--; indicates that subject, genitive, or object of postposition is coreferential with some other participant in the clause</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CORO</td>
<td>Set II clitic -vù; indicates that object is coreferential with some other participant in the clause</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COULD</td>
<td>'could' auxiliary (see also FRUST)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CU</td>
<td>modal clitic -cù</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAT</td>
<td>dative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAY</td>
<td>phrasal clitic -day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEMO</td>
<td>demonstrative root</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEPART</td>
<td>action done upon, or in preparation for, departure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIM</td>
<td>diminutive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DISTRIB</td>
<td>distributive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DL</td>
<td>dual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DLEXCL</td>
<td>dual exclusive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ED</td>
<td>encoding device</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMPH</td>
<td>emphatic clitic -tée</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EP</td>
<td>phenomena to be encoded</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXCL</td>
<td>exclusive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRUST</td>
<td>'frustrative' auxiliary (see also COULD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HABIT</td>
<td>habitual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMPF</td>
<td>imperfective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INAN</td>
<td>inanimate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INCL</td>
<td>inclusive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INF</td>
<td>infinitive/participial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INST</td>
<td>instrument</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITER</td>
<td>iterative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITER:MMT</td>
<td>iterative movement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRR</td>
<td>irrealis auxiliary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symbol</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JIITA</td>
<td>second position clitic jiita or jií indicating progression or pragmatically marked status</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JUÜ</td>
<td>modal clitic -jiů</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOC</td>
<td>locative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MALF</td>
<td>malefactive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEG</td>
<td>negative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEUT</td>
<td>neutral classifier (animate or inanimate)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIITA</td>
<td>second position clitic -niita</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NTY</td>
<td>second position clitic -niy indicating 'contrast' or other marked status</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NMLZR</td>
<td>nominalizer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>object; occasionally object or oblique</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O:NOM</td>
<td>nominalizer on understood object of transitive verb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ONE:MVT</td>
<td>action done with one movement, suddenly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>postpositional or other oblique phrase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PART</td>
<td>partitive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAST1</td>
<td>past tense from roughly one week to one month</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAST2</td>
<td>past tense from roughly one month to one year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAST3</td>
<td>distant past tense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PERF</td>
<td>perfect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL</td>
<td>plural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLEXCL</td>
<td>plural exclusive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLINC</td>
<td>plural inclusive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM</td>
<td>pragmatically marked component</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCT</td>
<td>potential/optative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROX1</td>
<td>proximate 1 tense (earlier today or future)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROX2</td>
<td>proximate 2 tense (yesterday or future)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QUEST</td>
<td>yes/no question particle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REP</td>
<td>repetitive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>subject; or single argument of intransitive verb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SG</td>
<td>singular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SJL</td>
<td>San José de Loretoyacu dialect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TTY</td>
<td>clitic -tíy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRNS</td>
<td>transitive (usually valence-increasing)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>verb; Vainilla dialect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIN</td>
<td>verb initial norm (from Keenan 1977 and 1979a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VRBLZR</td>
<td>verbalizer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>first person</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>second person</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>third person</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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by

Doris Lander Payne
Doctor of Philosophy in Linguistics
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Professor Pamela Munro, Chair

This study documents the major syntactic and morphological features of Yagua, a verb initial language. Yagua is the only extant Peba-Yaguan language, spoken in the Peruvian Amazon region. This study focuses primarily on features that are said to correlate with a consistent verb initial type. It contributes to our theoretical understanding of the allowable orders of meaningful elements, pragmatic factors motivating variation in order, the discourse/pragmatic basis for 'headship' in syntactic constructions, and aspects of morphological theory.

Yagua is verb initial, postpositional, the head noun precedes the descriptive modifier as the basic order, and the genitive noun
precedes the possessed noun. This combination of basic orders has been ruled out by one proposed universal. Consequently, the relevant universal should be taken as statistical rather than as exceptionless. Syntactic factors govern the basic order of verb, subject, and object. But pragmatic factors govern the order of object phrases relative to one another (when more than one occurs in a clause), the order of object and postpositional phrases, and pre-verbal positioning of constituents. Identification of the relevant pragmatic conditions is based on natural narrative discourse. In part, quantitative methods are used to evaluate the discourse data.

Drawing on research in cognitive psychology and prototypical versus non-prototypical exemplification of categories, I argue that a distinction can be maintained between 'head' noun and 'modifying' noun in languages like Yagua, even though there are almost no 'adjectives'. The head noun can be manipulated as an entity in subsequent discourse, while the modifying noun cannot. A prototype framework also proves helpful in sorting out the difference between inflection and derivation. There are more than 40 classifier formatives in Yagua, each of which has classic derivational and inflectional functions. Since they are not exclusively identified with either inflectional or derivational functions, I conclude that the formatives themselves are neither prototypically inflectional nor prototypically derivational. However, a distinction between inflectional and derivational functions is still maintained. Much of the verbal morphology must be taken as derivational. However, some
suffixes evidence variable ordering as would be more characteristic of syntactically distinct elements.
Chapter 1: Introduction

1.1. Aims of the study

Located in northeastern Peru, Yagua comes from an area of the world which has figured little in formulations of linguistic universals and theory construction (cf. Doris Payne, 1985b). The main aim of this study is to provide a typologically oriented description of selected aspects of the grammar of Yagua, a member of the Peba-Yaguan family. The content of this study is particularly informed by questions of evidence for basic constituent order, constituent order co-occurrences, and discourse and pragmatic factors accounting for alternative orders.

Since by most criteria Yagua would be considered a verb initial language, syntactic and morphological features which supposedly correlate with consistent verb initial languages are discussed (particularly in Chapters 2, 3, and 6). Given the highly polysynthetic nature of the language, noun classification (Chapter 4) and verbal morphology (Chapter 5) are discussed in some depth and briefly compared with available information from other languages of the western Amazon area. Yagua noun classification morphology (like that of several other noun classification languages in the region) provides a nice test case for S. Anderson's (1982) claim that a theoretically clear distinction between inflectional and derivational morphology can be maintained. My present conclusion is that in some
contexts the Yagua noun classification morphology must be accounted for synchronically by inflectional processes, but in other contexts it must be accounted for by derivational processes. How this could be handled within Anderson's theoretical approach is explored in Chapter 4. A prototype view of inflection and derivation is also explored and argued for.

Criteria commonly advanced for determining basic constituent order overlook the fact that in many, if not most, languages of the world, transitive clauses rarely contain two overt noun phrase arguments, and then only under conditions which are marked relative to discourse/pragmatics. I discuss pragmatic factors motivating variations in order, and conclude that despite the scarcity of transitive clauses with two overt noun phrase arguments, the basic order must be taken as verb-subject-object (Chapters 6 and 7). The Yagua data suggest that Hawkins' (1983) proposed word order universals cannot be taken as exceptionless. At the present point in time Yagua is a highly 'inconsistent' verb initial language. I suggest this is partly a consequence of a historically prior OV order (Chapter 7). Drawing partly on the work of Nichols (in progress), I further suggest some possible motivations for particular directions of historical change which have resulted in the present conjunction of properties.
1.2. Genetic and typological affiliations

Yagua is the only extant member of the Peba-Yaguan family, which formerly consisted of at least Peba, Yagua, and Yameo (Rivet 1911, Loukotka 1968). Rivet (1911) provides the only readily available Peba data, taken from colonial sources and largely limited to lexical items. Peba is now an extinct language, formerly spoken north of the town of Pebas on the Amazon river, north of the current Yagua area. Espinosa (1955) provides some information on Yameo, also largely limited to lexical items. Yameo was formerly spoken in the region west of Iquitos, west of the Amazon river. Based on mass vocabulary comparison among numerous Amazonian languages, Rivet suggests that Peba-Yagua is part of the Carib grouping. This is not well substantiated, however.

Greenberg (1960) claims that Peba-Yaguan is a major branch of Macro-Carib, along with Huitotoan and Carib. Macro-Carib is purportedly a member of the Ge-Pano-Carib phylum. No evidence is presented for either of these claims. Loukotka (1968), Voegelin and Voegelin (1977), and Key (1979) follow Greenberg. For now I take an agnostic position on the larger genetic affiliation of Peba-Yaguan (though see Doris Payne 1984a, and to appear c. for one hypothesis). Appendix I contains a linguistic map showing geographical distribution of languages and language families in the Peruvian Amazon area.

No systematic study of shared typological traits among languages of the western Amazon has yet been undertaken. Nevertheless, there are clear parallels between Yagua, Bora (purportedly a Huitotoan
language), Zaparoan, Tucanoan, Chayahuita (Cahuapanan) and PreAndine Arawakan noun classification systems (Doris Payne 1984b). There are some striking similarities in verbal morphology and phonological processes with the Zaparoan languages, and more limited similarities in terms of noun classification systems (Doris Payne 1984a). Constituent order type (VSO, postpositional, and infrequent use of noun phrases) parallels that of the PreAndine Arawakan languages and Guajajara (Carib). Taushiro (genetic affiliation uncertain) is also VSO and postpositional, but available text data shows a very high percentage of noun phrases (Doris Payne, to appear d). A widespread South American feature may be a small or non-existent syntactic class of adjectives. Nominal modifiers are usually other nouns, but in natural discourse use of modifying words is rare. Use of nouns as modifiers is found in at least Yagua, Arawakan, Carib (e.g. Hixkaryana), Chayahuita (Cahuapanan), and Quechua. There are similarities in the discourse environments motivating use of object clitic forms to refer to subjects in Yagua and at least some PreAndine Arawakan languages (T. Payne 1985). General organization of the verbal morphology is probably similar to, though not as complex as, that of the PreAndine Maipuran Arawakan languages.

1.3. Demographic and ethnographic information

The Yagua currently live in an area of northeastern Peru which P. Powlison (1969:3) describes as a rectangle approximately 200 miles wide and 350 miles long, extending between the second and fifth parallels and between the seventieth and seventy-fifth meridians.
Chaumeil (1981) estimates that currently there are some 3000 Yaguas. Of these, Tom Payne (personal communication) estimates that approximately 75% of the women and 25% of the men are monolingual in Yagua, with the rest being bilingual in Spanish to varying degrees. Determination of the precise number of ethnic Yaguas is difficult due to ongoing assimilation into the mestizo culture and to long-standing social downgrading of the indigenous groups. If they can pass for mestizos, many ethnic Yaguas do not claim to be Yaguas.

Fejos (1943) is the first authoritative ethnographic study of the Yaguas, based on nine months of experience with them. (Tessmann 1930 gives some information based on second-hand reports; consequently much of his information is incorrect.) Paul and Esther Powlison of the Instituto Lingüístico de Verano (Summer Institute of Linguistics) began living in the Yagua area in 1953, and have spent time with them intermittently until the present. P. Powlison (1969), a detailed study of Yagua folklore, contains the most accurate ethnographic description of the Yaguas, including information on Yagua ceremonies and their belief system. Even though a number of Yagua concentrations are currently located near the Amazon and other larger rivers of the region, they are traditionally a forest culture as opposed to a river culture. Although a large proportion of their daily food supply comes from cultivated chacras (swidden gardens), and now from fish in the rivers and lakes, they still consider the more arduous hunting task important. Chaumeil (1981) discusses pressures on migratory patterns which have lead to this distinction between the preferred traditional hunting culture system and the
fishing/horticultural system from which most of their actual food supply derives. (Reichel-Dolmatoff 1971 provides a fascinating discussion of similar ethnographic and culture distinctions among the Desana, a Tucanoan group to north.)

Chaumeil (1981) is a detailed tracing of Yagua migration patterns since the time of the early Jesuit missionaries in the 1700's until the present. Seiler-Baldinger (1975) gives additional information on some migrations near the Peruvian-Colombian border. The dialect situation has never been critically studied, but extensive migration within the last 80 years suggests that dialect differences cannot be adequately keyed to present-day geographical locations. Informal observations by Tom Payne and myself are that most differences are limited to the phonetics and phonology, but there are also some morphological and minor syntactic differences. These will be discussed where we are aware of them. Examples in this study come from three areas: San José de Loretoyacu (SJL) near the Peruvian-Columbian border, Cahocuma (CAH) north of Villacorta on the Amazon River, and Vainilla (V) near the confluence of the Napo and Amazon Rivers.

1.4. Previous and concurrent linguistic work on Peba-Yaguan

Chaumeil (1976) and Wise and Shanks (1977:236-43) together constitute a nearly exhaustive bibliography of published and microfiched material on Yagua and Peba-Yaguan as of the mid 1970's. Chaumeil's bibliography includes colonial sources dating from the 1700's, which were the work of early Jesuit missionaries. These
materials provide information on early western contact with numerous indigenous groups in the Amazon area. They also contain some short religious texts translated into Peba and Yameo and a number of linguistic observations (usually from the perspective of Indo-European language structure). Following the Jesuit missionaries (1700's to early 1900's), Benedictine (1800's to 1950's), Franciscan (early 1900's - 1920's), and Augustinian (early 1900's to mid 1950's) missionaries also left records of their contact with the Yaguaras, Yameos, and Pehanos.

From a linguistic standpoint, perhaps the first important work is that of Rivet (1911). At least some, if not all, of Rivet's material is taken from colonial sources. It is largely limited to lists of lexical items and comparison of pronominal forms between Peba, Yagua, and Yameo. Rivet felt that Peba and Yagua were more closely related, as opposed to Yameo.

The third section of Espinosa (1955) gives more detailed linguistic information on Yameo, a now-extinct language clearly related to Yagua. The point at which it became extinct is unknown. Espinosa's information was taken both from colonial sources and personal field work done in the 1950's. At that time there were approximately 50 older speakers. Espinosa gives some information on verbal prefixes, adpositional phrases, and simple clause structure.

The first significant linguistic work on Yagua was done by Esther Powlison and Paul Powlison. Published linguistic work by the Powlisons consists of two articles dealing with phonology (E. Powlison 1971, P. Powlison 1962), one on the number system (Powlison
and Powlison 1958), and one dealing with paragraph structure in a folktale (P. Powlison 1965). P. Powlison (1961) is an unpublished tentative grammar sketch which contains many useful observations about the meaning and distribution of various morphemes. Wise and Shanks (1977:236-8, 1981) list of additional unpublished microfiched materials. The references to this study list more recent and on-going work by Tom Payne and myself.

The findings in this study are based on a corpus of well over 2,500 clauses of oral text, five short written texts, and extensive elicitation carried out by Tom Payne and myself during two years and two months of field work (February 1981 to April 1983). In addition, Paul Powlison has made available his extensive text collection consisting of some 36 oral folkloric, personal narrative, and procedural texts (Powlison and Powlison 1977). A comprehensive morpheme concordance of these texts and preliminary dictionary materials consisting of some 3,000 entries have also been consulted.

A number of frequency counts and other observations made in Chapters 3 and 6 are based on exhaustive examination of 11 narrative texts, both oral and written. These are presented in Table 1.1. Number of clauses indicates the number of full clauses in the text that I included in the counts. The oral texts are divided into three groups: historical narrative, folkloric narrative, and 'personal' narrative. The written texts are all personal narratives. Differences in subgenres do not affect in any way the claims of this study.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GENRE TYPE</th>
<th>APPROXIMATE NUMBER OF CLAUSES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ORAL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historical</td>
<td>Three Warriors 46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>David 133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>David Appendix 37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TOTAL 216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Folkloric</td>
<td>First Squirrel 127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kneebite Twins 180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Musmuqui 140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TOTAL 447</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal</td>
<td>Lagarto 45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hunter's Text 240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lechi Caspi 397</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TOTAL 682</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WRITTEN</td>
<td>Pacachi 96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Clausura 76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TOTAL 172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>1516</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1.1 Texts used for Quantification of Constituent Orders and Conditions for Alternative Orders

Several comments are in order about the texts in Table 1.1. First, there is no well-established written tradition in Yagua. The Clausura text was actually spoken first in Spanish onto an audio cassette tape, after which it was translated via writing into Yagua by a more fluent speaker of Yagua. I thus consider it a basically 'written' form, rather than an oral form. Quantification of different phenomena across the oral personal narrative and written personal narrative group show no significant differences in the features compared. For instance, use of noun phrases across the two groups is statistically the same.1 Second, the Hunter's Text is not technically a 'personal' narrative since it is not first person. However, it does
not fit into either the historical narrative type nor the folkloric narrative type. Statistical comparison of different features with the Lechi Caspi text (which includes a fair amount of third person narration) shows no significant differences.

The folkloric narrative group contains texts which are well known in the culture and which describe folk heroes. The texts partially explain how the world as known by the Yaguas came into being, and/or contain super-natural experiences. As a group these texts have fewer noun phrases and a higher incidence of intransitive clauses than the other genres.

The historical narratives do not, as a rule, provide a raison d'être for the world as it is or have the super-natural features characteristic of the folkloric narratives. They are old, probably widely-known stories, relating incidents that must have occurred 100 years ago or more in Yagua history. As a group, they have the highest percentage of noun phrases and the highest percentage of transitive clauses. The latter characteristic may be partially an artifact of the number of fighting events reported in these texts.

My main language consultants for this research have been:

1. Pedro Díaz Cahuachi, age 18\(^2\), from Urco Miraño, Peru. Pedro is the third son of Mamungo Díaz, the traditional chief of the monolingual sector of the Urco Miraño community. The monolingual sector of this community migrated in the 1970's from Cahocuma, downriver on the Amazon from the town of Pebas. Consequently, Pedro's dialect is described as that of Cahocuma (CAH). He has had approximately three years of schooling in the local bilingual school,
sponsored by the Peruvian Ministry of Education. Although he would consider himself bilingual, he is more at home in Yagua. He is married to an ethnic Yagua who professes to know almost no Yagua, and thus Spanish is possibly spoken in the home.3 His mother, sisters, and most of his extended family are monolingual in Yagua. His father is nearly so. When Pedro began to work with us, he had minimal literacy skills in Spanish and almost no experience reading or writing Yagua. Pedro gave us our first in-depth introduction to Yagua language and culture, and invited us to share in the building of his first house.

2. Hilario Peña Cahuachi, approximately 30-35 years of age, from Vainilla (V). Hilario has had considerable experience working with Paul Powlison on translation of the New Testament into Yagua, he is quite fluent in both Yagua and Spanish, and he has adequate literacy skills in both Yagua and Spanish. Hilario served as the language consultant for my most extensive research on the verbal morphology.

3. Mamerto Macahuachi, approximately 30-35 years of age, also of the Vainilla (V) dialect. Mamerto is a true bilingual and is more comfortable in the city and mestizo culture than our other language consultants. Perhaps because of his unusual degree of self-confidence and skills in both cultures, he was able to give us the first genuinely written texts in Yagua that we have been able to obtain.

4. Alcides Lozano Salazar, approximately 18 years of age, from San José de Loretoyacu (SJL). Alcides had had six years of schooling in a local Spanish-speaking school when we first met him. (He has since received training as a bilingual teacher, and is teaching in
the same school alongside a monolingual Spanish-speaking teacher.)

Our linguistic work with Alcides was limited in duration, but helpful in discovering certain dialect distinctions. Alcides served as a language consultant on questions of the noun classification system.

In addition to the people specifically named, we interacted with a number of monolingual speakers of the Cahocuma dialect in Urco Miraño.

1.5. Review of pertinent literature

1.5.1. Observations on constituent order co-occurrences

According to Greenberg (1963:83), the earliest reported observations of basic constituent order correlations come from the nineteenth century:

For example, the relation between genitive position and prepositions vs. postpositions and the hypothesis that some languages favor the order modifier-modified and others the opposite order is already a familiar notion in R. Lepsius' introduction to his Nubische Grammatik (Berlin, 1880).

Schmidt (1926) gives a more studied treatment of selected orders based on a world sample. Greenberg summarizes Schmidt's basic conclusions (83):

Prepositions go with nominative-genitive order and postpositions with the reverse order. The nominative-genitive order tends to appear with verb before nominal object and genitive-nominative with object-verb. Further, nominative-genitive is associated with noun-adjective and genitive-nominative with adjective-noun.

Greenberg (1963) is, of course, a landmark work on observations of constituent order co-occurrences. Based on a sample of 30
languages, he draws a number of statistical and absolute implicational universals. These range over a wide variety of syntactic and morphological features. Appendix II to Greenberg (1963), based on a more extensive language sample, lists 24 possible combinations of subject-object-verb, adpositional, noun + genitive, and adjective + noun orders. Perusal of this Appendix shows that some combinations are heavily attested in the sample, while others are not found at all. He nevertheless cautions that the proposed universals are to be taken as tentative, pending a more complete sample. This is an important caution. For instance, Universal 3 states (88):

'Languages with dominant VSO order are always prepositional'. However, Hawkins (1979, 1983) attributes to Keenan the more recent observation that this universal does admit of some exceptions. Keenan's statement is at least partly based on Arawakan languages, as Keenan (1978:292) notes that Baure and other related languages are verb initial plus postpositional.

Hawkins (1979), (1980), (1982a), and (1983) are extensions of Greenberg's work, based on a sample of some 350 languages. This extended sample shows generally similar attestation of co-occurrence types as does Greenberg's Appendix II. Nevertheless, Hawkins apparently did not pick up on the VSO/V-initial plus postpositional combination as an Arawakan pattern, as he cites Pima-Papago (Uto-Aztecan) as the only attested example of a VSO-postpositional language (but see Doris Payne 1984c for arguments against classifying Papago as VSO). In addition to studying distribution and co-occurrence of adposition, subject-object-verb, noun-descriptive
modifier (adjective), and genitive-noun orders, Hawkins (1983) also
explores co-occurrence orders of constituents within the noun phrase.

Keenan (1977, 1979a) provide a list of morphological and
syntactic features which are purportedly characteristic of verb
initial languages. Throughout this study the Yagua data will be
compared with this norm. Keenan (1977, 1979a) are hereafter referred
to as VIN (verb initial norm), and are partially reproduced in
Appendix II. As will be seen throughout the discussion, Yagua is very
mixed typologically, though it evidences more than half of the
characteristic verb initial initial traits.

1.5.2. Selected theoretical approaches accounting for word order
correspondences

Although Greenberg did not propose a unified theory accounting
for his observed universals, he did reflect in important ways on his
observations. The operator (modifier) — operand (modified)
distinction is commonly attributed to Lehmann and Vennemann (cf.
Lehmann 1973; Vennemann 1974; Vennemann and Harlow 1977), but
Greenberg (1963:78) and Lepsius before him noted that in most
languages there is a tendency to put either the modified element
before the modifier, or vice versa. Greenberg also noted the greater
cross-linguistic ambivalence of adjective — noun order, which he
attributed to analogies with other constructions. Similarly, the
seeds of Hawkins' Cross-Category Harmony principle (cf. Hawkins
1982a, 1983) are found in Greenberg's discussion of harmonic and
disharmonic relations among distinct rules of order, presumably
associated with psychological generalization. Hawkins throws out SVO as a distinctive type, noting that nothing specifically correlates with this. But Greenberg had earlier stated (79): 'One may further conjecture that if there are exceptions they will be in type II [SVO], which, having both SV and VO which are disharmonic, can provide an anchor in either case for deviant genitive order'.

Lehmann (1973) and Vennemann (1974, 1975, 1981) have tried to theorize about the principles underlying Greenberg's observations. Their proposals are based on the modifier-modified distinction, which is extended to provide diachronic explanations of constituent order change. Lehmann (1973) makes a broad distinction between OV and VO languages, and is principally concerned with an ordering principle governing placement of modifiers relative to their heads in 'consistent' languages (48): 'modifiers are placed on the opposite side of a basic syntactic element from its primary concomitant'. Thus, in OV languages, relative clauses, adjectival, and genitival expressions precede their head nouns, since the primary concomitant of the (object) noun is the following verb. In VO languages, relative clauses, adjectival, and genitival expressions follow their heads for the same reason. For Lehmann, then, there is no distinction between SVO, VSO, and VOS types as all are VO. As modifiers become affixal through phonological reduction, the ordering principle supposedly leads to suffixal agglutinative morphology in consistent OV languages, but to prefixing morphology in consistent VO languages. There is, however, a purported tendency for VO languages to be more isolating or inflectional due to the disruptive influence of the
subject following the verb. Languages which are not consistently OV or VO are assumed to be in the process of historical change. However, no cogent reasons are given as to how or why inconsistency might be introduced to begin with, or for the huge number of inconsistent languages which have been in their 'unstable' state for centuries.

In addition to an overly simplistic division between OV versus VO languages and problems with historical change, a potential difficulty with Lehmann's principle is the notion of 'primary concomitant of a verb'. He assumes a theory of universal grammar containing phrase structure rules in which the sentence S consists of two initial components. Among the early phrase structure rules is the rule $S \rightarrow Q \ P$, where $Q$ stands for Qualifier (i.e. sentence constituents which modify the entire proposition), and $P$ stands for Proposition. I infer that in Lehmann's schema, some subsequent rule exists such as $P \rightarrow V N (=OBJ)$, where $V$ and $N (=OBJ)$ are unordered relative to each other (cf. 1973:49). Lehmann explicitly rejects inclusion of initial phrase structure rules such as (a) $S \rightarrow NP \ VP$ and (b) $VP \rightarrow V NP$, where rule (a) introduces a subject phrase as a primary element along with the verb phrase (51). His reasons for excluding rules such as (a) from universal grammar are that (1) subjects are (often) not mandatory or 'primary elements in sentences', as in Japanese and Hebrew; (2) their inclusion as primary elements has resulted in 'trouble for typologists as well as for linguistic theorists in general' as they have tried to 'classify SVO and VSO languages as major types in the same way as VO and OV languages'; and (3) there is the problem of languages where the
identification of a single nominal as 'subject' is problematic. Thus, Lehmann rejects consideration of subject nominals as 'primary concomitants' of the verb phrase.

Considering these arguments against inclusion of the subject as a primary concomitant of the verb phrase, we might well ask why the object constituent should be considered a 'primary concomitant' of the verb in terms of universal grammar in general and Yagua in particular. Although there is little or no problem in identifying subject versus object nominals in Yagua (argument (3) above), it is certainly not the case that identification of the syntactic role 'object' is non-problematic world-wide (cf. Schachter 1984 on Toba Batak for one such language). Further, in terms of frequency, objects are not 'mandatory' in Yagua clauses in context (cf. Chapter 6), and this is true in a number of other languages as well (cf. Derbyshire 1982, 1985; Scancarelli, to appear; Du Bois 1981; Doris Payne, to appear d; Wise, to appear). In Yagua the only mandatory elements are the verb or predicate nominal, plus clitic reference to the subject and/or object argument. After the verb, the next most 'mandatory' element in Yagua would be a postpositional phrase or an adverbal element. As I will suggest in Chapter 6, there are certain difficulties and indeterminacies in trying to substantiate that $V(S)O$ is any more 'basic' a clause type than simply $V +$ clitic, and that in terms of discourse, $V +$ clitic may in one sense be more neutral and communicatively 'basic'. Further, the existence of $VSO$ (and possibly $OSV$) languages generally, where the verb and object are not necessarily contiguous, raises other questions as to why the object
should be considered the 'primary concomitant' of the verb in a structural sense.⁴

Vennemann (1974) accepts Lehmann's distinction between OV and VO types, and proposes the Natural Serialization Principle. This claims that 'consistent' languages will serialize all operators (modifiers) to one side of their operands (heads). The NSP is a bivalued and implicational statement of the form: if P, then Q (P → Q). It is reversible: P → Q, and Q → P. For example, if OV, then postpositional; and if postpositional, then OV (where adposition and verb are operands, and NP and O are operators). As there are numerous languages which stand as exceptions to such strong claims, the NSP is presented as a statistical principle, defining preferred consistent types. Relative to diachrony, inconsistent languages are supposedly moving from one consistent type to another, and verb position is, to a great extent, taken as the trigger to which other operand orders will conform over time. Operand status is determined by two factors: (1) If syntactic category constancy is maintained between a constituent X of a phrase, and the phrase XP itself, then X is the operand. (2) A logico-semantic criterion stipulates that operators are those elements which specify (i.e. are functions on) operands.

Hawkins (1980, 1983) provides a good critique of the inadequacies and logical inconsistencies in Vennemann's proposals. First, Vennemann's definition of operand versus operator is based on a logical argument–function distinction, but Keenan (1979b) argues that Vennemann's operator–operand constructions do not correspond to
standard logical function-argument distinctions. Hawkins concludes that the operand-operator (modified-modifier) distinction is the significant level of generality for serialization principles (including the NSP); attempts to trace them back to standard logical function-argument distinctions are misguided. Second, the NSP is both too strong and too weak. It is too strong in that it allows only three word order co-occurrence types. In actuality Greenberg's Appendix II attests 16 co-occurrence types. (The three allowed by the NSP are, however, among the most frequently attested types: VSO/Prep/NGen/NAdj [Type 1], SVO/Prep/NGen/NAdj [Type 9], SOV/Post/NGen/NAdj [Type 23]. SOV/Post/GenN/NAdj [Type 24] is approximately equal in size to Type 1 in Greenberg's sample.) The NSP is too weak in that it misses other generalizations. It does not account for the steady decrease in number of attesting languages as increasing disharmony of operand positioning relative to operator is evidenced across phrasal categories. The NSP combines both SVO and VSO as VO languages. However, as Greenberg noted, SVO is not a strong type: nothing distinctly correlates with it as opposed to SOV and V-initial types. By combining VSO and SVO, the NSP effectively blurs typological characteristics specific to VSO.

Equally problematic are the logical inconsistencies of the NSP when it is invoked as an explanation of word order change (Hawkins 1983:235). The NSP projects that inconsistent language types will move towards consistent types. But whenever there are inconsistencies, both of the two consistent types are predicted since all operands are equally predictive. For example, since change
proceeds via doubling structures, if a language is going to move from a basic P & Q stage to a basic -P & -Q stage, there is necessarily an intermediate stage where both P and -P co-exist. But if P and -P co-exist, they exert equal and opposite pulls toward consistent P & Q and -P & -Q languages. Further, -P → Q is logically equivalent to Q → P. So any increase in -P should be offset by an equally strong pressure towards retaining the earlier P order, given Q → P. Thus, there are pressures against the complete development of -P & -Q.

In later work (Vennemann and Harlow 1977; Vennemann 1981), certain modifications are made. A more consistent definition of operator is provided, but two types of operators are identified: attributes and complements. These are ordered on opposite sides of their operands. Second, the NSP is no longer invoked as an explanation for word order change. Third, the NSP is said to describe an 'ideal' typology, rather than presented as any sort of universal.

Hawkins (1979, 1980, 1982a, 1982b, 1983) adopts Vennemann's distinction between operand and operator (head and modifier), but rejects the NSP as inadequate to account for the range of variation found in language. Rather, he argues for multi-implicational exceptionless statements which purportedly account for all the attested types and rule out certain non-attested types. Immediately relevant to the Yagua case is Universal II:

VSO ⊑ (NA ⊑ NG)

This Universal rules out:
VSO/prepositional/genitive+noun/noun+adjective (Type 4)
VSO/postpositional/genitive+noun/noun+adjective (Type 8)

Throughout the following chapters I will argue that Yagua is in fact an instance of a Type 8 language, and that Hawkins' proposed universals are better taken as statistical rather than as exceptionless.

Hawkins additionally proposes the principle of Cross Category Harmony. This states that languages preferably match the number of preposed (or postposed) operators in one phrasal category with the number of preposed (or postposed) operators in all other phrasal categories. The more the position of the operand lines up across phrasal categories, the greater the number of exemplifying languages. Based on current knowledge about the world's languages, the principle of Cross Category Harmony seems to be generally upheld. Hawkins (1983) discusses exceptions, and argues that, for the most part, there are identifiable pragmatic principles which account for these exceptions.

Doris Payne (1985b) discusses two major problems with Hawkins' work. First, there are methodological problems in determining basic constituent orders for some languages. Occasionally it is not clear we can identify a single 'subject' category in one language corresponding in functional and syntactic terms to a subject category in a second language. Consequently it is not clear what it means to talk about comparative basic ordering of 'subject', 'object', and verb across the two languages. In a number of cases Hawkins'
conclusions are to be disputed. Second, due to incomplete coverage of
the world's languages, (at least some of) the universals which
Hawkins proposes are incorrectly presented as exceptionless. It is
the purportedly exceptionless nature of the universals which allows
him to invoke them as constraints on historical change. For example,
the Universal Consistency in History hypothesis claims that
throughout time, languages will always conform to the synchronic
universals. Co-occurrences ruled out by these universals cannot
stand as intermediate stages between two allowable co-occurrence
types. However, if the universals are in fact statistical, it is no
longer possible to say that a language could not have gone through a
highly inconsistent, though possibly rare, stage. At best, the UCH can
only be taken as a probability statement.

1.5.3. Identification of basic constituent order

Langacker (1977:24) states:

In discussing 'basic' word [constituent] order, three
related but separate notions must be clearly distinguished:
'most neutral word order', 'most common word order', and
'underlying word order'.

In the typological tradition exemplified by Greenberg, Mallinson and
Blake (1981), Hawkins, and others, basic constituent order is
generally taken as some sort of confluence between Langacker's 'most
neutral word order' and 'most common word order'. Greenberg (1963) in
fact gives no discussion of his criteria for determining basic word
order, and we are probably safe in assuming that his criteria were
somewhat intuitive. Hawkins attempts to be more rigorous, at least in
clearly stating what his ideal criteria are. Briefly, he takes basic word order as that which is (1) absolutely most frequent, (2) 'grammatically' most frequent (e.g. the class of adjectival modifiers which follow the noun is larger than the class of adjectival modifiers which precede the noun), and (3) least restricted in terms of syntactic rule operation. However, in cases where cross-language comparison is difficult, Hawkins takes 'semantic equivalence' as sufficient to make the cross-linguistic comparison (1983:12). It is not clear how 'semantic equivalence' is judged.

Givón (to appear) proposes that the basic word order of a language be determined by that which occurs in main, active, declarative clauses used in contexts in which the subject is definite and easily identified and in which the object is indefinite but referential. Presumably he is referring to the greatest frequency of a certain order within such a clause type, though he does not make this explicit.

In contrast to Givón, Mallinson and Blake (1981) propose that basic order be determined by that which occurs in stylistically-neutral, indicative clauses with definite direct arguments expressed by full noun phrases. Again, I assume they are referring to the greatest frequency within such a clause type.

Finally, it has sometimes been suggested that determination of the basic constituent order of a language should be made on sentences whose interpretation is not dependent on some other presupposition. For example, sentences like Aren't you glad that I got you to start running? presupposes that the proposition I got you to start running
is shared as true by both speaker and hearer. In Chapter 6 I discuss a number of situations in which use of a particular clause construction correlates with correction of, or supplying missing information for, an otherwise presupposed predication. Given that felicitous use of such a construction requires a predicational presupposition, determination of basic constituent order should not be based (solely) on such clauses.

Langacker's term 'underlying order' refers to the fact that within a model-specific description, it is sometimes advantageous to take one order as basic or initial/underlying rather than another. Approaching the subject from within the framework of generative semantics, McCawley (1970) proposed that English be identified as a VSO language. Working within a generalized phrase structure model, Stucky (1981) proposes several phrase structure rules to account for order in Makua, a language which has sometimes been characterized as having 'free' word order. All rules do not have equal status in the grammar and therefore one order can be referred to as syntactically basic. Stucky chooses SVO as the syntactically basic order (81), but notes that this does not necessarily correlate with the pragmatically unmarked order (which she argues might be either SVO or VOS, depending on certain theoretical assumptions), or the typological 'type' (SVO and VOS are claimed to be likely candidates). Stucky dismisses text frequency counts as a criterion since presumably highest frequency correlates with whatever discourse function is most likely to occur. Apparently, this is based on an assumption that it
is not possible to identify some discourse/pragmatic functions as more basic or less marked than others.

As yet another example of this sort of phenomenon, within more recent X-bar theory Coopmans (1984) argues that basic syntactic order in Dutch and German is SOV, and that there is no necessary relation between this and surface main clause word orders. Similarly, Hale (1983) posits phrase structure rules for Papago which define prenuclear nonclausal complements (i.e. NP NP V order). He notes, however, that this ordering is not always realized at the surface structure level, and that extraposition derives alternative word orderings. In Doris Payne (1984c) I show that if we take Hale's phrase structure rules as defining basic syntactic order, then basic syntactic order does not correlate with most frequent order, extraposition must be the norm, and it is not at all clear that SOV or NP NP VP correlates with least marked or most neutral order either. In sum, depending on model-specific arguments, one can posit a given order as 'syntactically basic'. But depending on the model, there is no necessary relation between this order and the most frequent or most neutral order relative to discourse and pragmatic function.

My point in this study is not to argue for one order as basic relative to some theoretical model but rather to discuss Yagua from a typological perspective. I will not comment much further on the adequacies or inadequacies of syntactic order approaches. However, in Chapters 2, 3, 5, and 6 I discuss certain facts of the language as they might bear on determination of 'underlying' order and
constituency. Certain facts of the language might lead some to posit SVO as the underlying order, but this is clearly not in keeping with the least marked or most neutral order.

Here, I would like to raise some questions relating to the more typological approaches. First (and perhaps somewhat trivially), the term 'word' is used, and yet it is clear that what is usually under discussion is the relative order of syntactic roles. In this study I opt for the relatively neutral term 'constituent' since syntactic roles are most neutrally encoded in clearly identifiable syntactic constituents whenever full noun phrases are used.

Second, discussion has been almost entirely limited to order based on syntactic role. Languages where order is sensitive to pragmatic status (e.g. given versus new information, definite versus indefinite, theme versus rheme), have been either left out of the discussion, or forced into a typology where they really do not belong. (This is, in my opinion, a basic problem with many 'underlying' syntactic approaches.) Thompson (1978) is an exception here, and it is important to note that Mallinson and Blake (1981) and Givón (to appear) do include consideration of pragmatic factors, though their primary concern remains with identifying basic order of syntactic roles. If we straightforwardly applied Givón's criteria to the Papago data I have surveyed, for example, we would have to conclude that OVS was the most basic order.

Third, discussion of order based on syntactic role has largely been limited to the distinction between subject and object, and it has sometimes been assumed (e.g. Hawkins 1983) that if syntactic role
is relevant, then the only syntactic roles to be considered are subject and object. Many Austronesian languages are forced into this framework, despite the fact that in some there may be no identifiable constituent which corresponds functionally or semantically with a subject of the Indo-European type (Schachter 1984). There has also been little or no discussion of the possibility that order might be sensitive to ergative versus absolutive syntactic categories in some languages.

Fourth, typological studies generally assume that basic order is determined on 'basic' transitive clauses containing two overt noun phrases. As has been demonstrated in recent work (Derbyshire 1982, 1985; Du Bois 1981, 1984; Lambrecht 1984; Doris Payne 1984c, to appear d; Scancarelli, to appear), in natural oral discourse, overt co-occurrence of both subject and object in a given clause is rarely the case. Rather, whenever two noun phrases occur, something is likely to be marked relative to the discourse or pragmatic situation. Consequently, we must distinguish between (a) most frequent clause type, and (b) most neutral order when two full noun phrases do occur, keeping in mind that any use of full noun phrases may in some sense be marked. In determining (b), I suggest that a confluence of criteria must be considered, such as frequency (Langacker's 'most common word order [when full noun phrases are used]'), pragmatic markedness, definiteness, referentiality or givenness of participants, degree of presupposition, and simplicity of description. This sort of approach is relevant, however, only to languages where subject, object, or other syntactic categories can be
clearly defined and identified, and where order is primarily sensitive to such categories. It is important to keep in mind that in all languages there is probably some sensitivity to pragmatic factors. In some languages, such as Papago, pragmatic factors account for just about all ordering phenomena, and consequently there is questionable value in trying to force them into a syntactic ordering mold. It is not clear to me that we even want to talk about 'basic' ordering in such languages. We would first have to show that new information is more (or less) basic than given information; that definite information is more (or less) basic than indefinite information, etc. And it is not clear to me that we can do so. Both new and given information are clearly essential to communication, though it may be true that given is more frequent, at least in narrative genres.

1.6. Introduction to the phonology

As a basis for better understanding the data, a brief introduction to the phonemes and some major (morpho-)phonological processes of Yagua is given here (see Payne and Payne, in progress, for further discussion). Consonant phonemes and their allophones are as follows:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LABIAL</th>
<th>ALVEOLAR</th>
<th>PALATAL</th>
<th>VELAR</th>
<th>POSTVELAR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>STOPS</td>
<td>p [pʰ]</td>
<td>t [t]</td>
<td>k [k]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[p]</td>
<td>[t̂]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASALS</td>
<td>m [mʰ]</td>
<td>n [n]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[m]</td>
<td>[n̪]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[mb]</td>
<td>[nd]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFFRICATES</td>
<td>č [č]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRICATIVES</td>
<td>s [ts]</td>
<td>[č̡]~[š̡]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLAPS</td>
<td>ŵ [ɾ̪]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GLIDES</td>
<td>w [w]</td>
<td>y [y]</td>
<td>h [h]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[β]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1.2 Consonant Phonemes of Yagua

Whenever a morpheme ending in /y/ immediately precedes a morpheme beginning with any consonant other than an alveolar or palatal obstruent, there is a metathesis of /y/ and the consonant. If the consonant is /t/, /n/, or /s/, this process results in the palatal sounds [t̂], [n̪], and [č]. /y/ plus /w/ is realized as [β] or [β̂y]. Morphemes do not end in consonants other than /y/. Thus, there are no underlying sequences of C + /y/ where C is a morpheme-final consonant other than /y/. /p/ and /m/ often have labiovelar releases [w], but in the environment of /y/ the labiovelar release disappears. /m/ and /n/ have oral releases preceding oral vowels: [mb] and [nd].

P. Powlison (1962) presents a four-vowel analysis for Yagua. In his analysis the norm of the high 'front' vowel is [i̯], the norm of the high back vowel is [u], the norm of the low 'front' vowel is [a],
and the norm of the low back vowel is [ɹ]. However, I believe there is good evidence, at least in some dialects, for adopting a six vowel analysis in which [i] and [ɪ], and [e] and [a] are treated as separate phonemes along with /u/ [U] and /o/ [ɔ]. According to this analysis, the vowel phonemes with their allophones are as given in Table 1.3. (In some environments there is 'neutralization' between /i/ and /ɪ/ to [i], and between/e/ and /a/ to [e].)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>FRONT</th>
<th>CENTRAL</th>
<th>BACK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HIGH</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>ɪ</td>
<td>u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[i]</td>
<td>[ɪ]</td>
<td>[u]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[I]</td>
<td>[ɪ]</td>
<td>[ɔ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MID</td>
<td>e</td>
<td></td>
<td>o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[e]</td>
<td></td>
<td>[ɹ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOW</td>
<td></td>
<td>a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[a]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[ə]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[e]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1.3 Vowel Phonemes of Yagua

The mid vowels /e/ and /o/ are defective phonemes in terms of frequency and failure to undergo certain phonological rules which apply to other vowels. Additionally, /e/, /ɪ/, and /o/ do not occur in the initial syllables of j-initial verbs which undergo j-deletion (see T. Payne 1983a for discussion of verb classes and morphophonemic processes related to subject cliticization). All vowels may be long or short, nasal or oral. Clusters of non-identical vowels do not occur.

There are two phonemic tones, but syllables are lexically marked for three types of tone features. Syllables which have an inherent
high tone are marked with the acute accent. These are syllables which must have a surface high tone, or sometimes a low-high or high-low glide on certain long vowels. If there is a sonorant consonant intervening between two high-tone syllables, and if the vowel of the first syllable is short, then the first high tone may also be realized as a high-low glide over the vowel plus sonorant consonant. A phrase-final high tone following another high tone may be phonetically mid. Syllables with inherent low tone are marked with the grave accent. These are syllables which must always have a low tone, and which may cause placement of a high tone on a preceding syllable. This occurs if the preceding syllable occurs in part of the intonational pivot of the phrase, and does not itself have an inherent low tone. Syllables which do not have inherent tone assignment are not marked, even when they receive (predictable) surface high tone in certain contexts. These may have either high or low surface tone, depending on placement relative to the intonational pivot, and placement relative to inherent low-tone syllables.

The intonational pivot occurs on the last inherent high or unmarked syllable of the intonational phrase. The pivot is marked by high tone. If the pivot is the last syllable of the phrase, the intonation of the phrase goes up, and stays up. If the pivot is not the last syllable of the phrase (i.e. it is followed by one or more inherent low-tone syllables), the intonation at the end of the phrase falls following the pivot.

A Spanish-based orthography has been developed for Yagua by Paul Powlison in conjunction with the Peruvian Ministry of Education. For
the most part this orthography is followed here. Consequently /k/ is written as qu preceding front vowels and /ʃ/, and as ɕ elsewhere. /č/ is written as čh, /w/ as y, and /h/ as j. In order to reduce the number of diacritics which must be written, [m̩] and [n̩] are written as b and d respectively and nasalization on vowels is not written following m [m] or n [n]. In all other environments, nasalization is indicated by the nasal hook. In the practical orthography, long vowels, tone, and the vowel /i/ are not written, but I represent them here insofar as possible. 7

Following a /y/ or any palatalized consonant, a vowel fronting process applies to non-mid vowels (vowels other than /e/ and /o/). This is informally given as follows (Y represents both /y/ and any palatalized consonant):

\[(1) \quad \mathbf{V} \quad \rightarrow \quad [+ \text{fronted}] \quad / \quad \mathbf{Y} \quad [- \text{mid}]\]

This accounts for the following alternations (the rule applies vacuously to the already front vowel /i/):

\[
\begin{align*}
[U] \quad &\rightarrow \quad [i] \quad (\text{short } [U] \text{ only}) \\
[i] \quad &\rightarrow \quad [i] \quad (\text{short and long } [i]) \\
[a] \quad &\rightarrow \quad [æ] \quad (\text{short and long } [a])
\end{align*}
\]

The following examples illustrate application of the fronting rule. Recall that /y/ metathesizes with any morpheme-initial consonant.
When contiguous to the front vowels [i] and [e], and particularly when following a bilabial, the /y/ is then deleted in normal speech.

\[(2) \text{murṝgay} \quad \text{'sing'} \quad \text{ray + murṝgay} > [\text{ramirṝgay}] \quad \text{'I sing'}\]
\[
\text{miśa} \quad \text{'table'} \quad \text{ray + miśa} > [\text{ramiśa}] \quad \text{'my table'}
\]
\[
-\text{maa} \quad \text{PERF} \quad -\text{muny + -maa} > [\text{muny:mm}] \quad \text{COMPLT PERF}
\]

Fronting of short /a/ following /y/ is not as noticeable as fronting of long /aa/. However, I hypothesize that fronting applies in both cases in order to account for identical changes in /a/ and /aa/ when they are simultaneously preceded and followed by /y/ (see Rule (5)).

When lo-γ /aa/ does NOT precede a /y/ or a palatal(ized) consonant, it tends to be very fronted in some words (particularly in the Vainilla dialect but less so in the Cahocuma and San José de Loretoyacu dialects):

\[(3) \text{tā̆-nī} > [t̪ʂ̩-nī] \quad \text{'}Where is he/her?'}\]
\[
\text{ray-ya-jāsiy} > [ray̩j̩siy] \quad \text{'}I went earlier today'.}
\]

But compare:

\[(4) \quad [\text{sa-jāsy}] \quad \text{'}his/her father'}\]
\[
[\text{sa-m̩aay}] \quad \text{'}she/he is sleeping'}\]

A vowel raising process applies to [ə] (both long and short) whenever followed by a /y/ or palatalized consonant:

\[(5) \quad [+ \text{low}] \quad \text{--> } [- \text{low}] / \quad [\text{low}] \quad \text{Y}
\quad [+ \text{fronted}]\]
Application of (1) and (5) results in alternations such as the following:

(6) sa-ja’ay 'his/her father'  ray-ja’ay > rajee’y  'my father'
    sa-ja’y  'his/her skin'    ray-ja’y > rajee’y  'my skin'

Whenever two unlike vowels come together within a word, the first assimilates to the quality of the second. In (8) the initial j drops, as will be discussed later. (Abbreviations are given prior to Chapter 1.)

(7) ta’aryta  'sell'
    ta’arytu’u  'seller'
    ta’aryta-ji
    sell-NMLZR

(8) jutey  'say'
    su’utey  'she/he says'
    sa-jutey
    3SG-say

This is accounted for by (9):

(9) \[ V \rightarrow V \] \hspace{1cm} [[\alpha F]] \hspace{1cm} [[\alpha F]]

There is a third rule affecting vowel quality which applies in the context of certain ja-initial morphemes when the last syllable of the preceding morpheme contains a short vowel. The processes involved are morpho-lexical and will not be formalized here, but examples follow.

(10) rachqoniy  'I lift'
    rachqondeesi’y  'I lifted earlier today'
    rachqoniy-ja’siy
    1SG:lift-PROX1
(11) su'utay 'he says' su'utay / su'utayn (V)
su'utay-janu 3SG:say-PAST3

su'utaanu / su'uteen (CAH)

'she said long ago'

(12) naađatụŋchu 'she converses' naađatụŋchọʊn
naađatụŋchu-janu 3DL:converse-PAST3

'n she conversed long ago'

(13) su'nānadáą̄́bĕesiy
sa-janaadá-jasúmiy-jásiy
3SG-open:mouth-arise-PROX1

'He opened his mouth rising up earlier today.'

(14) rayá 'I go' rayá siy 'I went earlier today'
raya-jásiy 1SG:go-PROX1

Several observations may be drawn from the above data. First, /i/ or
/iy/ plus ja /ha/ results in /ee/ [ee] (example 10). /ay/ plus ja
results in /ee/ [ee] in V, and in /ee/ [ee] or /aa/ [aa] in CAH
(example 11). (I believe that SJL follows the CAH dialect more
closely than the V dialect.) /u/ plus ja results 'n /oo/ [³]n
(example 12). Thus, the resultant surface form agrees in fronting
with the first vowel, but in height with the second vowel. Second, a
nasal-plus-oral sequence surfaces as oral (example 10 and suffixation
of jásiy in 13), while certain oral-plus-oral sequences become nasal
(example 14; but note suffixation of jasúmiy in 13). (There is
additional complicating data here; see Payne and Payne, in progress).
Third, this coalescence process is restricted such that it does not
apply to prefixation of Set I clitics (Section 2.1) to ja-initial
verb roots (see T. Payne 1983a for detailed discussion of what
happens in this situation). Fourth, there are some ja-initial
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suffixes which do not seem to take part in this process, such as -jáy 'proximate 2' and jáy 'skin'. The following forms show that if the preceding morpheme ends in a long vowel-final syllable, the j /h/ is retained. If the preceding morpheme ends in a long /y/-final syllable, the j is dropped (particularly in V; in the CAH dialect, j may be retained and the following /a/ fronted to /e/).

(15) sa-nicyee-jásiy  'she talked this morning'
    3SG-talk-PROXI

V: sa-suuta-múy-ásiy  'she finished washing this morning'
    3SG-wash-COMPLT-PROXI

CAH: sa-suuta-múu-jásiy  'she finished washing this morning'

There are two low-level vowel deletion rules which some speakers are able to suppress to varying degrees, depending on the carefulness with which they are speaking. Consider first the following data, noting particularly the underlined vowels:

(16) sasuutatánií
    sa-suuta-tániy-níí
    3SG-wash-CAUS-3SG

niínruuvaamu
    niínu-ruuvá-mu
tree-base-LOC

náánsirií
    náang-sirií
    3DL-get:inside

BUT:

(17) riiyarqóqvaamuntíy
    *riiyarqóqvanntíy
riiyarqóva-jamun-ntiy
3PL:make:noise-PAST3-REP
'They made noise again long ago'.
Vátaju muvannaní
muvaní-na-níi
wound hurt-TRANS-3SG
'The wound hurts him (all over his body)'.

The data in (16) and (17) show that vowel deletion applies between two coronal consonants when the first consonant is voiced, and the syllable is low tone and short. (17) suggests that the rule applies progressively and does not apply if either consonant is already in a cluster. The rule is formulated as follows:

\[(18) \quad \begin{array}{c}
V \\
[- \text{long}] \\
[+ \text{hi tone}] \\
\end{array} \rightarrow \begin{array}{c}
\emptyset \\
C \\
C \\
V \\
[+ \text{cor}] \\
[+ \text{vd}] \\
\end{array} \]

A second low-level rule is needed to account for deletion of short non-high tone, high vowels between two voiceless consonants. 9

(19) sasiquítyaa       sasquityaa  'she/he is alone'
sa-siquítya
3SG-be:alone
jaachipiíyàja  jaachpiiyàj 'think, decide'
jaachiy-pií-yaag
heart-VERBLZ-DISTRIB
riimubúshítaíísirya  riimubúshtáísirya
ray-jinubúí-su-ta-jísiiy-rà
1SG-paint:self-TRANS-TRANS-PROX1-INA
'I painted myself (with achiote) with it (an instrument)'.

But:

sanicyeetityiy       *sanicyeetítiyiy
sa-nicyee-ta-tityiy
3SG-talk-TRANS-going:directly
'She/he talked (with someone) while going along'.

The second vowel deletion rule is as follows:
(20) \[ V \rightarrow \emptyset / V C \hspace{1cm} C V \]

\[
\left[ \begin{array}{c}
\text{long} \\
\text{hi tone} \\
\text{high}
\end{array} \right] \quad \left[ \begin{array}{c}
\text{[-vd]} \\
\text{[-vd]}
\end{array} \right]
\]

There are a few apparently regular phonological differences between the San Jose de Loretoyacu, Cahocuma, and Vainilla dialects. The sequence `am` /am/ in SJL and CAH often corresponds to `ada` /ana/ in V, as in the distant past and infinitival endings `-jada` (V) versus `-janu` (SJL, CAH). (However, V speakers may employ both `-jada` and `-janu` forms of these morphemes.) Initial `/r/ in CAH and V is sometimes absent in SJL morphemes: `ray-` '1st singular' (CAH, V) versus `ay-` (SJL). In other morphemes, however, initial `/r/ corresponds to `/n/ (either `[n] or `[n^d]): `rooriy` 'house' (CAH, V) versus `dooriy` (SJL). Unless mentioned otherwise, examples in this paper are representative of the V and/or CAH dialects.
NOTES TO CHAPTER 1

1 In this study I cannot pursue many interesting aspects of discourse structure revealed by quantitative differences along various parameters between narrative sub-genres. I mention just a few of them here in passing.

2 Approximate ages of consultants reflect approximate ages when we worked with them.

3 His wife grew up in a largely monolingual Yagua-speaking family. Her parents deprecated the language and wanted their children to speak only Spanish. We suspect she actually understands Yagua, even though she may feel uncomfortable speaking it.

4 Actually, I suspect that the 'absolutive' argument (the object of a transitive and the subject of an intransitive clause) might be a better candidate for the 'primary concomitant' of the verb. This is suggested both by the semantic observations of Keenan (1984) and the discourse/pragmatic observations of Du Bois (1984).

5 I would like to thank Jack Du Bois for bringing this to my attention.

6 The small amount of available text data from Taushiro suggests that in some languages there is a much greater propensity to use full noun phrases. The Taushiro situation is, however, a case of 'language death' (there were approximately six speakers at the time the text material was recorded and transcribed), and I do not know how this might affect discourse/pragmatic phenomena.

7 Most of the Powlison texts and the Powlison and Powlison (1977) concordance project which is based on them do not represent long vowels or tone. Occasionally I have not been able to determine length and tone for morphemes, based on my own knowledge of the language and the available dictionary materials.

8 Both Paul Powlison and ourselves have consistently recorded this suffix with a short vowel, though it behaves as if it were long. We have experienced significant difficulty in perceptually distinguishing short versus long oral vowels at times, and it may be this should be written as long even though our perceptions are that it is short.

9 Occasionally we have found deletion of short /a/ between two voiceless consonants, yet in other words, such as those given here, it never occurs. Though further exploration is warranted, it is probably the case that /i/ and /u/ are simply 'weaker' than /a/ and more susceptible to deletion.
Chapter 2: Clausal Phenomena

This chapter is the 'elsewhere' case. Here I discuss major structural clause types and facts of clause structure which are not specifically concerned with structure of the noun and adpositional phrase (Chapter 3), noun phrase morphology (Chapter 4), or verb phrase and verbal morphology (Chapter 5). However, some facts which may be more pertinent to clause-level structure are presented in Chapter 5, particularly facts concerned with use of certain clitics and order of object arguments in clauses with complex predicates.

2.1. Major structural clause types

Three major clause types are distinguished by whether the clause has a non-nominal predicate and by whether the clause (potentially) refers to its subject participant by means of Set I clitics (Table 2.1) versus Set II clitics (Table 2.2). In all clause types the most frequent and least pragmatically marked order is predicate-initial. Certain of these structural clause types cross-cut functional clause types such as imperatives and questions. Before illustrating the three major clause types I will introduce the Set I and Set II clitics and make a few comments about general terminology.

For purposes of this study 'subject' is defined as the confluence of 'S' and 'A' in the sense of Dixon (1979). 'S' is the only argument of a single argument clause. 'A' is the most agent-like argument of a multi-argument clause, or that argument which is
morphosyntactically treated as an agent would most commonly be. Object is similarly defined as Dixon's 'O' which is the next-most agent-like participant of a multi-argument clause. (In actual fact, it is often not agent-like at all.) Occasionally I use the symbol O to refer to any non-subject argument for which the subcategorization frame of the verb may or may not be specified. Arguments specified by the subcategorization or semantic case frame of the verb are termed 'direct' arguments. Those which are not are termed 'oblique' arguments. Obliques include postpositional phrases and time and locative expressions.

Set I clitics are prefixal. Semantically, these indicate whether the referent is animate or inanimate. If the participant is animate, the clitic also indicates its person and number. Syntactically, Set I clitics reference subjects of Type 1 clauses (Section 2.1.1.1), genitives (Section 3.5), and objects of postpositions (Section 3.6). Table 2.1 presents the most widely used variants of these clitics. T. Payne (1983a) discusses other phonologically and lexically-dictated forms (there is a great deal of phonological fusion between the clitic and the first syllable of many verb roots, postpositions, and one of the auxiliaries).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SINGULAR</th>
<th>DUAL INCLUSIVE EXCLUSIVE</th>
<th>DUAL EXCLUSIVE</th>
<th>PLURAL INCLUSIVE EXCLUSIVE</th>
<th>PLURAL EXCLUSIVE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 person</td>
<td>ray-</td>
<td>vụụy-</td>
<td>nááy-</td>
<td>vụụy-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 person</td>
<td>jíy-</td>
<td>sáána-</td>
<td>jírýey-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 person</td>
<td>sa-</td>
<td>naada-</td>
<td>ríy-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Inanimate (no number distinction): rá-

Index determined by co-reference with some other participant in the clause (not used for 1st and 2nd singular): jíy-

Table 2.1 Set I Participant Reference Clitics

The co-reference clitic jíy- (COR) does not have an inherent animacy and person/number index, but must get its index from some other element in the clause. This is explored more fully in Section 2.1.1.3, Chapters 3 and 5, and in T. Payne (1985, Chapter 4). The third person clitic forms are not differentiated for masculine versus feminine gender and I translate them as 'he', 'she', and 'she/he', depending on context or lack thereof. The second and third person dual clitics sáána- and naada- are used to recognize the special status of (singular) women who have borne children. Third person singular forms may be used to reference semantically plural entities which are relatively lower on a topicality hierarchy (cf. Silverstein 1976). For example, groups of animals may be referenced as singular in contrast to humans. Plural children may be referenced as singular in contrast to adults. Plural 'savages' or 'enemies' may be referenced as singular in contrast to ni jyagwiy 'people' (i.e. Yagua people).
Some Set II clitics are suffixal (indicated by a preceding hyphen in Table 2.2), while others are phonologically free or indeterminate. Both bound and free forms are isomorphic with free pronouns except that the latter carry stress. There is no free pronominal counterpart to the inanimate clitic -rə or to the coreferential clitic -yə. However, -ra is more pronoun-like than -yə in that -ra can form a relative pronoun with the relative clause clitic -tîy, while -yə cannot (Section 2.11.4). Syntactically, Set II clitics are used to reference objects of transitive clauses (Section 2.1.1.2), subjects of some intransitive clauses (Section 2.1.2), and subjects of predicate nominal and predicate locative clauses (Section 2.1.3). The most widely used forms are given in Table 2.2.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SINGULAR</th>
<th>DUAL</th>
<th>PLURAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>INCLUSIVE</td>
<td>EXCLUSIVE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>INCLUSIVE</td>
<td>EXCLUSIVE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 person</td>
<td>-rây</td>
<td>-vûûy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 person</td>
<td>jìy</td>
<td>saadá</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 person</td>
<td>nìi</td>
<td>naadá</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

inanimate (no number distinction): -rà

index determined by co-reference with some other participant in the clause (not used for 1st and 2nd singular): -yìa

Table 2.2 Set II Participant Reference Clitics

As with the Set I clitic jìy-, the Set II co-referential clitic -yì (CORO) does not have an inherent animacy and person/number index, but must get its index from some other element in the clause (cf. Section 2.1.1.3, Chapters 3, 5, 7; and T. Payne 1985). The second and third person dual forms are again used for (singular) women who have borne children, and third person singular forms may be used to refer semantically plural referents which are lower on a topicality hierarchy, as discussed above.

2.1.1. Clause Type 1

Type 1 clauses are distinguished by two facts. The predicate is verbal, as evidenced by the range of specifically verbal suffixes that it may take. Additionally, if a subject noun phrase occurs postverbally, or if no subject noun phrase occurs in the clause, a Set I clitic references animacy, and if animate then person and number of the subject argument. This will be illustrated shortly.
Type 1 clauses (and Type 3 which are predicate nominals) cross-cut other clause types such as questions and imperatives.

In Type 1 clauses the pragmatically neutral order when overt noun phrases occur is V[erb]-S[ubject]-O[bject]. Post-verbal placement of arguments is also the most frequent order in texts (Chapter 6). In elicitation via Spanish, our language consultant has occasionally offered SVO order initially, but then volunteered that VS(0) is 'more correct'. The orders OVS and Oblique-VSO also occur. Those which do not occur are VOS and any order where there are two constituents before the verb such as SOV, OSV, Oblique-SVO, Oblique-OVS.³

2.1.1.1. Subjects in Type 1 clauses

If the Subject NP follows the verb as in (21), or if there is no overt subject NP in the clause as in (22), a Set I proclitic occurs attached to the verb. If a preverbal auxiliary is present as in (23), the clitic is attached to the auxiliary.

(21) Sə-jụụy Anita.
    3SG-fall
    'Anita falls'.

(22) Sə-siịy.
    3SG-run
    'She/he runs'.

(23) Sà  sịịy.
    3SG-IRR run
    'She/he will run'.

If the subject precedes the verb (and is not 'left dislocated'), a Set I proclitic does not occur:
(24) Anita júyú.
'Anita falls'.

If an NP referring to the subject is 'left-dislocated', a resumptive Set I clitic must occur on the verb or auxiliary. I will refer to 'left dislocated' and certain other expressions in this left-most position as 'non-nuclear delimiting' expressions (see below and Chapter 6). The resumptive reference is underlined in (25):⁴

(25) Núqavā鲕u sůjyo ph səądəsi País,
sůjyo jə sa-jədəsiy-niɣ
wasp bite-NMLZR 3SG-knee-in
jašumura rápoo.
jašum-ra rá-poo
big-CL:NEUT INAN-swell:up

'The wasp bite in his knee, it swelled up big'. (KTO04)

2.1.1.2. Objects and obliques in Type 1 clauses

If the object of a divalent Type 1 clause is expressed by a full noun phrase, a Set II clitic immediately precedes the object noun phrase but is attached to whatever precedes the object phrase. The clitic thus forms a syntactic constituent with the following object noun phrase, but a phonological constituent with the preceding word. Syntactic constituency is indicated by brackets in (26) and (27); Set II clitics are underlined.

(26) Sa-sūrta Rospita-[nii Anita].
3SG-wash -3SG
'Rospita washes Anita'.
(27) Ruyvanyumúnyamu tijúri[riy munufúniy].
riy-júriy-nunúny-jamu tijúri-riy
3PL-kill-COMPLT-IMPF-PAST3 completely-3PL savage
'They completely killed off the savages'.

Set II clitics are used with object noun phrases roughly when the object is definite and individuated. In (28), for example, the object is a non-specific mass and no clitic occurs:

(28) Sa-jatu buya-a.
sa-jatu
3SG-drink manioc:beer
'He drinks manioc beer'.

However, the clitic is absent even in some cases where the object is highly individuated and definite. T. Payne (1985) suggests more generally that use of Set II clitic plus a noun phrase to encode the object has to do with projected discourse deployability or saliency of the participant in subsequent discourse.

If an overt NP is not used to refer to the object, a Set II clitic alone will reference the object. In this case the clitic most neutrally occurs as the last element in the clause (this is quantified in Chapter 6):

(29) Sa-suuta Rospita raruváva-[nii].
3SG-wash down:river-3SG
'Rospita washes him/her downriver'.

If the object is fronted before the verb but is not 'left dislocated' (i.e. it is not in the non-nuclear delimiting position as discussed below), it is not cross-referenced by a Set II clitic. Rospita could not be interpreted as the Subject in (30) because the Set I clitic
sa- occurs on the verb. If a subject noun phrase is present, it must thus be postverbal.

(30) Rospita sa-suita Anita.
'Anita washes Rospita'.

If a noun phrase referring to the object does occur in the non-nuclear delimiting position, a resumptive Set II clitic occurs in its normal position at the end of the clause:

(31) Anitaniy, Pāuro pūchēésifii.
Anita-niy pūchly-jāsiy-niī
Anita-NiY Paul carry-PROX1-3SG
'Anita, Paul carried her'.

Similarly, if an oblique phrase for which the verb is subcategorized occurs in the non-nuclear delimiting position, resumptive reference to the oblique occurs somewhere following the verb. This is illustrated in (39) below.

In verb initial languages (VIN, Keenan 1977, 1979a), the verb commonly agrees with none or with two arguments, but hardly ever with just one argument. As (26) shows, in Yagua the verb or auxiliary cross-references only the subject argument. But in highly transitive clauses where the object is well-individuated two arguments may still be referenced by clitics in the clause. If the Set II clitic occurs on the verb as in (31) this is merely because no other constituents occur following the verb, and a consequence of the leftward cliticization process. Strictly speaking, the verb only agrees with one argument.
2.1.1.3. Reflexives and reciprocals

The coreferential object clitic -yû (CORO) is used whenever an object is co-referential with a preceding subject, genitive, or object of a postposition (i.e. some Set I argument) within the same clause. Among other things, then, -yû indicates reflexivity and reciprocity. As far as I know -yû is never followed by a full noun phrase. This is pragmatically unnecessary as the index of -yû is always determined by a preceding argument. As with other Set II clitics when there is no overt noun phrase object, -yû most neutrally attaches to the last element in the clause:

(32) Suŋgay Davíbyeyu.
    sa-juy Daví-yay-yû
    3SG-hit David-deceased-CORO
    'David hit himself'.

(33) Ruŋgay munũhũmiyu.
    riy-juy munũhũmiy-yû
    3PL-hit savage-CORO
    'The savages hit themselves'. OR: 'The savages hit each other'.

If a verb is subcategorized to take an object in the dative case, reflexivity and reciprocity are indicated by the Set I coreferential clitic jiɣ- (variant yi-) occurring with the dative postposition:

(34) Tomása diɣ yi-îva.
    Tom see COR-DAT
    'Tom sees himself'.

(35) Riɣtây niɣyaɣmiy yî-îva....
    riy-jîtây yi-îva
    3PL-say people COR-DAT
    'The people say to each other ...'
2.1.1.4. Trivalent clauses

In trivalent clauses both objects may be referenced by clitics if they are definite and individuated. Rocks are animate, which accounts for the animate singular Set II clitic in (37):

(36) Sasqâñiíre.
   sa-saqy-nii-râ
   3SG-give-3SG-INAN
   'He gives it (to) him'.

(37) Rodrigo saqy-nii ravichy rây.
   Rodrigo give-3SG rock 1SG
   'Rodrigo gives me the rock'.

(38) Sadáñyamunî Antóniora niqueejâda.
   sa-dáñtya-mu-nii António-râ niquee-jâda
   3SG-know-TRNS-3SG Antonio-INAN talk-INF
   'He teaches Antonio the word (or language)'.

2.1.1.5. Structure in Type 1 clauses

The preceding facts about use and non-use of Set I and Set II clitics when there is a preverbal subject, object, or oblique suggest that structurally there are two types of preverbal constituents. Differential placement of second position clitics (Section 2.4) and different pragmatic functions of preverbal elements also support such a distinction.

The first structural position is what I have termed a 'non-nuclear delimiting' constituent. The pragmatic function of phrases occurring in this position is to provide a limiting frame of reference in terms of either time or location, or to set up for the hearer an entity relative to which the rest of the sentence is relevant (Dooley 1982; Chafe 1976:50 uses the term 'topic' in this
sense). This position may or may not encode phrases which are co-referential with arguments required by the semantic case or subcategorization frame of the verb. The term 'non-nuclear' implies that there is a 'nuclear' portion of the clause as well. Syntactically, the nucleus consists of the verb plus those arguments required by the semantic case or subcategorization frame of the verb, plus clausal operators which have scope over the verb and its arguments (e.g. tense, mode, aspect). Pragmatically the nucleus conveys the basic predication (cf. Chapter 6). Example (25) above illustrates use of a delimiting phrase, where this phrase is co-referential with the subject of the clause. The following examples illustrate a locative oblique and a time expression in delimiting function. Note the resumptive reference to the locative (underlined) in (39).

(39) Roorinchasiy, sasichîjîy jīṭa rumusîyu.
    rooriy-jaĉa-siy sa-sîcîjîy rumi-siy-yû
    house-on-AB 3SG-throw:down JIITA there-AB-CORO
    'From up on the house, he threw himself from there'. (LK003)

(40) Tijiqui jārimuni-saqrâ-ju sa-tiryâta-jayâ-râ.
    one:ANIM:SG moon-extent:of-AL 3SG-lie-INST-ITER-INAN
    'For a whole month he was laid up (in bed) with it'. (KT005)

The non-nuclear delimiting component corresponds structurally to what is sometimes termed a 'topic' or 'left-dislocated' constituent within certain traditions (cf. Chafe's 1976 use of the term 'topic'). I wish to avoid the term 'topic' for this structural position because of confusion in the literature over what this term indicates. In Yagua a delimiting entity or concept need not be the topic of the sentence in the sense of 'what the sentence is about' (cf. Dooley
1982:311; Gundel 1974:15, Dik 1978:130, Halliday 1967:212). It need not be a highly continuous element in the sense that it has been very recently mentioned (cf. 'topic' in the sense of Givón 1983). The pragmatic function of non-nuclear delimiting elements discussed above is closer to the characterization of topic given by Li and Thompson (1976). Li and Thompson (1976) suggest that topics are always definite. In Li and Thompson (1981), however, they allow that they need not be. In Yagua, correlative and perhaps other subordinate-type clauses may serve non-nuclear delimiting functions. Often such phrases or clauses encode indefinite or non-specific participants:

(41) Jàtiy jiyējëbyey junoosiy rä chääsiy
ja-tiy jiy-jåsy-bay junoo-siy cha-jäsiy
DEMO-TTY 2SG-father-deceased head-CL:seed IRR be–PROX1
samarîy, niiniîîi jiyiyapá.
sa–maryi nii-niî-nii jiy–jåapá
3SG-necklace 3SG(pronoun)-NTY-3SG(setII) 2SG-grandfather

'Whoever (has) your deceased father's skull (as) his necklace, he is your grandfather'. (Literally: 'Whoever your deceased father's skull will be his necklace, he is your grandfather'.) (LX082)

The second preverbal position is termed the 'pragmatically marked' (PM) component. This encodes information which is pragmatically non-neutral or marked in terms of the speaker's communicative intent. The exact ways in which information can be pragmatically marked are discussed in Chapter 6 and will not be illustrated here. The PM position may encode any element of the nuclear predication, whether it be a noun phrase, a postpositional phrase, a descriptive modifier which is discontinuous from the rest of the phrase with which it forms a semantic constituent, or an
adverb. Though elements in this position are not limited to any one syntactic function, the position itself is a syntactic fact as shown both by second position clitic placement (Section 2.4) and Set I and Set II clitic reference. If the PM position encodes a subject, object, or (subcategorized) postpositional object of the clause, the argument is NOT resumptively mentioned by a Set I or Set II clitic (cf. examples (24) and (30) above).

It may be asked whether or not the pragmatically marked position is more or less equivalent to what would be termed a Complementizer (COMP) position in certain other traditions. I have avoided using this term because (1) clauses which begin with a complementizer (Sections 2.11.2 and 2.11.4) may still have another element in the PM position, (2) I am not certain the PM position has all the characteristics commonly associated with so-called COMP positions and until such could be shown I wish to not confuse the issue, and (3) what is clear is that this position encodes pragmatically marked information.

The syntactic structure of Type 1 clauses when full noun phrases are used is roughly that suggested by the diagram in (42). In intransitive clauses, of course, a direct object is not present, though an oblique may be. More detailed discussion of each element in (42) will be taken up throughout this and following chapters.
A few further observations are warranted about the structure posited in (42). First, there is syntactic structure in Yagua clauses and this structure is in part hierarchical. There are a variety of notations which could express the hierarchical structure equally well. That there is hierarchical structure is shown most clearly by use and non-use of Set I and Set II clitics as described above, and by placement possibilities for second position clitics (Section 2.4). Also, elements in the non-nuclear delimiting position have locational, time, or other delimiting scope over the rest of the \( \bar{c} \) clause. Elements occurring in the Pragmatically Marked position have a pragmatic and sometimes semantic function relative to the remaining group of elements occurring within \( C \). Briefly, when an element occurs in the pragmatically marked position, the remaining group of elements usually constitutes a presuppositional background assumption against which information in the PM position is asserted or contrasted (Chapter 6).

Second, within \( C \) the structure is essentially 'flat' (Chapters 5 and 7). Relative to syntactic structure, I will not argue for any more underlying representation than that given in (42). Grammatical relations of 'subject' and 'object' perhaps must be taken as primes at this level of abstraction (though there are ultimately
semantico-pragmatic factors motivating grammaticization of such relations). This is not to deny that Yagua verbs are not subcategorized for co-occurrence with object arguments (Doris Payne 1985a). But sheer co-occurrence requirements do not (to my mind) argue for a syntactic verb phrase consisting of verb plus object as opposed to subject, since verbs also require co-occurrence of subjects. Nevertheless, objects are distinguished from (transitive) subjects on the basis of closer semantic selectional restrictions and semantic interpretation dependencies obtaining between verbs and their objects (Keenan 1984). Insofar as subcategorization and semantic selectional restrictions are partly syntactic in nature, at least showing sensitivity to categories of subject, object, and (subcategorized) obliques, then a verb and its object may be said to form a discontinuous semantico-syntactic constituent.

Third, the structure in (42) assumes that order in Yagua is based on syntactic role. For the most part this is true. However, order of direct and oblique phrases (O₁ and O₂ in (42)) relative to one another is dependent on a mixture of pragmatic considerations and encoding devices (Chapter 6). Pragmatic factors also determine occurrence of elements in the PM position. Occurrence of elements in the PM position, rather than in post-verbal position, is not strictly meaning preserving since different pragmatic force is associated with different orders. Further, if certain second position clitics occur suffixed to elements in PM, these clitics carry different aspectual/modal meaning than when suffixed to the verb (Section 2.4.1).
One drawback to the structure posited in (42) is that it ignores the status of clause-final paratactic phrases (Section 2.6; Chapter 6). Some might suggest these are not part of the strictly 'grammatical' structure, and thus the 'grammar' need not account for them. Although I believe there is a sort of grammatical looseness about them (e.g. they can encode any grammatical role and they can occur after clause-final adverbial elements which may have scope over the entire clause), they do have clear discourse/pragmatic functions as discussed in Section 2.6. Another drawback to the structure in (42) is that it may suggest that elements in PM somehow have scope over C. I am not sure how true this is for preverbal NP's, PP's, adjectives, or adverbs which semantically are part of the nuclear predication.

One more qualification should be made about the structure posited in (42). In Section 2.4.3 I argue that what is given in (42) is a more underlying level of syntactic structure, which is relevant for placement of certain second position clitics. However, a more surface level of structure is also posited in order to account for accurate placement of the second position clitic ji'ita.

2.1.2. Clause Type 2: $S_0$ clauses

Type 2 clauses are intransitive clauses which employ a Set II clitic to refer to their only argument (the 'S' in the sense of Dixon 1979). An NP referring to the subject may or may not follow the clitic. Thus, the intransitive subject argument is morphosyntactically treated in the same way as (individualized and
discourse deployable) objects of transitive clauses (Dixon's 'O'). Following Dixon (1979:80) I refer to these as $S_o$ clauses. Use of $S_o$ clauses is dependent on discourse contexts which can partly be described in terms of changes in locational scene with some non-typical location-changing action, or points of release of climactic tension (T. Payne 1985). $S_o$ clauses often begin with a locative demonstrative of some type:

\[(43)\) Múuy júññííi munwúimiyyi.
   júññ-ñíi
   there fall-3SG savage
   'There falls the savage'.

2.1.3. Clause Type 3: Predicate nominals and predicate locatives

Type 3 clauses employ a nominal or locative expression as the predicate. Despite their predicative function nominals in these clause types remain syntactically nominal as shown by their inability to take overt tense or aspectual morphology. If the subject is expressed by a full noun phrase, a Set II clitic may precede the subject noun phrase as in (44). If there is no following subject noun phrase, a Set II clitic must occur as in (45) and (46). The subject may precede or follow the predicate. When it precedes, a Set II clitic does not occur as in (47) (compare (30) above). Thus, the single (subject) argument is in an overt object form. In accord with VIN, there is no overt copula in this type of clause.
(44) Machîturu-numaa-(nii) Antonio.
    teacher-now-3SG
    'Antonio is now a teacher'.

(45) Machîturu-numaa-nii.
    teacher-now-3SG
    'She/he is now a teacher'.

(46) Vóóca-ncha-nii.
    cow-on-3SG
    'She/he is on the cow'.

(47) Antonio machîturu-day.
    'Antonio is a teacher'.

2.1.4. Type 1 predicate nominals

Type 3 clauses as in (44) through (47) are overtly tenseless, generally indicating a current state of affairs. If the speaker wishes to indicate tense or stipulate certain aspectual conditions, a BE verb (vicha, nicha, or cha) or the verb machoo 'remain in some condition' must be employed. These verbs can carry Set I clitics to refer to the subject and can take the full range of verbal morphology. Thus the expression is a Type 1 clause. (BE verbs may be used in predicate nominal expressions even when tense and aspect morphology is not overt. Verbal morphology is discussed in detail in Chapter 5.)

(48) Ricyuráca savichanûyamu.
    riycurâca sa-vicha-nûy-janu
    3PL-chief 3SG-be-IMPF-PAST3
    'He was their chief'.

(49) Vînu sajaachidyennumaa jîfiicha.
    sa-jaachiy-dee-numaa jîy-nicha
    only 3SG-heart-DIM-now COR-be
    'He was only his heart now (i.e. only his heart was alive)'.
    (TWO09)
(50) Née coodiya sa-nicha.
NEG boa 3SG-be
'He could not be a boa'. (FSQ017)

(51) Báátyì rimechóqvą Moquiday, Çaáuntiy.
riy-machıp-vą Moquí-dий Çaáu-ntiy
not:dead:one 3PL-remain-Achieve Moquí-DÁY Çaáu-REP
'Not dead ones they remained, Moquí, Çaáu also'. (TWO08)

(52) Ráy jį́ta vichasara jááryiy juveenudáátyìjí.
vicha-sara juyav-jaáu-dáátyà-į
1SG JIITA be-HABIT very fight-INF-know-NMLZR:ANIM:SG
'I am a great fighter'. (DAVO14)

(53) jį́fu jirya tìy savichasara sů́yra.
jiy-mu jiy-ra-tìy sa-vicha-sara sů́y-y-ra
'this one who is a biting one' (LX036)

Postverbal placement of the nominal complement as in (52) and (53) is
much less characteristic than is preverbal placement as in (48)
through (51).

The BE verbs are not strictly copular. They may be used without
a nominal or locative complement in the sense of 'to exist', 'to live
or be (in a certain location)', or 'to remain (in a certain
location)'.

(54) Savicharanúyuana Moquí.
sa-vicha-múy-jańu
3SG-be-IMPF-PAST3
'Long ago there lived Moquí'. (TWO01)

(55) Née savicha jirya roorímu.
sa-vicha jiy-ra rooríy-mu
NEG 3SG-be DEMO-CL:NEUT house-LOC
'She/he doesn't live in this house'.

(56) Mii-niy rā cha jiyu riisqa.
3SG-NITY IRR be here 1SG:COM
'She is going to be here with me'.
2.2. Impersonals and functionally related constructions

There is no productive specifically passive construction in Yagua. This is apparently contrary to VIN which says that verb initial languages always have a passive voice which is almost always marked in the verbal morphology or indicated by employing a nominalized verb (but see Section 2.2.3). Nevertheless, there are three constructions which have some functional similarities to canonical passive constructions in terms of either reducing the valency or transitivity of the clause, taking the agent out of focus (perspective), or bringing the patient into focus (perspective) (see Givón 1982 and Keenan, to appear, for cross-linguistic discussion of this functional domain). In addition, there are a few lexically passive roots.

2.2.1. The impersonal construction

The impersonal construction employs a verb suffixed with the habitual formative -sara (Section 5.3.2.1), or possibly with the nominalizer -sara which forms nominalizations on the understood patients of transitive verbs (cf. Section 2.2.3). These two formatives are isomorphic and arguments could be made for the occurrence of either in impersonal constructions. Doris Payne (1983) suggests the habitual may in fact have derived historically from a passive morpheme -sa plus the 'neutral' classifier -ra. Impersonals are neither clearly Type 1 nor Type 3 clauses. First, they may not take Set I clitics. However, whether or not they have a verbal predicate depends on whether or not -sara is a nominalizer.
Inherently nominal roots do not occur, and other verbal morphology such as -tityiy in (58) may occur. Both transitive and intransitive verbs occur in the impersonal construction. Since intransitive verbs do occur, it makes the -sara nominalizer hypothesis possible only if the 'object nominalizer' is extended to occur with intransitives (a not impossible direction of historical change). Here I gloss -sara as the habitual.

In addition to -sara, the impersonal construction obligatorily includes the modal vánay 'possible' and in most cases also includes a negative.

(57) Néé vánay suuta-sara jirya javyq-tà.
NEG possible wash-HABIT DEMO:CL:NEUT soap-INST
'It is not possible to wash with this soap'.

(58) Néé vánay siityityiíchara jiyu.
siít-tityiy-sara
NEG possible run-going:directly-HABIT here
'It is not possible to run here'.

(59) Néé vánay sàächara diiyéra.
sàagy-sara
neg possible give-HABIT yet
'It cannot yet be given'.

(60) Néé vánay tääryutchara diiyéra sújày.
tääryn-sara
NEG possible buy-HABIT yet cloth
'It isn't possible to buy clothes (these days)',
(i.e. because it requires money) (CLS022)

Placement of the second position clitic -tiv (see also Section 2.4.1) in (61) suggests that vánay jasümichara 'possible go:up' constitutes a single constituent. If vánay 'possible' were the predicate of the clause, and jasümichara (jasumiy-sara) 'go up' were the subject with -sara as a nominalizer, I would expect the clitic -tiv to follow vánay. That it does not suggests that the
-tliy to follow váñay. That it does not suggest that the entire constituent is the predicate, perhaps lending further support to the -sara habitual analysis, rather than the -sara nominalizer analysis.

(61) Váñay jasúmicharátiy rá-ríchá jíyá roorímyu, jasúmiy-sara-tiy rá-ríchá jíy-ra rooríy-mu
possible go:up-HABIT-TIY INAN-up DEMO-CL:NEUT house-LOC

vúúryimyáa jasúmiy.
vúúy-riy-maa
1PLINC-FRUST-PERF go:up

'If it were possible to go up (into) this house, we would go up.'

In discourse the impersonal construction is used when the identity of the agent is unimportant or is taken as an impersonal 'everyone', or when the speaker wishes to avoid attributing responsibility to the agent.

2.2.2. The anti-causative

There is a lexically restricted anti-causative (ANTCAUS) -y formative (Comrie 1981:161). The y forms a non-causative from a semantically causative, yet morphologically simple root. Although this y relates univalent and divalent predicators, in the univalent predication the existence of an agent is not necessarily implied. (Doris Payne 1985a gives more details regarding lexical restrictions and further exemplification.)

(62) Sa-nóóta-máá-rá
3SG-knock:down-PERF-INAN
'She/he has knocked it down'.
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(63) Sanóótamyáá.
    sa-nóóta-y-máá
3SG-knock:down-ANTCAUS-PERF
'She has fallen down'.

2.2.3. Predicate nominals with object nominalizations

There is a series of suffixes which form nominalizations on the understood objects of transitive verbs (0:NOM):

- sì
  animate singular
- sanůúy
  animate dual
- savay
  animate plural
- sara
  inanimate or neutral
  with regard to animacy

Predicate nominal constructions (of either Type 1 or Type 3; Sections 2.1.3 and 2.1.4) containing such a nominalization convey a passive sense. The perfectivity of (65) suggests that the HABITUAL analysis for -sara in these forms is unlikely.

(64) Nááyaq-sì-numaa-ráy.
    stomp-0:NOM:ANIM:SG-now-1SG
'I am now stomped' or 'I am now a stomped one'.

(65) Núchahanumáára.
    núúy-sara-numaa-rá
    burn-0:NOM:NEUT-now-INAN
'It is now burnt' or 'It is now a burnt thing'.

(66) Nááyaq-sì
    sa-vicha-jáy.
    stomp-0:NOM:ANIM:SG 3SG-be-PROX2
'She/he was a stomped one yesterday'.

Although such predicate nominals can convey a passive sense, they are not specifically passive constructions. The sense conveyed is dependent on the type of nominal employed. For example, (67) is the same type of construction as (66), but in (67) a non-passive nominal is used:
(67) Machituru savichamúhyamu.
    sa-vicha-múhy-janu
    teacher 3SG-be-IMPF-PAST3
    'She/he used to be a teacher'.

2.2.4. Lexical passives

There are extremely few lexically passive verb roots. Lexical passives normally use Set I clitics to refer to the subject (semantic patient). No Set I clitic occurs in (68) as the subject noun phrase occurs before the auxiliary and verb.

(68) Vínú Jámuchéŋníy raŋiy báátyey.
    Jámuchéŋ-nyiy
    -NIY MALF be:killed
    'Only Jámuchéŋy was killed'. (TWO08)

(69) Rá-baaryjí-maa didiŋáá.
    INAN-be:finished-PERF pudding
    'The pudding has been finished'.

2.3. Auxiliaries

There are three modal auxiliaries which precede and which are phonologically separate from the semantically main verb.9 They may take Set I proclitics and various second position clitics (Section 2.4), but cannot carry aspectual, tense, or other verbal suffixes. These are not obviously related to any synchronically semantically main verbs, but such a possibility should not be ruled out until adequate historical reconstruction of the language family as a whole is done.

The 'irrealis' (IRR) modal á is used for futures and imperatives. It does not, however, necessarily occur in other
irrealis contexts. (The verbal suffixal morphology seen in the following examples is discussed in Chapter 5.)

(70) S̄aŋmaa jũváatíyííy.
    sa-ŋmaa jũváay-tíyííy
3sg-IRR-now work-going:directly
'She/he is now going to go directly along working'.

(71) Néé yąa jũváarya.
    yl-ą̂ jũváay-rą̂
NEG 2SG-IRR do-INAN
'Don't do it!'

Polite imperatives prefix the first person plural inclusive Set I clitic vuurya- to the auxiliary:

(72) Vuuryaŋmaa jaachpiyąa.
    vuurya-ŋmaa jaachiy-pi̱y-yą̂
1PLING-IRR-PERF heart-VRBLZ-DISTRIB
'We had better think (about something)'.

The 'malefactive' (MALF) modal auxiliary niy indicates that the action is either realized or not realized to the agent's or protagonist's disadvantage:

(73) Raňiy supatę̱sii jį́ta riiciónčiį́ii.
    ray-ńiy supata-į̱sii riícya-jachiy-niį
1SG-MALF extricate-PROX1 JIITA net-there:from-3SG
'I tried (unsuccessfully) to extricate him from the net'.
LAG025

In (74) the agent throws a spear at a boa, but the spear does not succeed in knocking the boa out of the tree. Thus, the action of spearing is reported as turning out to the agent's disadvantage.\textsuperscript{10}

(74) a. Saniy jaachiy jį́siimuu.
    sa-ńiy sa-imu
3SG-MALF spear(verb) JIITA 3SG-LOC
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b. "tii" Rå-riy puychá-vąq-nii.
   "nothing" INAN-FRUST knock:down-ACHIEVE-3SG

'(a) He speared at him. (b) "tii" It didn't knock
him down'. (KTO62-063)

The auxiliaries a and niy have variants ra and raňiy,
respectively, which occur when the auxiliary is not prefixed with a
set I clitic due to preverbal placement of the subject.

(75) Anita ra rumárya buyąq yiǐva. (CAH)
    rumáy-rà yi-iва
    IRR spill-INAN manioc:beer 2SG-DAT
    'Anita is going to spill the manioc beer on you'.

(76) Nińių jįita ra cąsîiyvąq-tę-ntiy jiy.
    nińi-niy cąsîiy-vąq-tę-ntiy
    3SG-NY JIITA IRR terminate-ACHIEVE-EMP-REP you
    'He is really going to terminate you'.

(77) Vinu Jámučhešniy raňiy bątyey.
    Jámučheş-niy
    only -NIY MALF be:killed
    'Only Jámučheş was killed'. (TWO08)

The irrealis form ra is also used with the third person plural set I
clitic riy- to give the form riya 'they will'.

The modal auxiliary riy may have softer force than the
'irrealis' a, indicating more the idea of 'let's' or 'we could'. It
can be used simply to remind someone of something.

(78) Vuńryi jaachipiiyąqą.
    vuńry-riy
    1PLINC-COULD think
    'We could think'.
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(79) vṽṽyriy tṽvṽqachu rámṽ sanicyeejamṽ.
vṽṽy-riy rá-mṽ sa-nicyee-jamṽ
1PLINC-COULD listen INAN-LOC 3SG-talk-INF
'We should pay attention to what he says'.

(80) Vṽṽyriy jiyadǰēťa rįnṽoodamṽ,
vṽṽy-riy jiya-dǰēťa ray-inooda-mṽ
1PLINC-COULD go-maybe 1SG-mother-LOC
něětımiyũ nəamiidiivũ jāryiy diidyeıŋ.
něě-tly-mũ nəamu-jidiivũ diiŋ-dal
NEG-TTY-NEG 3DL-sick much before-DAY

'Maybe we should go to my mother, before she gets very sick'.

A rather different sense can be imparted by riy, particularly when it occurs with a non-first person inclusive subject. Its other sense is that of 'frustrative', indicating that a particular action is not possible or does not occur, to the agent's or protagonist's frustration. This is illustrated in (61) and (74b) above, and in the following:

(81) Nááryiy diyṽq̲ā ríiva sanisifrũdáy.
nááy-riy diy-tš̲a ra-iva sa-niisiy-nuq̲ay
1DLEXCL-FRUST see-ACHIEVE INAN-DAT 3SG-eye-anymore
'We couldn't find his eye again'.

There is another consistently preverbal modal vánay which indicates possibility. This is illustrated in (57) to (61) above and in (82). Unlike the malefactive, frustrative/could, and irrealis modal auxiliaries, vánay is not inflected for subject and might be better thought of as an adverb. (Most other adverbs, however, may either precede or follow the verb.)
(82) Néé váñay  sa-suuta.
   NEG possible 3SG-wash
   'It is not possible for him/her to wash'.

2.4. Second position clitics

There are a number of modal/aspectual and pragmatic/discourse structuring clitics which at first glance appear to follow the first constituent of the clause. Thus, they might all be termed 'second position clitics'. However, these clitics actually divide into two classes according to structural placement possibilities, suggesting that there are two structural levels of the 'sentence' or clause. I have termed these levels \( \overline{\mathcal{C}} \) and \( \overline{\mathcal{C}} \), as in (42). A given clause need not contain any second position clitic.

2.4.1. Second position clitics within \( \overline{\mathcal{C}} \)

The first set of clitics occurs after whatever is the first constituent in \( \overline{\mathcal{C}} \) — that is, after an element in the non-nuclear delimiting position if there is one, after an element in the PM position if there is no delimiting element, or after an auxiliary or the semantically main verb if there is no delimiting or PM element.

Some of the \( \overline{\mathcal{C}} \) second position clitics have modal/aspectual overtones. -Maa indicates 'perfect' when following the verb, but conveys an obligative sense when following any preverbal element (cf. Section 5.8.1). This is particularly so when it co-occurs with the irrealis modal auxiliary \( \mathfrak{q} \). Compare (83) and (84). (Constituency in line with (42) above is indicated by square brackets.)
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Similarly, -numaa is best translated as 'now' and generally imparts an imperfective sense when following the verb. It may, however, co-occur with the COMPLETIVE (COMPLT) verbal suffix -muuy as in (86) which has close to a perfective meaning (cf. Section 5.8.6).

It is not clear whether -numaa imparts any extra modal force as -maa does when it follows a modal auxiliary or other preverbal element.
In (89) -numaa occurs on a non-nuclear delimiting (time) element:

(89)  

[C]  

[Tašeripyú jifúvyanuma,  

[C]  

[jifúvyanuma]  

C C  

[rásunutyíyi.]  

]  

jifúvyanuma  

rá-suuy-tityi  

'arrive:late-CL:NEUT-now  

INAN-sound-going:directly  

'Some time later, it (the rain) approaches sounding'. (KTO36)

In (90) -numaa occurs on a preverbal subject pronoun and in (91) on a preverbal object pronoun. Both of these pronouns are in the PM position.

(90)  

[C]  

[Niímuma jíšta [numeenu suµbivaµ várintidyey.]  

[C]  

[nümmeen]  

r̃uusiy-janu sa-jµbivaµ  

váriy-ntiy-day  

]  

3SG-now JITA cut-PAST3 3SG-in:place:of then-REP-DAY  

'He now cut in place of the other one (i.e. they took turns)'. (MM074)

(91)  

[C]  

[Niímuma jíšta [sa-quivyúchu-ntiy.]  

[C]  

[sa-quivýxychu-ntiy]  

3SG-now JITA 3SG-deceive-REP  

'He deceived him again'.

Other modal clitics which have the same distribution as -mee and -numaa include the conditional/adverbial/relative clause particle -tiy (glossed simply as ITY), and the 'contrast' particle -niy (glossed as NTY). Use of -niy often (though not exclusively) indicates single or double focus contrast (Chapter 6). Due to its pragmatic function, -niy occurs only after preverbal elements and does not occur after a semantically main verb. However, since it always occurs after the first element in C, it is still a C clitic. All these clitics may co-occur if a particular combination is not semantically anomalous. Example (92) illustrates the C clitics
-numaa, -tiy and -niy occurring after a time setting in the
non-nuclear delimiting position. Example (93) illustrates the ŋ clitics -tiy and -niy occurring after a locational setting in the
non-nuclear delimiting position. Example (94) illustrates the ŋ clitic -niy occurring after a free pronoun in the delimiting
position, co-referential with the subject of the clause (the subject
itself occurs in the preverbal PM position).

(92) $\overline{\text{C}}$ $\overline{\text{C}}$ $\overline{\text{C}}$
[taŋripyumaa-tiyniy, [naaniihay jįį siiva...]]
taŋripyu-numaa-tiyniy naada-jįtay sa-iva
time-now-TIY-NIY 3DL-say JIITa 3SG-DAT
"After a while, they two said to him...". (KT020)

(93) $\overline{\text{C}}$
[Muunityiy jaatsumadee [suyumuntiyiy.]]
muuni-ni-y-ti-y ja-a-tuum-u-dee sa-juumuni-ntyiy
there-NIY-TIY water-side-DIM 3SG-look-REP
"When there beside the water, he looked also".

(94) $\overline{\text{C}}$
[NIiniy [mucho-jimiiy-beaachenu [rafiy jarupadooda.]]
niinii-niy jarupanu-jada
3SG-NIY musmuqi-eat-orphan MALF ruin-PAST3
"He (it was), the Musmuqi-eaten-orphan ruined (everything)".
(LX048)

When conditional clauses serve a delimiting function for another
predication or clause, they consistently precede that clause.
Conditional clauses are marked by the clitic -tiy following the first
constituent of the conditional clause (here, -tiy cannot be said to
follow the entire first constituent of the main ŋ clause which would
be equivalent to the entire conditional clause; see Section 2.11 for
further discussion of complex sentences).
(95)  C  C  C  Adverb   AUX   V
   née-tiy-mu  yi-ǝ
   NEG-TIY-NEG  2SG-IRR  eat

  C
  [ [ ramyusiyyâ  riîva  jìy.] ] ]
   ray-musiy-yâ  ra-îva
   1SG-hit-DISTRIB  INAN-DAT  you

'If you don't eat, I'm (going to) hit you for it'.

Examples (96) through (100) illustrate use of C clitics when there is no element outside the C or C clause. Thus, the C clitic simultaneously follows the first element in the C and C/C clauses. Example (96) illustrates the C clitic -niy following a preverbal element in the FE position.

(96)  C  C
   [ [Nùmyiy  jji’ta  [râa  jwàarya  jîryooyi.] ] ]
   núy-niy  jwàay-râ  jîy-roooyi
   1PLEXCL-NIY  JIITA  IRR  make-INAN  2SG-house
   'We will make your house'. (DAV127)

Examples (97) through (99) illustrate occurrence of C clitics after an auxiliary within a conditional clause. As mentioned above, conditionals may serve a delimiting function for their main clauses, but even within the conditional clause there is syntactic structuring.

(97)  C  C  C  AUX   V
   [ [ [Vuryâtiy  jasùmiy] ] ] ...
   vurya-ǝ-tiy
   1PLINC-IRR-TIY  go:up
   'If we go up...'
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(98)  위원,  3 AUX  V  
[ [ [委员 with me  Jasuími] ] ] ...  
  vurya-a-numaa-tiy  
  1PLING-IRR-now-TIY  go:up  
  'When we go up...'  

(99)  위원,  3 AUX  V  
[ [ [委员 ith me  Jasuími] ] ] ...  
  vury-riy-tiy  
  1PLING-FRUST-TIY  go:up  
  'If we were going up...'  

Example (100b) illustrates use of a  3 clitic following a  
semantically main verb. The clause is a conditional (though it is not  
as clear to me that it performs a delimiting function when it follows  
its main clause).  

(100) a.   migliori  jivyxta,  
  nütarya-niy-tiy jiy-vx̆ta  
  how-NIY-TIY  2SG-want  
  'Like this you want it,  

b.  3  3  
[ [ [jivyxtatiy  járyiy  r̄ṣrya.] ] ]  
  jiy-vx̆ta-tiy  
  rāqy-ra  
  2SG-want-TIY  very  fall:down-CL:NEUT  
  'if you want a good shooter (blowgun)'. (MB073)  

2.4.2. Second position clitics in  3.  

The first group of second position clitics follows whatever is  
the first constituent within  3. The second group of second position  
clitics is restricted to follow the first element in  3. That is,  3  
clitics may follow a preverbal element in the PM position, an  
 auxiliary, or the semantically main verb. They do not, however,  
follow elements in the non-nuclear delimiting position. These include  
-dyēta 'maybe', the yes/no question particle -viy (also discussed in  
Section 2.8.1), and the discourse structuring clitic jiǐta (or
variant \textit{jii}; Section 2.4.3 and Chapter 6). \textit{Jii}ta is phonologically cliticized to the preceding element, but by orthographical convention it is written as a separate word.

That the distribution of \(\bar{c}\) clitics is not determined relative to the first constituent in \(\bar{c}\) is shown in (92) above and in (101). Note that in (101) there is a resumptive reference within the \(\bar{c}/c\) clause referring to the locative phrase found in the non-nuclear delimiting position (both the \(\bar{c}\) clitic and the resumptive reference are underlined in the following example):

\begin{align*}
(101) \quad & \bar{c} \quad \bar{c} \quad C \\
\text{[Rooriy-chasiy [ [sa-sichich\(i\) \textit{jii}ta rum-\text{-}s\text{-}i\text{-}y\text{-}yu\text{-}a\text{.} ] ]]} \\
\text{house-above-AB 3SG-throw:self JIITA there-AB-CORO} \\
\text{'From the house top, he threw himself from there'. (LX003)}
\end{align*}

That placement of \(\bar{c}\) clitics is determined relative to the first constituent in \(\bar{c}\) and not the first word is shown in (102):

\begin{align*}
(102) \quad & \bar{c} \\
\text{[Rumuujyyu \quad raty\text{-}e\text{-}ry\text{-}iy \quad vichi\text{-}jyy \quad \textit{jii}ta} \\
\text{ru-\text{-}nuny\text{-}jyy \quad ray\text{-}t\text{-}e\text{-}ry\text{-}iy \quad vichi\text{-}jyy} \\
\text{two-CL:ANIM:DL-DL 1SG-brother:of:male cousin-DL JIITA} \\
\\bar{c} \quad [jo\text{-}qta y\text{-}q\text{\text{-}da\text{.}} \text{]} \\
\text{jiy\text{-}jada} \\
\text{begin go-INF} \\
\text{'Two of my cousins began to go'. (IS002)}
\end{align*}

The following examples further illustrate occurrence of \(\bar{c}\) second position clitics following a preverbal element in the PM position. When \(\bar{c}\) and \(\bar{c}\) second position clitics co-occur following the same element, \(\bar{c}\) clitics precede.
(103) ći
[Jąćdyéëta [sąątōōsiy jąąmura jįįyiimũju.] ]
jąą-dyēëta sa-ąątu-įąsųy jąąmu-ra jiyįį-iiimu-įį
water-maybe 3SG-drink-PROX1 big-CL:NEUT COR-inside-AL
'Water maybe, he drank a lot (of it) inside of him'. (LAG042)

(104) ći
[Jiyudyēëta [nuũfiqaa mąchųp.] ]
jiyu-dyēëta nuũfi-ą
here-maybe 1PLEXCL-IRR stay
'Here maybe we will stay'.

(105) ći
[Nibi, nibi, [sįįteemu jiųıiyiy [jįįbeenunii
ocelot ocelot really 2SG-NII-QUEST eat-PAST3-3SG
rajįįųbyey?] ]
ray-įą-ąy-baŋ
1SG-father-deceased

'Ocelot, ocelot, was it really you (who) ate my deceased father?' (LY003)

(106) ći
[Nįį-numuą jiįįta [sįįjeyąąqą-ųnuųįį-tiųįį-riųį.] ]
3SG-now JJITA attack-on:arrival:here-REP-3PL
'He now began to attack them on arrival'. (Previously, he had been attacked.) (DAV041)

(107) ći
[Nįįniy jiįįta [sąąmiyra jąąmiy vąąjuųų.] ]
niįįniy sąąmiy-ra vąąju-įį
3SG-NII JJITA good-CL:NEUT friend 1PLINC-AL
'He, indeed, is a good friend to us'.

Examples (108) through (110) illustrate use of ći clitics after an auxiliary, which is simultaneously the first element in both the ći and C clauses.
(108) च च AUX V
[ [Yąqdyę́éta vicha tarudamu.] ]
yi-ा-dyę́éta
taruda-mu
2SG-IRR-maybe be someday-LOC
'Maybe you will be (a teacher) some day'. (CLS052)

(109) च च AUX V
[ [Naanaaviy jantyuyu yūnooda yū́va?] ]
naad-a-viy
yi-jūnooda yi-űva
3DL-IRR-QUEST have:compassion 2SG-mother 2SG-DAT
'Would your mother have compassion on you?'

Jiita rarely co-occurs with the 'irrealis' auxiliary a since jiita most frequently (in its non-contrastive function) indicates a realized event or existing state of affairs. They may co-occur, however:

(110) च च AUX V
[ [Sānanaumaa jiita jumúñii jifu
sāna-a-numaa jumúñy-nii jiy-mu
2DL-IRR-now JIITA see-3SG DEMO-CL:ANIM:SG
javamù-de-ra.] ]
animal-DIM-CL:NEUT
'You are now going to see these little animals'.

Examples (111) through (115) illustrate use of C clitics after the semantically main verb:

(111) च च C V
night-REP 3SG-follow-maybe today-EMPH-1DL
'At night again, he will maybe follow us today'. (IS126)

(112) च च
[ [Jiquiviiýdyę́éta?] ]
jiy-quiviiý-dyę́éta
2SG-deceive-maybe
'Are you perhaps deceiving (someone),'#
(113) C
   [ [Sadjìjìmyaavyiy?] ]
   sa-diîy-jày-maa-viîy
   3SG-die-PROXZ-PERF-QUEST
   'Did he die yesterday?'

(114) C
   [ [Rachqoqàaâsiy jiîta muñuviiimújyniî.] ]
   ray-soqoq-wàsîy muñu-viûmu-jû-nîî
   1SG-lift-PROX1 JIITA canoe-inside-AL-3SG
   'I lifted him into the canoe'. (LAG022) (CAH)

(115) C AUX V
   [ [Sa-nîy jichitiy jiîta.] ]
   3SG-MALF poke JIITA
   'He poked (it)'.

There are two other second position clitics for which I have insufficient data to determine whether they are C or C clitics. All the examples I have from elicitation and text suggest that placement might be determined relative to C. These are -nta and -niita. The former has the sense of 'it seems' (the speaker believes something is the case but without absolute certainty). The meaning of the second remains unclear. These may co-occur, as illustrated in (116). Recall that dual affixes are used for women who have borne children. This accounts for the 'feminine' gloss in (117) through (119).

(116) C
   [Niî-nta-niîta [nîcyee.] ]
   3SG-BELIEVE-NIITA talk
   'It appears that he is talking'.

(117) C
   [Naada-nta [maasa.] ]
   3DL-BELIEVE sit
   'She, I believe, is sitting'.

(118) C
   [ [Naada-maasa-nta.] ]
   3DL-sit-BELIEVE
   'I believe she is sitting (but I don't know for certain)'.
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(119) C C
    [ [Naadamaasamújénta tääriy.] ]
    naada-maas-múuy-jáy-nta
    3DL-sit-IMPF-PROX2-BELIEVE before
    'Yesterday it appeared that she was sitting'.

(120) C C
    [ [Sasiityaniita davýñýy.] ]
    sa-siitya-niita day-vúuy
    3SG-follow-NITTA DAY-1PLINC
    'He is following us!' .

2.4.3. Constituency of auxiliary plus main verb

There is an interesting fact about placement of jiíta (and jií) which distinguishes it from other C second position clitics. As (110) above shows, it can follow auxiliaries and precede the semantically main verb. However, there are other examples where it follows the auxiliary-plus-verb complex, as in (115) above and the following:15

(121) AUX V
    rqa tůiçhu jiíta yiíva
    ray-a yiíva
    1SG-IRR tell JIITA 2SG-DAT
    "jiryumityánímyeetée váridyeryýy."
    jiy-rumiy-táníy-maa-tée váriy-day-raýy.
    2SG-spill-CAUS-PERF-EMPH then-DAY-1SG
    'I will tell you indeed, "you have made me spill (it)"'.
    (LF036)

(122) AUX V
    Saniy júuy jií rijchantiy "tii".
    sa-niy ra-jicha-ntiy
    3SG-MALF fall JIITA inan-upon-REP
    'He fell upon it again "tii"'. (LF009)

This suggests there is a difference in constituency between examples like (110) versus those like (115), (121) and (122). Two possible analyses present themselves. First, it is clear that when there is an
element in the PM position, if *jiita* occurs in the clause it must follow that element. Based on this one might hypothesize that whenever *jiita* occurs, it in fact is following an element in the PM position. Thus, in examples (110), (115), (121), and (122) the auxiliary and/or main verb have been 'moved' into the PM position.

There are at least three difficulties with this hypothesis. First, there is a difference in pragmatic force when *jiita* follows an element which is clearly in the PM position, versus when it follows the verb. After a preverbal noun phrase or oblique it indicates some type of focus of contrast (see Chapter 6 and Sections 2.9 and 2.10). When it occurs after the verb, it indicates progression through a text. In this usage some speakers employ it to outline the 'backbone' (in Robert Longacre's terminology) or the major event line of a narrative text, while others use it to indicate progression from one major episode (particularly in narrative-oriented text) or one major thematic paragraph (particularly in expository or hortatory-oriented text), to another. It might be argued that in its function of showing progression in through the thematic or main event line structure of a discourse it is also evidencing a type of contrast in the sense that the speaker is indicating 'I as speaker am no longer talking about X, but am now starting a new thematic unit'. However, in the progression function its force is not necessarily contrastive. For example, clause (114) above is clearly not contrastive in the text from which it is taken (see Appendix III).

Second, *jiita* directly follows an auxiliary if there is another clitic such as *-numaa* also cliticized to the auxiliary as in (110).
We would not expect this to be true if placement of *jiita* was dependent SOLELY on occurrence of the auxiliary element in the FM position. Third, if the auxiliary and verb are separate constituents, as suggested by the constituency diagram in (42) and as suggested by placement of all other second position clitics, how is it that placement of *jiita* ignores the auxiliary in sentences like (121) and (122) and occurs after the semantically main verb?

A second hypothesis is that there are potentially two levels of structural representation — what we might think of as more abstract and more surface constituency structures. Except for *jiita*, placement of all $C$ and $\overline{C}$ second position clitics is determined at the more abstract level represented in (42). If there is no other clitic following an existing auxiliary in the clause, restructuring takes place, such that at the surface the auxiliary and verb form a single constituent for purposes of *jiita* placement. This restructuring is represented in (123).

\[(123) \quad C
\quad [ \quad [ \text{AUX} = V ] \quad S \quad O_1 \quad O_2 \quad ] \]

However, if another second position clitic does occur after an existing auxiliary, restructuring is blocked. *Jiita* will then follow the first constituent at the more surface level, which is the auxiliary-plus-$\overline{C}/\overline{C}$ clitic.
2.5. Causation and desideration

According to VIN, causativized verbs follow the causativizing verb. There is a verb 
\textit{jipaa} or \textit{jupaa} 'to send' which can be used with causative force. It may precede or follow a nominalized verb which encodes the caused event. \textit{Jipaa} or \textit{jupaa} is not a strong causative with the sense of 'to make' and it always implies movement. But insofar as 'sending to X' implies that one is caused to 'do X', this verb can be seen as a causative. Also, when verb forms become complex (e.g. with addition of locative, movement, or aspectual suffixes), the language consultant has occasionally resorted to use of \textit{jupaa} rather than use a morphologicl causative with \textit{tâniy} (Section 5.11). In (124) a sense of movement is not strange since one always goes to the stream, river, or lake to bathe—it is not done in the house or living area.

(124) Janáñfu rjipaañii.
    janáñy-nu ray-jipaa-nii
    bathe-CL:ANIM:SG 1SG-send-3SG
'I send him to bathe'.

cf. Rjánáñtyánñii.
    ray-janáñy-tâniy-nii
    1SG-bathe-CAUS-3SG
'I make him bathe (himself)'. (Not: *'I bathe him'.)

In addition to this analytic causative strategy, there is a morphological causative strategy involving the verbal suffix \textit{tâniy}. This, along with concomitant Set II clitic reference to the causee, is discussed in Section 5.11. Certain valence increasing formalives also have causative force (Section 5.10). 'Anti-causative' morphology is discussed in Section 2.2.2.
The desiderative verb waqaṭa 'want' most neutrally precedes its desiderative complement. The alternative order is possible, however. If the subjects of both verbs are coreferential, the desiderative complement is usually nominalized with the infinitival/participial suffix -janu/-jada (INF) and most neutrally occurs without any Set I clitic (See Section 5.1.1 for further discussion of infinitival complements).

(125) Savaqta murrāgayamu.
    sa-waqaṭa murrāgay-janu
    3SG-want sing-INF
    'She/he wants to sing'.

(126) Savaqta jibyeeanii quivā.
    sa-waqaṭa jimiyiy-jada-nii
    3SG-want eat-INF-3SG  fish
    'She/he wants to eat the fish'.

(127) Savaqta jibyeea Rospitaanii quivā.
    sa-waqaṭa jimiyiy-jada Rospita-nii
    3SG-want eat-INF Rospita-3SG fish
    'Rospita wants to eat the fish'.

Alternatively, the coreferential Set I clitic jiy may occur.

Compare (128) with (125) above:

(128) Savaqta jimurrāgayamu.
    sa-waqaṭa jiy-murrāgay-janu
    3SG-want COR-sing-INF
    'She/he wants to sing'.
    OR: 'She/he wants his/her (own) singing'.

If the desiderative complement precedes the main verb waqaṭa, the main verb takes the coreferential marker:
(129) Samurrñayamu jívyaṭa.
sa-murrñay-y jiy-vṛṛta
3SG-sing-INF COR-want
'She/he wants to sing'.
OR: 'His/her (own) singing she/he wants'.

If there is a change of subject between the two clauses, non-coreferential Set I clitics are used on non-nominalized forms of both verbs:

(130) Sa-vṛṛta sa-murrñay.
3SG-want 3SG-sing
'She/he_i wants him/her_j to sing'.

There is also a desiderative/potential/optative verbal suffix -rūv. Use of this suffix rather than the verb vaṭa is particularly likely when the understood subjects of both the desiderative predication and the desiderative complement are coreferential (Section 5.12).

2.6. Parataxis

Derbyshire (1979) has speculated that heavy use of rightward parataxis may be a predisposing factor towards development of object initial languages, as subject noun phrases tend to be juxtaposed to the ends of clauses. I use the term 'parataxis' in the sense of juxtaposition of phrases referring to the same entity, but without a coordinating conjunction. In Yagua there may or may not be a pause between the juxtaposed phrases. Although this type of phrasal parataxis certainly occurs in Yagua, it is not statistically prevalent. In one study of two texts (one written and one oral) comprising a total of 244 clauses, 9% contained instances of
rightward phrasal parataxis. Of these, six clauses involved parataxis of subject phrases, one of an object phrase, and fifteen of oblique phrases.

There are five primary functions of rightward phrasal parataxis: modification, clarification, coordination (Section 2.10), pragmatic 'emphasis' (Chapter 6), and as a standard question structure (Section 2.8 and Chapter 6). Example (131) illustrates use of parataxis in a modification function when a participant is introduced into a discourse: 16

(131) Siitij jijta tilqui niýaamiy, //
sa-jitij
3SG-arrive:here JIITA one:ANIM:SG person
maaý rápuuyya, //panadero, //
rápuuy-ya stranger no:good-CL:NEUT bread:seller
jiryatiy vuryiitay vqiniqueejadamújyudañii
jiy-ra-tiy vurya-jitay vqiniquee-jada-mu-jî-day-nii
DEMO-CL:NEUT-TTY 1PLINC-say 1PLINC-speak-INF-LOC-AL-DAY-3SG
paq tázrtyuu, //
tázrtyu-ya bread sell-NMLZR:ANIM:SG
Indianamú vichicó //
Indianamú vicha-i-có
Indianam-LOC be-NMLZR:ANIM-CO

'A person arrives, a mestizo, a panadero, which in our language we call him a bread seller, a resident of Indiana'. (PCHO03-005)

The following example illustrates use of parataxis for clarifying the identity of the object of the postpositional complex -uva-siy (DAT-AB). Sa- in satáaryij also refers to the same participant who is encoded as the object of the postposition.
(132) Sarąṭyiıyąqṣąmu jįṭa
sa,-räy-tii-yąq-sa-jànu
3SG-jump-ITER-DISTRIBUT-upwards-PAST3 JIITA

satàrayįį yivasly, / nuva.
[sa,-tàrayįį],
v1-iva-siy
3SG-brother
COR-DAT-AB toucan

'[His, brother], went jumping (up into a tree) from
where he was, the toucan'. (FSQ023)

Three basic intonational patterns may occur on rightward
paratactic phrases. First, both the phrase immediately preceding the
paratactic phrase and the paratactic phrase itself may be treated as
two final phrases (cf. Section 1.6). A pause occurs between the two
phrases. This is by far the most common pattern. As discussed in
Section 1.6, phrase-final intonation will either go up and stay up if
the final syllable of the phrase carries inherent high or neutral
tone, or will go down following the intonational pivot if the final
syllable has inherent low tone. Both of these patterns are illustrated
in (131) and (132) above.

Second, the paratactic phrase (or phrases) may be treated as a
single phonological phrase with the preceding portion of the clause.
No apparent pause or intonational pivot precedes it. The paratactic
phrase in (133) is coodiy riįmuva 'snake's back'. Although the tone
rises slightly on muy 'there', it is not as exaggerated as with
phrase-final intonation.

(133) Sasîchîy  saqājiįsiy  muy  coodiy  riįmuva. //
sa-sīfy-siy  sa-jàjiįsiy  riįmu-va
3SG-run-DEPART 3SG-front-AB there snake back-DAT
'He runs before him there, on the snake's back'. (FSQ042)
(134) Rá-pudóo-jáa-nnumuyáá ya rumú sapádayimisíy. //
ra-pudoo-jaa-numuyaa sa-paday-viiimu-siy
inan-spray-ITER-going:aimlessly there 3SG-stomach-inside-AB
'It sprayed all over (from) there, out of his stomach'. (FSQ110)

Third, the paratactic phrase (or phrases) may be treated
phonologically as non-final. There may be a pause but no intonational
pivot occurs before the paratactic phrase regardless of the inherent
tones occurring before the paratactic phrase. This is illustrated in
(135) and (136).

(135) Siiviriyítiy jiyu // vuryiimuntiy.
sa-jivýryi-tiy vurya-imu-ntyiy
3SG-arrive:here-enroute-PAST2 here 1PLINC-LOC-REP
'He arrived here and left shortly, to us again'. (PCH053)

(136) Níintyée süýtée jiyuday, / muna.
nii-nil-tée süyt-tee jiyu-day
toucan
3SG-NTY-EMPH sing-EMPH here-DAY  toucan
'He (it is who) is singing here, the toucan'. (FSQ129)

2.7. Negatives and modals

2.7.1. Negatives

VIN states that in verb initial languages, negatives always
precede the verb. In Yagua, the dominant negative particle néé occurs
initially in the clause, following any conjunctions if such occur. The
scope of negation can be an entire clause or a constituent of the
clause.

(137) Néé raviyáata buyaá.
ray-vaaata
NEG 1SG-want manioc:beer
'I don't want manioc beer'.
(138) Née yąa juváarya.
yi-ą juváay-rä
NEG 2SG-IRR touch-INAN
'Don't touch it!'.

(139) Née muńrya jimichara.
muńy-ra
NEG burn-CL:NEUT food
'The food is not burnt'.

(140) Néeéviy sajįuy roorichiy.
née-viy sa-jįuy rooriy-siy
NEG-QUEST 3SG-fall house-AB
'Didn't he fall from the house?'

If just a constituent is negated, it generally (but not necessarily) precedes the main verb. Compare (141) with (137) above.

(141) Née buyąa ravyyața; sábboo-jąį ravyyața
NEG manioc:beer 1SG:want sweet-CL:liquid 1SG:want
'It's not manioc beer I want; soda pop I want.'

(142) Née váneera sa-rupiéy.
NEG rapidly 3SG-walk
'She does not walk rapidly'. (But presumably she does walk.)

The only exception to non-initial position is found in negative comparative and negative contrastive constructions where née can (but need not) appear after the compared or contrasted element.

(143) Anita née daátya jaáryły riimusiy.
ray-imu-siy
NEG know much 1SG-LOC-AB
'Anita doesn't know as much as I'.

(144) Alchico née rą jiya.
NEG IRR go

Estela-jyy jįta rą jiya-day.
-DL JİTİA IRR go-DAY

'Alchico is not going, but Estela is going'.
There are negative suffixes -ta or -tya (occasionally -vitya) and -mîy, which may or may not precede the main verb. These suffixes may be restricted to Vainilla (V) and Cahocuma (CAH) dialects and possibly represent older strategies which are now lost in the San José de Loretoyacu (S JL) dialect. Our SJL consultant did not recognize -mîy as a negative (only nêê), whereas our CAH consultant of approximately the same age did. The negative suffixes also occur in texts given by older speakers of the V dialect.

Text-based study shows that -ta, -tya, and -mîy occur primarily (though not exclusively) in notionally or structurally dependent/subordinate constructions, though nêê also occurs in these contexts. -Tya (-vitya) may also negate constituents of clauses (see Payne and Payne, in progress, for more extensive discussion).

(145) Sîteemuñitya jimyudachara casiyotára
sîteem-niy-ta jiy-uxay-sara casiy-jo-ta-râ
really-NIV-NEG 2SG-scrape-HABIT snail-CL:round-INST-INAN
'Isn't it true that you scrape it with a piece of snail (shell)??' (LB202)

(146) Râdiîtìya sîiva.
ray-diît-ta sa-iva
1SG-see-NEG 3SG-DAT
'I haven't seen him/her'.

(147) Satuvâchutìya siimu.
sa-tuvâchut-ta sa-imu
3SG-listen-NEG 3SG-LOC
'He didn't listen to him'.

The particle -mîy is suffixed to clause-initial conjunctions or preverbal constituents. It may occur in conjunction with nêê.
(148) Rámutimuyú néé váñay júrichara.  
rá-mu-tyi-múy júriy-sara  
INAN-LOC-TIY-NEG NEG possible grab-HABIT  
"Therefore it isn't possible to grab (it)".

(149) Rámumínyú nújíjityuñjésiy sámiy. (CAH)  
rá-mu-nyi-múy mǔy-jiityuñjésiy  
INAN-LOC-NITY-NEG IPLEX-rest-PROX1 well  
'Because of this we haven't rested well'.

(150) Rįjícarunya sąññá, dantyamúy rájágvyá jiyou.  
ray-jicárunya-rá dantya-múy rá-jágvyá  
1SG-like-INAN papaya although-NEG INAN-grow here  
'I like papaya, although it doesn't grow here'.

(151) Ráy jįjīta-múy sîtyąsîy jájuñsee jásuuchée;  
sitya- jásîy rájuu-see  
1SG JIITA NEG dig:up-PROX1 much-CL:stick manioc  
Celina jįjīta sîtyąsîy rájuu-see.  
JIITA dig:up:PROX1 much-CL:stick  
'I did not dig up a lot of manioc; Celina did dig up a lot'.

Additionally, there is a negative infix y which is an integral  
part of the negative conjunction 'so that not'. The conjunction is  
etymologically complex, consisting of a Set I clitic, the negative y,  
plus -numaa.17

(152) ránumaá rupa ráviimu runjyo.  
rá-y-numaa rá-viimu : ruuy-jö  
INAN-NEG-now stick INAN-inside fry-CL:place  
'...so that it won't stick inside the frying pan'.

(153) Jityoda yą̄ rįjachātiy rąnumbęjü,  
į-yə rįjachá-tiyy rá-nube-jü  
worms 2SG-IRR cut-ITER INAN-mixed:up:in-AL  
naañnumaá dáastyaa jidyeyech Ada.  
naadá-y-numaa jiy-déechada  
3DL-NEG-now know 2SG-mother:in:law  

The worms you are going to chop up to mix in, so that  
your mother in law won't know.' (HC019)
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2.7.2. Modals

VIN states that modals always precede the main verb. Here I use the term 'modal' in the sense of formatives which primarily indicate something about speaker attitude such as certainty, sarcasm, warning, wish, potentiality, frustration, or expressing degrees of obligation. In Yagua there are five morpho-syntactic sets of formatives which are primarily 'modal' in meaning. These are the modal auxiliaries (Section 2.3), the preverbal modal vánap 'possibility', the verbal potential/optative suffix -rúy (Section 5.12) and the verbal suffixes -taata 'debititive' and -vaan 'action (not) achieved' (Section 5.7), and clause-final speaker attitude clitics. I do not include interrogatives versus declaratives as a type of 'speaker attitude' difference. (This seems to me to be primarily a performative difference, though it may shade into speaker attitude.)

As discussed in Section 2.3 the malefactive, irrealis, and frustrative/could auxiliaries are semantically modal and precede the verb. The modal vánap indicating possibility is also preverbal. This is illustrated in Section 2.2.1 and examples (82) and (148) above. Unlike the modal auxiliaries, vánap cannot be inflected for subject with Set I clitics.

Clause final speaker attitude clitics include -jû, -có, -cû, and -çây. Their exact meanings have so far evaded us. They probably indicate degrees of certainty, warning, sarcasm, and such like (see Payne and Payne, in progress, for more discussion; there is no 'evidential' system in Yagua to indicate degrees of certainty in terms of first hand versus second hand knowledge, for example.)
(154) Néé rąqmaa jatu daryājyu.
ray-a-maa darya-ju
NEG 1SG-IRR-PERF drink thus-YY
'(Is it possibly the case that) I'm not going to drink it like this?' (i.e. Of course I'm going to drink it like this.)

(155) Savichasara sùrya dīiyesārājyu tōvacular.
sa-vich-sara sùry-ra dīiye-sārājyu tōv-va-cu
3SG-be-HABIT bite-CL:NEUT today-until jungle-DAT-CU
'He is a biting one even until today in the jungle'. (LX036)

(156) Vafik-cu,
let's:go-CU
'Let's go!'.

(157) jiria-tiy vuryiigaret vuniqueesjadamijdanii
jiy-ra-tiy vurya-jитет vuny-niquee-jada-mu-jù-day-nii
DEMO-CL:NEUT-TIY 1PLINC-say 1PLINC-talk-INF-LOC-AL-DAY-3SG

Indianam víchjocu.
Indian-am vicha-i-co
Indian-LOC live-NMLZR-CO

'...he is what we call in our language a resident of Indiana'. (adapted from PCH004, 005)

(158) Naada-suuta-cay,
3DL-wash-CAY
'She is washing, right? / It is true that she is washing?'

2.8. Questions

2.8.1. Yes-no questions

Yes-no questions are formed by suffixation of -viv to the initial constituent of the clause within the scope of C (Section 2.4.2). The initial constituent can be a preverbal element which is being questioned as in (159), an auxiliary as in (160), or the semantically main verb as in (161).
(159) Jidysetuviy júnaachara?
    jiy-deetu-viy júnaay-sara
    2SG-daughter-QUEST cry-HABIT
    'Is it your daughter that is always crying?'

(160) Naanaaviy jántyuu jiryiiva?
    naana-a-viy jirye-yíva
    3DL-IRR-QUEST have:mercy 2PL-DAT
    'Are they going to have mercy on you?'

(161) Sa-ya-viy Quíti-mú-jü?
    3SG-go-QUEST Iquitos-LOC-AL
    'Did she/he go to Iquitos?'

Alternatively, a second person subject predication may be
pragmatically interpreted as a question without cliticization of -viv.
No special intonation occurs either when -viv is present or absent.

(162) Jácháduy?
    jiy-sáduy
    2SG-have:fever
    'Do you have a fever?' (Lit: You have a fever.)

2.8.2. Information questions

Information question words are as follows:

(163) tåg(ra) 'what?'
    tée(ra) 'where?'
    múy(tiy) 'how?'
    múityiriyivye(y)ra 'when?'
    múityu(ra) 'what kind?'
    néré(y)(ra) 'how much/many?'
    chij(ra) 'who/whose/whom?'

The element -ra following many of these forms seems to be truly
optional in all dialects. It may correspond etymologically to the
neutral classifier -ra (Chapter 4).

These forms can occur in combination with postpositions to yield
other interrogative words:
\[ (164) \text{tā}(\text{ra})-\text{jū} \quad \text{'why?' or 'what for?'} \]
\[ \quad \text{what-AL} \]
\[ \text{chī}-\text{va} \quad \text{'to whom?'} \]
\[ \quad \text{who-DAT} \]
\[ \text{mūtichiy} \quad \text{'how?' or 'how from?'} \]
\[ \quad \text{how-AB} \]

In addition, there is a set of morphologically complex forms meaning 'which' that index the animacy, and if animate, the number of the questioned participant. These etymologically consist of the formative \text{mav} or \text{mā}, a classifier (Chapter 4), plus the formative \text{-ra}:

\[ (165) \text{mīra} \quad \text{animate singular} \]
\[ \text{münuuryā} \quad \text{animate dual} \]
\[ \text{mūvyeryā} \quad \text{animate plural} \]
\[ \text{muryarā} \quad \text{inanimate} \]

In information questions the question word occurs in the PM position within C. This is evidenced by placement of second position C clitics:

\[ (166) \text{tā}(\text{ra})-\text{dyēta} \quad \text{vurya-ṣa} \quad \text{jatu?} \]
\[ \quad \text{what-maybe} \quad \text{1PLINC-IRR} \quad \text{drink} \]
\[ \quad \text{'What might we drink?'} \]

A very standard question form is to repeat the question phrase or a reduced form of it following the nucleus of the predication (see Section 2.6 and Chapter 6 for additional discussion):

\[ (167) \text{mūtichiy} \quad \text{müñosya} \quad \text{yūṣaṣa. mūtichiy?} \]
\[ \quad \text{mūνja-jiya} \quad \text{yī-jūṣaṣa} \]
\[ \quad \text{how} \quad \text{1FLEXCL-go} \quad \text{2SG-COM} \quad \text{how} \]
\[ \quad \text{'How can we go with you, how?'} \]
Participants in any syntactic function can be questioned. There are no differences between subject and object question forms.

(168) Chijra jiya tóó-va?
   who go jungle-DAT
   'Who went to the jungle?'

(169) Táára yíváay?
   yi-jíváay
   what 2SG-make
   'What are you making/doing?'

(170) Chįį jicháəría quííriíquíí?
   jiý-sąqy-rá
   who 2SG-give-INAN money
   'Who did you give the money to?'

Postpositions are fronted along with questioned items as in (171). When the genitive is questioned, the entire possessed noun phrase occurs preverbally as in (172).

(171) Muryará vicha-jo-mu sa-ya-jáy Manungo?
   what live-CL:place-LOC 3SG-go-PROX2
   'To what village did Manungo go?'

(172) Chįį deemu júnaay náávay, chįį deemu?
   who children cry above who children
   'Whose children are crying above, whose children?' (LX049)

Information question words also appear in embedded clauses, again in the preverbal PM position within the embedded clause.19

(173) Néé radyéêtya [chijra jiyáásiyi].
   ray-dáátya jiya-jásiyi'
   NEG 1SG-know who go-PROX1
   'I don't know who went'.

(174) Néé sadiiýásiyi Juan [chijra jimiyiíí
   sa-diiý-jásiyi jimiyi-nií
   NEG 3SG-see-PROX1 John who eat-3SG
saquivā  jā̃̄nsychi].
sa-quivā  jā̃̄nsȳ-si]
3SG-fish  broil-O:NOM:ANIM:SG

'John did not see who ate his broiled fish'.

The degree to which constituents of complement clauses can be questioned by fronting the questioned constituent to the PR position within the main clause is unclear. This strategy may be limited just to subjects of embedded clauses as in (175).

(175) Miíra  jidyéetya  jibyéesiryə?
          jiy-dátya  jimiy-y-jásiy-rə
which:ANIM:SG  2SG-know  eat-PROX1-INAN

'Which one do you think ate it?'

In order to question objects of embedded clauses, the object may have to be first 'raised' to the main clause after which a relative clause is formed on the raised object:

(176) Tä̃̄qra  jiyeechipiiyəa  [jiryatiy  rjibéesiryə]?
          jiy-jaachipiiyəa  jiy-ra-tiy  ray-jimiy-y-jásiy-rə
what  2SG-think  DEMO-CL:NEUT-TTY  1SG-eat-PROX1-INAN

'What do you think I ate?' (Lit: 'What do you think that I ate it?')

An alternative strategy to that represented in (175) for subjects and that represented in (176) for objects is to form a direct question by using two morphosyntactically independent clauses:  

(177) Juan jaachipiiyəa:  Chī̃̃ra  jibyéesifiií  raquivā?
          jimiy-y-jásiy-nií  ray-quivā
John think  who  eat-PROX1-3SG  1SG-fish

'John thinks, "Who ate my fish?"'
2.9. Comparatives and equatives

There are two comparative strategies which vary from speaker to speaker. The most widely used strategy is simple juxtaposition of two clauses, often with jī́ta in the second clause to show the contrasting relation:

(178) Néé jামmušíı́muquíí  ráý;
    jামmu-quisu-quisu
NEG big-long-CL:ANIM:SG-long 1SG
jামmušíı́muquíí jī́ta Tomasa.
'I am not tall; Tom is tall'.

Some speakers employ a postpositional construction to encode the standard of comparison.

(179) a. Jāáryiy sámiy  Aníta ruyanújú.
    ray-ruyánújú
very good  Aníta 1SG-more:than
'Aníta is nicer than me'.

OR:

b. Aníta jī́ta jāáryiy sámiy ruyanújú.
    'Aníta is indeed nicer than me'.

The first variation in (179a) is pragmatically more neutral. Both (a) and (b) forms conform to the VIN claim that in verb initial languages, the comparative form precedes the standard. However, they contradict the claims of Hawkins' (1983: 88) Universal 20 which states that 'if a language has Postp word order, then if the adverb precedes the adjective within the adjective phrase, the standard of comparison precedes the adjective'. (Both 'adjectives' and adverbial modifiers of 'adjectives' are discussed in Chapter 3).
2.10. Coordination and alternative relations

Coordination of phrases and clauses is primarily achieved by juxtaposition or parataxis. However, -ntiy 'repetitive' may occur on the second member of the pair.

(180) Sa-ya Tomasa. Pedro jiye-(ntiy).
    3SG-go Tom.
    go-(REP)
    'Tom is going. (And) Pedro is going (too)'.

-ntiy is not best thought of as a coordinating conjunction since in other contexts it may convey repetition of an action, sometimes occurring after a lapse of several clauses in text.

Jaaryey 'also' can (but need not) be postposed to the last member of the coordinate pair for the 'and' relation. This is consistent with a verb final and/or postpositional pattern, rather than a verb initial pattern. Jaaryey and -ntiy do not co-occur.

(181) Anita sāniny-yaq, sa-tīsa jaaryey.
    Anita shout-DISTRIB 3SG-play also
    'Anita is shouting (and) she is playing also.'

(182) a. Sa-ya Pedro,
    3SG-go

    b. sa-vāturuy jaaryey.
    3SG-woman:with:children also

    'a. Pedro is going, b. his wife also'.

Use of sa- in (182b) on savaturuy rather than the coreferential clitic jiy suggests that (182b) is a separate clause from (182a), with ellipsis of the verb (cf. Section 5.1.1 on what is within the scope of a single clause).
Juxtaposition of clauses is also used to express the 'but' relation, usually with preverbal placement of some constituent in the preverbal FM position plus use of jiɨta following one or both of the fronted contrasted phrases:

(183) Ratyɨryatu vicha játarya vichaanumu;
ray-táryatu vicha-jamu-mu
1SG-sister live other live-INF-LOC

ráy jiɨta vicha jiɪra vichaanumu jiɪu.
jiy-ra vicha-janu-mu
1SG JIITA live DEMO-CL:NEUT live-INF-LOC here

'My sister (without children) lives in another country; but I live here in this country'.

There is no specific conjunction or particle which indicates alternatives (the 'or' relation). The 'or' relation has proved almost impossible to elicit. When asked an alternative question in Spanish, our less bilingual consultants would inappropriately reply 'si' (yes), suggesting that the alternative relation is not a well recognized relation in their native language. Similar phenomena have been reported to us by other linguistic researchers in the Amazon area. The alternative relation is encoded by juxtaposition of clauses, with or without fronting of any phrases. The word várîmyaa(ta) may help reinforce the alternative idea, but this is not certain.

(184) Tóó-va-mi-ji sa-ya.
 jungle-DAT-LOC-AL 3SG-go

Jínivyimúdyêêta samaasa.
jínî-viîmu-dyêêta se-maása
hammock-inside-maybe 3SG-sit

'To the jungle he went. (Or) maybe in the hammock he's sitting'.
(185) Tōč-va-mú-jū sa-ya.
  jungle-DAT-LOC-AL 3SG-go

Vārimyaatā jinivyiimū sa-maasa.
  jiniy-viimū
  hammock-inside 3SG-sit

'He went to the jungle. (Or) maybe he's sitting in the hammock'.

(186) Mityaranityiy jivyąta, jaqmudasiy,
  nityara-niy-ty jiy-vąta jaqm-đasiy
  what-NITY-TTY 2SG-want big-CL:thin:pole

vārimyaas pasidyasidyey?
  pasiy-dasiy-day
mayee little-CL:thin:pole-DAY

'What kind (is it) you want - a thick (blowgun), (or) maybe a thin (blowgun)?' (MB058)

2.11. Complex sentences

Haiman and Thompson (1984) have argued that there is no sharp distinction between 'subordinate' and 'main' clauses in universal grammar. Neither is there a simple continuum between 'fully subordinate' and 'fully main' clauses given that a variety of functions and parameters differentiate types of clause combining. The Yagua data support this lack of a simple continuum between fully 'main' and fully 'subordinate' clauses. In Sections 2.11.1 through 2.11.8 I discuss ten different types of clause combining in Yagua insofar as they are distinguished by the following morphosyntactic devices: (1) Is there an overt mark of dependency on the clause as a whole, such as a complementizer, the conditional/relative/adverbial clitic -tiy, or other adverbial conjunction? (2) Do the two clauses necessarily share an argument? (3) Is there obligatory dependence of tense or aspect between the two clauses? (4) Is one verb in a
non-finite form? And (5), if there is coreference between the two clauses, are the coreferential clitics ji+y and/or -yù employed in one of the clauses, rather than the regular non-coreferential clitics?21

2.11.1. Unmarked sentential complements

Some clauses may be understood as the complement of another clause, but with no morphosyntactic signal whatsoever of this relationship. Both clauses are fully independent in form and the complement is only notionally or rhetorically dependent. The possible 'higher' verbs in such relationships include jumúuy 'see' or 'observe', jachipiyyaa 'think', dāátya 'know, think', tuvaachu 'hear', and verbs of saying such as jutay/jitay 'say' or 'think', and jitajana 'ask'. Selected examples are given here:

(187) Naamiiitay [yqā mutívye jiju rāximityjrea
Naafa-jitay yi-q ji-y jānya rāmary-deer
1DLEXCL-think 2SG-LR cook 2SG-AL type:of:animal-small:one
nānyuyvúosi múpora].
náy-nuyu-jásiy
1DLEXCL-hunt-PROX1 night

'We thought [you would cook for yourself the animal we killed last night]'. (IS016)

(188) Naaniiuyuy [sāqnya jifu, mumufu].
nada-junuy sa-sañaday jiy-nu
3DL-observe 3SG-bathe DEMO-CL:ANIM:SG savage
'They two observed this one bathing (himself), the savage'. (HT082)

(189) Satuvaachu jìita [satòódiyyå váacha siiva].
sa-tuvaachu sa-tóodiyy-yå sa-iva
3SG-hear JITA 3SG-smile-DISTRIBUT monkey 3SG-DAT
'He heard the monkey laughing at him'. (HT225-226)
Verbs such as vaqta 'want' also take this type of complement when the subjects of the two clauses are non-coreferential. (If the subjects are coreferential the two verbs form a complex verb phrase, which is discussed in Section 5.1.1.)

(190) Savqata [ṣṣumũly Tomāsara].
    sa-vaqta sa-jũmũly Tomās-ra
    3SG-want 3SG-observe Tom-INAN
    'He wants Tom to observe it'.

2.11.2. Marked sentential complements

The essential difference between the unmarked sentential complements of Section 2.11.1 and marked sentential complements is that the latter have an overt complementizer at the beginning of the complement clause. Jātiy, the neutral demonstrative jirva, and the form jirvatiy all serve as complementizers. Jātiy is perhaps the most ubiquitous complementizer. It is derived etymologically from the neutral relativizer jirvatiy (jiv-ra-tiy DEMO-CL:NEUT-TTY) and is itself also used as a relativizer (Section 2.11.4). Except for the presence of a complementizer, marked sentential complements are fully independent. Tense and aspect may vary between the main and the complement clauses, no arguments need be shared between the two clauses, and both verbs are finite in form.

(191) Sṛquaamu jiīta jifu Davi rũiva
    sa-jūtayjanu ji-y-mu ri-y-duva
    3SG-say-PAST3 JIITA DEMO-CL:ANIM:SG David 3PL-DAT
jātiy sacāssiifūxanrīy munufuvaanu'.
sa-čāssi-y-nūy-jaṇu-riy that 3SG-finish-IMPF-PAST3-3PL enemy:plural

'This David said to them that he had finished off the enemy'.
(DAVX012-013)

(192) Mityamumaa jīṭa jirya múufiquee
mitya-mumaa jiy-ra múuy-niquee
nothing-now JIITA DEMO-CL:NEUT 1PLEXCL-get:angry

jirymyoomusiyy jātiy jiryej jotāra juvaanu.
jirye-moo-mu-siy jotəta-ɾa juvay-jaṇu
2PL-face-LOC-AB that 2PL begin-INAN kill-INF

'It is nothing now that we get angry before your faces
that (since) you began the killing'. (DAVX027-028)

(193) Nundyəetyeta várdiyidyɛcyu
numy-dáːya-tya várdiy-diliy-day-cɁ
1DLEXCL-know-NEG then-yet-DAY-CɁ

jirya munufu jiyyɛcyu.
jiy-ra jiyy-cɁ
demo-CL:NEUT savage here-CɁ

'We didn't know then yet that the savages were here!' (ISO28)

In the following example jirvātiy introduces a complement clause
which has tuychoonu 'story' as an overt head, similar to clauses like
English 'the fact that...'. The major function of jirvātiy is to
serve as a relativizer for relative clauses. But here the jirvātiy
clause cannot be taken as a relative clause since tuychoonu is not an
argument or constituent of it. The jirvātiy clause nevertheless
mimics relative clauses in having an overt head. The missing story
referred to in (194) is part of a quasi-epic cycle (P. Powlison
1969).

(194) Jāsiy rásuʃtyɛsidye ey táraquii tuychoonu
rá-suʃtyɛ-y-jāsi-y-day tá-ra-qui uyuychu-jaṇu
there INAN-lack-PROX1-DAY one-CL:NEUT-one tell-INF
'There a story is lacking that she used to live with the condors'. (CX108)

2.11.3. Adverbial clauses with -tiy and other conjunctions

A number of adverbial conjunctions employ the clitic -tiy. These are etymologically complex:

numáatiy (numaa-tiy now-TTY) 'while, when'
rátiy (rā-tiy IRR-TTY) 'so that'
daryátiy (darya-tiy thus-TTY) 'so that'
váriytiy (váriy-tiy then-TTY) 'then'
rámutiy (rá-mu-tiy inan-LOC-TTY) 'therefore'

These adverbial conjunctions occur initially in their clauses. This is consistent with a verb initial type. -Tiy clauses precede their main clauses, which is possibly inconsistent with a verb initial type. However, VIN (following Greenberg 1963) notes that placement of conditional clauses before their superordinate clauses is perhaps universal and -tiy clauses include conditionals (see below and Section 2.4.1).

(195) Sānumáatiy jitįį saváturyy rā chanāy váriy.
sa-q-numaa-tiy sa-váturyy rā chanāy
3SG-IRR-now-TTY arrive:here 3SG-woman IRR rejoice then
'When he arrives his wife will rejoice then'.

If -tiy is suffixed to an inflected auxiliary or verb, it results in a
conditional 'if' or temporal 'when' adverbial clause, depending on the
time reference of the clause. (Recall that -tiy is always suffixed to
the first element of C regardless of what that may be; Section 2.4.1.)

(196) Yââtiy jiya rumû.
    yi-qa-tiy
 2SG-IRR-TIY go there

yâamâa jiriy rájyû jarûsîtyâ.
yi-â-maa ray-jêy jarûsiy-tá
2SG-IRR-PERF bring 1SG-AL rice-PART

'If you go there, you must bring back some rice for me'.

(197) Rijéêtyamununumâatiy tiîtâjyra...
    riy-jâtya-muy-jamu-numaa-tiy tiîtâjy-râ
3PL-throw:out-COMPL-PAST3-now-TIY all-INAN

'When they had thrown it all out...'

Têta 'unless' is a clause-initial subordinator. Têta clauses
precede their superordinate clauses which is inconsistent with a verb
initial type.

(198) Têta vuryaâ jumûrya, vuryaâ diiy tiîtâjy.
vurya-â jumûry-râ vurya-â
unless 1PLINC-IRR look-INAN 1PLINC-IRR die all

'Unless we look at it, we will all die'.

Clause-final subordinators are counter to a verb initial type.
There are two of these in Yagua: daryâju 'because' and tüûnu 'while'.
Daryâju and tüûnu clauses generally follow their superordinate
clauses, which is consistent with a verb initial type. Daryâju
conceivably comes from darya 'thus' plus the postposition -jü
'alative. Tüûnu 'while' is isomorphic with the postposition tüûnu
'beside'. Thus, the clause-final nature of these adverbial
subordinators is due to their postpositional origins and reflects the
postpositional nature of the language more than aspects of verb position.

(199) Deerámiy sæñiy-ya sa-tiisa tuúmu.
    children shout-DISTRIB 3SG-play while
    'The children are shouting while they play'.

(200) Súñsáy saparqútya daryájú.
    sa-júnsáy sa-parqútya
    3SG-cry 3SG-bored because
    'She/he is crying because she/he is bored'.

(201) Váňu riiniocdamu jiiryátiy jááryiy
    ray-jinooda-mu jiyr-atiy
    let's:go 1SG-mother-LOC DEMO-CL:NEUT-TTY very
    diivañฑúy daryájú naa ámbá.
    diiva-núuy
    sick-CL:ANIM:DL because 3DL
    'Let's go to my mother because she is very sick'.

Use of jiiryátiy with daryájú in (201) is possibly a movement towards a more consistent verb initial type (jiiryátiy is most commonly a relativizer but there are indications it may be an incipient complementizer; Section 2.11.2).

As seen in examples (199) through (201), if there are coreferential arguments between these types of adverbial clauses and their superordinate clauses, the coreferential clitics are NOT used. There need be no shared argument between the clauses. Both verbs are finite in form. Tense formatives or the irrealis auxiliary may occur both within the adverbial clause and in the superordinate clause. However, except for daryájú 'because' clauses, the tense of the adverbial clause is apparently always the same as that of the superordinate clause.
2.11.4. Relative clauses

Relative clauses are characterized by a subordinating relativizer or relative pronoun, plus the fact that at least one argument must be shared between the main clause and the relative clause. Verbs in both clauses are finite, tense and aspect are independent, and the coreferential clitics jîy- and -vu are NOT employed between coreferential arguments across the two clauses.

Consistent with a verb initial type, relative clauses consistently follow their heads and are of the following form:

\[ (203) \]
\[  \overline{\text{Head-NP RELATIVIZER [ . . . (CLITIC) (REL-NP/PP) . . . ]}} \]

The abbreviation REL-NP/PP indicates the noun or postpositional phrase within the relative clause which is normally absent under identity with the head. CLITIC indicates a participant referring form (usually a Set I or Set II clitic) within the relative clause which resumptively mentions the participant relativized. The position of the resumptive clitic or reference within the relative clause is as it would be in a main clause. The resumptive clitic is underlined in (204):

\[ (204) \]
\[ \text{Ram} \text{yítîvýrya jîmyichara} \]
\[ \text{ray-mutîvye}-râ \hspace{1cm} 1 \text{SG-cook-INAN} \hspace{1cm} \text{food} \]
\[ [\text{jîryàtiy} \hspace{1cm} \text{satjàryyyy Tomàsara.}] \]
\[ \text{jîy-ra-tîy} \hspace{1cm} \text{sa-tjàryyyy Tomàsa-rà} \]
\[ \text{DEMO-CL:NEUT-TTY} \hspace{1cm} 3 \text{SG-buy Tom-INAN} \]

'I cooked the food that Tom bought.'
There are two relativization strategies, depending on whether or not the RELATIVIZER is a relative pronoun. First, non-pronominal relativizers are formed with the demonstrative root jiy- 'this', plus the neutral classifier -ra, plus the clitic -tly. \textit{jirv**a**t**i**v} (or its contraction to j**a**t**i**v) can be used to refer to animate or inanimate, specific or non-specific heads. Thus it is not a canonical pronoun but simply an introducer of the relative clause. When \textit{jirv**a**t**i**v} or j**a**t**i**v is used, a resumptive reference (underlined) occurs within the relative clause due to the non-specificness of the relativizer as in (204) and (205). (204a) is an \( S_o \) clause (Section 2.1.2). In (205) the object within the relative clause is in the PM position.

(204) a. Vārichaṛa-ra jirv**a**t**i**v saḥ̄aṛa-ra jiy-mu coodiya jifu vāriy-saṛa-ra jirv**a**t**i**v day-ni saḥ̄aṛa-ra coodiya jiy-mu then-until scurry-DAY-3SG snake-DAY DEMO-CL:ANIM:SG

b. [jirv**a**t**i**v savi**a**chasara śūn̄ya.] jiy-ra-tly sa-v icha-sara śūn̄ya-ra DEMO-CL:NEUT-TIY 3SG-be-HABIT bite-CL:NEUT

'Then up scurried the snake, this one who is a biting one.' (LX036)

(205) ...mucadi jimiytya [j**a**t**i**v mucadi rūj̄michara]

jimiyty-ta rā-jumly-sara
dirt eat-NMLZ:INST that dirt inan-dig-HABIT

'...dirt eaters that dig up dirt (referring to something like a bulldozer)' (DA047)

Very infrequently, no resumptive reference may occur within the relative clause if the argument relativized on is inanimate. The following is taken from an oral text: 22
(206) ... jüvaadyi [jiryátiy riryarə̂chaamun]
       jiy-ra-tiy riry-raqha-ja
   effects DEMO-CL:NEUT-TIY 3PL-carry-PAST3

jiyoorimýuŋy]
jiy-roori-mu-jʊ
COR-house-LOC-AL

'...the effects (knives, axes) that they carried to their house'. (DAV147)

In the second strategy, the relativizer is a relative pronoun. VIN suggests that relative pronouns coding case of position relativized are rare, though attested. This type of relative pronoun occurs in Yagua only for some oblique cases (cf. example (219)). VIN notes that relative pronouns agreeing with class of the head noun are also attested. This is commonly the case for Yagua relative pronouns. Relative pronouns are formed by use of the demonstrative root jiy, plus a more specific classifier such as mu 'animate singular' or others, plus the clitic -tiy, yielding forms like jiyūtiy. Alternatively, relative pronouns can be formed simply by suffixing -tiy to a pronoun such as nií 'third singular', riy 'third plural' nü 'other (animate)', tii 'anyone, someone', to the 'inanimate' formative rā-, and even to Set I-plus-postposition complexes as in (219). Choice of any relative pronoun is specifically governed by the animacy, and if animate then person and number features of the head. In contrast to the neutral relativizer jiryátiy/játiy, when a more specific relative pronoun occurs a resumeptive reference is very unlikely:

(207) Née sámiyra [rityimýuŋ tůqqaču siimu.]
sámiy-ra riy-ti-mú sa-imu
NEG good-CL:NEUT 3PL-TIY-NEG listen 3SG-LOC
'Those who don't listen to him/her are not good'.
A resumptive reference (underlined) may occur under conditions which are not entirely clear to me.²³

(208) Sa-siryį́ jąsiy nuñų, coodiy, jąąyanų, 3SG-scurry there isula snake  fer-de-lance
tińtiy [nįtiy savichasara, judára sūrya.  niś-tiy sa-vicha-sara  sūry-ra
all  3SG-TTiy 3SG-be-HABIT hurting bite-CL:NEUT

'There scurried up the isula (a type of stinging ant), the snake, the fer-de-lance, all those who are hurting, biting ones'. (LX037)

The head of a relative clause may have the syntactic roles of subject, object (both patient and recipient), oblique (object of postposition), genitive, or predicate nominal within the relative clause. Relative clauses can have any syntactic role in the main clause: subject, direct object, indirect object, or oblique (object of postposition), genitive, or predicate nominal. Restrictive, non-restrictive, and correlative clauses (Section 2.11.5) occur. Examples (209) through (212) illustrate relativization on the subject (resumptive references are underlined). In (211) the relative clause is extraposed following a postposition.

(209) Naññaa jumúra [jiryátiy ráraniy].
nança-á jumú-rà jiy-ra-tiy rá-ranim
1DLEXCL-IRR cut-inan DEMO-CL:NEUT-TTiy inan-stand
'We are going to cut this which is standing'. (TC099)

(210) jivyey [jiryátiy riryamirij.]  
jiy-vay jiy-ra-tiy riy-ramiy-rij
"these ones who were on the way towards the headwaters" (ISO49)

(211) Riryāqumūyada tašriy munātyavay rūṣāq  
    riy-yatā-mūy-jada munātya-vay riy-jūṣāq  
    3PL-drink-IMPF-PAST3 before first-CL:ANIM:PL 3PL-COM

    [jiy-rā-tiy  riryeeṃu  vāriya  mūraṇu].
    jiy-ra-tiy  riy-jiriy-jamu  vāriya-rā
    DEMO-CL:NEUT-TITY 3PL-get-PAST3 then-INAN song

'The ancestors were drinking with those who got the songs'. (FS002)

Example (212) illustrates relativization on the subject of an embedded
predicate nominal clause:

(212) jasee [jiy-rā-tiy  rūṣamūyada   [ravichūsirya]].
    jiy-ra-tiy  riy-jutay-mūy-jada  ravichū-siy-rā
    hatchet DEMO-CL:NEUT-TITY 3PL-say-IMPF-PAST3 stone-AB-INAN
    '(their) hatchets which they used to say were of stone' (SK002)

Examples (213) through (216) illustrate relativization on the
direct object (=patient). In (215) an oblique occurs in the PM
position within the relative clause, and in (216) the subject occurs
in that position. This raises some doubt as to whether the
relativizer or relative pronoun could be said to occur in the
structural PM position.

(213) Raṣa  jiyā jimiyichara tijāju  tajiyju
    ra-a  ta-jiy-ju
    inan-IRR go food all other-place-AL

    musā,  jatusi,  [rātiy  jiyāq  nirūy  mūtaṣda].
    rā-tiy  jiriyey-a nirūy  nuta-jada
    sacha papas, sweet:potatoes INAN-TITY 2PL-IRR desire plant-INF

'All the food is going to go to other places: sacha papas,
sweet potatoes, whatever you want to plant'. (IM043)
(214) Niŋtyéenii jifluday
niŋ-niy-tée-nii jiy-nu-day

[játiy vuryi jivacharada niɨ].
vurya-jjvay-sara-day-niɨ
this 1PLINC-kill-HABIT-DAY-3SG

'This one is he who we always kill'. (DAV065-066)

(215) ...viitu mírãamu [jíryátiy múcatyyuuya
jiy-ra-tiy
ojé song DEMO-CL:NEUT-TTY Squirrel:clan

jífamu rîmyûrasara da ra].
jifä-mu riy-mûra-sara-day-râ
big:feast-LOC 3PL-sing:to:call:spirits-HABIT-DAY-INAN

'...the songs of ojé (a type of tree) that in the big feasts
of the Squirrel Clan they always sing' (FS042)

(216) ... jívamun bââyamun [jíryátiy mu nu fu
jiy-vamun jiy-ra-tiy
COR-husband soul DEMO-CL:NEUT-TTY savage

júvaññi农业大学 tashridyericyu].
jívay-nûy-ji da tashri-day-rî-y-cu
kill-IMPT-PAST3 before-DAY-3PL-CU

'(their) husbands' souls which the savages had
killed long ago'.

The following example shows relativization on a direct object

(=recipient):

(217) Vânu [jíryátiy radyîtyanujây jäntyasîni,]
jiy-ra-tiy ray-diîtyanu-jây jäntyasî-niî
man DEMO-CL:NEUT-TTY 1SG-show-PROX2 picture-3SG

nëe ratyiedyî.
ray-tárayî
NEG 1SG-brother:of:female

'The man I showed a picture to is not my brother'.

(218) illustrates relativization on a postpositional dative
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argument. The verb diiy 'see' is subcategorized to take a dative object rather than a direct object.

(218) dámuijúy vámuijúy rimityuyúuyúy
dá-muijúy vámuijúy rimityuyúuyúy
[jiryátiy vúuyiýaíjáy naádiíva]
jiy-ra-tiy vúuyiýaíjáy naádiíva
DEMO-CL:NEUT-TTY 1PLINC-see-PROX1 3DL-DAT
'the two old men that we saw this morning...'

Example (219) illustrates relativization on a postpositional locative. The object of the postposition is not resumptively mentioned within the relative clause, given the specificity of syntactic role and animacy indicated in the relative pronoun rámutiy:

(219) sará vá [rámutiy rípyútyaáda jaáyanúmiy]
sa-rá vá rá-mu-tyi ríy-pútya-jada jaáyanúmiy
3SG-poison inan-LOC-TTY 3PL-paint-PAST3 fer-de-lance-PL
'his poison in which the fer-de-lances (or rattlesnakes) painted (themselves)' (LX048)

Example (220) illustrates relativization on a genitive:

(220) Jáchifíiyi sabáachatiyánníi núí níjyaqmintiy,
jáyí-síy-níi sa-báay-sa-tíi-y-janu-níi níjyaqmiy-ntiy
there-AB-NTY 3SG-flee-TRNS-ITER-PAST3-3SG one person-REP
[jíryítiy sííryuooatu jíryiítoqntiyi
jiy-ra-tiy sa-jíryu-poo-mu jíryey-jítoqntiy
DEMO-CL:NEUT-TTY 3SG-old:gardén-old-LOC 2PL-arrive:there-REP
'From there he chased him a person (i.e. a Yagua) too, the one whose old garden you arrived at too'. (RS017)

(221) illustrates relativization on the predicate of a predicate locative clause:
(221) Nuuidoitoj jii naadiimuntyi
nuvido-jitoj naada-imuntyi
1PLEXCL-arrive:there JIITA 3DL-LOC-REP

[jirinya jasiv naada.]
jirinya-ra-tily
DEMO-CL:NEUT-TITY there 3DL
'We arrived to her again where she was'. (WP044)

Restrictive headless relative clauses (i.e., where there is no overt noun phrase in surface structure which is modified by the relative clause) occur only where the head can be omitted under identity with some other noun phrase occurring in the immediately preceding or deictically given context. This 'identity' may be identity of kind and need not be identity of specific instance.

(222) Siivay jita [jatiy ravichasara siinatyasa] ...
siivay sa-jivay ravichasara sa-jinay-tysa
3SG-touch JIITA this INAN-be-HABIT 3SG-tail-middle
'He touched what used to be the base of his tail...'

2.11.5. Correlative clauses

In correlative structures, the relative clause precedes the entire clause containing the modified noun phrase. This is a type of 'left dislocated' relative clause (Downing 1978). According to Downing, in canonical correlatives neither the noun phrase in the main clause nor the coreferential noun phrase in the relative clause are deleted, but both are marked in some way. However, he observes that one or both can be omitted (particularly if nonspecific), and 'some languages permit deletion of the entire [antecedent] N' (Downing 1978:399). In Yagua correlative constructions, a full noun phrase need
not occur in the main clause, but there is at least a resumptive clitic (resumptive reference within the main clause is underlined):

(223) Tįṭiy jiyasara tóóva,  
tįį-tiy jiya-sara tóó-va  
whoever-TTY go-HABIT jungle-DAT  
sasų̱myaa coodintińi.  
sa-sų̱y-maa coodi-y-ntiy-níí  
3SG-bite-PERF snake-REP-3SG  

'Whoever goes to the jungle, the snake has bitten him/her too'. (LX047)

In some languages correlative clauses encode the feature [-specific] (Downing 1978:399), though Weber (1983) observes that in other languages they may refer to an item which is simultaneously [+definite] and [-specific]. The feature [-specific] means that the identity of the referent is unknown to the speaker. In contrast, [-definite] (=indefinite) means that the speaker assumes the hearer cannot identify the referent. Yagua correlatives present another alternative. In Yagua, correlatives can refer to [-specific] referents as in (223) above. They can also refer to referents which are [-definite] as far as the hearer is concerned, but which are [+specific] as far as the speaker is concerned. In (224), for example, the speaker knows the identity of the referent to whom the correlative refers, but the hearer does not. That is, the referent is [+specific] and [-definite]:

(224) Játiy jiyyébye junoosiy rą chaâsiy  
jiy-jiyy-bay juno-o-siy chaâ-si-yi  
that 2SG-father-deceased head-CL:seed IRR be-PROX1  

'Whoever (has) your deceased father's skull (as) his necklace,
samariy, niiniííí jiyáapa.
sa-mariy nií-níy-níí jiy-jáapa
3SG-necklace 3SG(PRONOUN)-NIY-3SG(SE):II) 2SG-grandfather
he is your grandfather'. (LX082)

(Lit: 'Who your deceased father's skull will be his necklace,
he is your grandfather'.)

In example (225) a relative expression again encodes a referent which
is [+specific] but [-definite]. Here, the relative expression serves
as the predicate for a predicate nominal construction (cf. Section
2.1.3). Given the syntactic relation between the relative expression
and the entire clause, however, the relative is not strictly a
correlative.

(225) Játiy rooriryuddirimur jiyyébyey ruudasiy.
rooriry-rudii-mu-rà jiyy-jàyy-bay ruu-dasiy
that house-rafter-LOC-INAN 2SG-father-deceased blow-CL:pole
'What is in the rafters is your father's blowgun'. (LX058)

There has also been some discussion on the close relationship
between a conditional interpretation versus a relative clause
interpretation of correlative clauses, depending on whether or not
the event by which the referent is constrained is presupposed to have
happened (Weber 1983, Schwartz 1971:17; see also Haiman 1978). In
Yagua it is thus of interest to note that both relative clauses and
conditionals are marked by -tiiy. Examples like (223) could be
interpreted as conditional adverbial clauses or as relative clauses
depending on whether or not a presupposition is made regarding the
event of the main clause. As a conditional adverbial, the sense of
(223) would be 'If someone goes to the jungle, the snake has bitten
him too'. The relative interpretation is more likely in (223),
however, given occurrence of -maa 'perfective' in the main clause.
2.11.6. Indirect quote complements

Indirect quote complements may be preceded by a complementizer as in Section 2.11.2 above. More commonly there is no complementizer and they are fully independent clauses as in Section 2.11.1. Tense and aspect may vary and both verbs are finite in form. Indirect quote complements follow the verb or clause of saying:

(226) Ruṭtáy riitįjįjásiy núpoora.
    riy-jytáy riyi-jitiį-jásiy
    3PL-say 3PL-arrive:here-PROXI night
    'They_i say they_j arrived here last night'.

When a coreferential non-first or non-second person singular participant occurs in the two clauses, a coreferential clitic jiy- or -yù may occur in the indirect quote. Such clauses are thus grammatically dependent on the clause of saying only for animacy and number indices.

(227) Ruṭtáy jityiįjásiy núpoora.
    riy-jytáy jiy-jitiį-jásiy
    3PL-say COR-arrive:here-PROXI night
    'They_i say they_j arrived here last night'.

(228) Ruṭtéeśiyy riý̑a pause jívāy mUNIXúmiyu.
    riy-jytáy-jásiy riya-ɑ mUNIXú-miy-yù
    3PL-say-PROXI 3PL-IRR kill enemy-PL-CORO
    'They_i said the enemies would kill them_j'.

2.11.7. Infinitival adverbials

In Section 2.11.3 I discussed clauses which serve an adverbial function relative to their superordinate clause. Verbs nominalized with the infinitival/participial suffix -jánu/-jada (INF) also serve such a function when suffixed with the postpositions. The allative
postposition -jū conveys the idea of purpose, and the locative -mu and instrumental/comitative -ta convey the idea of simultaneity with the action of the main clause (-mu is far more common in this function than -ta).

(229) Yañq sāqy sībeemūjyyura.
yl-š [sa-jimiy-jam-jū]-yū-rā
2SG-IRR give [3SG-eat-INF-AL]-CORO-INAN
'Give it to him to eat'. (Lit: 'Give it to him towards his eating'.)

(230) Suvş naaddiivasay jiyånu dapūyaynumu.
naana-jivšay jiy-vånu dapūy-jam-šu
string:bag 3DL-make COR-man hunt-INF-LOC
'She makes string bags while her husband hunts'.

(231) Rīyarōqvanumaa jiyqanumu.
riy-yaqqva-numaa jiy-jiya-jam-šu
3PL-make:noise-now COR-go-INF-LOC
'They make noise going'.
OR: 'They make noise in their going'.

(232) Sītī rāyyaajadatā jiyu.
sa-jītī rāyy-yaa-jada-ta
3SG-arrive:here jump-DISTR-INF-INST here
'He arrives here dancing'.
OR: 'He arrives here with dancing'.

Infinitival adverbials may precede as well as follow their main clause. Compare the following with (229) through (232) above:

(233) Jāqseemijū núnyiyitoqjąjy.
jāqsiy-jam-jū núnyiy-jitoq-jāsiy
cultivate-INF-AL 1PLEXCL-arrive:here-PROX1
'To cultivate we arrived there'.

(234) Rachuutqanumnu néé rajiitu.
ray-suuta-jam-šu ray-jiitu
1SG-wash-INF-LOC NEG 1SG-rest
'While washing I don't rest'.
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Infinitival adverbials are more tightly embedded in their main clauses than are -tivy and other adverbial clauses. This is shown partly by the fact that infinitival adverbials can be surrounded by material of the main clause as indicated by the bracketing in (229). Additionally, if there is a shared argument between the main and adverbial infinitive, the coreferential clitics jiy- and/or -yû can be used:

(236) Sasiimyaa  jimyuntqanqumii.
    sa-siyy-maa  [jiy-jimuntqa-janu-jû]-nîi
    3SG-run-MAF [COR-help-INF-AL]-3SG
'He has run to help him'. (Lit: 'He_i has run towards his_j helping him'.)

The coreferential clitics need not be used; complete ellipsis of the coreferential argument may occur as in (232) and (233) above. When the subjects are not coreferential, regular Set I clitic forms occur on both the main verb and the adverbial infinitive:

(237) Sâboojaa  satâaryyy váriy sâtoodâju.
    sâbooj-jaâ  sa-tasryyy sa-jatu-jada-jû
sweet-CL:liquid 3SG-buy then 3SG-drink-INF-AL
'Soda pop he_i bought then for him_j to drink'. (PCH076)

Aspectual formatives may occur in the non-nominalized predicate. They have scope over the nominalized predicate:
(238) riyarqvasara jiyqanmu.  
riy-yrqvasa jiy-jiya-janu-mu  
3PL-make:noise-HABIT COR-go-INF-LOC  
'They always make noise going'. (OR: 'They always make noise in their going').

To summarize, infinitival adverbials differ from finite adverbial clauses in four ways. In infinitival adverbials the nominalizing suffix -jami/-jada occurs. They cannot take independent tense and aspect. If there are coreferential arguments between the main and adverbial expressions, then the coreferential clitics jiy- and -yú (or no clitic) are used for second and subsequent references to the participant. Infinitival adverbials can also be surrounded by material of the main clause.

2.11.8. Infinitival complements and verb serialization

There are two types of complex clauses where an embedded or subordinate verb forms a complex verb or verb phrase with the finite or semantically main verb. These are infinitival complements which share an argument with the main clause (Section 5.1.1), and motion verbs which occur in a (phonologically bound) compounding or 'serial' construction with other verbs (Section 5.1.2).

2.12. Summary

In this chapter I have surveyed a wide variety of clausal phenomena. Where relevant I have pointed out whether or not a canonical verb initial pattern is followed. Following discussion of noun phrase, adpositional phrase, verb phrase and pragmatic factors affecting constituent order in Chapters 3, 4, 5, and 6, a summary of
the verb initial versus non-verb initial features will be given in Chapter 7.
NOTES TO CHAPTER 2

1 It is thus somewhat difficult to give a unified syntactic statement of Set I clitic distribution. An X-bar phrasal approach does not work because Set I clitics reference the dependent element in genitive and adpositional phrases, but in any classic X-bar treatment the subject of a clause is not a dependent of the verb phrase. In Chapter 7 I suggest that the unity underlying all the uses of Set I clitics may be one in which Set I clitics are proclitic to the predicate of certain one place argument-predicate relations. As will become apparent in Sections 2.1.1, 3.5, and 3.6, Set I clitics occur initially before the predicate (when there is no pre-predicate argument noun phrase), and are proclitic to the predicate. (See Klavans 1985 for a theory of clitic types according to the parameters initial/final position within the syntactic sentence or phrase, before/after the initial element of the clause or phrase, and proclitic/enclitic phonological liaison).

2 In Klavans' (1985) terms, Set II clitics are initial under some level of N when N is the object of a transitive clause (Section 2.1.1), the subject of an S-o clause (Section 2.1.2), or the subject of a predicate nominal construction (Section 2.1.3). They precede their syntactic phrasal host, except when the full noun phrase host is 'deleted'. In that case, they most neutrally occur at the end of the clause, attached to whatever is the last element of the clause. They are enclitic.

3 This will be made more explicit in what follows. In the thousands of clauses that I have looked at from naturally occurring text material, I have found only two instances of SOV order where the subject does not appear to be 'left-dislocated'. In both cases second position clitics intervened between the two preverbal noun phrases. I do not have intonational evidence for these cases as the texts were transcribed by Paul Powlison. SOV clauses have never surfaced and have been judged 'bad' in elicitation unless there is unusual pause phenomena. Perhaps these two cases may have been the result of 'false starts'.

4 Following most examples taken from texts is a reference to the text from which the example is taken. (Some examples in this work have been adapted from actually occurring text examples, usually making them shorter for length and expository purposes. In some cases I have forgotten the sources for examples, or the texts were short, semi-elicited ones that we used for language learning purposes, but to which we did not give a code.) Some of the texts were transcribed by Paul Powlison, and some by Tom Payne and myself. In all except one text from the Powlison and Powlison (1977) concordance project texts, I have retained the reference number associated with examples even though these are not 'clause' numbers. More than one clause may occur under a given number in the concordance texts. T. Payne (1985) reproduces the 'Kneebite Twins' (KT) text from the Powlison
concordance and his numbers are more or less 'clause' numbers. Examples in this work from the Kneebite Twins text match the numbers found in T. Payne.

5 Dooley (1982:311) distinguishes 'inner' and 'outer' delimiting components based on those which are related to the nuclear predication through the case frame of the verb, versus those which are not. A fuller treatment of pragmatic structuring in Yagua would possibly want to make such a distinction.

6 Givón (1983) uses the term 'topic' in two ways. First, he uses it to refer to any participant mentioned in discourse, and second to refer to the 'primary topic' (usually encoded as the grammatical subject across several sequentially order clauses) of a thematic paragraph (1983:8). This view of topicality is explicitly not sentence-bound and allows for degrees or levels of topicness. For Dooley a 'topic' is just one type of delimiting component.

7 Possible occurrence of auxiliaries and verbs in the FM position is briefly mentioned in Section 2.4.3.

8 The clitic -day in (51) is a phrasal clitic which occurs on both noun and verb phrases. Its function awaits further investigation, though it appears to co-occur with amplification and restatement phrases in discourse. However, it is not an indicator of marked pragmatic structuring.

9 I am not concerned here with whether Yagua has an abstract AUX constituent in the sense of Steele (1978) or Akmajian, Steele, and Wasow (1979).

10 Words such as tii in (74) are ideophones, similar to the English words plop, woosh, bang, etc. In Yagua (and in the Amazon area generally) ideophones express a wide variety of concepts, not limited to sounds accompanying a given action. The phonology of such words is not subject to the same constraints as phonology of other words. One notable feature is wide variation in vowel length depending on the enthusiasm of the speaker.

11 Paul Powlison (personal communication) has suggested that -ryi always indicates that a given action ought to be done but probably won't end up being done.

12 In addition to Set I clitics, Set II clitics, and the two types of second position clitics discussed in Section 2.4, there are also phrasal enclitics and clausal enclitics which occur after the last element of the phrase or clause. These are specifically discussed in Payne and Payne, in progress.

13 In (93) múñi jaätumudee 'there beside the water' might be said to form a single constituent. It is perhaps anomalous, however, given that the clitics occur after the first word of the delimiting
constituent, rather than the entire constituent. A better analysis may be that múv jātuumudee is a series of paratactic phrases identifying a location. I have no explanation for the different orders of -niy and -tiy in (92) versus (93).

14 Whether conjunctions and complementizers should be considered as occurring in the non-nuclear setting position, PM position, or some other structural position will not be explored here. -Tiy occurs as a formative in various conjunctions (Sections 2.11.2 and 2.11.3) and is always a formative in relative pronouns or relativizers (Section 2.11.4). In certain frameworks, at least the relative pronouns/relativizers would be said to occur in a complementizer position. I believe there is evidence that at least relativizers and relative pronouns do not occur in the PM position (cf. Section 2.11.4).

15 The negative particle née shows similar ambiguity of constituency. The most common pattern is for née to form a constituent with the following verb, as in:

Née ṛuwamuyu jija rimityoodadeeryu.
   ṛiy-jiwaay-muuy  rimityu-jada-dee-ryu
NEG 3PL-kill-COMPLT JITA old:one-FEMININE-DIM-dear
'The didn't kill the old lady'.

But I have also seen a few cases where jija is placed directly after the negative and before the verb.

16 Intonation will be discussed shortly. Examples (131) and (135) are from a written text which was recorded after the author had had opportunity to go over it numerous times. The other examples with marked intonation are from oral texts. A double slash line represents a relatively longer pause than a single slash, judged impressionistically.

17 The form rā-numaa 'it-now' without the negative y does not mean 'so that'. The positive counterpart is rātayey (from rā-a-tayey INAN-IRR-TEDYEY?)

18 I would like to thank Paul Powlison and Tom Payne for significant input regarding the forms and meanings of these question words.

19 Examples (174) through (177) were graciously provided by Paul Powlison and Hilario Peña; interpretation of underlying forms and long vowels in these examples is my own. No examples like (175) and (176) have surfaced in any of our elicitation, the texts we have gathered, or the extensive Powlison concordance project.

20 This means of forming questions on constituents of complement clauses may be more common (it occurs in my own data, for example). It
is not clear to me whether (177) has the sense of 'Who does John think ate my fish?' or 'Who does John think ate his fish?’, or perhaps both.

21 More could be said about each type of clause combining than will be pursued here, particularly bringing in information about intonation and semantic scope relations.

22 I have not seen other clear cases where jirjatiy as a relativizer occurs without a resumptive reference.

23 Use of singular clitic forms to reference groups, as in (208), may have something to do with use of the resumptive Set I clitic despite the specificity of the relative pronoun. But I really do not know.
Chapter 3: Noun and Postpositional Phrase Phenomena

Beginning in this chapter and continuing throughout chapters 4 and 5, I discuss phenomena pertaining to sub-constituents of the clause. Chapters 3 and 4 do contain some examples with complex verbal morphology which is not discussed until Chapter 5. However, I have chosen this presentational sequence in order to better summarize facts about interpretation of the index of the coreferential clitics jivan and vid in Chapter 5. This chapter is centrally concerned with establishing the basic order of constituents within the noun phrase and with discussion of postpositional phrases.

I will argue that the following is the basic order of constituents within the noun phrase, though it is unusual in natural discourse for a given noun phrase to have all these constituents:

\[
(239) \{ \text{DEMONSTRATIVE QUANTIFIER} \text{ HEAD DESCRIPTIVE}\text{ NOUN MODIFIER} \text{ GENITIVE} \}\]

Demonstratives consistently precede the head noun. Quantifiers include number terms and words of general quantification such as rajju 'much, many'. The basic position of quantifiers is preceding the head noun. Under certain pragmatic conditions they may occur in the preverbal PM position, discontinuous from the rest of their postverbal noun phrase (Chapters 2 and 6). Rarely, they may occur following the head noun, possibly in a paratactic relationship with the rest of the noun phrase.\(^1\) Basic order of the numeral and
demonstrative before the head noun is counter to the verb initial norm (VIN; Appendix II). The position of descriptive modifiers is discussed in Section 3.3 where I argue that it is basically post-head. Relative clauses are consistently post-head (Section 2.11.4). Genitives precede their head noun as the basic order (Section 3.5). It is awkward to combine a genitive with a demonstrative or quantifier in a single noun phrase. The language is consistently postpositional (Section 3.6).

In Yagua, inherently nominal roots are identified by the fact that when not suffixed with a classifier or other nominalizer they can function as the syntactic subject or object of a clause, as the object of a postposition, or as the predicate of a predicate nominal construction. For example, the term vánu 'adult male, man' has all these properties:

(240) As subject:
Sa-síiy vánu.       'The man runs'.
3SG-run man

(241) As object:
Ríinuíí vánu.       'I see the man'.
ray-jynúry-níí
1SG-see-3SG man

(242) As object of postposition:
Sa-síiy vánu-mú-jú. 'He ran towards the man'.
3SG-run man-LOC-AL

(243) As predicate of predicate nominal construction:
Vánu-numaa-níí Segundo. 'Segundo is now a man'.
man-now-3SG

In contrast, inherently modifying roots are those which neither are syntactically verbal (i.e. they cannot take most or any of the suffixes described in Chapter 5), nor can they serve the syntactic
functions of inherently nominal roots unless they are first suffixed with a classifier or other nominalizing form. In their unsuffixed form, however, they can function to modify nouns. Compare jąamu 'big' in (244) with vānu in (241):

(244) *Rījṁũrya jąamu.
    ray-jũmũy-rå
    1SG-see-INAN big

When suffixed with a classifier, however, jąamu can serve these syntactic functions (this is discussed further in Chapter 4). Compare (244) and (245):

(245) Rījṁũrya jąamu-dasiy.
    ray-jũmũy-rå jąamu-dasiy
    1SG-see-INAN big-CL:thin:pole
    'I see the big blowgun'.
    OR: 'I see the big pole' (and other possible readings depending on context).

As far as I know, there are only two or three inherently modifying roots. However, as I will argue in Section 3.2, roots which are syntactically nominal as defined by the criteria mentioned above may function as modifiers. Thus, in a given context syntactic nominals may or may not function as prototypical nouns (Hopper and Thompson 1984).

There are actually three types of 'descriptive modifiers' in Yagua (the functional equivalent of English adjectives): bound modifying roots which may be suffixed to a head noun, inherently modifying roots which have syntactic properties different from nouns as just illustrated, and syntactic nouns which serve as modifiers to other nouns. In Section 3.3 I argue that the basic order of non-bound
modifiers is post-head, even though inherently modifying roots may occur in pre-head position when they are not suffixed with a classifier.

3.1. Bound modifying roots

Use of phonologically and syntactically distinct modifying words within noun phrases is relatively infrequent in natural discourse. The most common means of modifying a noun is suffixation of a classifier, verbal root, or other suffix to a noun. Bound modifying roots such as -poo 'rotting' follow classifiers and precede size and quantity suffixes (-qúi and -miy respectively in (246)):

(246) rooríjyudapyóóquíímiy
     rooríy-ju-day-poo-quíí-miy
     house-CL:opening-CL:patch-rot-long-PL
     'several tall and rotting house doors'

     cf: poo 'rot over there' (verb)

Harrison (1983) argues on the basis of suffixation of modifying roots to nouns that Guajajara (a Brazilian Tupi-Guarani language) is a Noun + Adjective language. (He argues that it is an example of a VSO, postpositional, N + Adjective, Genitive + N language; Hawkins' Type 8). Harrison does not specifically say that the class of 'adjectives' is limited to suffixed modifying roots, but in fact all the examples he provides of modified nouns are of this sort.

I am hesitant to argue on the basis of suffixation of roots like -poo in (246) that Yagua is a Noun + Adjective language. First, non-bound modifiers do exist in Yagua. Most (if not all) theoretical claims about order have to do with relative order of separate
syntactic constituents. Order of bound modifiers would not be the most convincing evidence of basic constituent order (though it may give us indications of historically prior orders).

Nevertheless, we must be careful not to assume that an element is not syntactically distinct from some other element just because the two are phonologically bound. Clitics, for example, are a case where this cannot be maintained. As illustrated in Section 2.1.1.2, the direct object clitic forms a phonological constituent with whatever precedes it, but a syntactic constituent with the following noun phrase (if one is present in the clause; see also T. Payne 1983b). There are other evidences of phonological 'looseness' between separate syntactic elements in Yagua. Application of the metathesis process (Section 1.6) in (247) suggests that the first adpositional phrase is phonologically part of the verb.

(247) Syytachiiva, mumuuflu siiva ...
    sa-jytay sa-iva, sa-iva
    3SG-say 3SG-DAT savage 3SG-DAT
    'He said to him, the savage (said) to him...' (HNTRO38)

But other evidence convincingly shows that the adpositional phrase is not a syntactic part of the verb. A subject or object noun phrase can intervene, resulting in clear phonological separation between the verb and adpositional phrase:

(248) Syytay ricyuraaca siiva.
    sa-jytay riy-curaca sa-iva
    3SG-say 3PL-chief 3SG-DAT
    'Their chief said to him...'

Within longer verbal forms speakers may pause before certain
suffixes, particularly some of the more aspectual ones (Chapter 5). Conceivably affixation of these forms is relatively recent. But in any case, it corroborates the phonological looseness of the language. In sum, we want to be careful not to dismiss modifying roots as separate syntactic constituents just because they are phonologically bound. (If we should find that the modifying roots in Guajajara are always phonologically bound, however, it would just strengthen the case against using them as evidence of a syntactic Noun + Adjective order.)

There are two reasons why the Yagua bound roots cannot be considered syntactically separate constituents from the head noun (at least in synchronic terms). First, size and quantity suffixes are strictly nominal suffixes and they follow bound modifying roots as in (246) above. Second, there is a contrast between bound roots versus those same roots when suffixed with a classifier or other nominalizer. Compare rápyuy in (249a) versus (249b, c), and purveey in (250a) versus (250b, c). As non-bound, non-nominalized roots, as in the (c) forms, they do not mean 'worthless' and 'closed' respectively, but have verbal meanings. (Available information suggests that bound modifying roots generally may be etymologically related to verb roots.)

(249) a. Vatachare-rápyuy
frog-worthless
'worthless frog' (LB011)
b. mááy rápušrya
   rápušy-ra
stranger worthless-CL:NEUT
'worthless stranger' (idiom for mestizo)

c. rápušy 'to menstruate'

(250) a. Saya jižta jáchchiy nuupuryeeyya.
   sa-jiya jásiy-siy nu-puryeey-va
3SG-go JIITA there-AB road-closed-DAT
'He went from there by the closed road'. (LB103)

b. püryeerya 'cloudy day'
   püryeesyiy 'fence; fish trap'

c. püryeey 'to close or fence in (e.g. like a road
   or tube)'

When such modifying roots are suffixed with a classifier or
nominalizer as in the (b) forms, they are both phonologically and
syntactically distinct from the head noun. If they function as
descriptive modifiers, then under pragmatically marked conditions
(Section 2.1.1.5 and Chapter 6) they may occur preceding the verb,
discontinuous from the rest of their noun phrase. In appropriate
discourse contexts they may occur without an overt head noun,
particularly if some classifier other than the neutral one serves as
a nominalizer. And as suggested by the translations in (250b), a
suffixed root can be an independent noun. These three facts argue
that a non-bound modifier must be a syntactic constituent separate
from the head noun itself. Thus they contrast with the bound roots as
in the (a) forms.
3.2. Determination of head versus modifier within noun phrases

The preceding discussion raises a question which must be answered if we are to satisfactorily discuss order of head noun and non-bound descriptive modifier. Non-bound modifiers are most frequently syntactically nominal (either inherently or through derivation; this is statistically substantiated in Section 3.3). Given this, how can we in a principled way determine which is the head and which is the modifier? Order itself cannot be relied on as a criterion for two reasons. First, one objective is to establish the basic order of head noun and descriptive modifier. If we use order as a means of determining what is the head and what is the modifier, the argument is circular. Second, descriptive modifiers can sometimes precede and sometimes follow what I conclude is the head noun (Section 3.3). Thus, in any given phrase order alone may not conclusively show what is head and what is modifier.

If we cannot establish a principled difference between head noun and descriptive modifier, then it may be there are simply two nouns in apposition which are equally 'head nouns', and Yagua would have to be excluded from typological surveys where order of head noun and descriptive modifier is pertinent. This issue is not specific just to Yagua, as use of nouns for modifiers (rather than stative verbs, for example) may be an Amazonian areal feature. It is found in at least Hixkaryana (Carib), Chayahuita (Cahuapanan), PreAndine Maipuran Arawakan, and Zaporano languages. It is also found in Quechua. In what follows I discuss criteria which have been invoked for determining what is the syntactic head of a phrase. None of these
satisfactorily solves the problem for languages such as Yagua. I then argue that a discourse principle does satisfactorily distinguish head and modifier within noun phrases. Briefly, head nouns are potentially manipulable in subsequent discourse while modifying nouns are not.

3.2.1. Category constancy.

It is commonly assumed that the syntactic category of an entire phrase is the same as the syntactic category of the head of that phrase. This is the basis for much of X-bar syntax (Jackendoff 1977). The head of a verb phrase must be a verb, the head of a noun phrase must be a noun, the head of an adjective phrase must be an adjective, and the head of an adpositional phrase must be an adposition. Thus, if we have a given element X to which we add an element Y, and if the category of the entire resulting phrase is X', then X must be the head of the phrase, and not Y.

This criterion is not very helpful in the case of Yagua noun phrases. If both the head and the modifier are inherently nominal (and they almost always are), the syntactic category of the phrase is consistent with the syntactic category of either component element. We still do not know which is the head.

3.2.2. Unique immediate constituent, and obligatorily present

J. Anderson (1975) claims that the head of a construction is (1) a 'characterizing' terminal element (lexical item?) (2) which occurs obligatorily, and (3) once and only once as an immediate constituent of any given instance of that construction. (4) It does not occur as
an immediate constituent of any other construction. Anderson presumably bases these criteria partly on the assumption that more than one modifier can occur in a noun phrase, but as a general rule (in Indo-European languages?) only one noun occurs in a non-coordinate noun phrase. Likewise, we assume a verb phrase will have only one verb. Certainly within traditional American structural linguistics any clause which has two verbs is classically argued to contain an embedded clause.³

These criteria do not resolve the problem. In any Yagua noun phrase no more than one demonstrative or number term may occur as a terminal element. Yet it is not likely that we want to say the resulting phrase is a 'demonstrative phrase' or 'number phrase'. Of course, numerals and demonstratives are not obligatory elements of all noun phrases, and thus the objection does not stand. However, if a numeral is present, in natural discourse the noun may be absent (cf. example (329k) in Chapter 4). Do we then conclude that the numeral in such a phrase is the head after all, since the noun does not seem to be obligatory? Additionally, what most axiomatic structuralist approaches would posit as a modifying word may occur alone in actual discourse, perhaps suffixed with a classifier. The head noun is not necessarily overtly expressed. But presumably these are not serious objections to criterion 2, since perhaps the head is (axiomatic) obligatory only in underlying structure.

Nevertheless, if both what we intuitively take to be the head noun and the modifying noun are syntactically nominals, then we have more than one nominal category as immediate constituents of the
phrase (Anderson's criterion 3). Further, nouns are terminal immediate constituents of both noun phrases and of modifying phrases (criterion 4). Thus, by both criteria 3 and 4, we should conclude that the head of the noun phrase cannot be one of the nouns. Strictly applied, these criteria yield counter-intuitive and conflicting results.

3.2.3. Subcategorization and government.

Nichols (in progress) suggests that the head is that word which governs, or is subcategorized for, or otherwise determines the possibility of occurrence of, the other. (She additionally suggests that the head determines the category of its phrase in line with the criterion in 3.2.1 above.) For example, a transitive verb is subcategorized for the occurrence of a noun to which direct object case is assigned. But a given noun is not subcategorized for the occurrence of a verb. Traditionally, then, the verb is taken as the head of a verb phrase containing both verb and direct object. Similarly, an adposition requires the occurrence of a noun phrase within the adpositional phrase and may govern the particular case assigned to it. But any particular noun does not require or govern the occurrence of an accompanying adposition. We thus conclude that the adposition is the syntactic head of the phrase, and not the noun.

Crosslinguistically it is not clear that nouns are subcategorized for modifiers. They do not require modifiers in the same sense that adpositions may require a noun (phrase), or that a
transitive verb may require a direct object. For example, consider
the following Yagua noun phrase:

(251) tapuuyvey niisijyo
tapuuy-vey niisijy-jo
fight-CL:ANIM:PL eye-CL:place
'one-eyed warriors' (LBO12, 015)
('warriors' eye sockets')

The occurrence of tapuuyvey 'warriors' might conceivably allow
niisijyo 'eye place' (or 'eye socket'), but it does not require it.
Alternatively, niisijyo might be said to allow occurrence of
tapuuyvey. Neither noun is subcategorized for the presence of another
noun in the lexicon, and both nouns can occur independently as head
nouns in other contexts. A similar example is the phrase jümícha vámú
'male tapir' in (260) below: both items occur alone in other contexts
where neither determines the occurrence of, or is subcategorized for,
the other. It rather appears that the noun phrase STRUCTURE is what
potentially allows for both a head noun and a modifier.

Perhaps related to the notion of 'government' as Nichols uses it
is the phenomenon of agreement within noun phrases. Generally
speaking, non-head elements within noun phrases may be marked for
agreement with some features of the head noun, and much less commonly
the other way. In a canonical noun class language such as Spanish,
for example, modifying lexemes like BUENO (bueno/buena) 'good' do not
have inherent class but reflect the class of the head noun in the
particular phrase in which they occur. This suggests we might look at
use of Yagua classifiers in noun phrases. When two nouns occur in
sequence, one of which has a classifier, does just one of the roots
require or govern choice of the classifier?

This is not an extremely helpful heuristic either. Classifiers
(underlined) may correspond with the class of what we intuitively
feel must be the head noun, as in (252) and (253).

(252) sújaj miː-jáy
   cloth dirtyness-CL:pelt
   'dirty cloth/clothing' (not 'cloth-like dirtyness')

(253) murjju
   jåamucåajçå
murjy-ju jåamu-çã-ju-çã
   vine-CL:string:like big-long-CL:string:like-long
   'long piece of vine' (not 'vine-like long thing')

But classifiers are not required on descriptive modifiers within
modified noun phrases, as we might expect to be true for
inflectionally governed agreement morphology:

(254) HEAD MODIFIER
   cachunu sǐteemu
   monkey true
   'real monkey'

(255) HEAD MODIFIER
   sunupamu runay
   wild:anatto red
   'red wild anatto'

(256) QUANTIFIER HEAD MODIFIER
   Sasaːjñii tátcoquií sábuujyqá buỳeqchara.
   sa-SAY-níí tá-too-quií buyeqy-sara
   3SG-give-3SG one-CL:bowl-one banana:drink mix-0:NOM
   'He gave him one bowl of prepared banana drink'. (HTR122)

Even when a classifier does occur, it is often the 'neutral' -ra
which may occur partly by virtue of having derived a noun from a verb
or some other root:
(257) niisityadii ti̱turya
eye-CL:seed transform-CL:NEUT
'transformed eyeballs'

Does class of the head noun just selectionally restrict choice of classifiers? At first glance this hypothesis does not fully account for the data either, given cases where the classifier on the modifying noun is neither in concordance with the class of the head noun nor neutral. This is the situation in (251) above: -jo 'CL:place' could only refer to an inanimate object, yet tānyuvvey 'warriors' must be animate. The inanimate classifier and the animate noun are objectively incompatible. However, we might argue that cases like (251) are somewhat akin to compound nouns and thus may not be subject to usual selectional restriction relations. Consider the English compound noun garbage man. Garbage itself is most neutrally taken as referring to something inanimate, while man is animate. But in the compound garbage simply says something about the occupation associated with the person in question and does not refer to any of his inherent features. Garbage is not referential in this context.

But even in compound nouns, one of the nouns is taken as denoting the actual item referred to, and the other somehow restricts the class of all items of that sort. For example, rooriryudyii (rooriy-ruudii) 'house-ridge:pole' refers to a type of pole, not a type of house. Garbage man refers to a type of man, not a type of garbage. Thus we still wish to maintain that one of the nouns is the head of the construction and the other is the modifier. We still need a principled basis for determining this.
3.2.4. Pragmatic head

The preceding discussion leads to what I believe is a principled basis for distinguishing head and modifier in Yagua noun phrases, and ultimately in all languages. When looking at naturally occurring noun phrases in discourse, there is an intuitive sense that a given item either is, or is not, the 'pragmatic' head. This corresponds with whether or not the nominal form actually refers to a (pragmatically) referential entity within the universe of discourse. Based on Du Bois (1980) I define an entity or concept as pragmatically referential if it is treated as an existing, bounded entity within the universe of discourse. Such an entity can subsequently be referred to as the same entity, often by means of anaphoric devices. This is the same thing which Hopper and Thompson (1984) term a 'discourse manipulable' entity (cf. also Givón 1985). From a discourse and ultimately cognitive perspective, certain nominal forms constitute prototypical instances of nouns in that they refer to entities which can be further deployed or manipulated in subsequent discourse. This is precisely because they are pragmatically referential. For the moment I will refer to such nouns as the 'pragmatic heads' of their noun phrases, given that we do not yet have a criterion which allows us to syntactically distinguish head versus modifying nouns.

Pragmatic headship has well-defined consequences in terms of syntactic encoding. Depending on the language, the pragmatic head may be identified as the syntactic head by being encoded as a syntactic noun. Syntactically distinct devices such as adjectives, stative verbs, or relative clauses may be used to further specify or delimit
the pragmatic head, but these devices cannot be used to encode it directly. In Yagua, however, the devices for encoding pragmatic heads and for encoding information which further specifies or delimits them are objectively the same in terms of syntactic properties: they are nouns. Nevertheless, in a noun phrase containing two nouns, one of the nouns may be subsequently manipulated in the discourse as referring to the same entity to which the entire complex noun phrase referred initially. The other noun may not have this property. If the non-manipulable noun was used alone in subsequent discourse, the entity referred to would be potentially indeterminate, or would possibly be interpreted as a different referent than the one denoted by the earlier noun phrase.

Some examples may help make the difference clear. Given any particular sentence or noun phrase in isolation, it is relatively difficult to determine whether a noun refers to a discourse manipulable entity or concept. For example, in (251) above, we cannot really tell whether niisijyo is discourse manipulable. But in context it is clear that it is not discourse manipulable in the same way that tapyuvvvey is. The following clause occurs later in the text than the clause in which tapyuvvvey niisijyo is introduced.

(258) Mihúchifnumaa rifiiy rabéntiy.
   mñuy-siy-numaa riy-niy rabéé-ntiy
   there-AB-now 3PL-MALF circle:around-REP
   'From there they circled around again' (trying to catch sight of the one(s) who blinded them). (LB016)

The subject of (258) is understood as the same as the referent of tapyuvvvey niisijyo 'one-eyed warriors' in (251). If (258) employed
niisijyo as a subject noun phrase, it would be pragmatically very odd, if not ungrammatical. The participants carrying out the action of circling would not be interpreted as equivalent to the blinded warriors, but as the 'eye sockets'. But it is also not clear that the Set I clitic riiv 'third person animate plural' could co-occur with niisijyo 'eye sockets' (unless 'eye sockets' were anthropomorphized). In contrast, tápuuywev alone could be feliciteously employed as a subject noun phrase in (258), referring to the blinded warriors. This shows that tápuuywev and not niisijyo must be taken as the head in (251).

As a further example, in (259) it might be argued that what the person saw was vánu 'adult male' and that júnúcha 'tapir' tells what kind of adult male it was; or alternatively, that what the person saw was júnúcha a 'tapir' and that vánu provides a further characteristic of this particular tapir.

(259) Naaniinúnuuvee júnúcha vánu jásiy.
naada-júnúny-nuvee 3DL-see-on:arrival:there tapir male there
'They two saw on arrival there a male tapir/tapir male'.

However, there are two factors which allow identification of júnúcha 'tapir' as the pragmatic head. The first has to do with the unmarked semantic meaning of vánu, and the second has to do with the discourse and cultural context. In the story from which (259) is taken, two hunters are going along looking for game. In the process they see a series of animals and some people, but have not yet found a good group of game animals at the point where this excerpt occurs:
(260) a. Naadaya jáchchiy,
   naad-ya jásiy-siy
   3DL-go there-AB
   'They two go on from there,

b. naadi-tòop rámu, núü,
   naad-ji-tòop rá-mu
   3DL-arrive:there INAN-LOC path
   'they two arrive there at a path
   jiy-átiy núü-quíi,
   jiy-ra-tiy núü-quíi
   DEMO-CL:NEUT-TTY path-big
   'which is a wide path

c. naansii-itarííra,
   naada-síita-rií-rà
   3DL-follow-enroute-INAN
   'they two follow along it,

d. naaniimúóónuvee jüüčha vámu jásiy,
   naada-jumúuy-nuvee
   3DL-see-on:arrival:there tapír male there
   'they two see on arrival there a male tapír,

e. sasiívá̃tiyííryíí rámu,
   sa-siivä̃ty-tíiy-ríí rá-mu
   3SG-urinate-ITER-enroute INAN-LOC
   'he is urinating as he goes along in
   jaátóódeera,
   jaá-tóó-dee-ra
   water-CL:bowl-DIM-CL:NEUT
   a small mud hole.

f. "Jiyunumaadyéétaníí ratů",
   jiyu-numaa-dyéétá-níí
   here-now-maybe-3SG water:hole
   "There may be a water hole here"

g. sùutay.
   sa-jûtay
   3SG-say
   'he (=one of the hunters) says.

h. Naadayatítyíiy jáchchiy.
   naad-ya-títyíiy jásiy-siy
   3DL-go-going:directly there-AB
   'They two go along from there'. (HTR177-185)

When used in isolation, vámu is most neutrally interpreted as
referring to an adult human being. In this excerpt it would be rather
inflectious to utter vánu in clause (d) without jumucha, because
vánu would probably be taken as referring to a man. Seeing a human by
the path would not necessarily suggest the proximity of a watering
hole where animals might gather. What is significant in the context
is that they saw a 'tapir', not that they saw an 'adult male'.
Although vánu can perfectly well occur as an independent pragmatic
head in other contexts, in this particular context it is jumúcha
which is pragmatically salient.

If one tried to manipulate or deploy vánu in clause (e), the
sense of clauses (d) and (e) would most likely be 'They two saw on
arrival there a male tapir. The man (=one of the hunters) urinated as
he went along in a small mud hole.' This suggests that vánu in clause
(d) is not discourse manipulable, given that use of vánu in clause
(e) would probably not be interpreted as co-referential with jumúcha
vánu in (d). If, however, jumúcha occurred in clause (e), it would
more easily be interpreted as coreferential with jumúcha vánu,
showing that jumúcha in (d) is discourse manipulable. Jumúcha in
jumúcha vánu is referential, whereas vánu is attributive and
non-referential. In sum, a sentence or phrase-based view of head-ship
breaks down in Yagua. But a discourse perspective as to what is, or
is not, further manipulable (or pragmatically referential)
disambiguates the head noun from the modifying noun.

A larger discourse perspective also makes better sense out of
the noun classification data. As I will discuss in Section 3.3,
classifiers (other than the 'neutral' -ra) most often occur on
descriptive modifiers when the head noun is absent from the phrase. When the head noun is present, -ra is much more likely:

(261) ... tapuχχey niisityadii tįturya raṣachajày.
    niisiy-tadii tįtuy-ra ra-jacha-jay
    warrior eye-CL:seed transform-CL:NEUT INAN-be-PROX2
    '... it had been the warrior's transformed eyeballs'
    (referring to eyeballs transformed into seeds) (LB052).

If in subsequent discourse tįturya 'transformed' occurred without niisityadii 'eyeballs', it could conceivably be taken as referring to any transformed entity, whether animate or inanimate. It is not as clearly discourse manipulable as niisityadii is, or even as tįtutyadii (transform-CL:seed) might be. A hypothesis which will not be explored here is that suffixation of a more highly specified classifier to a modifier may allow an erstwhile modifier to become discourse manipulable precisely because the more highly specified classifier in some sense substitutes for the head noun. This relates partly to the question of when a classifier, rather than some other anaphoric device, is used.

3.3. Order of head noun and descriptive modifier in text

When a noun phrase contains both a head noun and a non-bound descriptive modifier, the descriptive modifier is most frequently another noun. Recall that a form is considered syntactically nominal if it can serve as subject or object of a clause, as the predicate of a predicate nominal construction, and/or as the object of a postposition. This definition of noun includes forms which are either inherent or derived nominals. The term 'inherently modifying root' is
used as defined in the introduction to this chapter (see the discussion surrounding examples (240) through (245)). In using the terms 'noun' or 'nominal', I am not concerned with whether the linguistic form is functioning as a prototypical noun in the sense of Hopper and Thompson (1984).

Text materials show that non-bound descriptive modifiers most frequently follow the head noun. In one count of well over 1000 clauses of connected text, HEAD-MODIFIER order outnumbered MODIFIER-HEAD order by about 4 to 1. The data are presented in Table 3.1. One characteristic of Yagua discourse revealed by this data is that noun phrases containing non-bound descriptive modifiers are relatively infrequent. 7

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HEAD-MODIFIER</th>
<th>MODIFIER-HEAD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82%</td>
<td>18%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1. Order of Head Noun and Descriptive Modifier in Text.

In all cases of the HEAD-MODIFIER order represented in Table 3.1, the modifier is syntactically nominal. In five of the six cases
of MODIFIER-HEAD order, the modifier is also syntactically nominal. 
(In one case it is an inherently modifying root which will be 
discussed below.) The MODIFIER-HEAD order occurs under four 
conditions, substantiated not just by these approximately 1000 
clauses but also all the other text data I have seen. First, it may 
perhaps occur under pragmatically or semantically marked conditions, 
such as when the modifier is negated or contrasted (Chapter 6). 
Example (262) is taken from a text where a careless boy spills the 
snake's poison. As a result, things in the jungle are no longer safe 
and people have to watch out for snakes that can kill. Example (262) 
contrasts how wonderful things would have been if the boy had not 
been careless. 8

(262) Sāmirya yanavyassara ráriy cha tōo. 
sāmīy-ra jiya-nayāya-sara rá-riy 
good-CL:NEUT go-going:aimlessly-NMLZR INAN-PRUST be jungle 
'It would be good walking all over the jungle'. (LX044)

Most of the examples I have of this sort (there are not many) are 
potentially ambiguous, however. What looks like a 'modifier plus head 
noun' could perhaps be analyzed as a predicate nominal construction 
in which a Set II clitic does not precede the post-predicate subject 
noun (cf. Section 2.1.3). Example (275) below may be a clearer case 
of the MODIFIER-HEAD order occurring under pragmatically marked 
conditions.

Second, in compound nominals, the modifying noun root may occur 
before the head noun root (but see the discussion about (251) at the 
end of Section 3.2.3). In compound nouns, the two roots may be 
phonologically attached:

146
(263) rooriyuudíi
    rooriy-rudíi
    house-ridge:pole
 'ridge pole of the house'

Third, the MODIFIER-HEAD order occurs in some nearly lexicalized phrases. For example, the root taariy 'before (in the sense of time)'⁹ is used in certain expressions to mean 'ancestor'. Taariy precedes munátyavay 'first ones' (or munátyii 'first one') in such expressions.

(264) taariy munátyavay  táPUuyvye
    munátya-vay  táPUuy-vay
 'the old warring ancestors' or 'the ancestral warriors'

Fourth, inherently modifying roots may preferably precede the head noun when they are not suffixed with a classifier or other nominalizer.¹⁰

(265) sa-jiváy pasiý-dee  mudiý-dee-ra
    3SG-work small-DIM garden-DIM-CL:NEUT
 'He worked (in, or made) a small garden'.

(266) Sa-sitya-maa  rooriy tuvu-ntiy jaamu roori-jyológica
    3SG-dig:up-PERF house pole-REP big house-AL
 'He has dug up house poles also for big house'. (TC060)

The total number of discourse tokens of MODIFIER-HEAD order with unsuffixed modifiers is small. In the great majority of cases, inherently modifying roots occur suffixed with classifiers. In this form, they follow the head noun, just as do inherently nominal roots or nominals derived from verbs or other categories.

The class of inherently modifying roots itself is small, limited to perhaps two or three items: jaamu 'big' (and its human/animate
counterpart _jaamiy_, _samiy_ 'good, well, new, pretty, beautiful', and possibly _pasiiy_ 'small'. With regard to preferred placement, _pasiiy_ 'small' follows the pattern of _jaamu_ and _samiy_, distinguishing it from other nominals.\(^{11}\) However, _pasiiy_ occurs as the object of postpositions as in (267) and as the predicate of predicate nominal constructions as in (268) without suffixation of a classifier or other nominalizer. This suggests that it has features more characteristic of nominals:

(267) Pasidyēēju yąa pāārya.
pasii-dee-jū yī-ą pąa-rā
small-DIMIN-AL 2SG-IRR scrape-INAN
'In order to (make it) thin, you will scrape it'. (MBO57)

(268) Pasidyēeyta jįiday-nudiyey.
pasii-dee-tya jįiday-nudiyey
small-DIM-NEG fire-any:more
'The fire was no longer small'. (TJO75)

To provide a better understanding of the syntactic distribution and textual function of suffixed versus unsuffixed modifying roots, I exhaustively examined occurrences of _jaamu_ 'big', _pasiiy_ 'small', and more cursorily _samiy_ 'good, well, new, pretty, beautiful' in the Powlison concordance (Powlison and Powlison 1977). There are three syntactic patterns. The modifier may occur without any other noun as in (269). It may occur in the order HEAD-MODIFIER as in (270) and (271), or in the order MODIFIER-HEAD as in (272). In (269) and (270) _jaamu_ 'big' occurs in a suffixed form. In (272) _pasiiy_ is unsuffixed, and in (266) above _jaamu_ is unsuffixed. _Samiy_ 'good' occurs in an unsuffixed form in the HEAD-MODIFIER order in (271).
(269) Raqatiy jaseesi jassamudju ...
ra-a-tiy jasy-jasiy jassamu-dju-ju
INAN-IRR-TIY grow-PROX1 big-CL:tube-AL
'If it grows into a big flute ...' (TC040)
(That it is a flute and not a cane or other tubular object
is understood by previous mention of a flute in the context.)

(270) Raswutityi
ria-sunytityi
INAN-make:noise-going:directly wind big-CL:NEUT-great
'Very strong wind came along making noise'. (PH048)

(271) Cagava samiy yeche.
yi-jacha
heron beautiful 2SG-be
'A beautiful heron you (will) be'.

(272) Yaa joqtateec pasidyee siityeutilityadeeta.
yi-a joqtate-c pasi-nee siityeniy-raq-dee-ta
2SG-IRR begin-EMPH-CU little-DIM brush-NMLZR:INST-DIM-INST
'You'd better begin with the little brush (to smooth out a
bogwun)'. (MB051)

Table 3.2 presents the frequency distribution of the patterns for
jaamu 'big' in suffixed and unsuffixed forms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>UNSUFFIXED</th>
<th>SUFFIXED</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MODIFIER ONLY</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEAD-MODIFIER</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MODIFIER-HEAD</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.2. Occurrences of Inherently Modifying Root

The large number of suffixed instances of jaamu which occur
without an accompanying head noun in Table 3.2 suggests that the
major function of classifier suffixation to inherently modifying
roots (and also to inherently nominal and verbal roots) is to allow
the speaker to avoid repetition of the understood head noun when it
is clear from the discourse or extra-textual context. Claiming that occurrence of the classifier facilitates 'deletion' of the head noun is the wrong way to approach the data. Rather, as is well grounded on the basis of other studies (cf. Derbyshire 1985, Lambrecht 1984, Du Bois 1984, Doris Payne to appear d; T. Payne 1985), languages have an aversion to many noun phrases in naturally occurring text. This aversion stems from an economically motivated principle not to do more work than is absolutely necessary (cf. Haiman 1983:802). If there is a device in the language which permits identification of a familiar, or given, referent without recourse to a noun or full noun phrase, then the general principle is to use the more abbreviated device, all other things being equal. 12 Thus, once an entity is introduced into Yagua discourse by means of a full noun or noun phrase, if the speaker can subsequently indicate to the hearer the identity of the referent by a classifier or Set I or Set II clitic, the latter means are the encoding devices of choice. Although no rigorous discourse-based study of Yagua classifiers has yet been undertaken, one hypothesis is that when the speaker wishes to add descriptive (or quantifying) information about a referent, rather than use a NOUN + MODIFIER (or NUMERAL + NOUN) construction, the device of choice is MODIFIER + CLASSIFIER (or NUMERAL + CLASSIFIER), where the classifier adequately serves to pick out the precise referent in the given context. Classifier choice under this view is governed by a type of 'agreement' process, but within the scope of the text or sub-text, rather than within the scope of a single clause.
or noun phrase. One possible historical source for clausal or phrasal agreement may be grammaticalization of such discourse 'agreement'.

In the Powlison Concordance, the number of tokens of head noun plus the modifier jaamu (in either order) is too small to allow us to conclude much with certainty about basic order. However, putting the data of Table 3.2 together with other text counts, it is quite clear that unsuffixed modifying roots are dominantly pre-head, while suffixed modifiers are dominantly post-head.

It is of interest to look more closely at the unsuffixed modifying roots occurring in the MODIFIER-HEAD configuration in Table 3.2. In three out of the six cases the modifying root is written as if phonologically attached to the head noun:

(273) jaamu-riichoo
     big-wind       (HC035)

(274) jaamu-coodiy
     big-snake     (KT028, LB154)

There is no other evidence I know of to suggest that riichoo 'wind' and coodiy 'snake' serve dual status as both classifiers and nouns (they are not incorporated into numeral roots, for example). Dual status is true of some other roots, such as dasiy 'palm trunk' and dasiy 'CL:thin:pole'. (Jaamu-dasiy may refer to 'big blowgun' or 'big palm trunk', for example, depending on context). A tendency towards phonological attachment of noun roots to otherwise unsuffixed modifying roots may be one pressure towards eventual reanalysis and shortening as classifiers. At this point, however, I would not argue
that jaamu-coodiy and jaamu-richoo are modifying roots suffixed with classifiers.

Table 3.3 gives the occurrences of pasiy 'small' in the Powlison concordance. As mentioned above, based on syntactic distribution possibilities in its unsuffixed form, pasiy appears to be more nominal than jaamu. This is also supported by the 10 cases of unsuffixed tokens which occur without an accompanying clearly nominal head. (There were no cases of this type for the root jaamu.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UNSUFFIXED</th>
<th>SUFFIXED</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MODIFIER ONLY</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEAD-MODIFIER</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MODIFIER-HEAD</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.3 Occurrences of pasiy 'little'

Again, the number of HEAD-MODIFIER and MODIFIER-HEAD tokens in Table 3.3 alone is too small to conclude much with certainty, but it adds to the evidence that nominal modifiers prefer the HEAD-MODIFIER order. The one token of a suffixed MODIFIER-HEAD phrase is possibly a pragmatically marked case of added detail restatement (Section 6.4.4):

(275) Siivsuy jiyi mudiy, pasidyeya mudiy.
    sa-jivsuy pasiy-dee-ra
  3SG-make JIITA garden little-DIM-CL:NEUT garden
  'He makes a garden, a little garden'. (FX008)

Although unsuffixed modifiers are more frequent in pre-head position,
examples like (271) above and (276) suggest that they are not exclusively so.

(276) muchityu-jāqmiy  'wild bee species'
be-anim:big

Muchityu-jāqmiy is the lexicalized expression for a certain type of bee. Comparison with muchityu-jaā (bee-CL:liquid) = 'honey of this type of bee', shows that muchityu is a separable morpheme in itself.

In one of the three unsuffixed MODIFIER-HEAD tokens in Table 3.3, pasiy appears to be phonologically attached to the head. There is no other evidence that the head in this case should be considered a classifier:

(277) Pasiquichidyusitya
pasiy-qiichidyusiy-ta
little-knife-INST
'with a pocket knife'

In conclusion, the discourse data in Tables 3.1 through 3.3 show that with nominal modifiers the HEAD-MODIFIER order is more frequent in naturally occurring text, while the MODIFIER-HEAD order perhaps occurs under pragmatically marked circumstances and in more idiosyncratic lexicalized expressions. Based on morphological simplicity, one might want to argue that MODIFIER-HEAD is the syntactically basic order, given that jaamu 'big' and perhaps pasiy 'small' and sāmiy 'well, good, new, pretty, beautiful' may preferably occur in pre-head position when unsuffixed. But the total number of discourse tokens is smaller than we would like to make a definitive claim in this direction.
Hawkins (1983:13) gives the following criteria for determining basic constituent order when there are competing orders:

1. Where one doublet occurs (e.g., NAdj) with greater frequency than the other (AdjN) in attested samples of the relevant language, then, all things being equal, the more frequent doublet is the basic one.

2. Where one doublet (e.g., NAdj) is more frequent within the grammatical system of the language than the other (e.g., the quantity of adjective lexemes that occur postnominally exceeds the number that occur prenominally), then, all things being equal, the grammatically more frequent doublet is the basic one.

3. Where one doublet is grammatically unmarked and the other marked (i.e., a special type of grammatical meaning may be associated with one order of Adj and N, but not the other, over and above their lexical meanings; one word order may not undergo certain general rules that the other does, or may be generated by rules of a more restricted nature; one word order may be the one chosen by exceptional modifiers, whose exceptional status is marked in the lexicon; etc.), then, in all these cases, the unmarked order is the basic one.

Criteria (1) and (3) would pick out HEAD-MODIFIER as the basic order since it is most frequent in naturally occurring samples of text, and it is not the order associated with semantically and pragmatically marked situations such as focus of contrast, negation, etc. where there is some meaning above and beyond the lexical meanings. 13 Criterion 2 might be said to pick out MODIFIER-HEAD as basic, given that there is a larger pre-head class of inherently modifying roots, compared to a post-head class of zero inherently modifying roots. However, there are only two roots which are quite clearly non-nominal (jagmu 'big' and sámiy 'good, well, new, pretty, beautiful'), and one of these is both adverbial and adjectival (sámiy). The pre-head class
of inherently modifying roots is very small. In contrast, the post-head class of nominal modifiers is an open, unlimited class. Overall then, if any order is to be taken as basic, even by Hawkins criteria it must be HEAD-MODIFIER. This is consistent with VIN which states that if the dominant order is (as expected) postnominal, it is still common to find a small class of prenominal adjectives. A perhaps more noteworthy typological observation is that modified noun phrases occur quite infrequently.

3.4. Complex modifying phrases

Even more infrequent than modified noun phrases are noun phrases which contain complex modifying phrases. When these occur, the adverbial modifier consistently precedes the descriptive modifier:

(278) jááryiy sámirya 'very good'  
     very       good
(279) jááryiy jąamu riíchoo '(a) very big wind'  
     very       big    wind

3.5. Genitives

Genitive (possessive) phrases are of three types. First, if the possessor is expressed only by a noun or noun phrase, the genitive noun precedes the head noun (GEN + NP):

(280) Rayarûy  Alchico roorímûyû.  
     ra-jiya-rûy  rooríy-mu-ju  
    1SG-go-POT    Alchico house-LOC-AL  
    'I want to go to Alchico's house'.
(281) Saramútikúuyu ñanáry munátyii siíva.
sa-ramiity-núuy-janu munátya-į sa-iva
3SG-ford-IMPF-PAST3 deer before-NOM:ANIM:SG 3SG-DAT
'The deer's ancestor used to ford across him (to
cross the river)'. (PSQO01)

Second, if the possessor is expressed via a Set I clitic, the
clitic is phonologically prefixed to the head noun (CLITIC + NP):

(282) Rayaráuy saroorimyúu.
ra-jiya-rúuy sa-rooriy-mu-į
1SG-go-POT 3SG-house-LOC-AL
'I want to go to his/her house'.

(283) Jááryiy ríjçánu jímýurråqyánu.
ray-jiçánu jiy-múrraay-janu
very 1SG-like 2SG-sing-INF
'I really like your song/your singing'.

Third, if the possessor is expressed via a Set I clitic plus a
noun (phrase), the clitic is phonologically prefixed to the head noun
as in (282) and (283), but the genitive noun phrase follows the head
noun (CLITIC + NP + GEN):

(284) Rayáqáta suumúfu Alchico.
ray-vaqáta sa-jumúfu
1SG-want 3SG-canoe Alchico
'I want Alchico's canoe'. OR: 'I want the canoe of Alchico'.

These three patterns are identical to use of Set I clitics and noun
phrases for referencing subjects in Type 1 clauses (Section 2.1.1.1).

In one study of seven folkloric narrative texts, distribution of
the three genitive phrase types was as given in Table 3.4.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GEN + NP</th>
<th>126</th>
<th>27%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CLITIC + NP</td>
<td>327</td>
<td>70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLITIC + NP + GEN</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>465</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.4. Distribution of Genitive Phrase Types

In an effort to determine factors motivating choice of one construction type versus another, possessive phrase type was cross-tabulated with given versus new status of the possessor. A participant was judged as having given status if it was presumed to be in the hearer's active consciousness (Chafe 1984) at the time the phrase occurred in the discourse. It was judged as being in the hearer's active consciousness either by virtue of being mentioned in the preceding discourse (if it was a major participant throughout the discourse recent mention was not necessary), by virtue of being deictically present in the extra-textual context, by virtue of being available on the basis of a 'frame' (e.g. given a house (the frame) in Yagua culture, one can generally assume there is a ladder to the house as well), or by virtue of being culturally known information. The data are presented in Table 3.5.14
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GEN + NP</th>
<th>CLITIC + NP</th>
<th>CLITIC + NP + GEN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NEW</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GIVEN</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>326</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>327</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.5. Cross-tabulation of Genitive Noun Phrase Types Relative to Given Versus New Informational Status of the Possessor.

A major difficulty in working with text material rather than with psycholinguistic experimental data is that the assumptions of the speaker about the cognitive status of any particular piece of information in the mind of the hearer at the time of speaking are not necessarily transparent to the analyst. The less one is familiar with the folklore and cultural milieu, the more likely it is that he or she will judge information to be new and indefinite, when in reality the speaker may have assumed that that information was given and/or definite to persons well within the culture. But it is also possible that analytical errors could be made in the opposite direction. As Jack Du Bois has pointed out (personal communication), when a folkloric story begins, information may be assumed to be given on the basis of 'prior texts' current in the culture (Becker 1979), and may be presented as such. But once the story proper begins, it takes on features of being a world unto itself, and information that should technically be expected or given based on cultural knowledge and prior texts is presented as if it were new or indefinite. Such strategies help build suspense and make the story worth telling. If everything is assumed to be given and is presented as such, the story
is 'flat' and lacks interest in terms of pragmatic speaker-hearer interactions. All of this points to the need for experimental data, rather than just static text data, in evaluating encoding of pragmatic parameters.

Nevertheless, a statistical analysis of the text data provides some safeguard, because it gives a probability measurement as to whether an observed pattern might be due to chance or not. If a particular correlation is significant at a very high level, we may assume that even if analytical errors have crept into the data, the number of these could not be so large that the correlation should in actuality be reduced to a non-significant level. Certain tendencies in Table 3.5 are extremely strong. We can safely say that the simple clitic construction correlates strongly with given information, while both constructions that involve noun phrases correlate strongly with new information. When the two noun phrase constructions are grouped together as opposed to the simple clitic construction, the value of $X^2$ with Yate's correction for the data in Table 3.5 is 308.3. This is significant at the .001 level with one degree of freedom. This means that there is a significant association between given versus new informational status of the possessor, and encoding via a simple clitic versus a noun phrase construction. This is just what we would expect.

However, the givenness parameter does not distinguish between the GEN + NP and the CLITIC + NP + GEN constructions represented in Table 3.5. This is partially because the number of tokens of the latter type is too small to calculate a valid $X^2$. Another major
problem with the data in Table 3.5 is enforcement of binary
distinction between 'given' and 'new' on the data. Chafe (1984)
argues that there is a continuum between information which is in the
hearer's immediate active consciousness (i.e. given information),
and information which has been totally out of the active
consciousness (i.e. highly non-given information). Information might
alternatively be in the hearer's peripheral consciousness, or may be
textually new but situationally highly expected. Experimental data
sensitive to such factors might help differentiate between the two
noun phrase constructions. Nevertheless, Table 3.5 shows that of the
138 cases where a noun phrase was used to encode the possessor (the
sum of the GEN + NP, and CLITIC + NP + GEN constructions), the CLITIC
+ NP + GEN construction occurs only 9% of the time. Sheer frequency
thus argues that GEN + NP must be taken as the basic order whenever a
noun encodes the possessor.

3.6. Postpositional phrases

Most attested verb initial languages have prepositions. This is
in line with predictions of a consistent head-modifier ordering
principle. Yagua, however, is consistently postpositional. Based
partially on data presented in Powlison (1982) I distinguish between
'concrete' postpositions (cf. Lyons 1968:295 'local' cases), and
'grammatical' postpositions (cf. Lyons 1968:295 'abstract' cases).
Concrete postpositions are semantically highly specific. There are
over 30 of these. Fuller exemplification is given in Payne and Payne.
in progress, and especially in Powlison (1982), but a few examples are given here:

(285) jifunmutqoča
    ji-ynumutu-jachá
    2SG-shoulder-upon

(286) váteruy jisqa
    woman:with:children COM

(287) jimyicharranaachoq
    jimiy-sara-naachoq
    eat-O:NOM-towards

(288) cajiiyqoqnuq
    caji-iqqa-nuq
    coffee-CL:liquid-mixed:in:with

(289) miisqantsqaraju
    miisa-jam-qaq-raju
    heal-INF-extent:of

There are four 'grammatical' postpositions (though the dividing line between grammatical and concrete postpositions is not sharp):

(290) -qā
    -siy
    -va or -iva
    -mu or imu

'allative' (AL)
'ablative' (AB)
'dative' (DAT)
'locative' (LOC)

Many postpositions are transparently related to nouns, and a few to verbs. But the grammatical postpositions are more bleached semantically than the concrete ones and are used in a wider variety of syntactic contexts. The allative and ablative postpositions can be suffixed to the dative -va/-iva, or locative -mu/-imu, or to any concrete postposition. Certain verbs are subcategorized to take objects in the dative case. When suffixed to nonfinite verbs the locative is extended to indicate 'while' and the allative indicates
'purpose' (see Payne and Payne, in progress, for exemplification beyond what is given below). The instrumental -ta is similar to the locative in indicating 'while' when suffixed to a nonfinite verb, but the locative is far more common in this function (Section 2.11.7). The postposition -tůmu 'beside' is also extended to mean 'while' when suffixed to a finite adverbial clause (Section 2.11.3).

According to Powlison (1982), the allative and ablative postpositions indicate motion towards and motion away from the point of focus, while the dative, locative and the concrete postpositions indicate a position at rest relative to the point of focus. The ablative -siy is probably historically related to the verbal suffix -siy/-chiy 'action done upon departure' and/or to the verbs siiy 'to run', or maasiy 'to get up, go out'. The locative -mu or -imu is possibly related to the locative word múúy 'yonder'.

Some postpositions are always phonologically bound to the noun or Set I clitic:

(291) Riiváárya Doríyu.  
ray-jivaay-rá Doriy-jú  
1sg-make-inan Doris-AL  
'I made it for Doris'.

(292) Siiváárya rájyu.  
sa-jivaay-rá ray-jú  
3SG-make-INAN 1SG-AL  
'She/he made it for me'.

Others are phonologically free when postposed to a noun but phonologically bound when postposed to Set I clitics:
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(293) Ratyŋųchu váturyy jįsąą.
      ray-tįŋųchu
1SG-converse woman:with:children COM
'I talked with the woman'.

(294) Ratyŋųchu siįsąą.
      sa-siįsąą
3SG-COM
'I talked with him/her'.

As with genitives (Section 3.5), postpositional phrases have three forms. Postpositions may occur suffixed to or following noun phrases (NP + P), suffixed to a Set I clitic (CLITIC + P), or suffixed to a Set I clitic with the coreferential noun phrase following the postposition (CLITIC + P + NP). Compare the following with (293) and (294) above:

(295) Ratyŋųchu siįsąą vátura.
      sa-siįsąą
3SG-COM woman:without:children
'I talked with the woman'.

(296) Radiý siiva Alchico.
      ray-diiý sa-iiva
1SG-see 3SG-DAT Alchico
'I see Alchico'.

The NP + P and CLITIC + P patterns are by far the most common. In one study of 341 clauses containing 110 postpositional phrases, the CLITIC + P + NP pattern accounted for only 7% of the cases, while the CLITIC + P pattern accounted for 37% and the NP + P pattern for 55% (Doris Payne, to appear d). In that study, 85% of NP + P phrases were new information, while 98% of CLITIC + P phrases were given information. Out of 8 instances of CLITIC + P + NP phrases, six encoded given information, and two encoded new information.
In the 11 texts discussed in Section 1.4 (Table 1.1), 687 adpositional phrases occur. Frequency distribution of the three types is presented in Table 3.6. Nearly the same distribution is found as in the smaller corpus reported in Doris Payne (to appear d).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Count</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NP + P</td>
<td>349</td>
<td>51%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLITIC + P</td>
<td>283</td>
<td>41%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLITIC + P + NP</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>687</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.6. Distribution of Adpositional Phrase Types

The simple clitic strategy overwhelmingly encodes given and definite information and I will not explore it further here (see T. Payne 1985 for further discussion of its conditions of use). Tables 3.7 through 3.9 present data on the other two types relative to parameters of givenness, definiteness, and referentiality. Table 3.7 shows that 50% of all adpositional phrases containing an NP encode given information, while another 50% encode new information.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>GIVEN</th>
<th>NEW</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NP + P</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>181</td>
<td>349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLITIC + P + NP</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>201</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>404</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.7. Cross-tabulation of Adpositional Phrase Types with NP's Relative to Given versus New Information

The data in Table 3.8 include only referential mentions, since
the contrast between definite and indefinite is essentially neutralized in non-referential mentions.\textsuperscript{16}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>DEFINITE</th>
<th>INDEFINITE</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NP + P</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLITIC + P + NP</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>266</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>313</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

86\% 14\% 100\%
81\% 19\% 100\%
85\% 15\% 100\%

Table 3.8. Cross-tabulation of Adpositional Phrase Types with NP’s Relative to Definite versus Indefinite Information

Table 3.8 shows that in this corpus, 85\% of noun phrase objects of postpositions encode definite information, and only 15\% encode indefinite information. Comparison with the percentage figures in Table 3.7 for givenness might suggest that a fairly large number of new mentions must be definite, rather than indefinite, or else we might expect the indefinite figures to more closely follow the new figures. But the two tables are not comparable given that Table 3.7 includes non-referential mentions, while Table 3.8 does not. Essentially all of the non-referential mentions are new information.

Table 3.9 suggests that the referentiality parameter may distinguish the two noun phrase constructions more than either givenness or definiteness. As I will show below, however, an association between referentiality and construction type is only apparent and not statistically valid.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>REFERENTIAL</th>
<th></th>
<th>NONREFERENTIAL</th>
<th></th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NP + P</td>
<td>261 75%</td>
<td>88 25%</td>
<td>349 100%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLITIC + P + NP</td>
<td>52 95%</td>
<td>3   5%</td>
<td>55 100%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>313 77%</td>
<td>91  23%</td>
<td>404 100%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.9. Cross-tabulation of Adpositional Phrase Types with NP's Relative to Referential versus Nonreferential Status

It is important to evaluate the data statistically, as percentages do not tell us to what extent an apparent association might be due simply to chance. The null hypothesis for Tables 3.7 through 3.9 is:

There is no association between choice of adpositional phrase type containing an NP and status as given versus new (Table 3.7); definite versus indefinite (Table 3.8); referential versus non-referential (Table 3.9) informational status.

For each Table 3.7 through 3.9 the value of $\chi^2$ with Yate's correction is not significant at the .05 level with one degree of freedom. Thus, the null hypotheses cannot be rejected. Choice between the two phrase types which contain an NP does not, apparently, depend on pragmatic factors at this rather gross level of sophistication. As with genitive phrases, a more sophisticated givenness metric might differentiate them. T. Payne's (1985) study of topic continuity (cf. Givón 1983) reports the referential distance figure for the NP + P construction as 15.13, and for the CLITIC + P + NP construction as 9.91. These figures suggest the hypothesis that the more complex construction encodes participants which are more nearly given. That
is, the participant may be judged to still be in the hearer's active consciousness, or perhaps in peripheral consciousness, and thus there is a tendency to encode them with just the clitic construction. But because the participant is (on the average) mentioned about 10 clauses earlier, the speaker judges that a resumptive NP might be needed to make the referent clear and unambiguous. The figure of 15.13 for the NP + P construction correlates well with the figures in Doris Payne (1984c) for Papago new mentions. In Papago, items which have been mentioned at a distance of 15 or 16 clauses are treated just like items which have not been mentioned at all: they are essentially new. Whether this hypothesis should prove to be right or not, the frequency differences in Table 3.6 argue strongly that the CLITIC + P + NP construction is not the most basic one, and there is no reason to regard Yagua as anything other than postpositional. If the CLITIC + P + NP pattern were to become stronger, it might be re-evaluated as a prepositional construction in which the clitic is an inflection on the preposition. This would be more consistent with a verb initial type.

3.7. Summary

In this chapter I have discussed basic constituent order within noun and adpositional phrases. Within the noun phrase, demonstratives are consistently pre-head, and numerals are practically so. Genitives are essentially pre-head also. Descriptive modifiers are strongly post-head, though the basic order here may be more controversial. However, if we take Hawkins' criteria as determinative, the basic
order is best viewed as head noun + descriptive modifier. This is in line with the consistently post-head order of relative clauses discussed in Section 2.11.4. Finally, the language is postpositional.

There is variation in both genitive and adpositional phrases as summarized in Table 3.10. For both phrasal categories, pre-head position is numerically dominant when noun phrases encode the dependent.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NP + HEAD</th>
<th>CLITIC + HEAD</th>
<th>CLITIC + HEAD + NP</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GENITIVE</td>
<td>126 27%</td>
<td>327 70%</td>
<td>12 3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADPOSITION</td>
<td>349 51%</td>
<td>283 41%</td>
<td>55 8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.10. Cross-tabulation of Genitive and Adpositional Phrases According to Type.

Table 3.10 suggests that genitive constructions are more likely to evidence the CLITIC + HEAD strategy than are adpositional phrases. This is entirely expected since possessors are most commonly animate, and thus tend to have continuity throughout (some portion of) the discourse. They thus tend to be given and definite. The clitic strategy strongly correlates with given/definite mentions. Objects of postpositional phrases, however, are more likely to encode inanimate entities which have less continuity throughout the discourse (cf. Doris Payne 1984c). Thus, they encode a higher incidence of new entities (roughly 50%) than do genitive phrases, resulting in a higher percentage of noun phrase encodings.
NOTES TO CHAPTER 3

1 See Payne and Payne (in progress) and Doris Payne (to appear) for exemplification of these rare orders.

2 The definition of modifying root excludes adverbs which can only modify verbs. There is at least one modifying root sāmiv 'good, well, new, pretty, beautiful' which can modify either nouns or verbs in its unsuffixed form.

3 Foley and Olson (1985) and the literature on verb serialization are an explicit departure from this tradition. In Chapter 5 I argue that more than one verb does not necessarily correlate with more than one clause in Yagua.

4 The major case where heads agree with their dependents within noun phrases is in Genitive + Noun constructions where the head noun may agree with some features of the genitive expression (e.g. in number). Alternatively, the genitive may agree with some features of the head noun. A primary reason why genitives commonly differ from other nominal modifiers may be because the genitive referent is more likely animate, topical, or thematic throughout a portion of the discourse: it is the salient one. This also motivates the phenomenon of subject 'possessor raising' in some languages (cf. Munro and Gordon 1982) in which the possessor, rather than the erstwhile head noun, takes on subject properties.

5 We would have to stipulate that not all compound nouns need be lexicalized expressions, and that creation of compounds of this sort must be a productive process.

6 In actual fact repetition of jūmīcha would be unlikely in (e) unless it were in some way pragmatically marked (Chapter 6).

7 The overall percentage of noun phrases in narrative discourse, irrespective of whether they contain non-bound modifiers, is discussed in Chapter 6.

8 The habitual analysis for -sara in (262) makes less sense than the nominalizer analysis (cf. Section 2.2.1) in that I have never seen a non-nominal (i.e. verbal) complement of a BE verb.

9 Tāariy may have nominal status as suggested by the term for 'morning' tāarimyusiy in which tāariy is etymologically the object of the positional complex -mu-siy LOCATIVE-ABLATIVE. Presumably only nouns can serve as the objects of postpositions.

10 The suffix -dee 'diminutive' in (265) does not have a nominalizing effect.
11 It may be that rájuu 'much, many' should also be considered an inherently modifying root. It occurs both suffixed and unsuffixed. When unsuffixed it is not phonologically attached to the head noun. Unlike other modifying roots, however, it precedes the head noun when suffixed as well as unsuffixed, which is the characteristic position for all quantifiers.

12 T. Payne (1985, Chapter 5) delimits a variety of factors motivating use of noun phrase devices besides just new informational status and potential ambiguity due to having several participants 'on stage' at the same time. For example, use of noun phrases correlates with and helps the hearer to identify thematic breaks in the organization of a text. Pragmatically marked contexts also motivate use of noun phrases.

13 Hawkins' term 'grammatical meaning' is probably to be interpreted as the extra pragmatic meaning stemming from pragmatically marked contexts or constructions.

14 These figures are also reported in Doris Payne (to appear d). A parallel cross-tabulation of definite and indefinite status of the possessor was not done. Essentially all possessors in this particular corpus were identifiable (=definite).

15 The figures on obliques reported in Chapter 6, Table 6.13 and following, include all obliques irrespective of whether they are adpositional phrases or other time or locative phrases. Those reported here include only adpositional phrases.

16 Givón (1984 and elsewhere) identifies all non-referential mentions as indefinite.

17 Referential distance is the number of clauses since the last mention of the participant in question, averaged over all tokens of the construction type. If the participant has not been previously mentioned, or has been last mentioned at a distance of greater than 20 clauses, then the upper limit of 20 is arbitrarily chosen.
Chapter 4: Noun Classification and Nominalization

This chapter is centrally concerned with establishing whether or not there is agreement between constituents of the noun phrase. According to the verb initial norm (VIN) we should expect little, if any, agreement between modifiers and their head nouns. In Yagua, both demonstratives and numerals agree in noun class with their head nouns. Classifiers are the overt mark mark of this inflectional agreement. Other uses of classifiers, however, are derivational.

In order to defend the claim that Yagua classifiers have both inflectional and derivational functions, significant discussion will be devoted to the inflectional – derivational issue, particularly within the Extended Word-and-Paradigm (EWP) model of morphology (Thomas-Flinders 1981; S. Anderson 1982). Although this model has decided advantages over traditional models of morphology, I will argue that a prototype view of categoriality proves most insightful in understanding the nature of Yagua classifiers. The prototype view may, in fact, lead to more adequate formulations of morphological processes within the EWP model.

Yagua has an extensive system of over 40 noun classifiers (CL) (Doris Payne, to appear b; Powlison and Powlison 1958). Animate classifiers, which are differentiated for number, are as follows:
(297) -nu       'animate singular'
     -nuy       'animate dual'
     -vay       'animate plural'

I will not present the entire list of inanimate classifiers here but a few examples of classifiers infixed to the numeral 'one' within noun phrases follow:

(298) tā-nu-quoi niimu
     one-CL:thick:pole-one pole
     'one pole' or 'one tree trunk'

(299) tā-puu-quoi pīda
     one-CL:short:tubular-one battery
     'one flashlight battery'

(300) tāsquoi dāanta
tā-siy-quoi
     one-CL:small:round-one medicine
     'one pill'

(301) tādaquoi jūmurutṣa (Vainilla dialect)
tā-day-quoi
     one-CL:cutting:instrument-one machete
     'one machete'

Depending on whether the identity of a participant is clear in the discourse context, the 'neutral' classifier -ra may sometimes be used in place of a more specific classifier to refer to any inanimate as in (318) below, and sometimes to an animate or human entity. Use of -ra is particularly likely when demonstratives agree with an inanimate noun which is overtly present in the phrase, regardless of the more specific class of that noun, as in (320) below.
4.1. Derivational uses of classifiers

Classifiers derive nouns from verb roots as in (302) and (303), from quantifiers as in (304), and from inherently modifying roots as in (305) and (306). Classifiers may be suffixed to inherently nominal roots to derive other nouns, as in (307) through (309). All of the approximately 40 Yagua classifiers, both animate and inanimate, have these functions. In (302) -jäy is a classifier which derives historically from the noun jäy 'skin' or 'pelt'. As a classifier it is used for any skin-like item such as cloth, clothing, and mosquito nets. The classifier -dasiy in (305) derives from the name of a type of palm tree. As a classifier it is used for any long thin pole-like object. It contrasts with the classifier -nu in (298) above, which is used for thicker pole-like objects. It is homophonous with the animate singular classifier -nu in (303) which is probably related to the term vānu 'adult male (most neutrally human)'. The classifier -nuu in (308) is isomorphic with the term for 'road' or 'path'. As a classifier its use is also extended to longitudinal water routes. The classifier -jaá in (309) is isomorphic with the term for water. As a classifier it can refer to any sort of liquid. The etymologies of the classifiers in (304), (306) and (307) are not as clear to me, though the neutral classifier -ra in (306) is conceivably related to the inanimate Set II clitic -rą.

(302) tiiryóó-jäy
lie:down-CL:pelt
'sleeping mat'
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(303) junûnu
  junûny-ru
  live-CL:ANIM:SG

'alive one'

(304) rájuu-see
  much-CL:short:stick

'much manioc, sticks, etc.'

(305) jašmu-dasîy
  big-CL:thin:pole

'big blowgun, pole, etc.'

(306) sâmîrya
  sâmîy-ra
  good-CL:NEUT

'good one'

(307) sanisityadii
  sa-niisîy-tadii
  3SG-eye-CL:seed

'his/her eyeball'

(308) jimityp’numnusîy
  jimityp’-mu-jusîy
  lake-CL:road-mouth:of:river

'mouth of lake'

(309) nóónoo-jaá
  light-CL:liquid

'kerosene'

Classifiers may occur in the predicate of predicate nominal constructions. In this context they serve to derive a noun from an inherently verbal, modifying, or other nominal root, as illustrated in (310a) and (311a). They are not syntactically required in predicate nominal constructions (all that is required is that the predicate be nominal). When classifiers do occur, there are semantic restrictions such that anomalous pairings of classifier with class-of-subject noun do not occur. Compare the (a) and (b) forms of (310) and (311):

(310) a. Junûnuunîj jîfu  quiivâday.
    junûny-ru-nîj jiy-ru  quiivâ-day

'This fish is alive'. (Lit: 'This fish is an alive one'.)
b. *Jumâucheeni
   jumûy-see-nii
   live-CL:short:stick-3SG

(311) a. Machôqranumaa  riryooriy.
    machço-qa-numaa  riy-rooriy
    remain-CL:NEUT:-now 3PL-house
    'Their house was now a remaining thing'.

b. *Machôqnumaa  riryooriy.
    machço-ni-numaa
    remain-CL:ANIM:SG:-now

The fact that classifiers are not obligatory in predicate nominal constructions suggests that choice of classifier in this function may not be due to an inflectional agreement process. That is, occurrence and choice of classifier is not dependent on the syntactic relationship obtaining between the subject and the predicate. At present, there are no reasons for supposing that predicate nouns containing classifiers are not fully lexicalized, and that any restrictions obtaining between subject and predicate nouns are not just semantic selectional ones.

Classifiers may also occur on descriptive modifiers within noun phrases.

(312) Celina:juy suutajárya  sůjay miįįay.
    Celina-juy suuta-jày-rà  miį-įį
    -DL wash-PROX2-INAN cloth dirtness-CL:cloth
    'Celina washed the dirty clothes yesterday'.

Despite the fact that -įį might appear to be functioning inflectionally in (312) (showing that miį 'dirtness' agrees in class with the head noun sůjay 'cloth'), there is evidence that when classifiers occur on descriptive modifiers their function is not inflectional. First, classifiers need not occur on all descriptive
modifiers. If this were a classic case of inflection we would expect classifiers to be obligatory (at least in the vast majority of the cases). Though inflectional paradigms can sometimes be defective, in Yagua modified noun phrases use of classifiers is 'optional' in the sense that a classifier may or may not be present with any given noun plus modifier combination. For example, both of the following occur:

(313) rábií rúnabíí 'its red flower'
    rúnay-bíí
    its:flower red-CL:flower

(314) rábií rúnay 'its red flower'
    its:flower red

Second, when classifiers do occur on descriptive modifiers, they generally do so by virtue of serving to derive a nominal form as in (302) through (309) above. Recall that nouns are syntactically identified by the fact that they can function as the syntactic subject or object of a clause, as the object of a postposition, or as the predicate of a predicate nominal construction. Descriptive modifiers are most frequently syntactically nominal (Chapter 3). A classifier need not occur on the descriptive modifier (though it may) if the modifier is either inherently nominal or is already a derived noun. For example, most color terms (and many concepts which translate as abstract nouns in English) are inherently nominal and need not occur with classifiers when modifying another noun:
(315) sunupanu rūnay
    anatto    red
    'red anatto' (LB071)

Māi 'dirty' or 'dirtness' in (312) above is also an abstract nominal root as shown by the fact that in its unsuffixed form it may occur as the subject of a predicate nominal construction: 3

(316) Māi
    riīva.
    ray-iva
dirtness 1SG-DAT
'I am dirty'. (Lit: 'Dirtness is to me'.)

When non-nominal roots are used as descriptive modifiers, they must be first nominalized (with a very few exceptions discussed in Chapter 3). Classifiers fulfill this nominalizing function. In (317) jaamu is an inherently modifying (non-nominal) root, as shown partly by the fact that it may not occur as the predicate of a predicate nominal construction unless it occurs suffixed with a classifier or some other nominalizer.

(317) murijyuu    jaamu-caajyucąa
    murijy-juu    jaamu-caa-juu-caa
    vine-CL:string big-long-CL:string-long
'long piece of vine' (LB019)

Example (318) shows that if a classifier does occur on a descriptive modifier, it could be the neutral -ra rather than a classifier that more precisely corresponds to the specific class of the head noun as was the case in (312) and (313) above.

(318) moo    jururya
    juruy-ra
    point powdered-CL:NEUT
'powdered point (i.e. of a penis covered with flour)' (LB156)
To summarize the discussion so far, classifiers appear to have the following properties:

[1] When suffixed to roots which are not inherently nominal, they change word class, allowing the derived nominal to stand as the predicate of a predicate nominal construction, as a non-bound descriptive modifier within a noun phrase, or as a nominal in some other syntactic environment (cf. 302 - 306).


[3] When they do occur as part of predicate nominals and descriptive modifiers as described above, which classifier(s) may occur is selectionally restricted by the class of the subject or head noun (keeping in mind the additional generality of the neutral classifier -ra). There is no evidence to argue that these restrictions are anything but semantic, in terms of what 'makes sense' according to a given world view (cf. 310 - 318).


4.2. Inflectional uses of classifiers

Classifiers are obligatorily suffixed to demonstrative roots and infixed to numerals (also see (298) through (301) above):
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(319) jiŋu      vánu           'this man' 
it has been suggested above that these are the
Dem men suvánu

(320) jìchee      múchee             'this pencil'
jì-sëe       mú-sëe
Dem stick

OR: jìrya      múchee             'this pencil'
jì-rà       mú-sëe
Dem neut stick

(321) tá-jùn-qii   tuváriy vada           'one chicken egg'
one-CL:egg-one chicken egg

Examples such as (302) through (309) in Section 4.1 provide
incontrovertible evidence that classifiers serve a derivational
function. But this is not the whole story. It appears that choice of
classifiers with demonstratives and numerals is governed by
inflectional processes.

Many rules of thumb are scattered throughout the literature for
distinguishing inflection from derivation. But it often turns out
that such rules break down in the face of actually occurring
morphology. To give one familiar example, we generally assume that
inflectional morphology is highly productive. Yet we intuitively want
to say that certain forms are inflectional even though there are
limitations on productivity or defective paradigms. S. Anderson
(1982:585, citing Halle) mentions a large class of Russian verbs
which lack first person singular present forms. But despite this
limitation on productivity, linguists do not conclude that agreement
of verbs with their subjects in Russian is derivational. The clearest
criterion for inflectional status would be to show that choice of a
particular formative is dependent on something elsewhere in the
syntactic construction, and that the dependency is not purely a
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semantic one. If it were just semantic, then it might be argued that only semantic selectional restrictions between forms actually derived in the lexicon are what is at issue. (I suggested this may be the case for choice of classifiers on Yagua predicate nominals and on descriptive modifiers within noun phrases in Section 4.1.) Although agreement processes are often based on semantic features, the semantic features associated with agreeing inflectional forms are characteristically bleached. Thus they can be extended to cases which on pure semantic grounds do not fit very well: idiosyncracies creep into a system formerly organized along semantic parameters. This type of semantic bleaching is an important element in grammaticization of what may formerly have been just semantic selectional restrictions. One of the difficulties in deciding between an analysis in terms of inflectional agreement versus selectional restrictions, then, is that if we view language as even partially residing in society rather than in the mind of any individual speaker (the view of de Saussure), grammaticization cannot be taken as an instantaneous process. Even if we take language as residing in the mind of an individual speaker, it is not clear to me that the speaker always 'knows' whether something is grammaticized or not. There is an objective continuum between fully semantic selectional restrictions versus fully grammaticized agreement. Insisting on a categorical distinction is perhaps an idealization.

It follows that whether essential syntactic reference is made to something elsewhere in the larger syntactic structure may depend on the particular model via which one views the data. For example, if we
operate within a model where aspect is specified within an inflectional (INFL) node, then spelling out of a particular aspect category on the verb must make essential reference to the aspect specified in INFL. Consequently, the rule must be inflectional. There are nevertheless cases where, within almost any model, the relationship between a formative and some other element in a given construction would be attributed to the syntactic relationship obtaining between the two elements.

In particular, if we could find cases where the morphosyntactic categorization of certain Yagua nouns is not transparently semantically based, but is synchronically idiosyncratic, and if in a particular construction choice of classifier co-occurring with the noun corresponds to the idiosyncratic class rather than the 'real world' semantic features of the noun, then it would provide fairly convincing evidence that these uses of classifiers constitute an inflectional agreement phenomenon.\textsuperscript{6} It is important that we should have independent evidence, apart from just classifier choice, as to the morphosyntactic category of the noun in question. More precisely, the properties of such a case are as follows:
(322) Given:

1. Some lexical item A such that:
   (a) A has semantic features Y (in accordance with a given world view),
   (b) A is of morphosyntactic class X (where X may have been historically semantically based, but is not strictly so synchronically), and X ≠ Y;

2. Some element B ≠ A such that, whenever A and B co-occur in a given syntactic construction, (some) features of B co-vary with (some) features of A;

3. The features of B co-vary with X and not with Y;

Then: B is syntactically dependent on A.

There are a number of Yagua nouns which (at least according to a Western logic or view of the world) are inanimate. This list includes such things as the stars, the moon (and months), motors, mirrors, photographs, brooms, fans, manioc beer strainers, rocks, pineapples, and watering holes. That the class of these entities is grammatically animate is independently shown by choice of Set I and Set II clitics when they serve as subject or object of a clause (cf. Chapter 2):

(323) Ravyãṭaniñi ravichû.
ray-ãṭa-niñi
1SG-want-3SG:ANIMATE rock
'I want the rock'.

*Ravýàṭà-rà ravichû.
-INAN

Animate classification of certain of these nouns is based on a 'Domain of Experience Principle' (Dixon 1982; Lakoff 1984): 'If there is a basic domain of experience associated with A, then it is natural for entities in that domain to be in the same category as A'. Thus, mirrors and photographs are almost exclusively (in Yagua experience) associated with and reflective of animate entities (people). Thus,
they are classed as animate by experiential association. Other items may be classed as animate based on beliefs, which are also a type of experiential association. The Sun is the Moon's son via an incestuous relationship, after which both ascended to the sky out of shame. At least one star, which is often seen near the moon, is a nephew of Moon's, and all stars are evidently thought to possess power to do harm (P. Powlison 1969:46).

Animate classification of certain other nouns can be motivated by a cognitive chaining principle (Lakoff 1984). Central members of a category are linked to other less central members by virtue of having shared or associated features. Canonically animate beings move of their own accord, which is one possible motivation for viewing the sun, moon, and stars as animate. Motors also appear to move on their own accord, and this may motivate their classification as animate. By further chaining, certain entities must be moved in fulfilling their characteristic functions. These include brooms, fans, and manioc beer strainers.

This still leaves a residue whose classification cannot be clearly motivated by semantic extension of, or experiential association with, the animate category: rocks, pineapples, and watering holes. Based on present knowledge their animate status appears to be idiosyncratic. There may have been reasons based on world view or origin beliefs for such classifications in the past, but these have apparently been lost synchronically. Many natural objects such as trees, vines, streams, and pools are said to have spirits (or are at least inhabited by spirits; Powlison 1969:48), but
this does not result in classification of all these items as animate. I do not know what might differentiate watering holes from other bodies of water.

When counting such entities or when referring to them with a demonstrative, numerals and demonstratives take animate classifiers:

(324) dā-nu-jąy ravichų 'two rocks'8
two-CL:ANIM:SG-two rock

(325) jifi jy-nu ravichų 'this rock'
DEMOS-CL:ANIM:SG rock
*jiryə ravichų 'this (inanimate) rock'

Thus, classifier choice for numerals and demonstratives co-occurring with such items must be governed by idiosyncratic morphosyntactic features of the head noun, not semantic ones. In line with (322) above, classifier choice here must be governed by an inflectional process. Based on the paradigmatic relationship obtaining between all NUMERAL + NOUN phrases and between all DEMONSTRATIVE + NOUN phrases, if some are syntactically dependent we assume that all must be.

As a second type of example, vāturijy 'woman who has borne children' is syntactically dual and is treated as dual for purposes of Set I and Set II clitic choice:

(326) Naadivásy vāturijarya.
naada-jivásy vāturijy-rà
3DL-make woman:with:children-INAN
'The woman makes it'.

When the numeral root tâ-quiya 'one', indicating a singular entity, is
used in conjunction with våtıruŋŋ, the dual classifier must be infixed to the numeral:

(327) tāmuŋŋ-quiŋŋ våtıruŋŋ
    one-CL:anim:dual-one woman:with:children
    'one woman (who has borne children)'
    *
līqiŋŋ våtıruŋŋ
    one:ANIM:SG woman:with:children

Similarly, a demonstrative associated with våtıruŋŋ must have the animate dual classifier:

(328) jiiŋŋ våtıruŋŋ
    jiiŋŋ-ruŋŋ
    'this woman (who has borne children)'
    līliŋŋ våtıruŋŋ
    DEMO:CL:ANIM:SG

If occurrence of classifiers in numerals and demonstratives were governed by derivational processes, and if anomalous combinations with head nouns were simply ruled out by semantic criteria, it would seem the animate singular classifier should be acceptable in conjunction with våtıruŋŋ since we can clearly talk about a singular våtıruŋŋ as in (327). However, the form līqiŋŋ 'one animate singular' does not occur with våtıruŋŋ. Consequently, morphosyntactic (and not just semantic) specification of the head noun must govern which classifier is used in the numeral.

It may be objected that there is some semantic duality to våtıruŋŋ 'woman who has born children', even though it can be referred to as a singular item as in (327). Perhaps it is somewhat parallel to
the English term pair. We can refer to pair as singular but subsequently reference the entity referred to as plural: I just bought a new pair of shoes, but where did I put them? In this English example, however, it is shoes which is understood as plural, not pair. The lexical specification of pair must be [+singular], as evidenced by verb agreement: The old pair is under the bed, the new one is in the closet. (*The old pair are under the bed). The situation with Yagua vāturuv is just the reverse: semantically it may be singular in reference (or perhaps unmarked), as evidenced by the fact that it can occur with the numeral 'one'. But its lexical specification for morphosyntactic purposes is [+dual] as shown both by Set I and Set II clitic reference and by classifier choice in numerals and demonstratives.

In summary, choice of classifiers in demonstratives and numbers appears to be inflectional. The following properties contrast with [1] through [3] in Section 4.1, where I argued that classifiers in Yagua have derivational functions:

[4] In demonstratives and numbers classifiers do not cause change in word class. Even though demonstrative and numeral roots cannot stand as words without affixation of a classifier, they are still inherently demonstrative or numeral forms both before and after affixation of a classifier.

[5] Which classifier is infixed to numbers or suffixed to demonstratives is governed by the morphosyntactic class of the head noun (keeping in mind the additional generality of -ra.
'CL:neutral'\textsuperscript{10}. Thus, they clearly constitute an agreement phenomenon.

Property [4] by itself does not constitute evidence of an inflectional process. (Derivational morphology also need not change class.) But we would expect [4] to be true of any morphology said to be inflectional on other grounds. Property [5] argues that Yagua classifiers should be accounted for by inflectional processes. But since properties [1] and [2] (Section 4.1) argue that Yagua classifiers are derivational in nature, what should we conclude about the status of the classifier system as a whole? Following a few observations about the anaphoric function of classifiers, I will return to a more explicit evaluation of their status in Section 4.4.

4.3. Anaphora and classifiers

In addition to their inflectional and derivational functions, Yagua classifiers also serve an anaphoric function in discourse. Here I ignore the important question of when a classifier rather than some other means of making reference to a participant or entity is used. I merely attempt to substantiate that they do have an anaphoric function.

In their anaphoric role classifiers may be suffixed to (potentially derived) nominals, infixed to numbers, or suffixed to demonstratives. Example (329) illustrates the anaphoric use of a classifier suffixed to a predicate nominal in clause (c) and infixed to a numeral in clause (k). This excerpt describes a fight going on between one twin and his mother, and between the other twin and his
father over some magic flutes. The one twin fails to get the flute from his mother, though the other twin gets his father's flute. Within this excerpt 'flute' is referred to by the lexical item dundu, the inanimate Set I clitic rä-, the inanimate Set II clitic -rà, and the classifier -duu 'CL:hollow:tube'. The classifier -duu, the nouns düj 'bone' and dundu 'flute', and the verb düj 'blow, kill (with a blowgun)' are etymologically related.

naadá-niy juváy-yu sa-junooda-ta
3DL-MAWF fight-CORO 3SG-mother-INST
'They (a twin and his mother) fight each other with his (the twin's) mother'.

b. "Néé yáa juváarya raduyuddu.
yi-á juváay-rá ray-duuddu
NEG 2SG-IRR touch-INAN 1SG-flute
(The mother says:) 'Don't touch my flute!"

c. Vamquiidu váriyta.
vamquii-duu váriy-rá
hot-CL:tube then-INAN
It's hot!"

d. Néé vánaay júrichara.
    júriy-sara
NEG possible grab-O:NOM:INAN
It can't be grabbed.

e. Sa-nýi düj.
3SG-MAWF blow
He (a twin) blows (to cool it off).

f. Rápiisiimyáa sajomotuvíimu.
    rá-piisiy-maa sa-jomotu-víimu
INAN-burn-PERF 3SG-hand-inside
It (the flute) burns in his hand.

g. Rámutimyúuy néé vánaay júrichara
    rámutiy-úuy júriy-sara
therefore-NEG NEG possible grab-O:NOM:INAN
Therefore it can't be grabbed.
h. Tiiy. Née vánay.
(sound word) NEG possible
Tiiy! It can't be!

i. Roocoyiiiiin, suñnooda rotyechírya.
   sa-junooda rotyey-siy-rā
(sound word) 3SG-mother grab-AB-INAN
Roocoyiiiiin! His mother grabs it running away.

j. Née sarúpamúntyée jištə jifu dāryə,
   sa-rúpa-múny-tée jiš-mu dăy-rā
This one (the other twin) did not fail to get it
(the other flute),

   nijyqəmivąj, sajəqmyusiy.
   nijyqam-vąj sa-jəqmyusi
people-comparative 3SG-father-LOC-AB
(the one twin who was) more like a person, from his
father.

k. "Tiijyiiiiiiin, tājų tă-duq-uii-dee-tée
   (sound word) why one-CL:tube-one-DIM-EMPH
   vuryeeryityée?"
   vurya-jiriy-tée
1PLINC:grab-EMPH
(The twins say:) "Tiijyiiiiin, why did we only get
one (flute)?" (MLZ725-284)

As (329k) shows, inflected numerals need not co-occur with a
head noun in a given discourse context. Do we conclude then that
classifier choice on numerals is not constrained by inflectional
processes after all? Within most traditional structural analyses,
(329k) would be considered a case of 'noun deletion' since recovery
of the head noun is clearly possible based on context. My own
hypothesis is that we must allow 'agreement' between head noun and
choice of classifiers to operate across more than one clause or noun
phrase. Classifier choice in numerals and demonstratives is
constrained or dictated by the morphosyntactic feature specification
of the referring noun where it occurs elsewhere in the context. There
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is a general dictum in Yagua discourse that use of full noun phrases should be avoided as much as possible (cf. T. Payne 1985). Classifiers (other than the neutral -ra) refer to a few rather specific features of the understood 'head' referent. When there is no other entity in the context which also shares those features, a classifier may be sufficient to identify the referent unambiguously. It is not a matter of 'deletion' so much as one of not inserting a noun.

4.4. Theoretical status of Yagua classifiers

The ambiguous derivational - inflectional status of Yagua classifiers pointed out at the end of Section 4.2 suggests that the time-honored distinction between inflection and derivation may not be as clear-cut as one might like. In discussing the Extended Word-and-Paradigm (EWP) model of morphology, S. Anderson (1982:585) rightly notes that the distinction between inflection and derivation has been 'one of the classic chestnuts of traditional grammar'. He nevertheless argues that a theory dependent, but clear differentiation between the two can be maintained. The EWP model is an innovative extension of the classical Greek and Roman approach to morphology (cf. Matthews 1974:59-75) which is demonstrably more satisfactory than a position class approach for many languages. This is principally because the EWP framework views morphemes as rules or RELATIONS, rather than as particular meanings inherent to phonological chunks. I will not attempt to argue for or against the superiority of this approach here, but will explore how the Yagua
classifier system might be handled within this framework. I will conclude that there is potentially significant convergence between Anderson's view of the inflectional versus derivational contrast, and a 'prototype' view of inflectional versus derivational categories or functions. To my mind, however, the latter provides a more satisfying understanding of the nature of Yagua classifiers, and may lead us to a better understanding of morphological types in general.

Within the EWP model, inflectional morphology is defined as that which is 'assigned to words by processes which operate with essential reference to structure beyond the word level' (588; viz. processes which are sensitive to something elsewhere in the syntactic structure). Inflection thus includes such classically inflectional morphology as case and agreement. Productivity, although commonly characteristic of inflectional processes, is not a defining property. Anderson notes that inflectional processes can sometimes be very restricted, and that, alternatively, derivational processes can be highly productive. Derivational morphology has to do with processes which simply provide new lexical items on the basis of the (word-)internal structure of their base (588). Derivational processes are carried out in the lexicon. Clearly included are processes which change word-class membership, though such a function is only a sufficient criterion and not a necessary one for derivational status. Anderson further notes that a given category such as 'diminutive' may be inflectional in one language but derivational in another, depending on how well the category is integrated into the syntax of
each language (589). Thus, a 'universal' listing of inflectional versus derivational categories will not suffice.

According to the theory internal criteria given by Anderson, observation [5] in Section 4.2 argues that Yagua classifiers should be accounted for by inflectional processes. However, [1] and [2] in Section 4.1 argue that they are derivational in nature. There is a corroborating argument for such a split. In general, derivational processes should not be limited just to deriving forms whose category specification necessarily co-varies with, or is identical to, the category of the base. The two should be logically independent. Inflectional processes are just the opposite: the category of the output is necessarily identical to the category of the input. When numerals and demonstrative roots are affixed with classifiers, both the input and the output are numerals and/or demonstratives:

(330) [ [DEMONSTRATIVE ROOT] + CL] => DEMONSTRATIVE
    [ [NUMBER] + CL] => NUMBER

However, when verbs, modifying roots, or inherently nominal roots are suffixed with classifiers, the output is not identical to the category of the input, but is a function of the process associated with occurrence of the classifier. The output is always a noun:

(331) [ [VERB] + CL] => NOUN
    [ [MODIFYING ROOT] + CL] => NOUN
    [ [NOUN] + CL] => NOUN

It might be argued that numbers and demonstratives are really types of nouns themselves. If so, it is still the case that the syntactic subcategory of these 'nouns' is different from the syntactic
subcategory of nouns derived by affixation of classifiers to roots as in (331). Numerals and demonstratives precede the head noun as the basic order (demonstratives can only precede). When classifiers function as in (331) to derive nouns which may then function as descriptive modifiers (Section 4.2), such descriptive modifiers follow their head nouns as the basic order. Additionally, derived nouns as in (331) can stand as head nouns themselves in subject or object roles, as predicate nominals, and as objects of postpositions. It is not clear that numbers and demonstratives share these syntactic distributional properties.

The ambiguous status of classifiers is not limited to Yagua. It may be a general characteristic of classifier systems in the western Amazon, as exemplified in Bora (purportedly Huitotoan), Tucanoan languages, PreAndine Arawakan languages, and Chayahuita (Cahuapanan) (Doris Payne 1984b). I do not control the intricacies of these other languages well enough, and sufficiently detailed descriptions are unavailable, to argue unequivocally for inflectional functions of classifiers. But classifiers in these languages are used in numerals and they have anaphoric functions in discourse. In Bora and Tucanoan languages they also occur in demonstratives. These discourse/syntactic properties suggest possible inflectional functions. But in all the languages listed, classifiers undeniably reflect derivational processes as well.12

Encoding of both inflectional and derivational functions is also characteristic of Bantu and perhaps other Niger-Kordofanian noun class morphology (Mufwene 1980; Kasangati Kinyalolo, personal
communication). The class prefixes are commonly considered inflectional as they cross-reference or agree with class of the subject and/or object on the verb. (In at least some languages, e.g. Swahili, referencing of the object depends partially on definiteness; Kasangati Kinyalolo, personal communication.) Choice of prefix cannot be made just on semantic grounds, as there is a great deal of semantic arbitrariness in class assignment of nouns (Mufwene 1980:246). However, classifiers also have prototypical derivational functions, deriving nouns from adjectives, verbs, and other nouns. Mufwene gives numerous examples, of which the following are representative (Mufwene 1980:248–9):

(332) -kūba 'big' (Swahili)
    u-kūba 'size'

(333) ó-tyen 'to talk' (Yansi)
    é-tyen 'manner of talking'

(334) 0/ba-bakála 'man' (Kikongo)
    ki-bakála 'maleness'

Mufwene concludes (254) that the boundary between derivation and inflection appears to be particularly 'fluid' in the case of Bantu class prefixes.13

In the following sections I discuss three possible analyses of the Yagua data relative to the EWP model, and then consider the problem from within a prototype framework.
4.4.1. Analysis I

We could simply conclude that there is no empirical distinction between inflection and derivation after all, and that the theoretical attempt to differentiate them is misguided. This, however, flies in the face of all traditional wisdom on the subject, and ignores the differential effect of classifiers in (330) versus (331), and the differences between properties [1] and [2], versus [5] (Sections 4.1 and 4.2).

4.4.2. Analysis II

Second, we could conclude that there are two identical sets of some 40 formatives each. One set is the result of inflectional processes which spell out the forms of the classifiers after lexical insertion has occurred, as follows. Given a syntactic structure terminating in a lexical node for a demonstrative or number, agreement features in the morphosyntactic representation of the demonstrative or number are governed by the class of the head noun occurring within the noun phrase. Rules of the following form then spell out the phonological forms of classifiers:

\[
(335) \begin{array}{c}
+ \text{demonstrative} \\
+ \text{animate} \\
+ \text{plural}
\end{array}
\]

\[\text{/X/} \Rightarrow /X + \text{vay/}\]

\[
(336) \begin{array}{c}
+ \text{number} \\
+ \text{animate} \\
+ \text{plural}
\end{array}
\]

\[\text{/X Y/} \Rightarrow 1 /\text{vay/ 2} \]

\[1 2\]
The second set of classifier formatives is the result of derivational processes which also spell out phonological forms, only within the lexicon. To illustrate how such derivation occurs, consider the lexical entry for machqo 'remain' which is not inherently nominal.

(337) LEXICAL REPRESENTATION:

/macho/ [+remain] VERB

There is a productive derivational process which takes such entries and adds other formatives plus associated feature specifications. (Alternatively, we might conceive of (337) and (338) as just being related within the lexicon):

(338) LEXICAL REPRESENTATION:

/machoivy/ 'remain' [+animate, +plural] NOUN

Within the EVP framework, the distinction between /vay/ 'animate plural' in (335) and (336) versus /vay/ in (338) is not based on anything inherent to the phonological chunks themselves. Rather, the distinction resides in the SOURCE of the formatives, depending on whether it is due to relationships obtaining in the syntactic structure, or due to rules/relationships obtaining within the lexicon.

There is a potential difficulty with this solution. When lexical items such as machqovi 'remaining ones (animate)' or juváuvvëy 'makers (animate)' are actually inserted into morphosyntactic representations, the lexical features [+animate] and [+plural] are
still associated with them. What, then, should prevent application of
inflectional rules from spelling out another instance of /vay/,
producing forms like *machopavvvey and *juvavvvey? S. Anderson
(1985; also S. Anderson 1982) argues that there are disjunctive
ordering principles motivated by phenomena in numerous languages
which rule out these sorts of problems. In particular, there is a
disjunctive ordering principle governing relations between stems and
rules, as follows:¹⁴

(339) Stems that are lexically characterized for some set of
features block the operation of rules specifying a
(non-null) subset of those same features.

Thus, oxen is marked as [+plural] in the English lexicon, and
inflectional processes are blocked from adding the productive plural
-s which should produce *oxens.

Although this second solution 'works', it is somewhat disturbing
to recognize the huge amount of shared semantics and homophony
between the two sets of rules. For example, the inflectional rule
producing the classifier formative -see and the derivational rule or
relation accounting for the classifier formative -see both reflect
the semantic features [-animate, +short:stick]. Such semantic and
phonological overlap is true for every inflectional-derivational
pair. This is not as economical a solution as one might wish for.
4.4.3. Analysis III

This brings us to a third possible analysis. We could conclude that classifiers can be the result of three different sorts of processes. There is an inflectional rule which specifies essentially semantic agreement features, a derivational rule which also specifies semantic features, and a third 'spell-out' rule which merely gives phonological form to semantic features.

Inflectional rules are those which in essence copy agreement features such as [+animate] and [+plural] onto certain terminal lexical nodes, depending on the morphosyntactic categorization of elements elsewhere in the syntactic structure. Unlike the inflectional rules in (335) and (336) above, no phonological form is specified. Inflectional rules simply produce morphosyntactic representations such as:

(340) \[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{[+ demonstrative]} \\
\text{[+ animate]} \\
\text{[+ plural]} \\
\text{[+ number]} \\
\text{[+ animate]} \\
\text{[+ plural]}
\end{array}
\]

Within the lexicon there are productive derivational processes which take entries like (337) above, and add feature specifications as in (341), resulting in new lexical entries. (Alternatively we might conceive of this just as a lexical relation obtaining between /mačqq/ and /mačqq/ + [+animate, +plural] within the lexicon.)
(341) LEXICAL REPRESENTATION:

/mačqq/  [+ animate]  
       [ + plural ]  
           VERB        NOUN

Within the lexicon no phonological form is actually given to the features [+animate, +plural]. The phonological form associated with 'remain' is specified as /mačqq/.

Specification of the phonological form of (341) occurs as follows. The BWP model allows for potential redundancy between lexical entries and morphosyntactic representations into which lexical entries are inserted. Thus, we might have a morphosyntactic representation calling for insertion of a descriptive modifier as follows, where choice of modifier is selectionally restricted by features of the head noun within the larger syntactic phrase. That is, the features are not 'copied' from the class of the head noun, which would be equivalent to saying that the features were inflectionally dictated.

(342) MORPHOSYNTACTIC REPRESENTATION:

[ + substantive ]
   [ [+ animate ]
     [ + plural ]
     [ + neutral ]

The morphosyntactic representation in (342) allows for lexical insertion of a nominal with either [+neutral] or [+animate, +plural] specification. One advantage of this approach is that it also allows a nominal with no classifier form to be inserted if the nominal is not positively specified for features conflicting with [+animate] and
[+plural] – i.e. if it is [+neutral] with respect to the more specific features. This is clearly what we want to allow, given phrases like (318) above. When lexical insertion occurs in a structure containing (342), the lexical entry in (341) may be selected.

Only one general spell-out rule like (343) is then needed to account for all occurrences of /vay/:

\[(343)\quad [\text{+ animate}]\quad [\text{+ plural}]\]
\[/X/ \Rightarrow /X\ vay/\]

Rule (343) applies after lexical insertion has occurred, giving phonological form to both (340) and (341). What is inflectional versus derivational in this analysis is the source of the features [+animate] and [+plural]. In the case of numerals and demonstratives they are 'copied' from the head noun. In the case of (341), they are specified in the lexicon. But application of only one rule, which is neither strictly inflectional nor derivational, gives both sources phonological realization. Since there is only one type of rule specifying phonological shape, in a sense there is only one set of classifiers. We do not need to posit 40 inflectional and 40 derivational classifiers.

A potential objection to this analysis is that it would allow incompletely specified representations in the lexicon, perhaps harking back to the problems with incompletely specified 'archiphonemes'. However, this analysis does not posit incompletely specified phonemes in the lexicon. Rather, no phonemes are associated
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at all with the features [+animate, +plural].

Nevertheless, it seems to me that there is a serious objection to this analysis, at least for Yagua. There are numerous examples where it is clear that speakers conceive of derived forms with classifiers as fully standard lexical items. For example, jásuučee 'manioc' is one of the most basic lexical items in the culture. Yet etymologically this comes from jásuuy 'to peel' plus the classifier for short stick-like objects —see. Similarly, juvāavyev 'creators, workers', from juv̄āay 'to make' plus the classifier for animate plurals -vay, occurs as a fully standard lexical item in expressions such as jumufu juv̄āavyev 'canoe makers'. There is no reason to suppose that the complete phonological form of such items is not part of the speaker's lexical knowledge.

In sum, within the EMP framework as it stands, the second solution given above may be the best analysis after all. In the following section I will look at inflection versus derivation from the framework of 'prototypes' as developed by Rosch (1975, 1978) and others. I believe this perspective gives a fuller understanding of the inflectional - derivational contrast, and suggests a further refinement of Analysis III.

4.4.4. Inflection versus derivation within a prototype framework

Canonical inflectional morphology is commonly thought of as having the following (not necessarily independent) properties:
(344) I-1. Correlates with something elsewhere in the syntactic structure, indicating something about syntactic relations
I-2. Is productive
I-3. Has predictable (often bleached) meaning
I-4. Participates in a paradigm of oppositions
I-5. Does not change class
I-6. Does not result in new lexical items
I-7. Occurs towards edges of words

Canonical derivational morphology is commonly thought of as having the following (not necessarily independent) properties:

(345) D-1. Is not correlated with something elsewhere in the syntactic structure
D-2. Is typically non-productive
D-3. Has non-predictable meaning
D-4. Does not participate in a paradigm of oppositions
D-5. Results in (substantial) change in meaning
D-6. Results in new lexical items
D-7. Changes major class
D-8. Occurs towards root

But as S. Anderson (1982) rightly points out, there are few heuristic tests which allow us to unambiguously identify any given formative as inflectional or derivational. We have already briefly alluded to the inadequacy of the productivity criterion for identifying inflectional morphology: derivational formatives may also be highly productive and meaning of the resultant word form may be completely predictable. It is not clear that derivational morphology always results in substantial changes in meaning either. Hopper and Thompson (1984:745) discuss morphology whose primary purpose is to signal that a verbal root has been converted into a nominal form, as in the pairs: propose → proposal, create → creation, sell → selling, excite → excitement.16 Further, it is not true that derivational morphology always results in changes in major class. Chafe (1970:128) discusses the difference between The soup is heating and Linda is heating the
soup as residing in a process which derives a process action root from a process root via addition of a causative feature. But in both cases is heating is clearly a verb. Finally, it is not clear that derivational morphology is always closer to the root than inflectional morphology. Sekani, an Athabaskan language, has verb prefix positions ordered as follows (Hargus 1984):


The direct object and subject prefixes have classic inflectional functions, agreeing with subject and object arguments (Sharon Hargus, personal communication). The N/V stem is essentially an incorporated root (perhaps somewhat analogous to incorporation of classifiers in other languages). If we are forced to classify it as either inflectional or derivational, it can only be thought of as derivational (cf. Mithun 1984). In this case, then, it does not appear that all derivational morphology occurs closer to the verb stem than does all inflectional morphology. In sum, we cannot identify formatives as derivational (or inflectional) on the basis of a set of properties which all and only such formatives have in common. Formatives can perhaps be identified as inflectional if and only if their occurrence is dependent on something elsewhere in the syntactic structure, but this presumes theory-specific,
theory-internal arguments (as Anderson has noted). For example, the analyses given in Sections 4.4.2 and 4.4.3 assume a particular view of what a morpho-syntactic representation is like, a particular view of the lexicon, lexical insertion rules, the nature of agreement rules, and the relationships between these.

In what follows I suggest that the cognitive framework of categoriality and prototypicality developed by Rosch and others (cf. Rosch 1975, 1978; Berlin and Kay 1969) is insightful in understanding the nature of the relationship between inflectional and derivational functions. An additional insight comes from the essentially Saussurean distinction between phenomena or function to be encoded, and the encoding device. Together these principles provide a framework for better understanding the status of Yagua classifiers, and also suggest a revision in the more formal modeling of inflection and derivation within the EMF framework.

Experimental research shows that people judge some tokens to be more central members, or better exemplars, of particular type categories than other tokens (cf. Rosch 1978:36). More central or prototypical members of a category appear to be those members which have more attributes in common with other members of the category, and fewer attributes in common with members of contrasting categories; prototypical members 'most reflect the redundancy structure of the category as a whole' (Rosch 1978:37). As far as human perception is concerned, type categories cannot be defined with reference to their 'edges' because there is no set of properties which all and only those tokens of a given category share in common.
as opposed to all tokens which belong to other categories. Cognitive
categories must be defined in terms of their centers.

Nevertheless, some features may be more central (though perhaps
not necessarily determinative by themselves) of membership in certain
categories. For example, it is hard for me to envision calling
something a member of the category CHAIR if it does not have a seat.
Still, just having a seat is not in itself determinative of
membership in the CHAIR category. I would not consider a bicycle to
be a token of the category CHAIR. The number of legs that something
has is a less crucial feature for me as to whether something does or
doesn't belong to the CHAIR category - my daughter has something I
call a 'chair' which has two essentially solid sides rather than four
legs. Number of legs does contribute to whether or not something is
considered a 'typical' chair, however. My daughter's thing is not a
typical chair (for a variety of reasons including the number of
legs).

Experimental research also shows that human perception imposes
categorical divisions on phenomena which may in themselves be
objectively continuous (Rosch 1978:35). In language, such impositions
must correspond partly to the fact that encoding devices (ED) are a
yes/no phenomenon: a particular formative is used, or it is not; a
passive construction is used, or it is not. And so, determinations
must be made as to whether the phenomenon to be encoded (EP) belongs
to the category (normally) associated with a particular ED. These
determinations may be based on how closely a given EP token
corresponds to what is perceived as the prototype of a given EP type.
category, rather than on whether the EP token falls on one side or another of an arbitrary division between type categories. The situation is represented diagramatically in (346). Token $a^1$ is judged as a better instance of the type category $A$, than is token $a^2$. However, $a^2$ is judged as a better instance of the type category $A$, than of the type category $B$. Though there is no objective point at which tokens of category $A$ may be fundamentally different in kind from tokens of category $B$, the speaker may clearly differentiate the two categories.
Hopper and Thompson (1984) argue that prototypicality in linguistic categories depends not only on features inherent to (or strongly associated with) ED's themselves, but on the particular function to which a token ED may be put on a particular occasion. For instance, 'an apparently prototypical noun such as "fox" is not in fact [a prototypical noun] in all instances of its use' (708). There is a distinction between more or less prototypical functions or groupings of functions (EP's) to be achieved, which define the centers of (certain) categories or types, versus more or less prototypical instantiations of those categories by particular token ED's. To use Hopper and Thompson's example, the prototypical function associated with prototypical nouns is introduction of manipulable entities into discourse. Any one token nominal form (which is an ED) may fulfill this function (an EP) to a greater or lesser degree. In what follows I will use a diagram of the sort given in (347) to
explicate these types of relations. What is inside the large circles represents phenomena to be encoded (EP's). These may be objectively continuous. In ensuing discussion EP's are generally grammatical functions of one sort or another (or perhaps functional domains in the sense of Givón 1979; 1984b). What is outside the large circles represents devices which encode those functions (ED's). For our purposes we may assume that linguistic ED's are essentially discrete. Straight lines crossing the large circles represent a mapping of ED's onto some subset of the EP field.\textsuperscript{17}
Returning now to the inflectional - derivational issue, as a native English speaker (thorougly contaminated by linguistic non-naivete, however), my intuitions are that the function of /z/ in *goes* is fundamentally different in kind from the function of /hUd/ in *childhood*, /munt/ in *government*, or /In/ in *inborn*. Choice between /z/ and its absence depends on things elsewhere in a given clause, viz. number and person of the subject argument and tense specification. Choice of /hUd/, /munt/, or /In/ does not depend on syntactic relations obtaining between elements of a clause or phrase. Based on such contrasts, traditional grammar has recognized that there are prototypical inflectional functions, and prototypical derivational functions. This type of distinction has motivated the sharp categorical distinction between inflection and derivation in traditional treatments, as represented by the diagram in (348).
Traditional grammar has recognized that some formatives correspond to, or encode, solely derivational functions. These have been classically referred to as 'derivational morphemes'. The best cases of derivational morphology exhibit all or most of the derivational features listed in (345) and (348). For example the /In/ morpheme found in *inborn* does not have a consistent meaning. In *inborn* it means something like 'possessing at (the time of birth)' or 'inside the organism at the time of birth'. In *incise* it means 'in an inward direction' rather than just 'inside'. It can derive a noun from a verb as in *income*. It cannot occur with all roots, its occurrence is not dependent on something elsewhere in the syntactic structure, and it occurs contiguous to the root or stem. Morphemes which do not have all the derivational features, but which correspond solely to derivational features, can still be good cases of derivation. This is the status of /hʌd/ in *childhood* which does not
change major class features (both child and childhood are nouns), but which does substantially change meaning and which is not productive.

Other formatives correspond to, or encode, solely inflectional functions. Such formatives have been classically referred to as 'inflectional morphemes'. The best cases of inflectional formatives again have all the inflectional features listed in (344) and (348). This, for example, is the status of /z/ 'third singular present tense' in the alternation between English goes and go.

Traditional grammar has recognized these two strong prototypes, and assumed that inflectional and derivational categories are distinct. I believe there is a valid reason for maintaining that there are (at least) two categories. (Whether or not they are completely distinct is another issue.) When it comes to adequately describing the grammar of a language, certain morphological facts must be stipulated in terms of a dependency obtaining between two things present in the syntactic structure. In contrast, other morphological facts do not exhibit such dependency relations—anything which makes semantic sense in terms of some perceived universe can be pulled out of the mental lexicon and employed in a particular context.

This leads to one thing which traditional grammar has not explicitly recognized, which accounts for deviations from the prototypes. Certain of the features in (344) and (345) above are more central or determinative of whether a particular formative is a member of the inflectional or of the derivational category. S. Anderson (1982) is an exception in implicitly recognizing this. In
line with Anderson (1982), the most central feature of the inflectional category is probably encoding of syntactic relationships, while a highly central feature of the derivational category may be changing of major syntactic category (e.g. noun to verb). Another equally (if not more) central feature of the derivational category is the negative value of the central inflectional feature. That is, prototypically derivational functions do not encode syntactic relationships. Other features listed in (344) and (345) may tend to be characteristic of inflectional or derivational functions, but at the same time may be less central features of their respective categories. As Anderson has pointed out, a non-central feature characteristic of inflection, such as productivity, may in a particular case turn out to be associated with a derivational function.

The central features themselves do not constitute the prototypes of inflectional versus derivational categories. Rather groupings of features (preferably including the central features) encoded by formatives constitute more or less prototypical instantiations of a category. Thus, a given ED may encode a strongly prototypical bundle of inflectional (or derivational) features, while some other ED may encode a less prototypical bundle of features but still be considered a member of the inflectional (or derivational) category. A better characterization of the relationship between inflectional and derivational categories is represented by the diagram in (349).
As one example of non-prototypical derivational morphology, much of Yagua verbal morphology probably falls within the derivational spectrum because choice and occurrence of the forms is not syntactically dictated (Chapter 5). But some formatives have a high degree of productivity, are predictable in meaning, do not change major class category, and even evidence variable ordering possibilities with associated differences in cf semantic scope and the arguments of which they are predicated. The last feature would be characteristic of syntactically distinct elements. The formatives in question thus do not appear to be prototypically derivational. I would not suggest that these formatives are therefore necessarily closer to an inflectional type. They are just not prototypically derivational.

There is a second type of deviation from the prototypes. Some formatives may not exclusively encode either inflectional or
derivational functions, but may encode both, though perhaps in differing contexts. This group of deviations argues that inflectional versus derivational status is not a priori a property inherent to a given phonological formative (or in B&F terms, a property inherent to particular 'spell out' rules such as (335) and (336) above). Rather, inflectional versus derivational status may be more or less strongly associated with a given formative, depending on how closely and exclusively that formative instantiates the function typical of the center of a given category. If X always and only encodes highly derivational functions, then we may informally say that 'X is a derivational morpheme' or that 'X is the result of a derivational rule'. But there is no a priori reason why such an exclusive relationship need be the case for all formatives.

Yagua classifiers are a case in point. In traditional approaches we are in a quandry as to whether we have 'inflectional morphemes' or 'derivational morphemes', or homophonous sets of each. But once we recognize that there is a difference between function to be encoded, and the encoding devices which instantiate that function, the quandry can be resolved. In a particular context the formative -way, for example, may encode a derivational function, and even a prototypically derivational function, while in another context it may encode an inflectional function. What is constant about -way is that it always encodes the features [+animate, +plural], regardless of whether those features are correlated with, or used to instantiate, an inflectional function or a derivational one. From the speaker's point of view, there may be just one set of classifiers (types of
ED's) which are inherently neutral with regard to inflectional versus derivational status. But that does not mean that the functions to be encoded (EP's) need be indeterminate in category.

The more universal relationship between encoding devices and functions to be encoded is thus as diagrammed in (350). ED's such as V and W can be informally thought of as 'inflectional', and ED's such as X and Y as 'derivational'. But ED's such as Z are not identified exclusively with either function. They thus force upon us the realization that inflection and derivation are functions to be encoded, and are not something inherent to ED's themselves.
Whether we wish to think of V through Z as as phonological formatives associated with semantic features complexes (i.e. as something akin to Saussurian signs), or as 'spell-out' rules such as (343), is not at issue here. (But as S. Anderson 1982 has amply argued, the latter is more adequate cross-linguistically.)

What I am suggesting is more in line with solution III above, rather than solution II. For the Yagua classifiers there is only one set of relations between semantic features and phonological forms, and we may model this by rules such as (343). But these form-meaning relations serve more than one function. The difficulty with analysis III as given above above is that rule (343) is said to reflect a relation which obtains only after lexical insertion occurs. If we allow (343) to apply whenever the structural description is
met, whether that be in the lexicon or following lexical insertion, the objections to Analysis III are resolved.\textsuperscript{19}

The state of affairs represented in (350) is necessary and even desired if we want to accurately account for historical change, and for alternation between inflectional and derivational 'status' at different points of history. Matthews (1974:53) argues, for example, that Indo-European *-sk- 'inchoative' was probably inflectional (in my terms, exclusively encoded an inflectional function), in Latin -sc- has become derivational (i.e. exclusively encodes a derivational function), and in modern Italian -sc- has become part of the productive inflectional paradigm again. It is much more likely that such reanalyses will be made either if a formative characteristically encodes a grouping of functions which is not prototypical of the category, rather than one in the center of a category, or if a formative is not exclusively identified with one or the other categories.

In summary, it is not Yagua classifiers themselves which are inflectional versus derivational; it is the functions which they encode. At present, they encode both types, though in different contexts. From the speaker's viewpoint, there is still only one set of classifier formatives, which as one of their encoding relations shows agreement between demonstratives or numerals and their head nouns. The sharp distinction between inflectional and derivational categories as argued for by Anderson is an idealization made by the linguist. In most cases this may reflect a cognitively accurate distinction: speakers do make categorical distinctions between
prototypical inflectional and derivational functions. But there are deviations from the prototypes as well.
NOTES TO CHAPTER 4

1 Other classes of quasi-lexical items include postpositions, strictly adverbial elements, some modals, and perhaps others.

2 The dual suffix -juy on proper names, as in Celina-juy, recognizes the special status of women who have borne children.

3 A classifier may be preferred on mii 'dirtiness' in (312) (though I am not absolutely certain there is a preference) because of phonological factors. Mii is otherwise an unusual one-syllable word.

4 Vânu probably stems etymologically from whatever the animate singular classifier -mu comes from, plus a derivational prefix va-. Vâ- is the only prefixal formative that I know of in the language (other than Set I clitics). Prefixation of va- is not productive. It shows up on a number of abstract nouns and adverbial items such as vâtu 'adult female' (-tu is a feminine ending but not a classifier per se), vânuquíi 'heat', vásunu 'blue', vânuñiíy 'fast (rapid)', and vânuñiñá 'strength'.

5 Synchronic idiosyncracies may also creep in via loss of the world view and cosmology that formerly motivated particular classifications, particularly as cultures come into contact with one another.

6 I thank Steve Anderson for discussing with me general characteristics of the type of evidence which would argue strongly for inflectional status.

7 In Asheninka, a PreAndine Maipuran Arawakan language spoken in southern Peru, pineapples are considered animate because they originated from a mythologically animate being (Judy Payne, personal communication). We have not found a similar explanation motivating animate categorization of pineapples in Yagua.

8 The 'animate dual' classifier -muuy is not used when referring to 'two rocks' because as a countable item, ravichu 'rock' is not lexically specified for [+dual] (or [+plural]). Its lexical number must be either not specified, or must be [+singular].

9 Tijquii is etymologically derived from ta 'some (indefinite)' + ñ 'animate singular nominalizer' + quii. I do not know by what historical accident it exceptionally takes the animate singular nominalizer ñ (which is not a classifier) rather than the animate singular classifier mu.

10 It is not true that -ra can be substituted for all cases of -mu (or any other classifier) without change in meaning. Compare, for example:
very hunter-3SG very hunter-3SG
'He (is one who) hunts a lot'. 'He is a good hunter'.

We term -ra 'neutral' in the sense that it may occur with animates or inanimates, and in some discourse contexts is 'preferred' over more specific inanimate classifiers. The exact circumstances under which it is 'preferred' merit further investigation.

11 Muysken (1981) suggests that 'word formation rules' must not be constrained such that the category of their output is a function of the category of their input. He does not discuss inflection versus derivation per se in these terms, however.

12 Arabela (Zaparoan) classifiers clearly have derivational functions, and probably function anaphorically in discourse. They do not occur on numerals or demonstratives, however.

13 This phenomena may be not limited just to classifiers. Ed Keenan (personal communication) has observed that the Hebrew definite marker ba- appears to encode both inflectional and derivational functions.

14 Anderson (1985) gives two additional disjunctive ordering principles besides the one quoted here.

15 There are clear cases where derivational features receive no phonological realization separate from the root. For example, 'to worry (about)' may receive transitivizing derivational features, resulting in the sense 'to worry (someone)'. Yet there is no particular morphology associated with the feature [+ transitive]. In the Yagua classifier case, however, the classifier features are ultimately associated with phonological material distinct from the root. In the analysis currently under discussion, this association is just not part of the lexical specification of the word.

16 One might say that the 'grammatical meaning' evidenced by such pairs is altered. There is also greater focus on a (resultant) state in the nominalizations than in the verbs.

17 A three dimensional model in which ED's are in a different plane than EP's would be more accurate since ED's and EP's are fundamentally different in kind. One could view the straight lines crossing the large circles as mapping from a third ED plane on to the flat EP plane. In actual fact, the EP space itself should be multidimensional since it represents more than two parameters. The parameters in question here are reflected in the characteristics listed in (344) and (345).

The ED-EP mapping is reminiscent of the Saussurean sign. The difference is that the Saussurean sign is just one type of EP-ED
mapping, where EP is some (set of) semantic feature(s), and ED is typically a phonological string less than or equal to a word form. Anttila (1972:14-18; based on Charles Peirce) includes diagramatic icons, characteristic of syntax, as a type of sign.

18 Not: every case of phonological homophony should be taken as encoding dual functions. For example, we do not say that the English possessive -s and the English plural -s are the 'same' morphological formative, precisely because the semantic features associated with the two are so distinct. In the Western Amazonian and Bantu noun class(ification) systems, however, the sets of semantic features associated with the inflectional processes, versus those associated with the derivational processes, appear to be identical. Thus, in some sense we want to say that there really is only one formative -vay 'animate:plural', and only one formative -see 'short:stick', etc.

19 Sequences such as *-vawy resulting from application of (343) both before and after lexical insertion are still ruled out by the disjunctive ordering principle given in (339).
Chapter 5: Verb Phrase Phenomena

This chapter discusses phenomena primarily concerned with the verb phrase, including degree of linkage between main verb and same-subject infinitival complements (Section 5.1.1), verb serialization (Section 5.1.2), placement of adverbs (Section 5.2), evidence for inclusion of the object within the structural verb phrase (Section 5.3), verbal incorporation of objects (Section 5.4), and verbal morphology including morphological causatives (Sections 5.5-5.13).

5.1. Verbal nexus

This section explores the degree of linkage or nexus between verbs in two types of constructions: same-subject infinitival complements (Section 5.1.1) and serial verb complexes (Section 5.1.2). In these constructions, two verbs or verb roots constitute a complex verbal constituent within the scope of a single simple clause. The degree of nexus is tighter than that found in the constructions discussed in Section 2.11.

This exploration presumes some notion of what a constituent and a clause are. Here I take operational definitions quite specific to Yagua. Constituency is in part determined by placement of second position clitics (Section 2.4), and partly by whether or not the linear sequence can be interrupted by elements such as subject, object, or oblique phrases. Foley and Olson (1985) define a clause as
that which has one and only one 'periphery', meaning that a single tense or aspect must have scope over the entire structure. Further, if there is more than one predicate within the construction, at least one argument must be shared by all predications. This definition fits rather well with what I suggest for Yagua below. If there is a shared argument between two predications, but if Set I and Set II clitics other than the coreferential ji'y-, -yö, or no clitic, are used, then the predications do not form a single simplex clause. (Use of the coreferential clitics in itself does not guarantee that the predications constitute a single clause, however. Also recall that the coreferential clitics are never used for first and second person singular referents, regardless of the degree of linkage between predications.)

5.1.1. Same-subject infinitival complements

As discussed in Section 2.11, the clitic ji'y- (COR) can be used in certain constructions if subjects of successive verbs or predications are coreferential. Alternatively, one of the verbs might have no Set I clitic. Use of other Set I clitics on both verbs in such constructions would be interpreted as indicating non-coreferential subjects (except for first or second person singular referents). One such construction involves same-subject infinitival complements. These complements are marked with the infinitival/participial nominalizer -jada or -janu (depending on dialect). The complement can precede or follow the main verb whether or not ji'y- is used:
(351) Sajoŋtanuraa rupi iyadaju.  
    sa-joŋta-numaa rupi iy-jada-jũ  
    3SG-begin-now walk-INF-AL  
    'She/he is now beginning to walk'.

(352) Murrągyamu savqata.  
    murrągy-janu sa-vqata  
    sing-INF 3SG-want  
    'To sing she/he wants'.

(353) Savqata jibyee danii quivvá.  
    sa-vqata ji jy-jimyiy-jada-nii  
    3SG-want COR-eat-INF-3SG  fish  
    'She/he wants to eat the fish'.

Same-subject infinitival complements as in (351) through (353) contrast with sequences of same-subject predications as in (354). In (354b, c), the non-coreferential Set I clitic sa- is used rather than zero or ji jy- to refer to the same participant referred to in (354a). Out of context, use of sa- on the three verbs in (354) could be ambiguous: it could refer to one, two, or three different participants. This correlates with the fact that the predications are all finite in form and they do not evidence the same degree of conceptual unity as do main verb and complement in (351) through (353) above. (354a-c) will be interpreted as encoding three different actions, whereas (351) will be interpreted as encoding two different facets of a single action or state of affairs. In (352) and (353) the infinitive is interpreted as encoding the goal of wanting.

    3SG-throw:spear 3SG-throw:spear

    c. Sa caŋsiityeennĩ.  
    munufu jäsĩy.  
    sa-caŋsiitye-nee-nĩ  
    3SG-terminate-EMPH-3SG  savage there

    (a) 'Hei threw a spear. (b) Hei threw a spear.  
    (c) Hei terminated the enemy there'. (TWO32-034)
If tense is marked in constructions like (351) through (353), it can only occur on the finite verb and may have scope over both predications. Tense interpretation in (352) and (353) need not be the same between main and complement predications (the singing could be future to the wanting), but tense could not be marked on the complement.¹

There is no one well-defined set of aspectual morphology (Section 5.8). Some second position clitics, and verbal locational, iterativity, movement, completive, and imperfectivity suffixes all have aspectual meanings. Certain iterativity or distributive formatives, at least, may occur on infinitival complements. However, in all such cases that I know of, the iterativity or distributive suffix forms a well-lexicalized stem with the verb root and does not have scope over the finite verb, as in (355) and (356):²

(355) Savāqa ta jaachipiýaqajada.
   sa-vāqa ta jaachiy-piiy-yaq-jada
   3SG-want heart-VRBLZ-DISTRIB-INF
   'He wants to study (a problem)'.

   Compare: jaachipiítya 'remember'

(356) Šuucánurya rašyqajada.
   sa-jučanuy-rá rašy-yaq-jada
   3SG-like-INAN jump-DISTRIB-INF
   'He likes to dance'.

   Compare: rašy 'jump'

Aspectual formatives such as those mentioned above may occur in the finite predicate and do have scope over the infinitival predicate. In (357), for example, the jumping would most likely have to be taken as iterative or as a customary habitual action in the
past, given occurrence of -mũy 'imperfective' in the finite verb. Iterativity and habitual aspects are types of imperfective aspect.

(357) Sṳcámũyadya rũyadya.
    sa-jyćamu-mũy-jada rũy-jada
    3SG-like-IMPF-PAST3 jump-INF
'He used to like to jump'.

Same-subject infinitival complements are different from other infinitival clauses and other complement clauses (Section 2.11) in that same-subject infinitives may intervene between the finite verb and its subject (though it need not occur contiguous to the finite verb as illustrated in (372) below). This is the only construction in which a non-adverbial, non-clitic element may occur between the verb and its post-verbal subject:3

(358) Sajoŋtanumaa juvatadooda vichiym samoomusidyey.
    sa-jọta-numaa juvatamu-jada sa-moo-mu-siy-day
    3SG-begin-now get:agitated-INF bird 3SG-face-LOC-AB-DAY
'He began to agitated in front of him'. (IS059)

Example (359) shows that second position clitics may intervene between the main and infinitival complement predications:

(359) Riŋyọta jiʃta marichadooda tiʃtaju.
    riy-jọta maʃichamn-jada
    3PL-begin JIITA march-INF all
'They all began to march'. (CLS063)

To summarize, same-subject infinitival complements are different from independent clauses which have coreferential subjects as in (354) above, in that the former cannot take independent tense and aspect. Same-subject infinitival complements also require either
coreferential clitics, or no Set I clitics. (If the subjects are first or second person singular, coreferential clitics cannot be used. But no Set I clitic need occur.) Same-subject infinitival complements differ from indirect quote complements in that the latter can have independent tense and aspect even though the coreferential clitics are employed (Section 2.11.6). Same-subject infinitives are different from infinitival adverbials (Section 2.11.7) in that the former can intervene between the finite verb and its subject. This last fact also distinguishes same-subject infinitival complements from nominal object arguments of finite verbs. The latter cannot intervene between the verb and its subject. Thus, there is evidence that same-subject infinitival complements form a more tightly knit unit with the main verb than do other types of nominal and verbal complements. However, placement of second position clitics as in (359) recognizes that they are still separate constituents from the main verb.

The facts about same-subject infinitival complements accord well with the notion of 'core juncture' discussed by Foley and Olson (1985). Foley and Olson distinguish three levels in the clause. In simplex clauses the 'nucleus' is essentially the verb plus its aspectual operators. The 'core' is the nucleus plus those arguments which are subcategorized or selectionally restricted by the verb (more or less equivalent to what I term the nuclear predication in Chapters 2 and 6). The 'periphery' is the core plus non-core arguments such as locatives and other oblique noun phrases. Operators at the peripheral level include epistemic modals and
evidentials. At any given level tokens of the same type may join together to form complex constructions, potentially resulting in nuclear junctures, core junctures, and peripheral junctures. In a nuclear juncture, verbs or verb roots are joined together (not necessarily phonologically), and share all arguments equally. In a core juncture, however, the core arguments of each nucleus (verb) are still selected independently, though certain serial core junctures require the 'actors' of the two nuclei to be coreferential. The two cores share a common set of locational and time arguments, as well as tense and mood specification (though not necessarily aspect). Peripheral junctures result in conjoined clauses.

Foley and Olson are primarily concerned with types of verb serialization when they propose this schema, and serial constructions may have either nuclear or core junctures. But they clearly intend that the general framework should extend to languages which do not have canonical serial constructions. In Yagua, same-subject infinitival complements could be said to form core junctures with their main verbs. One of the arguments is, by definition, coreferential between the two verbs. But other arguments are selected independently. In (353) above, for example, guiivy 'fish' is not an argument of vaata 'want' but only of jimiy 'eat'. Nevertheless, the infinitival complement cannot have independent tense and person/number specification. Its immediately post-verbal placement also indicates a special type of juncture with the main verb. This is represented as in (360) (adapted from Foley and Olson):
(360) \[\text{[AUX } V_1 = V-\text{INF } S \ O_1 \ O_2]\]

\[C\]

Where '=' indicates core juncture within the scope of a single clause. The subject argument \(S\) is shared between \(V_1\) and \(V-\text{INF}\). (The relationship between \(O_1\) and \(O_2\), if they occur, and their verbs varies from case to case.)

We might hypothesize that whenever participants within a single \(\overline{C}\) or \(C\) clause are coreferential with one another, the coreferential clitics \(jiy\)- and \(-yu\) will encode all but the linearly first mention of the participant. This would cover the case of infinitival adverbials discussed in Section 2.11.7 which cannot have independent tense specification from the finite verb, and which could be paradigmatically substituted for nominal objects of postpositions. As with same-subject infinitival complements, infinitival adverbial phrases have lost their clausal status and are nothing more than parts of a simplex \(\overline{C}\) or \(C\) clause.

This hypothesis also accounts for why the coreferential clitics are not used within relative clauses even though relative clauses share an argument with their main clause (Section 2.11.4). In this case not everything within the syntactic scope of the higher \(\overline{C}/C\) clause forms a single clause. Rather, there is embedding of a relative \(\overline{C}\) clause within the higher \(\overline{C}/C\) clause. The relative clause retains its status as a clause. A single tense or aspect need not govern both clauses. In order to interpret reference inside the relative clause, a \(\overline{C}\) boundary must be crossed, but this is not true with same-subject infinitival complements and infinitival adverbials.
The notion of core juncture and occurrence within a single $\tilde{C}$ clause does not account so nicely for use of coreferential clitics in indirect quote complements. As illustrated in Section 2.11.6, except for use of the coreferential clitics, indirect quote complements are fully independent clauses. They may have independent tense and aspect and there is no overt complementizer. The time phrase in example (226) also illustrates that oblique ('peripheral') elements need not have scope over both verbs. In sum, occurrence of coreferential participants within a single $\tilde{C}/C$ clause is a sufficient, but not a necessary nor the only, condition for use of the coreferential clitics.

5.1.2. Verb serialization

A limited amount of verb serialization in the sense of Foley and Olson (1985) occurs. Only movement verbs may occur as the second member of a serial complex. These form one phonological word with the main verb as shown by palatalization and metathesis processes. The movement root immediately follows the other verb root or lexicalized stem.

(361) Sasiimyaasiyamu.
sa-siiy-maasiy-jaru
3SG-run-go:out-PAST3
'He ran out long ago'.

(362) Rafubëesubëesiy.
ray-nubëiy-jasumiy-jasıy
1SG-stand:up-go:up-PROX1
'I stood and got up earlier today'.
(363) Rá dipunvesumiy.
    rá-dipunvay-jasumiy
    INAN-sprout-go:up
    'It sprouted up'.

Unlike movement suffixes (Sections 5.8.3 and 5.8.4), movement roots
can occur as main verbs. (A classifier serves as a nominalizer on the
verb maay 'sleep' in (365).)

(364) Sásúmiy mísajóva.
    sa-jásúmiy mísajo-va
    3SG-go:up ladder-DAT
    'He goes up by the ladder (e.g. into the house)'.

(365) Samaasiy jímeemjuyusi.y.
    sa-maasiy jiymaay-jíy-mi-siy
    3SG-go:out COR-sleep-CZ:cloth-LOC-AB
    'He got up out of his sleeping mat/cloth'.

Foley and Olson argue that cross-linguistically, the most likely
verbs to occur in serializing constructions are intransitive verbs of
motion, location, or position:

Intransitive verbs, particularly active intransitive verbs
of motion, location, or posture, are favored in a
restricted slot to form nuclear junctures with another verb
in an open slot. These are favored because as active
intransitive verbs they introduce no new arguments in the
core, all core arguments being a function of the lexical
entry of the verb in the open slot in the juncature.

Following Foley and Olson, I hypothesize that the difference between
finite verb plus same-subject infinitival complements and serial
verb complexes in Yagua is one of 'core' versus 'nuclear' juncature.
In a nuclear juncature, all arguments of the two verbs must be the
same. 4 This is represented as in (366):
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(366) [ AUX [ V₁ : V₂ ] S  O₁  O₂ ]

Where V₂ is a movement verb root.

5.2. Adverbs

Within the verb phrase the majority of adverbs most neutrally follow the verb:

(367) Vurya ga jimiyy munátya.
    vurya-q
    iPLINC-IRR eat  first
    'We're going to eat first'.

When adverbs precede the verb, it conveys extra pragmatic force or degree of the quality expressed by the adverb. Compare (368) and (369):

(368) Sa-rupiyy váneera.
    3SG-walk fast
    'She is walking fast'.

(369) Váneera sa-rupiyy.
    'She is walking very fast'.

The heightened degree of the quality expressed or the pragmatic force communicated by preverbal positioning suggests that the preverbal adverb is actually occurring in the pragmatically marked PM position (cf. Chapters 2 and 6). However, some adverbs always precede the verb. Mitya 'just' is one such case. Mitya can be used postverbally, but only with appropriate pauses as indicated by the commas in (370a). Mitya also has the idea of 'nothing' and that is the sense conveyed in the following case.
(370) a. Néé tįį rą suvychcharavų́y
   née tįį rą suvųy-su-sara-vų́y
NEG someone IRR be:afraid-TRANS-HABIT-1PL nothing just
'There wouldn't be anyone who would frighten us, nothing,'

b. nǐinityiy järupadoođa-ra tóló-cų-niy.
ní-niy-tly järúpańu-jáda-rá
3SG-NIY-TTY bother-INF-INAN forest-CУ-in
of those who are bothering ones in the forest. (LX045)

Jááryiy 'really' and adverbial phrases with jááryiy most commonly precede the verb. By its very meaning, jááryiy is emphatic.

(371) Jááryiy váneera sa-rupiŋy.
really fast 3SG-walk
'She is walking really fast'.

(372) Jááryiy sučánų́rya jínivyiimy máásaamu.
    sa-jucánų́ry-rá jíniv-yíimu máása-jamu
really 3SG-like-INAN hammock-inside sit-INF
'He really likes to sit in the hammock'.

5.3. Subject - object asymmetries: Evidence for a verb phrase containing the object?

Positing a structural verb phrase constituent containing the verb and object is one possible way to account for subject - object asymmetries. This would be particularly motivated if the subject - object asymmetries in question could be argued to stem directly from a structural difference where the subject is immediately dominated by the sentence (or clause), while the object is immediately dominated by the verb phrase.

One subject - object asymmetry in Yagua concerns what can determine the index of the coreferential clitics jíy- and -y̆. As discussed in Chapters 2 and 3, jíy- is part of the Set I clitic paradigm and can refer to a subject, a genitive, or an object of a
postposition. The clitic -vù is part of the Set II clitic paradigm and can only refer to objects.

The clitics jìy- and -vù do not have an inherent person/number index, but take their index from something else within the C clause. This index can be controlled by a linearly preceding subject as in (373), but not by a linearly preceding object as in the ungrammatical reading for (374). Linearity alone does not account for the asymmetry, as both subject and object phrases can precede jìy and -vù clitics. Here I illustrate just for jìy:

(373) Preceding subject (underlined):
Sasuuta  Celina  jìyrooiivyiyimmii.
   sa-suuta  jìy-rooiiy-vìimu-nìì
3SG-wash Celina  COR-house-inside-3SG
'Celina insulated him/her inside her house'.

(374) Preceding object (underlined):
Sasuutaniìʼ  Anita  jìyrooiivyimmu.
   sa-suuta-nììʼ  jìy-rooiiy-vìimu
3SG-wash-3SG Anita  COR-house-inside
'She/he insulated Anita inside his/her house'.

Within certain frameworks, an explanation for this asymmetry might be (partially) sought in positing a constituent-command relation between a preceding subject and the jìy/-vù clitic, a relation which does not obtain between a preceding object and the jìy/-vù clitic. This relation does not hold between the object and the clitic because the object is 'lower' in the structure, occurring inside the verb phrase constituent. Positing SVO as the underlying basic order would facilitate such an analysis in that the verb and object are then contiguous, and a verb-plus-object constituent may be more easily argued for.
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Even if one were to posit SVO as basic in some underlying sense in order to facilitate this analysis, existence of a verb-plus-object constituent would not in itself provide a unified account for the asymmetry in what can control the index of jiy and -yù. Not only can the index be controlled by a preceding subject, but also by a preceding genitive noun as in (375) and (376), or by the object of a postposition as in (377). That is, the index can be controlled by any Set I argument.

(375) Control by Genitive (underlined; genitive NP is bracketed):
[Tomáša roori]vyiimu jichnutaníí.
roori-y-váimu jiy-suuta-níí
house-inside COR-wash-3SG
'In Tom's house he i washed him/her j.'

(376) Sasuuta [Anita roori]vyirimýu
sa-suuta rooriy-váimu-yù
3SG-wash Anita house-inside-COR0
'She i washes her j inside Anita's house'.
OR: 'She i washes herself j inside Anita's house'.

(377) Control by Object of Postposition (underlined):
radiy sìiva jìryoorivyiimu.
ray-diîy sa-îva jiy-rooriy-váimu
1SG-see 3SG-DAT COR-house-inside
'I saw him/her i inside his/her j house'.

What we need to account for is not the subject–object asymmetry, but the Set I vs. object asymmetry. Most likely a mixture of pragmatic and syntactic factors must be acknowledged in order to completely account for what can control the index of jiy- and -yù. 7 My major point here is to show that positing SVO as the basic constituent order, such that one can more comfortably say the object is part of the verb phrase, does not in itself provide a unified explanation for what can control the indices of these clitics.
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In Section 2.8 I noted another possible asymmetry between subject and object relative to question formation on arguments of embedded clauses. The available data are not conclusive as to whether such an asymmetry exists. But even if it should, there are other possible solutions besides positing a structural VP containing verb and object. First of all, subject - object (and even Set I argument - object) asymmetries are not the only ones that need to be accounted for in language. Second, there is no a priori reason that such asymmetries have to be accounted for in terms of structural or configurational relations. For example, Keenan (1984) discusses the closer semantic ties which hold between verbs and their objects (O), as opposed to verbs and their transitive subjects (A). By itself this factor might predict the existence of languages where asymmetries also exist between transitive subjects (A) and intransitive subjects (S), particularly as such semantic relations might have historically resulted in differential grammaticization of A versus S arguments, or differential behavior of A versus S arguments relative to certain syntactic phenomena. Exactly such syntactic asymmetries are, in fact, claimed to exist in some 'ergative-absolutive' languages (Dixon 1979, T. Payne 1982). However, Keenan's observation in itself does not account for languages such as Yagua where there may be asymmetries between objects (O) and intransitive subjects (S) as well. In languages such as this, why should transitive and intransitive subjects (A and S) be grouped together as opposed to objects? This is due to the fact that A and S share certain other properties which motivate grammaticization of a 'subject' category comprised of both S
and A. For example, Du Bois (1984) discusses the functional role which both S and A share in encoding given/highly topical information in discourse. Such grammaticization may have consequences in terms of subcategorization of verbs for their objects, as opposed to their subjects (both S and A). S. Anderson (1984) argues that in Kwalwa, a verb-subject-object Wakashan language, subject-object asymmetries can be accounted for by subcategorization relations, rather than a configurational relation which presupposes a structural VP consisting of verb and object. A similar account could be argued for in Yagua (if not in most languages).

5.4. Incorporation

There is some evidence that object nouns can be incorporated into a verb phrase when the verb phrase is nominalized. The object noun anomalously precedes the nominalized verb rather than follows it, though it is not phonologically bound to the verb word. The opposite order cannot be used. I have no examples of such incorporation in non-nominalized verbs. (Classifiers, as in (378), function as nominalizers. Use of -ta in (379) to derive 'sell' from 'buy' is discussed in Section 5.10.)

(378) jumufu juváavyey
      juváay-vay
      canoe make-CL:ANIM:PL
      'canoe makers'

(379) pág tā₇ryyy tempting
      tā₇ryyy-ta-ì
table buy-1-2NMLZR
      'bread seller'
5.5. Verbal morphology

Contrary to VIN, affixation in Yagua is almost exclusively suffixing. Lehmann (1973:64) suggests 'there is no tendency towards agglutinative morphology in VO languages as there is in OV languages', but this also does not hold for Yagua (and for many other VO languages).

It would be difficult, if not misleading, to describe verb structure in terms of strict positional classes. Some formatives would have to be in classes consisting of just themselves, and placement of some classes would be problematic as they evidence fluidity of positioning. As a first approximation, the organization of the verb can perhaps be visualized in terms of morpho-semantic categories, which are not to be taken as strict positional classes. (David Payne 1981 and Wise, to appear, have independently taken a similar approach to verb structure in Pre-Andine Arawakan languages. The Yagua verb is probably not as complicated as the Arawakan one.) The general organization of the verb is as follows, where the terms refer to morpho-semantic categories.
Within traditional treatments possibly everything between the ROOT and the TENSE, MODAL, and/or IMPERFECTIVITY categories would be termed 'derivational'. Although one category in (380) is termed DERIVATIONAL, in Section 5.13 I suggest that these are simply the most prototypically derivational affixes. It is very unlikely that formatives of all morpho-semantic categories would occur simultaneously on any given verb. Based on informal text counts, from zero to four suffixes is the normal range, discounting the DERIVATIONAL affixes.

There is no aspectual paradigm per se, but IMPERFECTIVITY, MOVEMENT, COMPLETIVE and ITERATION affixes all have aspectual meanings. (LOCATION suffixes also carry aspectual meanings, though perhaps to a lesser extent). There are two suffixes not represented in (380). The productive causative suffix -təniy may occur anywhere from before the category of ITERATION to before the category of MODAL. The potential/optative suffix -rụwụ is similar, though it has also been found to occur before DERIVATIONAL affixes and does not clearly follow IMPERFECTIVITY suffixes. Differences in meaning may be conveyed by different orderings. Though these differences are often subtle, they suggest that a linear position class approach is an inaccurate way to view the structure within the verb. Rather, there is cyclicity of structure (Section 5.13). In the following sections I will start with discussion of tense (including but not limited to the TENSE formatives indicated in (380)), and generally work backwards to the DERIVATIONAL affixes. Following that, Sections 5.11 and 5.12
discuss the more variably ordered causative tāniy and potential/optative -rūbūy.

5.6. Tense

I define tense as that which 'relates the time of the situation referred to to some other time, usually to the moment of speaking' (Comrie 1976:1, 2). This definition does not restrict us to looking for one specific class of formatives which indicates time reference, though I exclude time words such as tāariy 'yesterday' and tāariymyusiy 'tomorrow' from consideration. In Yagua there are three basic ways of indicating time reference: by means of the formative set labeled TENSE in (380), by use of a pre-verbal modal auxiliary to indicate future, or by the absence of both of these means to indicate present or narrative present.

Most theoretical treatments of tense recognize two or three possible semantic distinctions (cf. Lyons 1968, Comrie 1976, Steele 1978). Nevertheless, greater multiplicity of time reference is attested (Comrie 1985, Chapter 4). In Yagua, seven time distinctions are made by the three means mentioned above. These are future, present and narrative present, proximate future or immediate past (PROX1), proximate future or one day ago past (PROX2), several weeks ago past (PAST1), several months ago past (PAST2), and distant or legendary past (PAST3). Similar multiplicity of past time reference is found in the Panoan, and some of the Tacanan languages of the Amazon basin.
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5.6.1. Future

Reference to future time, i.e., time following the time of reference (usually the time of speaking), is most neutrally indicated by the modal auxiliary ə or ra 'irrealis' which precedes the semantically main verb. The irrealis ə is prefixed with the regular Set I clitics. As mentioned in Section 2.3, when the third person plural prefix riy- is used, the allomorphic variant ra occurs, resulting in the form: rirya. When a fronted free noun phrase occurs, however, the variant ra is used without prefixation of the subject reference morphemes.

(381) Səə jumutaray.
    sa-ə jumuta-ray
    3SG-IRR help-1SG
    'He/she is going to help me.'

(382) Rirya caásaírya.
    riy-ra caásaíy-ra
    3PL-IRR finish-INAN
    'They will finish it.'

(383) Tomása ra jiya.
    ra jiya
    Tom IRR go
    'Tom will go.'

The irrealis ə plus the second position enclitic -numaa 'now' can indicate imminent future:

(384) Śaanumaa jiya.
    sa-ə-numaa jiya
    3SG-IRR-now go
    'He is now about to go.'

Actions indicated in commands are perforce future to the time of speaking. Commands also employ the irrealis ə (cf. Section 2.3).
(385) Néé yəa júuyəa!
   jiy-a júuy-yəa
NEG 2SG-IRR fall-DISTRIB
'Don't fall (all over)!'

A modal future sense is conveyed by -ə plus the 2C second
position clitic -məa 'perfect'.

(386) Vuryaŋmaa múrraŋy.
vurya-ə-məa
1PLINC-IRR-PERF sing
'Let's sing (literally: We must/ought to sing).'

Use of some mark of perfect to indicate modal force is not an
idiosyncratic feature of Yagua. Compare English I have gone (perfect)
versus I have to go (modal), and Spanish Ha comido 'he has eaten'
(perfect) versus Ha de comer 'he has to eat' (modal). This suggests
the existence of some cross-language, functional principle relating
perfect aspect and certain modal ideas.

The proximate tense formatives -jasiy (PROX1) and -jáy (PROX2)
most neutrally indicate past tense (Section 5.6.3). However, when
used with the irrealis ə, they indicate time future to the time of
speaking. Thus they indicate time on both sides of the time of
reference. P. Powelson (1982) hypothesizes that -jasiy plus ə results
in a 'hortatory future', though the translation given for (387a) does
not obviously support this.

(387) a. Yaŋuməatuy jitoŋjasiy yünoodamu,
   jiy-a-nymaатiy jitoŋ-jasiy yünood-amu
2SG-IRR-when arrive:there-PROX1 COR-mother-LOC
'When you arrive where your mother is,
b. yqaa juteesi y naadiiva...
jiy-a jutey-jeesi y naada-iva...
2SG-IRR say-PROX1 3DL-DAT
'you tell her...'

P. Powlison (1982) hypothesizes that -jay plus a indicates 'future destiny', as per the following example:

(388) Mityanmmaa jiryaa nicyeejay vidyajaréé.
mitya-nummaa jiryey-a nicyee-jay vidya-jarëé
just-now 2PL-IRR speak-PROX2 sunlight-under
'From now on you (plural) will chirp just on bright days.'

The 'frustrative/could' modal auxiliary riy can convey future time reference when used in the 'could' sense. This is illustrated in Section 2.3. When riy is used in its 'frustrative' sense however, it does not necessarily convey future tense.

5.6.2. Present

present tense is indicated by absence of TENSE formatives and absence of the modal auxiliaries a 'irrealis' or riy in the sense of 'could'.

(389) Riiváarya.
ray-jiváay-rà
1SG-make-INAN
'I make it/I am making it.'

(390) Siiyiyi.
sa-jimiyiy
3SG-eat
'He eats/he is eating.'

As the translations in (389) and (390) indicate, the present tense has either an inherent progressive or an imperfect aspect. It can,
however, be used in conjunction with any of the aspectual formatives, yielding non-progressive or perfective meanings as well.

'Narrative present' is a phenomenon where the time reference is set at the beginning of a text, whereafter a present tense form is used to refer to actions understood as occurring in the past (Comrie 1976:73–8). In Yagua, narrative present is indicated by lack of TENSE formatives and absence of the modal auxiliaries ã and (sometimes) rîy, just as is present tense. The following example is taken from the beginning of a historical narrative:

(391) Savichamikaye Moqui, jàsâurya ...
sa-vîcha-nûy-jada 3SG-be-IMPF-PAST3 Moqui warrior
Sîîtûj jîîta munufu rîyoorîryqî, nupócumusîy.
sa-jîtûj rîy-roorîrîqî nupócu-mu-sîy
3SG-arrive:here JÎÎTA savage 3PL-house-around darkness-LOC-AB

'Long ago lived Moqui, a warrior... The savages arrive (=arrived) around their house (of Moqui and friends) in the darkness'. (TWO01)

5.6.3. Past

Time previous to the time of reference or time of speaking is indicated by one of five suffixes. A few hours previous to the time of reference is indicated by -jâsîy (PROX1):

(392) Rayâsîy.
ray-jîya-jâsîy 1SG-go-PROX1
'I went (e.g. this morning).'

-jâsîy is not glossed as a past tense since in combination with ã
'irrealis' a future (probably modal) time is understood (Section 5.6.1).

Time one day previous to the time of reference is indicated by -jáy (PROX2):

(393) Rijmúnjéhíi.
ray-jumúuy-jáy-níí
1SG-see-PROX2-3SG
'I saw him (yesterday).'</nJay also is not glossed as a past tense since future time is understood when it occurs in combination with a 'irrealis' (Section 5.6.1).

Speakers vary somewhat on interpretation of -siy (PAST1) and -tíy (PAST2). For some, -siy indicates time from roughly one week ago to one or more months ago. -tíy indicates time from roughly one to two months ago up to one or two years ago. For other speakers, -tíy indicates time from as much as four to five months ago up to one or two years ago. Presumably these speakers would extend the time reference of -siy to more than approximately one month ago.

(394) Sadiichimyaa.
sa-diiy-siy-maa
3SG-die-PAST1-PERF
'He has died (between a week and a month ago).'</nIn the context in which (394) was elicited the death had occurred about a week previous to the time of speaking. Compare (394) with (395):
(395) Sadiitmyaa.
  sa-diiy-tiy-maa
  3SG-die-PAST2-PERF
  'He has died (between 1 to 2 months and a year ago).'

  Distant or legendary past is indicated by -jada (V) or -janu
  (CAH, SJL) (PAST3). 9

(396) Raryupeeda.
  ray-rupay-jada
  1SG-be:born-PAST3
  'I was born (a number of years ago).'

(397) Saramitihnyada  jänariy munatyij.
  sa-ramityi-nüy-jada  munatyi-ı
  3SG-ford-IMPF-PAST3 deer first-NMLZR
  'The first deer used to ford (rivers).' (FSQ001)

  The two proximate suffixes -jasiy and -jay do not co-occur with
  the iterative suffixes -jayaa 'iterative' and -jaa (variant -yaa
  'iterative movement to some location.' There is no such co-occurrence
  restriction with the other past tense suffixes. Compare (398) and
  (399) with (400) and (401).

(398) *Rameejeyaa-jasiy Páuro roorimyu.
  'This morning I slept (iteratively) in Paul's house'.

  *Rameejeyay-jay
  'Yesterday I slept (iteratively)'.

(399) *Rameejyaa-jasiy
  'A few hours ago I went (iteratively
  over there) to sleep'.

  *Rameejyay-jay
  'Yesterday I went (iteratively over
  there) to sleep'.

(400) Rameejeyaa-siy
  'Several weeks ago I slept (iteratively)'.
Rameejeyaa-tiy
  'Several months ago ....'
Rameejeyaa-jada
  'A long time ago ....'

(401) Rameejyaa-siy
  'Several weeks ago I went (iteratively
  over there) to sleep'.
Rameejyaa-tiy
  'Several months ago .....'
Rameejyaa-jada
  'A long time ago .....'
5.7. Modal suffixes

No one formative set indicates mood. The semantic categories of conditional (Section 2.11), deitative or obligation (Sections 2.3 and 2.4.1), degrees of certainty and warning (Section 2.7.2), and desiderative/potential/optative mood (Section 5.12) are expressed by distinct means. In this section I discuss the MODAL verbal suffixes -\textit{vaa} and -\textit{tata}.

Paul Poulison (personal communication) suggests that -\textit{vaa} means 'action achieved' (ACHIEVE). However, it almost always occurs in negative contexts, conveying 'action not achieved'. It occurs after ITERATIVITY and MOVEMENT suffixes, but before the IMPERFECTIVITY suffix -\textit{sara}:

(402) Såboodun junoodee ri\textit{j}itityemuyəŋ\textit{q}ə\textit{v}ə\textit{q}ə\textit{d}ay.
såb\textit{o}o-dun junoo-dee ra\textit{y}i\textit{t}ityemuy-nay\textit{q}ə-\textit{v}ə\textit{q}ə-\textit{d}ay
sweet-CL:tube head-DIM 1SG-put-in-going:aimlessly-ACHIEVE-DAY
'Little cane hearts I am going all over putting in (planting)'. (IW075)

(403) Dafu vá\textit{n}ay du\textit{s}i sə-ə
thux-not possible blow-O:NOM:ANIM:SG 3SG-IRR
cha-vəq-sara,
be-ACHIEVE-HABIT
'Thus he can't be killed (with a blowgun)'.

(404) Dantya-muy yəq jəta-qəq-vəq-sara narya-day
thus-NEG 2sg:IRR move-DISTRIBUT-ACHIEVE-HABIT day-DAY
'Neither will you move (to another place) during the day'. (IX204)

The suffix -\textit{tata} 'deitative' indicates that the subject had better do something. It occurs most often in direct speech.
(405) Saaniiduutyatqatiiyu.
  sááda-jičutya-tqata-iyū
2DL-prepare-DEB-CORO
'You had better get yourself ready'. (DAV033)

(406) Jidyutqata-nii  jamiryī  tįtiţajū.
jiy-duu-tqata-nii
2SG-blow-DEB-3SG  selection all
'You have to shoot a selection of all kinds'.

5.8. Aspect

No one paradigmatic set of formatives indicates aspect. I approach the topic primarily from a semantic perspective, discussing formatives from different paradigms which have some aspectual meaning. I define aspect as the way in which 'the internal temporal constituency of a situation' is viewed (Comrie 1976:3). The two second position Ḳ clitics -maa and -numaa might be considered aspectual (Section 2.4.1). Brief discussion of their aspectual meanings is given in Section 5.8.1. Following that, specifically verbal aspectual morphology is discussed in Sections 5.8.2 through 5.8.6. The formative sets particularly in question are IMPERFECTIVITY, MOVEMENT, COMPLETIVE, and ITERATION.

5.8.1. Clitics with aspectual overtones

Though not part of the verbal morphology or verb phrase per se, the Ḳ second position clitics -maa and -numaa have aspectual overtones. The enclitic -maa is a true 'perfect' which in the present tense indicates a past situation that has continuing relevance for the present. In past tenses it indicates a relation between a past state and an earlier situation (Comrie 1976:52, '53). It is frequently
(and in the speech of some, almost always) employed whenever the "completive" formative -muny is used.

(407) Riyamaa riryoorimyújú. (PRESENT)
    riy-ya-maa riy-roori-nyu-mú-jú
3PL-go-PERF 3PL-house-LOC-AL
'They have gone to their house.'

(408) Naadasutamumyáa. (PRESENT)
    naada-suuta-muny-nya
3DL-wash-COMPLT-PERF
'She has finished washing.'

(409) Sasuntilimmuyéesimyáa. (PROXIMATE 1) (CAH)
    sa-suuta-imu-muny-jásiy-maa
3SG-wash-down:river-COMPLT-PFX1-PERF
'She has finished washing down river (a few hours ago).'

(410) Rijyootadaadamaa murrągyamun (PAST 3)
    riy-jolota-jada-maa murrągy-jamu
3PL-begin-PAST3-PERF sing-INF
'They had begun to sing (long ago).'

Apparently it is not possible to use -maa to express a future perfective such as 'We will have sung.' It can be used with -tiiy clauses (Section 2.11.) when these have a 'when' reading, but apparently not when they have a future conditional reading:

(411) Sadidiirvee rooriymuu. 
    sa-diiy-nuvee rooriy-mu
3SG-die-on:arrival:there house-LOC

    sa-munú-miá-tiiy jusimu-nií.
    3SG-kill-PERF-TIY Sitaracu-3SG

'He died on arrival at the house, when the Sitaracu (=a group of people) had killed him'. (TS025)

The enclitic -numaa 'now' carries an imperfective idea, but a single definition is difficult to formulate. With non-stative verbs as in (412) and (413) it indicates progressiveness. This is also
evident in the contrast between (414a) with -numaa and (414d) with the completive -muuy.

(412) Riyanáufumaa jatuvaay váriy.
    riy-ya-númy-numaa jatu-vay
3PL-go-IMPF-now drink-CL:ANIM:PL then
'The drinkers are going now, then.'

(413) Jityeerynumaa.
    jiy-tááryu-numaa
2SG-return-now
'You are returning'.

(414) a. rájuyuyanumaa naadasútyay yúíva, "Tipyé"
    rá-júuy-yaq-numaa naada-sútyay yúíva
in-an-fall-DISTRIB-now 3DL-shelter COR-DAT
'Their shelter fell all over them "Tipyé!"'.

b. naada-sáfiy-yaq-jasúmiy
    3DL-shriek-DISTRIB-go:up
'They jump up shrieking'.

c. "Jeen! Naapyáruftumaa."
    naay-páryu-numaa
1DLEXCL-get:wet-now
'Jeen! We are getting wet!'

d. Rájuyuyammuuy naadasútyay tiştáju.
    rá-júuy-yaq-muuy naada-sútyay
in-an-fall-DISTRIB-COMP 3DL-shelter all
'Their shelter completely finished falling'. (KT039-042)

In stative contexts -numaa indicates a situation that is presently true:

(415) Vásee sàqúrfumaatéenii
    sa-jáariy-numaa-tée-nii
directly 3SG-below-NOW-really-3SG
'He is now directly under him'.

(416) Mítya rícädeenumaa.
    rúca-dee-numaa
just spine-DIM-NOW
'It's just bones now'.
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-Numaa can be prospective, indicating something one intends to do or a situation which is imminent. For example, (417) can be used to indicate one's intention to leave.

(417) Rayanumaa.
ray-jiya-numaa
1SG-go-now
'I'm going now.'

5.8.2. Imperfectivity

An imperfective action is defined as one in which explicit reference is made to the internal temporal structure of a situation, viewing a situation from within (Comrie 1976:24). There are a number of formatives in Yagua which have an imperfective meaning. Those belonging to the IMPERFECTIVITY morpho-semantic set are -ńúy 'imperfective, -sara 'habitual' and -jancha (variants -janumucha and -jadamucha) 'continuative.' These suffixes follow the UNBOUNDED MOVEMENT suffixes, as shown in (419).

In discourse -ńúy 'imperfective' is is often used in past or narrative present tense descriptions and background information. It is most neutrally taken as indicating past time, even when no overt tense formative is used, though it may be taken with a present tense sense when the context so indicates. Since present tense is inherently imperfect and/or progressive in Yagua, additional use of -ńúy would just reinforce this aspectual notion when the present tense is understood.
(418) Ṛachun-Ray-sucutha-núuy
1SG-wash-IMPF
'I was washing/I am washing.'

(419) Naadasuutanaayqaríyadya.
naada-suuta-naayqaríy-jada
3DL-wash-going:aimlessly-IMPF-PAST3
'She used to go all over washing'.

*Naadasuutanaayqaríyadya.
naada-suuta-núuy-naayqaríy-jada

The formative -sara is a timeless habitual which cannot occur with any of the tense formatives, as shown in (421). For some speakers it is also unacceptable with any other IMPERFECTIVITY formatives. For some speakers it can occur with the COMPLETIVE -muuy, as shown in (423) versus (424). With all speakers it can occur with the ITERATIVE and UNBOUNDED MOVEMENT formatives, as in (425) through (427).

(420) Rameechara.
ray-may-sara
1SG-sleep-HABIT
'I'm always sleeping.'

(421) *Saramítchusara-jadya. (TENSE)
sa-ramítchu-sara-jada
3SG-ford-HABIT-PAST3
'He always forded (across a river) long ago.'

(422) *Saramítchu-núuy-sara. (IMPERFECTIVE)
sa-ramítchu-núuy-sara
3SG-ford-IMPF-HABIT
'He's always fording.'

*Sa-ramítchu-sara-núuy

(423) For some speakers: (COMPLETIVE)
*Naadasuutamuy-sara.
naada-suuta-muuy-sara
3DL-wash-COMPLT-HABIT
'She always finishes washing/She finishes always washing.'
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(424) For some speakers: Reproductive
Rachutamuchara.
ray-suuta-muu-y-sara
1SG-wash-COMPLT-HABIT
'I always finish washing'.

(425) Syuunaatyaniyey sasaraya.
sa-junasy-ta-ni-y-jaya-sara-ya
3SG-cry-CAUS-ITER-HABIT-1SG
'He's always making me cry.'

(426) Samaachajasya-sara.
sa-maay-ja-jas-sara
3SG-sleep-up:river-ITER:MVT-HABIT
'He always goes up river to sleep'.

(427) Naadasyutatityii-sara.
naa-da-suuta-ti-ti-yii-sara
3DL-wash-going:directly-HABIT
'She always goes (or comes) washing'.

The formative -jancha 'continuous' means to do something without letting up or without stopping to rest. (According to one language consultant, -janumucha/-jamuchcha is a 'more technical' form used primarily by older members of the community but with the same meaning.)

(428) Riiyencha-ra.
ray-jiriy-jancha-ra
1SG-hold-CONT-INAN
'I keep on holding it (e.g., up in the air, without resting).' 

(429) Naananyyencha.
naa-naa-ne-y-jancha
3DL-bathe-CONT
'They (two) keep on bathing.'

5.8.3. Unbounded movement

As with many South American indigenous languages, location and movement are important semantic features of Yagua. (Location is discussed in Section 5.9). Two types of movement with which the
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action of the verb is carried out can be indicated by verbal
suffixes. The UNBOUNDED MOVEMENT formatives indicate that a
particular action is carried out throughout the time during which one
is going along, or else they are unspecific with regard to the point
or points at which the action was done relative to the movement. The
relationship between action and movement is indicated in (430):

(430) ←——— ACTION ————→
    ←——— MOVEMENT ————→

The suffix -tityiy indicates that the action is done while
going along directly to some destination. -Nayaa indicates that the
action is done while wandering more or less aimlessly. These suffixes
impair an imperfective or iterative sense to the action. They precede
the IMPERFECTIVITY affixes as in (431) through (433).

(431) Naadasuntatityiimúuyada.
    naada-suuta-tityiy-múuy-jada
    3DL-wash-going:directly-IMPF-PAST3
    'She always comes washing'.

*Naadasuutanúuyityiiyiyada.
    naada-suuta-muyu-tityiy-jada
    3DL-wash-IMPF-going:directly-PAST3

(432) Rameetityiiyiyencha.
    ray-maay-tityiy-jancha
    1SG-sleep-going:directly-CONT
    'I sleep while going along (as in a car)'.

*Rameeyenchatityiyiy.
    ray-maay-jancha-tityiy
    1SG-sleep-CONT-going:directly

(433) Siimiifaygasara rupiyadamu
    sa-jimyi-nayqa-sara rupiyy-jada-mu
    3SG-eat-going:aimlessly-HABIT walk-INF-LOC
    'He always eats while traveling all over'.
They follow the COMPLETIVE -muuy as in (434). When they co-occur with -muuy, the resultant meaning is perhaps one of iterative completion of an action:

(434) Siimiyuutilityiimyáâra.
    sa-jímyi-y-muuy-títyii-y-maa-rà
    3SG-eat-COMPLT-going:directly-PERF-inan
    'He completed eating it while going along'. (But it could be
    that he did not finish all the food on one occasion.)

*Naadasuutatityiimyuuyada.
    naada-suuta-títyii-y-muuy-jada
    3DL-wash-going:directly-COMPLT-PAST3

The UNBOUND MOVEMENT suffixes most neutrally follow the potential/optative suffix -ryûy, when both movement and -ryûy have scope over a single participant (cf. Section 5.12):

(435) Sûnnaaryťityiilyi.
    sa-jûnaay-ryûy-títyiily
    3SG-cry-POT-going:directly
    'He wants to cry while going along directly'.

(436) Sûnnaaryûñeyya.
    sa-jûnaay-ryûy-nayya
    3SG-cry-POT-going:aimlessly
    'He wants to cry while going all over the place'.

(437) ?Siimityiityiiryûy.
    sa-jímyi-y-títyii-y-ryûy
    3SG-eat-going:directly-POT
    'He wants to eat while going along directly'.

UNBOUND MOVEMENT suffixes do not easily co-occur with BOUNDED MOVEMENT suffixes which convey a more punctual sense (Section 5.8.4), nor with ITERATIVITY suffixes (Section 5.8.5).
5.8.4. Bounded movement

The BOUNDED MOVEMENT suffixes either bound the beginning, ending, or both beginning and ending of an action. They are more inherently perfective and/or punctual in aspect than are the UNBOUNDED MOVEMENT suffixes. Thus, there is some question about their acceptability with -jancha 'continuous', though they do occur with -núy 'imperfective'. There are some co-occurrence restrictions with the UNBOUNDED MOVEMENT suffixes which also convey an imperfective sense (Section 5.8.3). Compare (440) and (441) below, for example. They do not co-occur with the stationary LOCATION suffixes.

The suffix -nuviː indicates 'action done upon arrival at the point of reference', while -nuvee indicates 'action done upon arrival at some location away from the point of reference'. These suffixes are related to the verb roots viː or viy 'arrive here' and veey 'arrive there'. Both these suffixes put a bound on the terminal point of the movement relative to some other action, as indicated in (438):

(438)  --------- MOVEMENT --------- > ) ACTION

(439)  Juntutąqasá s̑ȗyəvəʃnuviːnúyjanu.
        junti-tqasá sa-juvay-nuviː-nyu-y-janu
        post-middle 3SG-hit-on:arrival:here-IMPF-PAST3
        'Upon arrival here he hit/was hitting on the (house) post'.

(440)  Sa-suuta-nayəʔa-nuvee.
        3SG-wash-going:aimlessly-on:arrival:there
        'He washes there, over there, over there, whenever he arrives there'.

(441)  But:
        *Sasuunatityiminuviː.
        sa-suuta-tityi-y-nuviː
        3SG-wash-going:directly-on:arrival:here
(442) Naanu-suuta-nuuee rārop-tāsā-rā sūjāy.
3DL-wash-on:arrival:there up:river-middle-INAN clothes
'Upon arrival upriver she washed the clothes'.

The suffix -chiy or -siy indicates action done in preparation for, or upon departure. This is probably etymologically related to the ablative postposition -siy, or to the verbs sīiy 'run' or maasīy 'go out'. It puts a bound on the inception of the movement relative to some action, as indicated in (443):

(443) ACTION ( ———— MOVEMENT ———— ———— ————

(444) Naadasuutachīmūjéy.
naada-suuta-chiy-mūy-jáy
3DL-wash-DEPARTING-IMPF-PROX2
'As the last thing before leaving, she washed yesterday'

(445) Sa-nicyee-siy.
3SG-talk-DEPARTING
'She talked running away'.

The suffix -rii indicates 'action done enroute'. It is more punctual in aspect, putting a bound both on the ending of part of the movement, and a bound on the resumption of the movement relative to some action. This is diagrammed in (446):

(446) ——— MOVEMENT ———> ) ACTION ( ——— MOVEMENT ———>

(447) Vuummeerijjanu tāriy.
vuūy-maay-rii-janu
1PLINC-sleep-enroute-PAST3 long:ago
'Long ago we slept enroute'.

(448) Siimiyārii vóōca.
sa-jimiyi-yág-rii
3SG-eat-DISTRIB-enroute cow
'The cow chews while travelling'.

Example (448) does not imply that chewing and the travelling are simultaneous. Rather, as the cow is travelling along, she stops
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(perhaps several times) to chew for a limited amount of time, and then continues travelling. The 'chewing' is viewed as an event which punctuates the travelling. The effect of the UNBOUNDED MOVEMENT suffix _-tityiiy_ in (449), relative to its absence in (448), is to indicate that the stopping almost certainly occurred several times. Since _-tityiiy_ has an inherent imperfective meaning and _-rii_ has an inherent punctual meaning, the resulting combination can only be interpreted as an iterative event.

(449) Siimiriį,i̠tityiiy.
    sa-jimiyi-rii-tityiiy
3SG-eat-enroute-going:directly
'He stops enroute while going along to eat'.

*Siimityi̠rityiiy
    sa-jimiyi-tityiiy-rii

(449) shows that _-rii_ 'enroute' can co-occur with UNBOUNDED MOVEMENT suffix _-tityiiy_, though this is not possible with the suffixes which bound only the inception or termination of the movement. With _-naya_, however, all the BOUNDED MOVEMENT suffixes appear to be acceptable. This is perhaps because _-tityiiy_ more clearly implies a single destination, while _-naya_ implies no specific destination and thus iterative stopping at various points may be possible. With _-naya_, order of BOUNDED and UNBOUNDED MOVEMENT suffixes may vary, perhaps with subtle differences in semantic scope:

(450) Naada-suuta-nuvį,i̠i-naya.
    3DL-wash-cn:arrival:here-going:aimlessly
'She washes here, over here, over here, whenever she arrives here'. (There may be only one area of reference, with the washing done at various points within that area of reference.)
(451) Naada-suuta-nayqa-nuvii-jada
3DL-wash-going:aimlessly-on:arrival:here-PAST3
'She used to come to every place to wash'.
(There may be multiple points of reference.)

As in (449) above, -rįį can only precede -tityiyy. But it can occur on either side of -naya. Compare (452) with the ungrammatical example in (449):

(452) Naada-suuta-nayqa-rįį.
3DL-wash-going:aimlessly-enroute
'She stops to wash all over the place'.

Again, the variation in order reflecting differences in semantic scope may be possible with -naya because it allows interpretation of various locations, while -tityiyy implies only a single destination.

Use of -rįį 'enroute' is possible with the iterative formatives jayaa 'iterative' and -jadapuyrii 'lack of iteration'. It precedes these iterative formatives. Apparently it does not occur with -jaa 'iterative movement' (cf. Section 5.8.5).

(453) Naada-suuta-rįį-jadapuyrii-rà.
3DL-wash-enroute-ONE:MMT-INAN
'She stopped enroute to wash it all at once'.

(454) Naada-suuta-rįį-jayaa.
3DL-wash-enroute-ITER
'She always stops enroute to wash'.

(455) ?Naada-suuta-rįį-jàaa.
3DL-wash-enroute-ITER:MMT
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5.8.5. Iteration

'Iterative' is defined as a situation which is repeated. There are two productive iterative morphemes. First, -jaa indicates 'iterative movement to some other location.'

(456) Rameeyqatíiy.
ray-maay-jaa-tiy
1SG-sleep-ITER:MVMT-PAST2
'Several months ago I went there various times to sleep.'

(457) Raryečhajágára.
ray-rāčha-jaa-rā
1SG-cut-ITER:MVMT-INAN
'I go there various times to cut it.'

The tense morphemes -jásiy 'proximate 1' and -jáy 'proximate 2' do not occur with -jaa, though future, present and the other past tenses are not so restricted (cf. Section 5.6.3).

The suffix -jaya is semantically more neutral than -jaa in that it does not imply movement. Compare the following with (456) and (457) above:

(458) Rameeyqasiy.
ray-maay-jaya-siy
1SG-sleep-ITER-PAST1
'A few weeks ago I slept various times.'

(459) Raryečhajayágra.
ray-rāčha-jaya-rā
1SG-cut-ITER-INAN
'I cut it various times / I cut it all the time.'

(460) Ráchmutajayámuuyáda.
ray-suuta-jaya-rúuy-jada
1SG-wash-ITER-IMPF-PAST3
'I used to wash all the time / I used to live washing.'

It is extremely common for -jaya to occur whenever the IMPERFECTIVITY formative -sara 'habitual' is used:
(461) Naadasuutajayqasara.
    naada-suuta-jaya-sara
    3DL-wash-ITER-HAB
    'She is always washing.'

As (460) above shows, -jayaa can occur with the 'imperfective'
-jóyy. It does not occur with the 'completive' -muny:

(462) *Rameejeyqamuny.
    ray-maaju-jayq-muny
    1SG-sleep-ITER-COMPLT
    'I finished sleeping various times / I finished
    sleeping (and waking up).'</nike>

Like the iterative movement formative -jáa, -jayaa does not occur
with the -jásiy and -jáy tenses (cf. Section 5.6.3).

'Semelfactive' is defined as a situation which takes place once
and only once (Comrie 1976:42). This aspect can be indicated by the
formative -janupúuryii (dialect variant -jadapúuryii) 'suddenly' or
'with one action'. In other words, -janupúuryii indicates lack of
iteration. It does not (easily) occur with verbs which have an
inherent imperfective sense, such as jimiy 'eat', rupíiy 'walk',
saayaa 'row' (and such collocations are unacceptable to some
speakers).

(463) Raryeçchaadapúuryii-ra.
    ray-rächacha-jadapúuryii-rá
    1SG-cut-ONE:MMT-IMAN
    'I cut it with a single blow.'

As in (463), -jadapúuryii most easily occurs with roots indicating
some type of movement. It can, however, be used with some
non-movement roots to figuratively convey 'quickly' or
'instantaneously.'
(464) Samaayadapụryį́jima.
    sa-maa-jadapụryį́j-maa
3SG-sleep-ONE:BUY-PERF
'She has gone right to sleep; She has gone to sleep
right away.' (Lit: 'She has gone to sleep with one blow'.)

The suffix -yaa or -ya 'distributive' is somewhat problematic.
The same formative appears to occur both contiguous to the root
forming well-lexicalized verb stems, and also towards the periphery
of the verb, perhaps even following the clitic -numaa.¹⁰

(465) Sarąyaqтаниf míii.
    sa-řay-yąq-tāniy-muuį́-nii
3SG-jump-DISTRIBUT-CAUS-on:arrival:here-3SG
'He makes him dance upon arrival here'.

(466) Ṣịpeniyąnymayą́.
    ray-įpeniy-yąq-numaa-yaq
1SG-foot:quick-DISTRIBUT-now-DISTRIBUT

The suggested analysis of (466) is not certain. -Numayą́ is
conceivably a variant of -navaa 'go aimlessly all over the place'
(Section 5.2.3). -Yaa in (467) below, however, is clearly not part of
-saniy, much less of -numaa.

Although not strictly iterative, -saniy 'group action done at
the same time' has broader semantic associations with iterative
formatives. Both -saniy and other iterative formatives indicate that
the action is in some way distributed, either by the number of
persons effecting the action, the number of entities receiving the
action, or repetition of the action itself.

(467) Ruuvąachaniyaa jumny samoomu.
    riy-juvąay-saniy-yaa sa-moo-mu
3PL-make-group:action-YAA war:club 3SG-face:LOC
'They are making stone axes in front of him'. (LC055)
Powlison (1982) gives examples of -niyaq 'group action carried out by individuals successively'.

(468) Jiyuniy riryamuñiyaøjada.
jiyu-niy riy-ramuy-niyaq-jada
'Here they passed by in a file long ago'.

-Tiiy is an iterative formative used only with certain roots conveying some type of movement (cf. Section 5.10).

(469) a. Rayqeqchatiiy.
ray-raqcha-tiiy
1SG-cut-ITER
'I cut repetitively.'

Compare:

ray-jumuy-tiiy-nii
1SG-look-ITER-3SG
'I am looking at him repetitively.'

Example (469a) could be interpreted as 'I cut one thing many times,' as 'I cut many things one time each,' or as 'I cut many things many times each.' However, -tiiy does not have a partitive sense; (469a) does not (necessarily) mean that I cut something just partially.

5.8.6. Completive

Following Comrie (1976: 18), a perfective action is defined as one which is viewed in its entirety including beginning, middle, and end. There is no morpheme in Yagua which has exactly this meaning. However, -muuy 'completive' comes close to it. It can, for example, be used to describe a situation in which there are a number of trees, all of which fall down.
(470) Rōāpatyemyuunchiy nānu.
   rā-jupaty-a-ya-mny-siy
   INAN-fall-ANTCAUS-COMPLT-PAST1 tree
   'The trees all fell down a few weeks ago.'

If the situation is such that there are a number of trees but only one or two fall down, it is not appropriate to use -muuy. Similarly, (471) communicates the idea of eating up everything with nothing left over.

(471) Siimtyānimyuufiī.
   sa-jimiy-tāniy-mnuy-nii
   3SG-eat-CAUS-COMPLT-3SG
   'He makes him eat everything up/He makes him finish eating.'

(472) Raŋ' jimiyuyy tiįtājura.
   ray-a jimiy-uy-muy tiįtāju-rā
   1SG-IRR eat-COMPLT all-INAN
   'I'm going to completely eat everything.'

Unlike a true perfective, -muuy places heavy emphasis on the termination of an action. It does not indicate just that an action has stopped, as though it were interrupted, but rather that it is completed. Because of this it is best viewed as 'completive' rather than 'perfective'.

(473) Saŋa jițįį sanumāatiy juvāamuyuy.
   sa-ŋa sa-numaatiy jvuāay-mnuy
   3SG-IRR arrive:here 3SG-when work-COMPLT
   'He's going to come when he finishes working.'

(474) Rachutamuufumaa.
   ray-suuta-mnuy-numaa
   1SG-wash-COMPLT-now
   'I'm now finished washing.'

(475) Saqiviyuychumunuyyu
   sa-qiviyuy-su-mnuy-ŋuy
   3SG-deceive-TRNS-COMPLT-POT
   'He wants to stop deceiving.'
If -muny were a true perfective, I would expect the meaning of (475) to be 'He wants to deceive completely' rather than 'He wants to stop deceiving.'

With regard to position in the verb, -muny is strange. Semantically it is most closely opposed to -muy 'imperfective', and thus we might expect it to fall more or less into the same paradigm as the IMPERFECTIVITY suffixes. However, positionally it is not part of this set. It occurs before UNBOUNDED MOVEMENT suffixes such as -tityi in (476), and after BOUNDED MOVEMENT suffixes such as rii in (477). Ungrammatical examples show ordering relations which cannot occur.

(476) Naadasuntammutiityi iyada.
naada-suuta-muny-tityi–y–yada
3DL-wash-COMPLT-going:directly-PAST3
'Long ago, she went along finishing washing'.

*Naadasuntatityi myuyuyada.
naada-suuta-tityi–y–y–yada

(477) Siimiiri ji munuyayá.
sa-jimiyi–ri–muuy–m–aa
3SG-eat-enroute-COMPLT-PERF
'He has finished eating enroute'.

*Siimiiruyryíj.
sa–ji–myi–muuy–ri–j

It precedes ITERATION suffixes such as -jadapuyri 'with one action':
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(478) Rachúúmyunyadap/wsryi:ra.
   ray-súyy-muy-jadap/wsryi:ra-rà
   1SG-bite-COMPLT-ONE:MVT-INAN
   'I finished biting all at once (and there isn't any food left)'.

These distributional facts might suggest that its basic position is preceding the ITERATIVE formatives. However, it appears to have variable positioning relative to the IMPERFECTIVITY suffixes, which quite clearly come towards the end of the verbal suffix string:

(479) Süúnaamyunyenchajáy.
   sa-júnaay-muy-jancha-jáy
   3SG-cry-COMPLT-CONT-PROX2
   'She finished crying yesterday (and had been crying a long time)'.

(480) Süúnaayamuchamunujéy.
   sa-júnaay-janumucha-muy-jáy
   3SG-cry-CONT-COMPLT-PROX2
   'She finished crying yesterday (and had been crying a long time)'.

As an alternative to -muy, termination of an action may be conveyed analytically using the verb càasyi: 'to finish'.

(481) Vuúcyàásiimyaa jyuemnii tí:qui nibi.
   vuy-càásiy-ima jyuy-janu-nii
   1PLINCL-finish-PERF kill-INT-3SG one:ANIM:SG oscelot
   'We have finished killing an oscelot'.

In contrast to -muy 'completive', there is no particular verbal morphology indicating 'ingressive' (beginning of action). Rather, this must be rendered analytically using the verb joota 'begin' plus another verb in an infinitival form.
5.9. Location

The LOCATIONAL suffixes represented in (380) indicate that the action was done at a stationary place. These are mutually exclusive with the MOVEMENT suffixes. The stationary LOCATIONAL suffixes occur immediately following highly derivational valence increasing, decreasing, or intensifying suffixes (Section 5.10), and before ITERATION suffixes.

The suffix -sa indicates action done 'upward' from the speaker's point of reference and is most neutrally taken to mean 'up-river'. The suffix -imu indicates action done 'downward' from the point of reference and is most neutrally taken to mean 'down-river'. By semantic extension, -sa and -imu can be used to indicate 'up-sky' and 'down-sky', as in mythological tales or when talking about airplanes.

The suffix -ja indicates action done neither up nor down, but 'across from' the locational point of reference. That is, either across water (river or lake) or across land.

(483) Sasuutasajåa.
    sa-suuta-sa-jaŋa
    3SG-wash-upwards-ITER:MVMT
    'He goes up-river to wash every once in a while'.

(484) Sasuutiimumumyaa.
    sa-suuta-imu-muny-maa
    3SG-wash-downwards-COMPLT-PERF
    'He has finished washing down-river'.
(485) Rameyajéy.
ray-may-ja-jay
1SG-sleep-across-PROX2
'Yesterday I slept across (water or land)'.

Given that these suffixes indicate a stationary location where the action takes place, they are mutually exclusive with both the BOUNDED MOVEMENT formatives as in (486), and with the UNBOUNDED MOVEMENT formatives as in (487).

(486) *Namusuniimunuvee. (V)
naamu-suuta-imu-muvee
3DL-wash-downwards-upon:arrival:there
'She washed upon arrival down river'.

(487) *Sasutatsatiyiy.
sa-suuta-sa-tityiy
3SG-wash-upwards-going:directly
'She washes up-river while going along'.

Though they indicate that the action is done in a stationary location, there may be an inherent idea of returning to the locational point of reference as soon as the action is completed. Thus, it is apparently infelicitous to use an expression such as (488) if the intent is to stay and take a bath after washing.

(488) Naadasuutiimu jumisajomu.
nada-suuta-imu jumisa-jo-mu
3DL-wash-downwards go:down-CL:place-LOC
'She goes down to the port to wash (clothes)'.

5.10. Highly derivational morphology

The suffixes discussed in this section are termed DERIVATIONAL AFFIXES in the schema given in (380). These suffixes either change valence or increase the degree of intensity or activity associated
with the action. Occasionally they can derive verbs from nouns. They thus all have to do with transitivity in the larger sense of Hopper and Thompson (1980). The lexically restricted valence decreasing -y formative discussed in Section 2.2.2 is positionally part of the same set as the formatives discussed here. (I will not be concerned here with morphology which only derives verbs from nouns or visa versa, or with the productive causative -táníy discussed in Section 5.11.)

5.10.1. Lexically highly restricted suffixes

Lexically restricted valence increasing suffixes include -sa, -siy, -su, -na, -niy, and -nu. A few examples are provided here (see Doris Payne 1985a and Payne and Payne, in progress, for further exemplification and discussion). With most verb roots with which they can occur, the formatives -su and -niy have a causative sense, as in (490) through (492).

(489) jido
    jido-siy

'wake up (oneself)'
'wake up (someone else)'

(490) sa-cóvay
    sacóvachura
    sa-cóvay-su-rà
    3SG-reduce-TRNS-INAN

'she reduces herself (as in a diet?)'
'he reduces it (e.g. by drinking it)'

(491) rá-jágyey
    INAN-grow

'she (a plant) grows'

sajágyeychuníi
sa-jágyey-su-nìi
'he caused him to grow'
(492) sa-miisa
    sa-miisa-niy
     'she got better'
     'she healed (someone)'

(493) jiitya
    jiitya-nu
     'remove (for some purpose)'
     'wean, take away bottle (from baby)'

There are several other lexically-restricted derivational formatives which do not increase valency, some of which may increase transitivity in the larger sense of Hopper and Thompson (1980). A few examples are provided here. The lexically-restricted -tiiy occurs with certain verb roots which indicate action done with some sort of motion (cf. Section 5.8.5 on iterativity):

(494) a. Rqarq̱ura.
    ray-qṟuṟ-ṟa
    1SG-cut-INAN
    'I'm cutting it'.

b. Rqarq̱uṟtiitya.
    ray-qṟuṟ-tiiy-ṟa
    1SG-cut-ITER-INAN
    'I'm chopping it up'.

(495) jiitya
    jiitya-tiiny
     'remove (for some purpose)'
     'take all apart'.

The suffix -vay indicates extra intensity when used with verb roots:

(496) mutiy '(to) cook'
    mutivyey '(to) cook with greater intensity'

jááy '(to) mature'
    jáávyey '(to) grow, mature'

When used with nominal roots or classifiers (which also come from nouns), -vay derives a verb:
(497) bii 'CL:flower' biivay '(to) bloom'
jasī 'pet animal' jasīvay '(to) raise animals'

There is a _-y_ formative which derives a progressive verb from a
noun or in some other way indicates greater intensity of action:

(498) a. rimityu 'old person'

b. Paryimityufumaa 'I am getting old'.
ray-rimityu-y-nuzaa
1SG-old:person-Y-now

(499) a. jiitya 'remove (for some purpose)'

b. sajiityey
sa-jiitya-y 'he removes himself, he goes'

5.10.2. The instrumental/comitative _-ta_

The instrumental/comitative suffix _-ta_ is unlike the valence
increasing formatives just presented in that it is very unrestricted
lexically. It most productively indicates that the direct object of a
verb is a semantic instrument or comitative. There are extensions of
this meaning with certain verb forms, and on infinitival
nominalizations _-ta_ may indicate 'while' (cf. (232) of Section
2.11.7). It is etymologically related to, and has the same shape as,
the instrumental/comitative postposition.12 The relationship between
_-ta_ as a verbal suffix meaning 'instrumental/comitative' and _-ta_ as
an instrumental/comitative postposition is a case of what Nichols (in
progress) terms 'head-ward migration' of adpositions. (This is
attested in a number of other languages, including Chechen, Ingush,
Abkhaz, some Athabaskan languages, and some Indo-European languages.)
Compare the (a) and (b) forms:
(500) a. Saya jišta jiyuvadat.
    sa-ya  jiš-juv-da-ta
    3SG-go JIITA COR-kill(noun)-INST
    'He goes with his kill'.

b. Sa-ya-ta jišta-niš jıvadat.
    3SG-go INST JIITA-3SG kill(noun)
    'He goes:with the kill(noun)'.

(501) a. Satirypo catéra patyetya.
    sa-tirypo  patyey-ta
    3SG-lie:down paper  CL:thick:rectangular-INST
    'He lies (himself) down with a book'.

b. Satirypo-tara.
    sa-tirypo-ta-rə
    3SG-lie:down-INST-INA
    'He lies down with it (e.g. a book)'.

Example (501b) cannot mean that the agent participant makes something
else lie down, nor that the agent uses something to make himself lie
down where -rə would be interpreted as a true semantic instrument.
Rather, the agent is accompanied by something as he lies down. When
-ta is a verbal suffix, it is much more likely that the direct object
which is a semantic instrument will be expressed just with a clitic
as in (501b), rather than a clitic and a noun phrase as in (500b).
This is because postposition incorporation is motivated by
discourse/pragmatic factors, similar to 'd-tive shift' in English.
No other obliques can be promoted in this way to direct object
status. (However, several other transitivity-increasing suffixes
might be historically related to postpositions.)

-ta incorporation occurs with transitive roots as well:

(502) Sjichtifiš quiivá quichitya.
    sa-sjichtiš-niš  quiichiy-ta
    3SG-poke-3SG fish knife-INST
    'He pokes the fish with the/a knife'.
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(503) Sįćchityara quiičhiy.
sa-įćiųty-qa-ta-ra
3SG-poke-INST-INA:N knife
'He pokes with the knife'.

Example (503) cannot mean that 'He pokes the knife', where the syntactic object is the patient which is poked. If the noun quiičhiy 'knife' is deleted and just the Set II clitic -ra is used, it remains clear that -ra refers to a semantic instrument which is used to poke something else.

When an instrumental or comitative oblique is promoted to direct object status, the patient object continues to be treated morphologically as a syntactic object. Whether or not the patient object is encoded just with an overt noun phrase, with a Set II clitic, or with a Set II clitic plus noun phrase depends on the pragmatic status of the patient noun phrase. Different factors affecting both encoding choices and order are discussed in what follows.

First, in (504) the instrument is in an oblique postpositional phrase. The order of the oblique instrument and direct object is reversed from that found in (502) above, though the order in (502) is statistically more likely when there are full noun phrases encoding both a direct object and an oblique (cf. discussion in Chapter 6).

(504) INSTRUMENT DO-PATIENT
Sįćchity jįmurutą-ta-ra tiśstą̱̄suuy.
sa-įćiųty̱ jįmurutą-ta-ra
3SG-poke machete-TA-INA:N ball
'He pokes the ball with a machete'.

In the following examples, the semantic instrument is encoded as a syntactic direct object, correlated with occurrence of -ta in the
verb. Examples such as (505) are perhaps unlikely because overt noun phrases are not used in context if everything is definite and nothing is pragmatically marked. Nevertheless, two-object clauses are grammatical, and are also found with inherently trivalent roots (Section 2.1.1.4) and in derived morphological causatives (Section 5.11). Two Set II clitics can occur postverbally in all such clauses.

(505) \[\text{DO=INST} \quad \text{DO=PATIENT}\]
Sīchitityara  jümurut₃a-ra tįįstäاسuu₃y.
sa-įchitiy-ťa-ra jümurut₃a-ra₃
3SG-poke-TA-INAN machete-INAN ball
"He pokes with the machete the ball".

Another form more likely than that found in (505) is to use just a postverbal clitic to refer to the patient object. The order given in (506) and (507) is the only one possible when just a clitic encodes the patient:

(506) \[\text{DO=INST} \quad \text{DO=PATIENT}\]
Sīchititya- ra  jümurut₃a₃niı
sa-įchitiy-ťa-ra jümurut₃a-niı₃
3SG-poke-TA- INAN machete-3SG
"He pokes with the machete him".

(507) Sīchitiy ra-ta-ra.
sa-įchitiy rá-ta-ra₃
3SG-poke INAN(object of postposition)-TA-INAN(direct object)
"He pokes it with it".

Another form also more likely than that in (505) is for one of the overt object phrases to occur before the verb. This is simply because overt noun phrases are more natural when there is a reason for using them, as for example when they indicate a pragmatically marked status (Chapter 6). There is never a Set II clitic referring to a direct object when the direct object occurs preverbally. But in (508) and
(509) the preverbal objects lack the instrumental postposition -ta which would be required if they were obliques and if -ta did not occur in the verb.

(508) DO=PATIENT DO=INSTRUMENT
Tįįstąsųny siįchteryara jumurėta
sa-siįchteri-ta-rą jumurėta
3SG-poke-TA-INAN machete
'The ball (not something else) he pokes:with the machete'.

(509) DO=INSTRUMENT DO=PATIENT
Jirya sąnadiǐryeetaniį jivyamy.
jiy-ra sąana-diǐrye-tniį jiyst-vamu
DEMO-CL:NEUT 2DL-great-INST-3SG CQR-man
'With this you must greet your husband

ràńimyųy sàduusara tiį.
rà-nių-mųy sa-du-usara
INAN-NIX-NEG 3SG-blow-HABIT anyone
'because he never blows (hunts) anything (animate)'. (HC005)

In (510) the patient object is not referenced by a Set II clitic due to its indefiniteness and/or unimportance in subsequent discourse (cf. T. Payne 1985). Failure to mark the patient object with a Set II clitic is not due to the semantic instrument having taken on direct object status.

(510) DO=PATIENT DO=INST
Siįchtery sakįstąsųrya jumurėta
sa-siįchteri-ta sakįstąsųry-rą jumurėta
3SG-poke-TA ball-INAN machete
'He pokes:with the machete a ball'.

Another possible order is given in (511). I do not know whether (510) or (511) is more likely (statistically speaking), nor whether there are semantic and pragmatic differences associated with the two orders.
(511) \[ \text{DO=INST} \quad \text{DO=PATIENT} \]
\[ \text{Sičhitityara} \quad jümurutqà \quad tįįstąsənùy.} \]
\[ \text{sa-įįchitiy-ta-rà} \quad jümurutqà \]
\[ 3SG-poke-TA-INAN \quad \text{machete} \quad \text{ball} \]
\[ '\text{He pokes: with the machete a ball}'. \]

In (512) the instrumental object is not referenced by a Set II clitic, even though it is post-verbal. Examples such as (512) are unlikely probably because -ta-incorporation is (partially) motivated by discourse contexts, where the semantic instrument is definite and/or highly continuous with previous discourse or important in the subsequent discourse.

(512) \[ \text{Sičhitityara} \quad tįίstąsənùy jümurutqà.} \]
\[ \text{sa-įįchitiy-ta-rà} \]
\[ 3SG-poke-INST-INAN \quad \text{ball} \quad \text{machete} \]
\[ '\text{He pokes: with a machete the ball}'. \]

Notice (513), however, where the (metaphorical?) semantic instrument/comitative jatoomu is non-referential, it is not preceded by a Set II clitic, but it is still registered with -ta in the verb:

(513) \[ \text{Riryqąsachtamaa} \quad yyuśmyy jatoomu váridyey.} \]
\[ \text{rirya-jasacha-ta-maa yi-juśmyy jatu-jamu váriy-day} \]
\[ 3PL-dawn-INST-PERF \quad 2SG-look drink-INF then-DAY \]
\[ '\text{They have woken up with, you see, drinking then}'. \] (RS152)

There are some roots with which -ta does not impart any obvious instrumental or comitative meaning, and it could be argued that there are really two, homophonous, derivational morphemes -ta.

(514) a. Rádacúmeraa.
\[ \text{rā-dacúy-maa} \]
\[ \text{INAN-spoil-PERF} \]
\[ '\text{It has spoiled (e.g. a fruit)}'. \]
b. Rádácútyaniy.
ré-dácúy-ta-niy
INAN-spoil-TA-TRNS
'It is making (something else) spoil (inside)'.

(515) a. Sanicyee váturýtya.
 sa-nicyee váturýy-ta
 3SG-talk woman:with:children-INST
 'She/he talks with the woman'.

b. Sanicyeetátiityiiifaada váturýy.
 sa-nicyee-ta-títyliy-naada
 3SG-talk-TA-going:directly-3DL woman:with:children
 'She/he talks with the woman while going along'.

Example (515b), where -ta does not effect high tone on the preceding syllable, apparently contrasts with (516) which has high tone on the syllable preceding -ta. This supports a possible two-ta analysis. (516) conveys a sense of distance between the two participants:

(516) Sanicyeetátiityiiifaada váturýy.
 sa-nicyee-ta-títyliy-naada
 3SG-talk-TA-going:directly-3DL woman:with:children
 'She/he calls talking with the woman while going along'.

With the tuaču 'to hear', -ta also has a distancing effect, resulting in 'to hear from a distance' or something close to that.

In the following, -ta has neither a distancing nor an instrumental/comitative meaning, but correlates with an increase in volitionality, involvement, or intensity. It thus correlates with higher transitivity in the broader sense of Hopper and Thompson (1980):

(517) a. Sjümúúfií deemu.
 sa-jjnúuíy-nií dee-mu
 3SG-look-3SG DIM-CL:ANIM:SG
 'She looks at the boy'.
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b. Suumútyaníí deemu.
   sa-juumúy-ta-níi dee-ru
   3SG-look-TA-3SG DIM-CL:ANIM:SG
   'She watches/takes care of the boy'.

In (518b) -tá appears to correlate with a semantic decrease in
transitivity relative to (518a) (again in the sense of Hopper and
Thompson), even though morphologically it correlates with change from
a dative object to a direct object. But the semantics of the verb
root jántyuyu are not very clear to me.

(518) a. Rántyuyu siíiva Tomásá.
   ray-ágntyuyuy sa-íva
   1SG-save 3SG-DAT Tom
   'I save Tom' or 'I free Tom'.

b. Rántyuuytuányií Tomásá.
   ray-ájántyuuyta-níí
   1SG-save-TA-3SG Tom
   'I give pity to Tom' or 'I show pity on Tom'.

If a given verb root frequently occurs with -tá, the meaning of
-tá with that particular root might be particularly subject to
semantic bleaching or extension over time. In the cases where -tá is
not clearly instrumental or comitative in meaning or does not
increase valency, it still generally conveys greater intensity of
volitionality (but see (518)). Hopper and Thompson (1980) have shown
that valency and intensity are functionally related and is very
plausible that a given formative might move from one of these
categories to the other. The fact that some stems with -tá seem more
idiosyncratic in meaning might suggest two layers of -tá migration at
different points in time.13
5.11. Morphological causatives with -tāniy

In Section 5.10 above I noted that -su and -niy, two of the highly DERIVATIONAL lexically restricted formatives, may convey a causative event. These formatives must occur immediately after the verb root. In this section I discuss the productive morphological causative -tāniy and reference to causee and patient of the caused event. -tāniy may occur anywhere from after LOCATIONAL formatives to before MODAL formatives.

5.11.1. Morphology of the causative verb

Unlike many of the formatives discussed in Section 5.10, -tāniy 'causative' is completely productive. It may occur with verb stems which already have some valence increasing morphology. It does not necessarily occur contiguous to the verb root. It forms divalent and trivalent predications from univalent and divalent predications, respectively.

(519) Sa-maay. 3SG-sleep
     'He sleeps'.

(520) Samaatānii Šospitala. sa-maay-tāniy-nií
     3SG-sleep-CAUS-3SG
     'He makes Šospitala sleep'.

(521) Sa-suutá-rà. 3SG-wash-INAN
     'He washes it'.

(522) Sasuutatāniiíra. sa-suuta-tāniy-nií-rà
     3SG-wash-CAUS-3SG-INAN
     'He makes him wash it'.

Depending on placement relative to other verbal suffixes, the scope of causation may change. In cases where scope relations are clear,
the verb root or stem and those suffixes to the left of -tániy are predicated of the causee, whereas -tániy and suffixes to its right are predicated of the causer:

(523) Súnaatyánfíi Mario.
    sa-júnaay-tániy-níi
    3SG-cry-CAUS-3SG Mario
    'He makes Mario cry'.

(524) Súnaaryúntyánfíi
    sa-júnaay-rúuy-tániy-níi
    3SG-cry-POT-CAUS-3SG
    'He makes him want to cry'.

(525) Súnaatyáníryúnfíi
    sa-júnaay-tániy-rúuy-níi
    3SG-cry-CAUS-POT-3SG
    'He wants to make him cry'.

(526) Siimityániryúujéryé
    sa-jimiyi-tániy-rúuy-jáy-ráy
    3SG-eat-CAUS-POT-PROX2-1SG
    'He wanted to make me eat yesterday'.

(527) Siimíryúútáníjéryé
    sa-jimiyi-rúuy-tániy-jáy-ráy
    3SG-eat-POT-CAUS-PROX2-1SG
    'He made me want to eat yesterday'.

The more complicated a verbal form becomes, the more likely it is that judgments will be fuzzy regarding which participant a particular suffix has scope over: the causer or the causee. When there is fuzziness, usually both readings are accepted. In (528), for example, the suffix -jaa indicates iterative movement. Under one reading the movement seems to apply to the causee, and under the other, to the causer.
(528) Sûnaatyâniyqaráy.
sa-jûnây-tâniy-jàq-rây
3SG-cry-CAUS-ITER:MVT-1SG
'He makes me come (or go) to cry several times'.
OR: 'He comes (or goes) several times to make me cry'.

Part of the ambiguity is probably due to the particular verbal suffixes involved. This is particularly so with the more highly aspectual ITERATIVITY, IMPERFECTIVITY, and MOVEMENT suffixes. (Readings with the COMPLETIVE -muny are usually much sharper.) For example, whenever there is an iterative idea involved, potentially both the causing and the caused action are iterative, with consequent lack of a clear sense that the iterative suffix should have scope over just one of the participants. A similar ambiguity arises with suffixes denoting imperfective actions, as in (529) and (530).14

(529) a. Rââsirîiveenchatâniyréy
râ-jasîrivây-jancha-tâniy-rây
INAN-sneeze-CONT-CAUS-1SG

b. Rââsirîivatâdeencharáy
râ-jasîrivây-tâniy-jancha-rây
INAN-sneeze-CAUS-CONT-1SG

Both: 'This is making me sneeze for a considerable time'.

(530) Sûnaaryûtyâniyqânî
sa-jûnây-rûy-tâniy-nayqâ-nî
3SG-cry-POT-CAUS-going:aimlessly-3SG
'He makes him want to cry while travelling'. (Apparently both participants are travelling together.)

In (530) there is no clear distinction that one participant is travelling all over and the other not. -Nayqâ 'going aimlessly' appears to have scope over both causing and wanting to cry, and over both participants. In contrast, the sense of (531) is that the causee is the one going all over, while the causer need to be doing so.
(531) Sarupifeyaqatânni.
   sa-rupiy-nayqa-tâniy-nii
3SG-walk-going:aimlessly-CAUS-3SG
   'He makes him walk all over'.
   OR: 'He sends/commands him to walk all over'.

Another similar pair is (532a, b). In the (a) form, where the
BOUNDED MOVEMENT suffix -nuvii is to the right of -tâniy, the BOUNDED
MOVEMENT suffix has scope over both causer and causee. But in the
(b) form, where it occurs to the left of -tâniy, it has scope only
over the causee.

(532) a. Sarqaqayätâniynuvii-nii.
   sa-raqy-yâqa-tâniy-nuvii-nii
3SG-jump-DISTRIB-CAUS-upon:arrival:here-3SG
   'He makes him dance upon arrival here'. (Whose arrival
   not specified; perhaps both are arriving together.)

b. Sarqaqayânuvii-tâffii.
   sa-raqy-yâqa-nuvii-tâniy-nii
3SG-jump-DISTRIB-upon:arrival:here-CAUS-3SG
   'He makes him come here to dance'.

If we hypothesize that -tâniy and all suffixes to its right have
scope over the act of causing, while suffixes to the left of -tâniy
have more limited scope over the caused event, we can account for the
lack of ambiguity in cases where there is only one reading as in
(531) and (532b). When the suffixes to the right of -tâniy are
aspectual, it accounts for the ambiguity, given that the aspect of
the caused predicate is not independent from that of the CAUSE
predicate. Nevertheless, there are examples which seem to violate
this hypothesis:
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(533) Siimiirmuuyũtyánii y tiitaj̱unii.
    sa-jimiy-muuy-růuy-tániy tiitaju-nii
3SG-eat-COMPLT-POT-CAUS all-3SG
'He wants to make/command him to eat everything'.

Here, the scope of -muuy 'completive' is apparently over the caused event of eating, while the scope of -růuy is over the act of causing.

According to the hypothesis, we would expect -tániy to occur between -muuy and -růuy. Still, the following examples, employing the same suffixes as (533), conform to the earlier hypothesis:

(534) Siimiityánimmuuyũtyánii.
    sa-jimiy-tániy-muuy-růuy-nii
3SG-eat-CAUS-COMPLT-POT-3SG
'He wants to finish/leave off making him eat'.

(535) Sanicyeeemuuyũtyánii.
    sa-nicyee-muuy-růuy-tániy-nii
3SG-talk-COMPLT-POT-CAUS-3SG
'He makes him want to finish talking.

Following discussion of Set II clitic reference and order of arguments in -tániy causative constructions in Section 5.11.2, and discussion of the potential/optative -růuy in Section 5.12, I will return to discussion of scope within the verb.

5.11.2. Set II reference and order of arguments with -tániy causatives

In this section I discuss use of Set II clitics to refer to causees and patients of caused events, and order of causee and patient arguments of caused events. In causatives formed on univalent verb stems, the causee is treated as the direct object of an ordinary divalent clause. When definite, the noun phrase encoding the causee
is preceded by a Set II clitic. The Set I clitic on the verb agrees with the causer, as in (523) through (527) above.

5.11.2.1. Two object causatives when one object is non-specific

A trivalent clause results when a causative is made from a divalent verb stem. There is a pragmatic tendency in two object clauses for one object to be specific and animate while the other is non-specific and almost never human. In this case, the specific object is referenced by a Set II clitic. If only one of the objects is specific, it is generally the causee. However, it need not be, as (536) shows. The sense of -tányì in (536) is 'to allow' rather than strictly causation.

(536) Ricyâšiityániy munufúmiyu.
   riy-Çâšiï-tányì munufú-miy-yù
3PL-finish-CAUS enemy-PL-CORO
'The enemies allowed (someone) to finish them off'.
*'They allowed the enemies to finish them off'.

If the patient of the caused event is non-specific, it cannot be referred to with an enclitic. Noun phrases encoding the causee and the patient of the caused event may occur either in the order CAUSEE - PATIENT OF CAUSED EVENT or its reverse, regardless of specificity. This is shown in (537) and (538) (O₁ = causee; O₂ = patient of caused event). However, the preferred form is for the non-specific object not referenced by the clitic to occur first, as in (537). Recall that Set II clitics attach to whatever immediately precedes them, whether this is the verb, subject, or some other element, though they form a
syntactic constituent with what follows. In (537) the Set II clitic attaches to the non-specific object quivå 'fish'.

(537) Riimiityániy quivånií Janíta. 0₂-0₁
    ray-jimiy-tániy quivå-níí
    1SG-eat-CAUS fish-3SG Anita
    'I make Anita eat fish'.

(538) Riimiityánií Janíta quivå. 0₁-0₂
    ray-jimiy-tániy-níí
    1SG-eat-CAUS-3SG Anita fish
    'I make Anita eat fish'.

If one object is referenced only by a Set II clitic without an accompanying noun phrase, the clitic must come finally in the clause as in (539).

(539) Riimiityániy quivå músa-jomunií. 0₂-0₁
    ray-jimiy-tániy músa-jo-mu-níí
    1SG-eat-CAUSE fish go:down-CL:place-LOC-3SG
    'I make him/her eat fish at the port'.

5.1.2.2. Two object causatives when both objects are specific.

When both objects are specific, both may be referred to with Set II clitics (underlined), with or without accompanying noun phrases. Syntactic constituency is indicated by brackets.

(540) Rachuutatán[nyí Janíta][ra sújay].
    ray-suuta-tániy-níí Janíta-rà
    1SG-wash-CAUSE-3SG Anita-INAN cloth
    'I make Anita wash the clothes'.

When just clitics or pronouns are used, reference to the causee precedes reference to the patient of the caused event:
Although it is possible to reference both objects with clitics, in context the preferred form is to refer to one of the objects by means of a clitic and to use a bare noun phrase with no accompanying clitic for the other (for third persons), even though both may be specific. Whichever object is referred to by the clitic comes finally in the clause, regardless of whether it is the causee or the patient of the caused event. In ambiguous cases where both specific objects have the same number, person, and animacy, the Set II clitic is preferably interpreted as referring to the causee. This is due to a cluster of properties associated with causees, some universal and some specific to Yagua. First, causees are more likely animate than are patients of caused events. Thus causees are generally higher in inherent topicality than are patients of caused events (cf. Silverstein 1976). Second, causees are generally animate and can act volitionally. In contrast, patients of caused events could be inanimate and/or non-volitional. Causees are thus more likely to be entities talked about through a longer portion of the discourse, given that they can act volitionally. Thus they are more likely to be highly topical in the sense that they are more highly continuous throughout the discourse (cf. Givón 1983), and are more likely to be what the text or subtext is about, relative to patients of caused
events. Third, highly topical participants that are in the hearer's consciousness are encoded with the most attenuated device possible in the given context. This is motivated by Haiman's (1983) economic principle: Information which is known should be mentioned in the most attenuated manner possible, even to the point of complete ellipsis. Thus, when there are two object participants in the same clause, the causee is preferably encoded with a clitic since it is more likely to be highly topical and be already in the hearer's consciousness. This becomes crucial in interpreting some examples below.

First of all, consider (543). Causees have subject properties (or more precisely, Set I argument properties) to the extent that they can control the index of jiý- and -yā, even they they are morphologically encoded as direct objects:

(543) Rdimityąññíí Aníta jiquívā.
     ray-jimiy-tániy-níš jiý-qiívá
     1SG-eat-CAUS-3SG Aníta COR-fish
     'I make Anítay eat her fish'.
     *'I make her fish eat Anítay.'

The starred reading in (543) is pragmatically anomalous. But in addition, Aníta is referenced with the Set II clitic -níí, with the resultant interpretation that Aníta, not her fish, is the causee.

In both (544) and (545) saquiívá Aníta is a genitive constituent 'Anita's fish'. The clitic -yā is construed as coreferential with the next preceding Set I argument. In both cases this is Aníta. In (544) there is no Set II clitic níí 'third singular' preceding either object argument. The pragmatically most likely interpretation is that Anita will do the eating. Thus -yā refers to the causee Anita.
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(544) Ya'a jimitiiny [saquiy Anita]yu.  
jiy-á jimiity-tányi sa-quiwy Anita-yú  
2SG-IRR eat-CAUS 3SG-fish Anita-CORO  
'Make her eat Anita's fish'.

In (545) -yú is interpreted as referring to the patient of the caused event which is still Anita. This is because the Set II clitic nií precedes saquiy Anita 'Anita's fish', with the consequent interpretation that saquiy Anita must be the causee.

(545) Ya'a jimiitán[nií] [saquiy Anita] yu.  
jiy-á jimiit-tányi nií sa-quiwy Anita-yú  
2SG-IRR eat-C.3SG-3SG 3SG-fish Anita-CORO  
'Make Anita's fish eat her'.

Clitic reference to the causee can be omitted, with resulting formal ambiguity when both the subject and the causee are third person.

(546) Sarumuytáásiy Alchícora.  
sa-rumuy-tániy-jásiy Alchico-rà  
3SG-spill-CAUS-PROX Alchico-INAN  
'Alchico made (someone) spill it'.  
OR: 'He made Alchico spill it'.

If Alchico is taken as the subject in (546) then all formal reference to the causee has been omitted. The interpretation of (547) is parallel except that the Set II clitic -nií refers to an animate participant which is therefore interpretable as the causee.
(547) Siimiityániy quivánií.
    sa-jimiy-tániy quivá-níí
    3SG-eat-CAUS fish-3SG
    'The fish is making him eat'.
    OR: 'He makes the fish eat it (animate)'.

However, the ungrammaticality of (548) indicates that omission of all
reference to the causee is not normally acceptable.

(548) *Siimiityánií quivá.
    sa-jimidy-tániy-níí
    3SG-eat-CAUS-3SG fish
    'He is making him eat the fish'.
    (where -níí and quivá are coreferential)

5.12. Morphological potential/optative mood

The suffix -rúuy expresses both potential (able to) and optative
(expressing a wish) moods. It may also express the meaning 'to
think'. Here I gloss it as 'potential' (POT). As with the causative
-tániy, -rúuy has some freedom of placement. It generally follows
ITERATIVITY suffixes and preferably precedes UNBOUNDED MOVEMENT
suffixes:

(549) Siimiryúuy.
    sa-jimiy-rúuy
    3SG-eat-POT
    'He wants to eat'. / 'He can eat'.

(550) Siimiryúuytyítyíiy.
    sa-jimiy-rúuy-títyíiy
    3SG-eat-POT-going:directly
    'He wants to eat going along'.

But:
?Siimiryítyíiryúuy.
    sa-jimiy-títyíiy-rúuy
    3SG-eat-going:directly-POT

-rúuy preferably precedes the IMPERFECTIVITY suffixes:
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(551) Ratyoochiriyúññúmyadanií.
    ray-toochiy-rúuy-núuy-jada-níí
    1SG-leave-POT-IMFF-PAST3-3SG
'I wanted to leave him (long ago)'.

It both precedes and follows the completive -muny. Compare (552) and
(553). It both precedes and follows -tániy as in (552a) and (552b).
Note the lack of clear scope differences in (552a) and (552b):

(552) a. Siimimyuryúŋtyánníí.
    sa-jimiy-muny-rúuy-tániy-níí
    3SG-eat-COMPLT-POT-CAUS-3SG

b. Siimityánimyuryúŋnyíí.
    sa-jimiy-tániy-muny-rúuy-níí
    3SG-eat-CAUS-COMPLT-POT-3SG

'He wants to make him eat everything'.
OR: 'He wants him to finish eating'.

When there are clear differences in scope interpretation,
aspectual suffixes to the right of -rúuy have wider scope, as in
(553). -Rúuy has scope over aspectual suffixes to its left, as in
(554).

(553) Saquíiyúchurúmyuummaa.
    sa-quiíyú-su-rúuy-muny-maa
    3SG-deceive-TRANS-POT-COMPLT-PERF
'He has stopped wanting to deceive'.

(554) Rachunamuuryúrya.
    ray-suuta-muny-rúuy-rá
    1SG-wash-COMPLT-POT-inan
'I want to stop washing it'.

However, scope differences are subtle on verbs with complex
morphology. When two verb forms differ just in the order of two
suffixes and both forms are acceptable, judgments as to differences
in meaning of the verb forms may not be sharp. For example, the
language consultant has claimed that the following do not differ in meaning:

(555) a. Samaatyānymyuuryūmyaanií.
    sa-maay-tāniy-muuy-rūyy-maa-nii
    3SG-sleep-CAUS-COMPLT-POT-PERF-3SG

b. Samaatyāniryyūmyumaaanií.
    sa-maay-tāniy-rūyy-muuy-maa-nii
    3SG-sleep-CAUS-POT-COMPLT-PERF-3SG

Both: 'He stops wanting to make him sleep'.

Although the correspondence between the morphemes and meaning of the sentence is not entirely clear to me in (556), it is clearly a good sentence. This shows that -rūyy may occur more than once in a given verb form.

(556) Siimiyryūtyānimyuuryūymiíi.
    sa-jimiyi-rūyy-tāniy-muuy-rūyy-nii
    3SG-eat-POT-CAUS-COMPLT-POT-3SG
    'He wants him to finish eating quickly'.
    OR: 'He thinks that he should finish making him eat everything.'

As in (552) and (556), -rūyy may precede or follow the causative -tāniy, resulting in sometimes subtle meaning differences. Normally -tāniy plus whatever suffixes occur to the right of it are attributed to the causer, whereas the action of the verb root and any suffixes which occur between the ROOT and before -tāniy are attributed to the causee. Compare the following examples:

(557) Siimiyryūtyānimyuuyymiíi
    sa-jimiyi-rūyy-tāniy-muuy-nii
    3SG-eat-POT-CAUS-COMPLT-3SG
    'He finished making him want to eat'.
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Examples such as (560) are perfectly acceptable, suggesting that \( \text{ROOT} + -\text{rùyy} \) can form a complex stem. As discussed in Section 5.10, -su is quite restricted lexically. Almost without exception, it occurs immediately following the verb root.

(560) \text{Rameeruyùchunii}.  
\text{ray-mayy-su-nîí}  
1SG-sleep-POT-TRNS-3SG  
'I am making him/her want to sleep'. 17

5.13. Conclusions regarding verbal morphology

The schema presented in (380) is admittedly unsatisfactory. Members of the morpho-semantic categories represented there do not always have a strict positional order with respect to members of other categories. Certain morphemes not represented in (380) are quite variable in possible positioning relative to other morphemes. I have noted restrictions on possible suffix co-occurrences, but as of yet these also do not seem very general. What are the principles
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underlying verb composition in Yagua? I do not have a complete answer to this, but would like to suggest several partial answers.

First, although it is possible to have numerous suffixes on a particular verb, in natural discourse it is uncommon for more than four suffixes to occur together, with one of these likely being a tense formative which is clearly verb-final. Although this reduces interpretation problems, it still does not answer the question as to how the speaker knows what suffix combinations can occur and in what order.

Second, consider the inflectional - derivational distinction as it applies to the verb. Which, if any, of these verbal suffixes are inflectional? Some approaches would consider tense, mood, and/or aspect to be specified outside the verb since they have scope over the entire clause. (For example, they may be said to occur in an 'inflectional node' (INFL) which is the head of the clause, or in the 'clausal periphery' (Foley and Olson 1985).) If we understand inflectional morphology to be that which is governed by something elsewhere in the clause or syntactic phrase (S. Anderson 1982), then we can say that, depending on the language, inflectional processes spell tense out on the verb, with second position clitics, or by whatever the language-specific rules specify.

This approach may be reasonable for TENSE and perhaps MODAL and even some IMPERFECTIVITY suffixes in Yagua (though the extent to which the IMPERFECTIVITY suffixes themselves form a well-defined aspectual system deserves further investigation). It is not clear that this approach should be applied to BOUNDED and UNBOUNDED
MOVEMENT, ITERATIVITY, COMPLETIVE, and LOCATIONAL suffixes, even though some of these have considerable aspectual meanings. Semantically, use of many of these suffixes is more akin to compounding of verb roots or incorporation of directional adpositions or locatives. It is clear that some, if not all, of these Yagua suffixes are derived historically from other verb roots. This is characteristic of aspect morphemes. However, though the Yagua suffixes do have aspectual meanings, most of the suffixes are not (yet) very bleached. The aspect is more an 'inherent aspect', just as can be found in lexical verb roots. Yet use of these suffixes is not a canonical case of compounding either, given that the suffixes cannot occur alone as verb roots.

A further fact to consider is the variable positioning of the causative -tany and the potential/optative -rúy relative to most of these suffixes. Other suffixes such as the BOUNDED and UNBOUNDED MOVEMENT suffixes show some variation in position, also with (subtle) differences in scope. This suggests that we are dealing with more than traditional inflection which, as far as I know, is always very restrained as to the order or other morphological means (e.g. ablaut) by which it can be expressed. But given the productivity of possible combinations, predictable meanings, and changes in order and scope of suffixes, we are also dealing with something more than prototypical derivation. It is unlikely that all the possible combinations and orders would be stored as such in the lexicon. It looks more like syntax. Yet if we are forced (which I am not convinced we are) to make a binary choice between inflection and
derivation, the traditional notion of derivation perhaps best characterizes the resultant meaning and properties.

At this point the careful reader may be wondering why I have termed the transitivity-related morphology discussed in Section 5.10 'DERIVATIONAL' in the schema presented in (380), and thus differentiated it from other verbal morphology which is also not clearly inflectional. It is just that these are the most prototypically derivational formatives. Except for the suffix -ta, the highly DERIVATIONAL morphology is lexically restricted and a consistent meaning associated with each formative is not transparent (though this deserves further research). Some of the formatives may derive verbs from nouns. Further, all these formatives occur immediately after the verb root.

In sum, we may want to call all the verbal suffixes except for TENSE (and perhaps a few others) 'derivational'. Yet there is a clear difference between the transitivity-related DERIVATIONAL suffixes and the others. The former are highly lexically restricted. The others are productive except for combinations and co-occurrences which are probably ruled out by semantic criteria. The degree of productivity they evidence, the possible variation in order for some suffixes with attendant scope differences in interpretation, and the fact that some suffixes such as -rúúy and -yaa may occur more than once in a given verb, point to the need to explore the ways in which this type of derivational morphology is like syntax. At the very least, these properties argue strongly for a cyclical or level-oriented approach to verb formation. The general conception of the Yagua verb I would
like to propose is given in (561), where brackets indicate cyclic levels within the verb. -tāniy and -rūvy particularly are not ordered relative to each other. When either of these suffixes occurs with any formatives other than TENSE and MODAL to the right, they condition a new level of structure which is relevant for purposes of semantic scope interpretation. When -tāniy occurs, suffixes to its left and the ROOT are predicated of the causee, while -tāniy and suffixes to its right are predicated of the causer (keeping in mind the tendency of IMPERFECTIVITY affixes to especially yield fuzzy readings). In (561) X represents any series of suffixes other than the -tāniy, -rūvy, TENSE, and MODAL ones.

(561) [ [ [ROOT]-DERIV]...X...][-tāniy][-rūvy]...X...]TENSE

There is a processing/production constraint on (561), sharply limiting the actual number of suffixes that easily occur on any one verb form in natural discourse. Whether additional levels need to be posited for Yagua is a matter for further research.

A third factor which may allow for apparent complexity in the verb is what I term 'lexicalized suffix complexes'. Pawley and Sider (1977) have suggested that in spoken English discourse, there are processing and/or production constraints such that normally only one simple clause is 'planned' at a time. This partly constrains how much novel information can be put together at one time. One thing which allows greater apparent complexity in fluent speech is reliance on memorized (lexicalized) 'lexical units'. By 'lexical unit' they mean:
...a morpheme or other form-meaning pairing which is stored in the long-term memory of the speaker, and which can be retrieved during encoding as a whole or by automatic chaining, instead of being created out of independently retrieved form-meaning units. The concept corresponds only partly to 'lexical item' or 'lexeme' as these terms are usually conceived of. As well as morphemes, words and idioms, the class 'lexical unit' includes many conventionally constructed phrases, clauses, and even clause sequences which the speaker has committed to memory.

In my own speech, lexicalized sentence frames include such things as 'How did your day at ..... go?' This lexicalized sentence frame is pretty much retrieved as a whole, into which one novel piece of information is normally inserted at a time. The sentence may appear to have a greater degree information combined in a novel way than is actually there.

Something similar may be operative in Yagwa verb formation. As evidence of this, there are strong production tendencies for certain affixes or clitics to co-occur, including -jayaa-sara CONTINUATIVE-HABITUAL = 'to do all of one's life'; -muuyaa COMPLETIVE:PERFECT = 'have finished doing'; and -nuuyanu IMPERFECTIVE:PAST3 'used to do long ago'. As mentioned earlier, some speakers prefer not to have -muuy without -maa. These combinations and the relative ordering of their isolable subparts may be lexicalized. All possible combinations of verbal suffixes, however, are not lexicalized. A lexicalized suffix and clitic complex can be combined as a single unit with other suffixes, resulting in the appearance of more complex verb forms. As such lexicalized suffix and clitic complexes occur time after time, there may be an increasing tendency for the subparts to occur contiguously, even when other
suffixes of a theoretically separate 'position class' should be allowed to intervene.

With regard to co-occurrence, restrictions on suffix combinations may be largely semantic (except for the DERIVATIONAL category). This does not at first glance answer everything about combination restrictions. For example, why should the habitual -sara not be able to co-occur with the distant past tense -janu/-jada? The answer here is that from an analytical point of view, the semantic meaning of a form must be partly determined by what it can and cannot combine with. Since the habitual cannot occur with any tense formative, it suggests that of its meaning is 'timelessness' or 'throughout all (of one's life) time'. In other words, apparent idiosyncracies in combination possibilities may reveal the analyst's lack of understanding of the emic meaning associated with a form. Nevertheless, as with prototypically derivational morphology, we may assume some things are simply idiosyncratic, regardless of what one might have predicted to be possible on the basis of what appears to 'make sense' semantically.
NOTES TO CHAPTER 5

1 The co-referential clitics jiy- and -yū are also employed in indirect discourse complements, which are not nominalized. In indirect discourse complements tense can be marked independently from that of the main predication (Section 2.11.6).

2 Although some iterativity formatives may have aspectual meanings and may be fairly productive, they may still form lexicalized stems with verb roots. I have no clear examples of MOVEMENT and IMPERFECTIVITY morphology occurring in nominalized forms, and none surface in the Powlison concordance. This is quite striking given that nominalizations with -jada/-jana are frequent in text.

3 S-clauses are an exception. The intransitive subject ('S' in Dixon's 1979 terms) is in an overt object form, and thus may occur at the end of the clause (Section 2.1.2).

4 Foley and Olson also hypothesize that there is a difference in scope between core versus nuclear operators. Nuclear operators are aspectual inflections, whereas core operators may be such things as manner adverbials, at least in English.

5 Causees can control the index of jiy- and -yū, even though they appear in a surface object form. See example (543) where Anita is preceded by the Set II clitic -ni, but the index of jiy- is construed as coreferential with Anita.

6 Constituent command (c-command) is defined as: 'X c-commands Y if and only if the first branching node dominating X dominates Y, and X does not dominate Y, nor Y, X' (cf. Radford 1981:314). The notions of government and c-command are commonly invoked to account for reference restrictions on anaphoric devices such as jiy and -yū. I will not pursue this line of analysis here, as my purpose is simply to discuss whether or not positing a structural VP containing the object will help to account for the asymmetry in what can control the index of jiy- and -yū.

7 T. Payne (1985) argues that pragmatic factors alone will suffice. I believe a combination of pragmatic and syntactic factors must be acknowledged. Clearly the difference between Set I arguments and objects is (in part) syntactic. Second, there are sentences where two possible interpretations exist, and others where only one possible interpretation exists. The difference probably lies in the fact that when there is only one possible reading, pragmatic and syntactic factors converge on a single antecedent. But when there are two readings, pragmatic and syntactic factors favor different antecedents. Third, in the text presented in Appendix III, I suggest that non-use of a coreferential clitic in one clause where there are coreferential referents may have to do with embedding of a possessor.
inside a postpositional phrase. Consequently, the possessor may be 'too far down' in the structure to control the index of a coreferential clitic.

It is actually too simplistic to think of their being a binary distinction between 'transitive' verbs which are subcategorized for objects, versus 'intransitive' verbs which are not, or even a three-way distinction between 'intransitive', 'transitive', and 'ditransitive' verbs. In Doris Payne (1985a) I show that there are a minimum of nine lexical subcategorization types attested for Yagua verbs, and there are more subtleties to be accounted for than what I have argued for there. But it may be that languages give extra coding or in some other way underscore a most basic distinction between verbs which can take one, versus two (or possibly three) arguments. For example, many languages, Yagua included, have only two (and sometimes three) sets of formatives for encoding direct (subcategorized and selectionally restricted) arguments of the verb, either in terms of verbal cross-referencing or case formatives on noun phrases. Regardless of the plethora of subcategorization possibilities which may be evidenced in other ways, any given verb root or stem must somehow fit within that basic level of subcategorization possibilities which is related to the existence of just those two sets of argument encoding possibilities.

The distant past formative -jam/-jada is isomorphic with the infinitival/participial nominalizer -jam/-jada.

Although the more surface form of (466) is written with a short vowel at the point corresponding to -numaa - which is how I heard it - distinguishing vowel length has been a notorious problem.

Sufficient information is not available to determine with certainty that -niyaq positionally belongs with the other ITERATIVE morphemes. Given its semantic parallelism, however, I assume so.

Comitative obliques which encode animate participants are often marked by the postposition -jisaa, rather than -ta. However, animate comitative participants may be referred to in -ta oblique phrases. The conditions under which -ta rather than -jisaa is used for 'comitative' remain unstudied.

As an alternative to the two -ta hypothesis, one might wish to posit a 'derivational' analysis for the idiosyncratic cases of -ta and a 'transformational' analysis for those cases where the meaning is totally predictable. In the transformational analysis, -ta as a verbal suffix would be derived from clauses in which it occurs as an instrumental/comitative postposition on a noun phrase. Even if one should wish to pursue this, within traditional analyses the transformational -ta would still have to be considered derivational when it comes to putting syntax and word formation together. First, -ta occurs exactly where other highly derivational morphology does, between the verb root and other morphology which is also best taken
as derivational (such as the LOCATION, MOVEMENT, ITERATIVITY, and other formatives). It does not occur towards the periphery of the verb where we usually expect inflectional morphology to occur. Second, we might expect that transformationally induced morphology at the very least should occur farther from the root than non-transformationally induced derivational morphology - if the reverse were the case we would have to be arguing for transformational derivation in the lexicon, something akin to transformational derivation of the city's destruction from (someone) destroyed the city. However, it is not clear that one would want to argue that the LOCATION, MOVEMENT, and PERFECTIVITY formatives are transformationally motivated, and these can only follow -ta. One reason for positing a transformational account is based on a reductionist philosophy: When meanings are the same, they must come from the same structure at some underlying level, particularly if the relationship seems to be productive and the meanings predictable. (But from a discourse perspective the two structures as represented by pairs like (501a) and (b) do not have the same 'meaning'. Choice of -ta in the verb in cases like (501b) is probably based on discourse contexts where the semantic instrument is given, definite, and highly thematic or 'in perspective' (Fillmore 1977).) Even though certain morphology may be productive and predictable in meaning, these are not sufficient criteria to say that the formative in question is not derivational (see Chapter 4 and S. Anderson 1982). This is not to deny that word forms are not related in the lexicon. Tiyuqo 'lie down' and tiryqota 'lie down with' are just as much related as juñuyu 'look' and juñuyuña 'observe closely' or 'take care of'.

Muysken (1981:306) notes that in Quechua verb formation, the interaction of aspectual formatives with the causative formative also provides difficulties for a strictly cyclical approach to semantic interpretation of the resultant form.

I thank Tom Payne for original elicitation and helpful discussion of much of the data in this section.

The preverbal modal vánañ 'possibility' can be used just to indicate the potential (ability to) mood:

Née vánañ ranicyee.
ray-nicyee
NEG able 1SG-talk
'I can't talk / I am not able to talk'.
*'I don't want to talk'.

As additional evidence that -maaryñuy is a complex stem, our language consultant translated this with one word desvelar 'to keep vigil' or 'to stay awake'. Perhaps the idea is that I am making the causee want to sleep by virtue of not letting him or her sleep.
18 Marantz (1985) suggests that causative formation in numerous languages, including strictly morphological causation, is the result of 'morphological merger' of underlyingly distinct syntactic elements. This general approach has long been espoused by scholars of Eskimo languages, and has promise for the Yagua data. However, morphological causation should be differentiated in a principled way from analytical causation, particularly when both occur in the same language, such that one, but not the other, undergoes morphological merger. It is also not clear to me the extent to which this sort of analysis should be extended to all categories of possible 'higher predicates', without recreating Generative Semantics: in Yagua verb formation, the potential/optative -ñuy and other suffixes also show variable positioning and attendant scope difference.

19 A similar principle could not be motivated for all languages. The Preandine Arawakan languages, for example, seem to allow a much greater number of suffixes than Yagua. I have not, however, seen any data on the mean/median number of suffixes occurring on verbs in actual natural discourse.
Chapter 6: Pragmatic Factors Motivating Order Variation

In Chapters 2 through 5 I have discussed major morphosyntactic phenomena within clauses and subconstituents of clauses. In this chapter I consider pragmatic phenomena as they correlate with variations in structure and order.

Largely following Dooley (1982), I define pragmatic structure as the organization of a linguistic unit (e.g. a clause or sentence) as it indicates how the speaker intends the hearer to relate the unit, or parts of the unit, to the context. Context includes the previous portion of the discourse, 'prior texts' shared by the speaker and hearer (Becker 1979:244), cultural knowledge, deictically-given information, and also the projected development of the discourse insofar as the speaker can anticipate or plan for this. Motivations for choosing certain pragmatic and morphosyntactic structurings depend on what the speaker assumes is the current cognitive status of information in the mind of the hearer and how the speaker wishes to modify or manipulate that. To give one example, based on contextually given information the speaker may assume that the hearer holds a certain proposition \( f(x) \) to be the case. The speaker may choose a construction which conveys single focus contrast (Section 6.4.1) in an effort to get the hearer to substitute the information \( y \) for \( x \) in the remainder of the proposition \( f \).
In the course of this chapter I will discuss some aspects of Yagua narrative discourse as they relate to pragmatic structuring, though I will not pursue a complete investigation here. Section 6.1 briefly presents the major features of unmarked pragmatic structure in the clause. However, my primary purpose is to investigate pragmatic factors which motivate constituent order variation. The allowable variations in syntactic order and the pragmatic conditions under which these occur suggest that there is a marked pragmatic structure option for the (nuclear) predication (Sections 6.2 through 6.5). This consists of one preverbal constituent of any syntactic role plus the 'remainder' of the predication. The 'remainder' is possibly followed by, or interrupted by, an echo of the preverbal constituent. Section 6.6 discusses the frequency distribution of syntactic constituent orders and aspects of overt noun phrase versus clitic reference to participants. The specifiable pragmatic conditions under which constituents occur in preverbal position, plus the frequency data, together argue that verb initial order is basic. Section 6.7 discusses pragmatic and some syntactic factors accounting for relative ordering of object and oblique (including postpositional) phrases.

6.1. General pragmatic structure of Yagua clauses

In pragmatic terms, Yagua clauses (or sentences) can have Connective, Delimiting, Nuclear, and Clarification components. The Nuclear component or predication is essentially the verb, its direct (selectionally restricted or subcategorized) and oblique (i.e.,
non-direct) arguments, and certain aspectual and modal operators which have scope over the verb plus its arguments.

Connectives are elements such as conjunctions or sequence phrases which tie the predication in with the preceding context. Delimiting components limit the applicability of the nuclear predication to some restricted area in the addressee's referential field (Dooley 1982:310; cf. also Chafe 1976:50 on 'topic'). Unlike nuclear arguments, a non-nuclear delimiting element is not necessarily related to the nucleus by the semantic case or subcategorization frame of the verb. Clarification includes phrases which further specify the identity of, or further delimit, some element of the nucleus. In (563d) below, for example, the clarification phrase jiiráyoonu rávaa 'bushmaster's poison' further specifies the identity of the possessor previously indicated just with the third person singular Set I clitic sa- in sa-rávaa 'his poison'.

Whenever two or more pragmatic components occur in a sentence, pragmatic function and semantic scope group the components into some type of constituent structure (Dooley 1982:308). The overall pragmatic structuring of Yagua clauses can be diagramed as in (562). The non-nuclear delimiting component can consist of a phrase such as a locative or time expression, or a conditional or adverbial clause which has a delimiting function relative to the nuclear predication.

(562) [Connective [Non-Nuclear Delimiting [Nucleus] Clarification] Connective']
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Clause (d) of (563) illustrates all except the non-nuclear delimiting component. The connective element rámutiy 'therefore' logically refers back to the situation expressed in (563a) and (563c) in which a careless child made the bushmaster spill his poison, thus explaining how there came to be other poisonous, biting, and stinging animals in the jungle. The last connective element váriy in (563d) is more sequential in function than rámutiy (which indicates a logical relation). Váriy indicates how the expression in (563d) relates in terms of temporal progression to what preceded in (563c). *Muchojimiyi* Bacheemu 'musmuqui-eaten ones orphan' (i.e. the orphan of the one eaten by the musmuqui monkey) is a proper name.

(563) a. Niíniy Muchojimiyi Bacheemu ráfiy jarúpanooda. jiríooyjú
nií-niy mucho-jimiyi jarúpanu-jada
3SG-NITY musmuqui-eaten orphan MALF ruin-PAST3
'He, the Musmuqui-eaten-ones-orphan_1 ruined (everything).

b. ríjímuýra
ray-jimúy-rá
1SG-observe-INAN
'I see it

c. niítiy rumityÝadeeda jiríyooyjú jirypooyjú
nií-tiy rumíy-táníy-jada jiríooyonú-rá jiy-rúguá
3SG-TITY spill-CAUS-PAST3 bushmaster-INAN COR-poison
'that he_j made the bushmaster_j spill his_j poison.

d. [CONNECTIVE
Rámutiy
'Therefore

ripúnyútyáda jągyanúmiy rámu sa-rupú
riy-pútya-jada jągyanú-miy rá-mu sa-rú
3PL-paint:poison-PAST3 for:de:lance-PL INAN-LOC 3SG-poison
'the fer-de-lances, painted there his_j poison,
The initial connective and the non-nuclear delimiting component rarely co-occur in naturally occurring discourse. The following example (the same as (40) of Chapter 2) illustrates a time phrase in delimiting function. Locative delimiting phrases also occur.

(564) [ . . . NON-NUCLEAR DELIMITING . . . . NUCLEUS . . . . ]
Tiitguu jáirimuni-saa-ra-jú sa-tiryó-qa-ta-jayá-ra
'For a whole month he was laid up (in bed) with it'. (KT005)

The following example (the same as (25) of Chapter 2) illustrates a delimiting element coreferential with the nuclear subject. Delimiting elements coreferential with nuclear objects and obliques also occur.

(565) [ . . . NON-NUCLEAR DELIMITING . . .
Núcqwainu súuyjo sajaátási-níy,
wasp bite-CL:place 3SG-knee-in

. . . . NUCLEUS . . . . ]
jáamu-ra rá-poo.
big-CL:NEUT INAN-swell:up

'The wasp bite in his knee, it swelled up big'. (KT004)

Within the nucleus it is possible to have marked or unmarked pragmatic structuring. In pragmatically unmarked predications Verb-(Subject)-(Object) syntactic role order is employed (though there is potential variation in relative order of direct and oblique objects; Section 6.7). This is illustrated in the nuclear portion of (563d) above, and will be argued for in Sections 6.2 and 6.6.4
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6.2. The pragmatically marked nucleus

For Yagua I define 'subject' as the confluence of 'S' and 'A' in the sense of Dixon (1979), and 'object' as Dixon's 'O' (see discussion in Section 2.1 of Chapter 2). In transitive clauses, the orders VAO, AVO, OVA, and Oblique-VAO can occur when full noun phrases are used. When obliques occur postverbally, they may either precede or follow the direct object (this is explored further in Section 6.7). In intransitive clauses, SV-Oblique and Oblique-VS orders can occur when full noun phrases are used. In both transitive and intransitive clauses, elements of noun phrases may occur preverbally, discontinuous from the rest of their postverbal constituent. This section and Sections 6.3 and 6.4 are an attempt to discover the conditions and factors motivating these different syntactic orders.

I start with the assumption that there is a pragmatic difference between (1) making an assertion (either containing all new information or a mixture of given and new information) where the predicate is part of the assertion, versus (2) correcting, adding or filling in missing information, or simply restating information, where the major portion of the predication (usually including the predicate) is already presupposed and is not asserted. I suggest that the basic difference between these two types of predications is one of basic or 'neutral' versus 'non-neutral' pragmatic force relative to the speaker's intent to manipulate the information store of the hearer. In the non-neutral situation, the speaker takes more for granted in terms of what the hearer holds to be true (or at least
will accept without challenging), and the speaker takes pains to modify in some specific way what the hearer (supposedly) takes for granted. At the very least, (1) is much more frequent than (2) in Yagua narrative discourse. Presumably the statistical difference correlates with a difference in the degree to which one is a more neutral or basic communicative function.

A second major type of markedness involves semantic operations. Here I will simply claim (and not further justify) that negation is semantically more marked than positive assertion. Additionally, heightening the degree of an expressed quality is a more marked semantic operation than simply expressing that quality. In Yagua, neutral predications of either the pragmatic or semantic variety occur overwhelmingly with V(A)(O) or V(S) orders, while non-neutral ones are found to occur with alternative orders. Substantiating statistics will be presented in Section 6.5 below.

Before identifying the specific pragmatic and semantic conditions which correlate with non-verb-initial orders, I will present a general overview of what I conclude is the marked pragmatic nuclear structure. This consists of a 'pragmatically marked' (PM) component followed by the 'remainder' (RM) of the nucleus. The pragmatically marked component may be echoed in a final PM' component which follows, or perhaps very occasionally interrupts, the remainder of the nucleus. The echo is generally limited to one or two words. Very, very rarely the PM' component may occur without the PM component. This echo is characteristic of information questions but also occurs in other pragmatically marked situations. Though
'characteristic,' it is not clear to me how well the echo is integrated into the syntactic structure of the clause. Order and constituency within the marked pragmatic nucleus is represented in (566).

(566) [Pragmatically [Marked Component [ [Pragmatically Remainder Marked Echo ]]]]

As might be suggested by the bracketing in both (562) and (566), the pragmatic constituent structure closely parallels the syntactic structure posited in (42) of Chapter 2, which describes order and constituency when full noun phrases (or free pronouns) are used. Such parallelism should not be surprising, as syntactic structure is in part the result of grammaticization (over time) of semantic scope and pragmatic function relations. That is, as the number of tokens evidencing a particular pragmatic function or semantic scope relation increases in naturally occurring discourse, such a recurring relation or pattern provides one type of pressure towards actual grammaticization of a syntactic configuration paralleling the semantic or pragmatic configuration.

In the following example, clause (b) illustrates the pragmatically marked nuclear structure:

(567) a. Sanicyee "tɔcá, tɔcá, tɔcá."
    Sa-nicyee tɔcá, tɔcá, tɔcá
    3SG-speak
b. [. . . . PM . . . . [. . . . RM . . . . ] . . . . PM' . . . . ]

Jápiichifumaatée sanicyeetée, jápiichifumaatée.
jápiichiy-numaa-tée sa-nicyee-tée, jápiichiy-numaa-tée
frequently-now-EMPH 3SG-speak-EMPH frequently-now-EMPH

'(a) He said "tɔcà, tɔcà, tɔcà." (b) Frequently
he spoke, frequently'. (KTO86-087)

When arguments which are subcategorized or selectionally
restricted by the case frame of the verb occur in the PM position,
they are not resumptively referenced by Set I and Set II clitics (see
also Section 2.1.1):

(568) [. . PM . [. . . . RM . . . . ] . . ]

Ricyaa ràa jumûdyiîy.
ray-a jumûny-diîy
trap 1SG-IRR see-PRIORATIVE

'The trap, I'm going to see first'.

There are nine or more specific pragmatic and semantic
conditions which correlate with preverbal placement of some
constituent of the nuclear predication. These are illustrated in
Sections 6.4.1 through 6.4.7. Though different conditions can be
identified, the fact that they all correlate with encoding of
information in preverbal position, and the fact that all syntactic
roles (subject, object, and oblique) are found there, suggests that
what is emic to the Yagua system may be simply the 'pragmatically
marked' status of the predication or of the information encoded in
preverbal position. The more specific conditions that can be
identified are in a sense 'etic', at least with regard to order.
Emicization just of 'pragmatically marked' status in grammar is not
universal. In other languages (cf. Watters 1979 on Aghem) different
marked pragmatic conditions may correlate with different encoding patterns.\footnote{6}

6.3. Pragmatic function of the PM' component

The PM' component gives added communicative or cognitive salience to the element occurring in the PM position. The hearer's attention is particularly called to that item of information by virtue of its repetition.\footnote{7} The PM' component is commonly employed (though not required) in information questions, as in (569). (Vocative elements and interjections such as néé 'no!' do not clearly pertain to any pragmatic constituent.)

\begin{align}
(569) & \quad [ \ldots \text{PM} \ldots ] [ \ldots \text{PM} \ldots ] \\
& \quad \text{Nútyara musi}fia \quad \text{sádiyada} \quad \text{rajjyəbyey,} \\
& \quad \text{nútyara musi}y-na \quad \text{sa-díiy-jada} \quad \text{ray-jəgy-bay,} \\
& \quad \text{how from-now} \quad 3\text{SG-die-PAST}3 \quad 1\text{SG-father-deceased} \\
\end{align}

(VOCATIVE) \quad [ \ldots \text{PM'} \ldots ] \\
\quad \text{Dívəə}, \quad \text{nútyara musiy?} \\
\quad \text{dívəə} \quad \text{nútyara musiy} \\
\quad \text{Mother} \quad \text{how from}

'From what now did my father die, Mother, from what?' (LX002)

Example (567b) above involves an adverb in the PM and PM' components and is an instance of added detail restatement based on the assertion made in (567a) (Section 6.4.4). The PM' component not only gives added salience to the adverb in the PM position, but also iconically emphasizes frequency.
6.4. Pragmatic functions of the PM component

The Pragmatically Marked (PM) component may encode a subject, an object, a postpositional or other oblique phrase, an adverb, or a modifier which is discontinuous from the rest of its postverbal noun or adpositional phrase. Phrases in the PM position generally contain given and/or definite information. However, new information can be introduced into the discourse in preverbal position if it is simultaneously in one of the following pragmatically or semantically marked relations: single focus contrast, multiple (usually double) focus contrast, counter expectation, restatement, added detail restatement, questions and answers to information questions, a threat, an assertion which is counter to cultural or situational expectations, negation of the constituent, heightened degree of the quality expressed by a constituent, and perhaps other non-neutral communicative intents.

There has been some discussion in the literature as to whether languages with 'flat' syntactic structure easily allow discontinuous constituents (Hale 1982). As just mentioned, discontinuous subconstituents of noun and postpositional phrases may occur in the pragmatically marked (PM) position, separated from the rest of their noun phrase as in examples (580), (590), (594), and (598). This is not particularly frequent in discourse given that it occurs only under pragmatically or semantically marked conditions. I know of no other conditions under which elements of noun or postpositional phrases may be discontinuous from the rest of their phrase. (Paratactic clarificatory phrases which come at the end of a clause
are probably best viewed as completely separate syntactic constituents from the phrase they clarify.)

6.4.1. Single focus contrast and other single focus subtypes

Contrast has been defined by Chafe (1976) as a situation where (a) there is some propositional 'background knowledge' in the hearer's mind but some item of information is missing or incorrectly assumed in that proposition, (b) there is a limited set of possibilities in the addressee's mind as to candidates which could supply the missing information, and (c) the speaker asserts which candidate is the correct one. It is possible that the speaker assumes the hearer has the wrong candidate in mind, and he wishes to correct this misunderstanding. Communicative situations meeting these three criteria are generally termed 'single focus contrast' situations. Dik, et al. (1981) make a finer distinction between replacing focus, which corrects an incorrectly assumed piece of information, and selective and restricting focus which do not correct information. Selective focus selects one item from among a presupposed set of possible candidates, as in: Presupposed background assumption: Tomás bought rice or beans; selective focus assertion: Tomás bought RICE.

Restrictive focus, on the other hand restricts an antecedently given presupposed set to one or more correct values, as in: Presupposed background assumption: Tomás bought rice, beans, and tortillas; restrictive focus assertion: Tomás bought (just) rice and beans. There may be other single focus subtypes as well. In Yagua, candidates in replacive, selective, or restrictive focus are all
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encoded in the PM position. In actual communication, the presupposed background assumption need not be stated overtly in the discourse. The assumption may be cognitively built up out of several previous overt propositions, or may be assumed on the basis of general cultural knowledge and expectations. It is also possible that (part of) the remainder of the proposition may be left implicit in the context.

The following section of text is taken from a tale of Mocayu and two wasp twins. The twins try unsuccesscfully to outsmart Mocayu. In this particular incident the group has come upon a snake and the two parties are jockeying as to who will kill it. (From here on I use parentheses to indicate different constituents in the pragmatic structure. The parentheses are not meant to indicate hierarchical scope relations. Pragmatic structuring will not be indicated in pragmatically unmarked clauses.)

(570) a. Śuṭay jį́ta núcquaañi
sa-žuṭay núcquaañi
3SG-say JITTA wasp
'The wasp said,

b. ( . . PM . . ) ( . . . . RM . . . . )
"Néé! ṁaay jį́t rą jaachiiñi.
jaachiy-nii
No 1DLEXCL JITTA IRR spear-3SG
"No! We will spear him (the snake).

c. Tama tį́ jaachityqata
jaachiy-tq-ta
never anyone spear(verb)-NMLZR;INST-NEG
Never have I seen anyone speared with
rañiy jumų́rya jiruyvéé. 'Jo.'
ray-niy jumų́ry-rá jiy-ruvéé
1SG-MALF see-INAN 2SG-spear yes
your spear."
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d. Saniy jaachiy ʒiː ʒiː ʃiimu. 'Ti!'
sa-niy jaachiy sa-imu
3SG-MAI 3SG spear 3SG-LOC nothing
He speared at it. Nothing!

e. Pariché saʃiʃryɨɨ ʃocáyú.
   sa-ʃiʃ-rɨɨ
finally 3SG-run-enroute Mocáyu
Finally Mocayu came running.

f. ( ːː PM ːː ) ( ːːːːːː PM ːːːːːː )
   "Rəy ʒiː rə jaachiʃiː, rə!"
   jaachiʃ-niː
I ʃIITA IRR spear-3SG MODAL
"I will spear him!" (KT058-065)

In this excerpt clauses (b) and (f) both encode single focus contrast, employing otherwise unneeded free pronouns in the PM position. The background assumption shared by both parties in these single focus contrast situations is that someone will spear the snake. The set of possible candidates consists of the wasp twins (it is unimportant which wasp twin will throw the spear) and Mocayu. In clause (b) the wasp asserts that the correct candidate is 'us', and in clause (f) Mocayu asserts that the correct candidate is himself. The clitic ʒiː in clauses (b) and (f) communicatively underlines the marked pragmatic structure. In both cases ʒiː occurs in quoted material, making a 'progression' analysis of its function in these clauses unlikely (cf. Section 2.4.3). Use of ʃIITA and ʒiː in clauses (a) and (d) does mark progression from one event to another. (Clause (e) is possibly presentative in function, rather than indicating an event per se.)

In (570b) and (f), subjects occur in preverbal position. However, all syntactic roles may occur preverbally. An oblique occurs before the verb in (571b). This example comes from a text describing
how two groups made peace following a time of warfare. One group has
approached the offended party asking to be friends since the
population of the groups is declining. The offended party replies:

(571) a. (. . . PM . . ) (. . . . . . . . . . PM . . . . . . .)
    Jirye-ni-y ra-fiy jôptârâ jüvaamu.
    ji-râ-y ni-y jôpta-râ jüvay-jamu
2PL-NTL MALF begin-INAN fight-INF
   'You began the fighting.'

b. (. . . . PM . . . . ) (. . . . P M . . . . )
    Nûükvi-imustya râjôpta-day.
    mûukvya-imu-siy-ta râ-jôpta-day
1PFLXCL-LOC-AB-NEG INAN-begin-DAY
   Not from us it began'. (DAV2025-026; CAH)

Prior to (571) there is clearly a presupposition that fighting has
been going on. In (571a) the offended party takes it for granted that
the hearer shares (or at least will accept) the presupposition that
someone began the fighting. The shared set of possible candidates
includes jirvey 'you' and mûukvya 'us (exclusive)'. The speaker makes
the assertion that the correct candidate is 'you', encoding this
information as subject. In (571b) the same presuppositional
conditions exist, only mûukvya 'us' is removed from the
presuppositional predication and is specifically contrasted with
jirvey 'you'.

The excerpt in (572) is also an instance of single focus
contrast. When the David and his group are approached by the arriving
group of Indians, David is wary that they might be coming to fight.
He is not prepared to listen to them. However, the intent of the
arriving group is to help David and his group rebuild their homes and
replant their gardens. In (572) a member of the arriving group
speaks. In clause (d) a non-referential oblique occurs in the *PM* position. The speaker both negates it (to remove it from the proposition which David holds to be true), and contrasts it with the preverbal direct object in (e). In (e) the speaker asserts the correct information relative to the proposition of 'coming'. The direct object in (e) is a semantic instrumental/comitative.

(572) a. Née yā  jūvay mūy!  
   NEG 1SG:IRR fight 1PLEXCL  
   'Don't kill us!'

b. Yā  musanu jeerya jiryuwee.  
   yi-a  jily-ruwee  
   2SG-IRR lower also 2SG-lance  
   'Lower your lance!'

c. Née mūyvaqtara  jūveemuday.  
   mūy-vaqta-ra  jūvay-janu-day  
   NEG 1PLEXCL-want-INAN fight-INF-DAY  
   'We don't want fighting'.

d. ( . . . . PM . . . . ) ( . . . . PM . . . )  
   Née jūvaymaachaqɔ  mūyniimidyeey.  
   jūvay-janu-naachaqɔ mūdya-jiiniy-day  
   NEG fight-INF-towards 1PLEXCL-come-DAY  
   'Not (looking) for a fight we come'.

e. ( . PM . ) ( . . . . . . . .  PM . . . . . )  
   Jūvāadyi  mūyniitya  jiiriimuday.  
   mūdya-jiiniy-ta  jiirvey-imu-day  
   effects 1PLEXCL-come-INST 2PL-LOC-DAY  
   'Effects (i.e. machetes, hatchets, knives) we come with (bring) to you'. (DAV137-138)

If *jinitva* 'come with' is considered a substantially different predicate from *jiini* 'come', then (572d, e) might be considered a case of double focus contrast (Section 6.4.2). However, what is pragmatically contrastive in the context is 'a fight' as opposed to 'effects', not the pairing of 'a fight' and 'coming', versus the pairing of 'effects' and 'coming with'.
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6.4.2. Multiple foci of contrast

When the speaker wishes to assert a correct match-up between two or more pairs of items, there are multiple foci of contrast (Chafe 1976). Dik, et al. (1981) use the term parallel focus for this situation. Although Chafe does not explicitly say so (and in fact might be interpreted as saying the opposite), in many cases of multiple foci of contrast a background assumption is not as clearly present as in single focus contrast. Rather, the multiple foci construction may do double duty by both asserting a correct match-up between pairs of items, and asserting two or more events or situations. The situations are not necessarily taken as presupposed. They may still be contrastive, however, in the sense that one pairing is opposed to or contrasted with the other pairing. In the example Her HUSBAND stayed home to BABYSIT, and SHE went to WORK, one pair of items consists of the set (her HUSBAND, SHE) and the other pair is the set (stayed home to BABYSIT, went to WORK). As with single focus contrast, parts of the multiple foci assertion may be implicit in the context. In Yagua multiple foci of contrast (usually double focus contrast) is expressed by encoding one or both members of a pair of contrasted items in the PM position.

In (573) Mocayu and the wasp twins are making shelters against the rain which comes during the night. Clauses (573c) and (573d) express double focus contrast. By the time clauses (c) and (d) are said, there is a clear presupposition that the wasp twins and Mocayu have made shelters. This is asserted in (a) and (b).
(573) a. Naadasətəy jįṭa núcovaafjuy yąjilįjuyday.
nada-sətəy núcovaafu-juy jiy-ajiįju-day
3DL-make:shelter JIITA wasp-DL COR-place:at-DAY
'The two wasps made a shelter for themselves.

b. Sasətəy jįṭa muńtidiye, Mocąuyday.
sa-sətəy nụ-ntiye-day
3SG-make:shelter JIITA other-REP-DAY Mocąu-DAY
The other one also made shelter, Mocayu.

c. ( . . PM . . . ) ( . . . . . RM . . . . )
Náviίta saasətədyay
náviί-ta sa-sətəy-day
leaves-INST 3SG-make:shelter-DAY
With leaves he made shelter,

d. ( . . PM . . . ) ( . . . . . RM . . . . . )
Micadíiίta naadasətədyay.
múcadiί-ta naada-sətəy-day
mud-INST 3DL-make:shelter-DAY
with mud they:two made shelter'. (KTO27-030)

In clauses (c) and (d) the instrumental phrases 'with leaves' and 'with mud' occur in the PM position. These two items are crucial pieces of information for the action which will take place when the rain comes during the night. As any intelligent inhabitant of the jungle knows, leaves make an excellent shelter against rain but mud won't last a minute. During the night the rain comes and the wasp twins get a good soaking as their shelter disintegrates. 'With leaves' and 'with mud' form one pair of items to be contrasted. The other pair consists of Mocayu, referred to in (c) by the 3rd person singular Set I clitic sa-, and the wasp children, referred to in (d) by the 3rd person dual Set I clitic nada-.

Example (574b) illustrates double focus contrast with an object noun phrase in preverbal position. Though the complement phrase batyevey 'be:killed ones' is negated in clause (a), preverbal positioning of complements of 'be' and 'remain' verbs is the normal
order (Section 2.1.4). Thus, it cannot be clearly argued than negation motivates preverbal position of batyevye in this case.

(574) a. Néé batyevye y rimyechoqjanuday.
    b. batyev-vay rimy-machq-pjanu-day
    NEG be::killed-CL:ANTIM:PL 3PL-remain-PAST3-DAY
    'Not killed ones they_{j} (the people of David) remained.
    
    b. ( . PM . ) ( . . . RM . . . )
    Ridyej, munufimiy ricyyqsiyiyanntiy.
    ri--day riy-caasliy-janu-ntiy
    3PL-DAY munufimiy 3PL-finish-PAST3-REP

    'They_{j}, the savages_{j} they_{i} (the people of David)
    finished off'. (DAV109-110)

6.4.3. Questions and answers to information questions

A third situation in which constituents occur in the FM position concerns information questions and answers to information questions. Dik (1978:93) says that in an information question the questioned constituent is in 'focus', and that in the answer the constituent that provides the requested information is in 'focus'. It is precisely these constituents that are fronted in Yagua information questions. Answers to information questions share the same three parts that canonical single focus contrast situations do: (a) there is a background assumption with some piece of information missing, (b) existence of a set of candidates to supply that information is (normally) assumed, and (c) an assertion is made as to who is the correct candidate. Dik, et al. (1981) term answers to information questions completive focus but do not regard them as a type of
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contrastive focus. (This does not include, of course, answers such as 'I don't know', or 'That's a dumb question'.)

An information question contains a background presupposition (part a). For example, in (575a) it is presupposed (and not asserted) that someone is crying. Secondly, if the question is felicitous the speaker also assumes a set of possible candidates exists which can supply the missing information (part b), though its contents may be unknown to the speaker. In place of asserting the identity of the correct candidate (part c), an information question solicits the missing information.

(575) a. ( . . PM . . . ) ( . . . . RM . . . . )
"Divaq, chįį deemų jűnaachara náaváy,
 qan uchų deemų jűnaay-sara
mother who child cry-HABIT above,
"Mother, whose children are constantly crying above,

( . . PM' . . . )
chįį deemų?
chįį deemų
who child
whose children?"

b. ( . . . . . . . PM . . . . . . . . . ) ( . . . . RM . . . . )
"Née cùnumaasiy dadyeju jűnaachara náavájyūŋu?"
qan uchų deemų jűnaay-sara náavá-jūjū
NEG plover children-variables cry-HABIT above-JUU
"Isn't it just some plover young constantly crying above?"
(LX012)

In examples (576b) and (577c) the answers to the questions constitute entirely new information (except for references to the father). However, the fronted element is the communicatively most important element. Relatively speaking, then, the verb forms the Remainder for the pragmatically marked element.
(576) a. ( . . . RM . . . ) ( . . . . . . . . RM . . . . . . . . )
"Nútyara musiy sádiyamun rajiýéêbey¿" sa-ðiý-jamu ray-ða-ga-y-bay
how from 3SG-die-PAST3 1SG-father-deceased
"From what did my father die?"

b. ( . . . RM . . . ) ( . . . RM . . . )
"Jíryu jácha sajítyadájyú." sa-ðiý-jada-ju
trunk upon 3SG-fall-PAST3-JU "On a tree stump he fell (of course)". (LX009)

(577) a. ( . . . . . RM . . . . ) ( . . . RM . . . ) ( . . . PM . . . )
"Nútyara musiy sìteemí sádiyamutay nútyara musiy sa-ðiý-jamu-tay
how from really 3SG-die-PAST3-EMP? how from "From what, really now, did he die, from what?

b. Radíyadájyú riýtátyéécú." ray-ða-ga-jada-ju ray-ðiý-tay-té-e-qú
1SG-know-INF-AL 1SG-say-EMP-CU
For my knowing, I say (ask)."

c. ( . . . RM . . . ) ( . . . . . RM . . . )
"Néé jiíryoomu sáyyamúíijyú. sa-ðiý-jamu-níi-ju
no bushmaster bite-PAST3-3SG-JU
"The bushmaster bit him (of course)." 10 (LX022-023)

In yes/no questions, the C second position clitic -viy can occur. It follows any preverbal constituent that is being questioned.
(Not all yes/no questions have preverbal constituents; Section 2.8.1.) In (578) it is presupposed that the snake swallowed someone, and for the speaker the set of possible candidates must include jiy 'you'.

(578) ( . . . PM . . . ) ( . . . . . RM . . . . )
Jiíviyi saramuchoomu coodiy?
jií-nií-viy sa-ramuchu-jamu
2SG-MNY-QUEST 3SG-swallow-PAST3 snake
'Are you the one the snake swallowed?' (MM138)

In (579) it may not be solidly presupposed that 'he is going to kill me', but the possibility that this might be the case is presupposed.
There is no set of referential candidates to fill in missing information here. However, the speaker assumes that there is a set of at least two truth values for the presupposition 'It is possible that he will kill me'. The set {true, false} presumably contains the missing confirming or disconfirming information requested by the speaker.

(579) ( . . . FM . . . ) ( . . . . . . FM . . . . . )
Sį̂̂ teenuniviyiŋ  saña muntuę rą̠̂̂ y?
sį̂̂ teenui-ni̊ y-viy  sa-a muntu-teę
true-NTY-QUEST  3SG-IRR kill-EMPH 1SG
'Is it true that he's going to kill me?' (LX025)

The C second position clitic -dyéęta 'maybe' also has a questioning function. It follows preverbal constituents if such occur:

(580) ( . FM . ) ( . . . . . . FM . . . . . . )
Jaą̣̣ dyéęta  saqtóosiy  jaą̣̣ mu ra jivyimůju.
jaą̣̣ dyéęta sa-jatų-jasıiy  jaą̣̣ mu-ra jiy-viimų-jũ
water-maybe  3SG-drink-PROX1 big-CL:NEUT COR-inside-AL
'Water maybe he drank a lot (of it) inside (his stomach)'.
(LAG042)

6.4.4. Restatement and added detail restatement

Restating previously mentioned information is one way of iconically giving added salience to that information or of particularly calling it the hearer's attention. Restatement is iconic in the sense that the greater amount of linguistic material used to encode a particular piece of information reflects the greater cognitive importance or salience of that information in the mind of the speaker. Alternatively, it may reflect the greater importance the speaker thinks that information should have for the hearer. In both
Yagua and Hixkaryana (Derbyshire 1985), restatement situations involve pre-verbal placement of elements which would otherwise occur in post-verbal position. Dooley (1982) also notes that restatement situations are a condition for marked pragmatic structuring in Brazilian Guarani. The exact circumstances under which restatement and added detail restatement occur in Yagua discourse are as yet unstudied. Derbyshire hypothesizes that in Hixkaryana they are associated with the end of an episode or other larger discourse unit.

Added detail restatement is not particularly contrastive in terms of the pragmatic force it carries to the hearer. However, it shares several component features with single focus contrast. First, there is some background assumption, generally overtly stated in the previous discourse. Second, the speaker judges that there is some piece of information missing in the background assumption, or further information which should amplify the background assumption. Third, there is an assertion of this missing or amplifying information. This is essentially what Dik, et al. (1981) term expanding focus, as in *They were eating apples; green apples they were eating*. Though couplets like this may seem unnatural (or perhaps poetic) in English, they are not unnatural in Yagua narrative discourse, including non-folkloric subgenres.¹¹

Simple restatement involves couplets such as *They were eating fruit. Fruit they were eating.* (Again, these may seem poetic in English.) Why simple restatement should also receive marked pragmatic structuring is not as clear. Here there is no expansion, restriction, or correction of an assumed proposition. However, we
might hypothesize that explicitly repeating an entire proposition which is already known or situationally expected is a communicatively marked event. In line with Haiman (1983), a basic communicative rule is: what is given or expected should be mentioned in the most attenuated manner possible, even to the point of complete ellipsis. Part of the motivation for simple restatement may be to convey some added communicative importance associated with part of the assumed proposition which was not made evident in its initial assertion. We would expect this part of the restatement to be that which occurs in the PM position. Both restatement and added detail restatement can be made on the basis of information explicitly given in the text or inference from the context. If the restatement is based on an overtly asserted antecedent predication, the restatement and its antecedent need not be linearly contiguous.

The following example illustrates simple restatement in clause (b), based on clause (a). In (a) the free pronoun ray 'I' breaks up what would otherwise be an unmarked predication.

(581) a. (...... RM ......... (PM') ......... )
Raṣṣaa tāārya raḥṣīqūta raḥ y ruḥusidīye.
ray-ā-maa ray-jasīqūta ruḥa-si-yādīy
1SG-IRR-PERF return 1SG-alone 1SG there-AB-DAY
'I have to return alone, I, from there.'

b. (...... RM ...... ) (...... RM ...... )
Raḥṣīqiṭanumaa raḥ tāāryadīy.
ray-jasīqūta-numaa ray-ā tāārya-day
1SG-alone-now 1SG-IRR return-DAY
Alone now I will return'. (IS113)

Clause (e) of the following example illustrates restatement with a syntactic object in the PM position. The restatement is made on the
basis of inference from what is given in preceding text. The speaker and his wife have gone to see if anything has been caught in their fish net during the night. He has found that there are several fish, and then he looks at what else there is. (Jiita is a dialect variant of jiīta.)

(582) a. Riımūjēsiy jīitā mú iy sayanūju.
   ray-jimūný-jāsiy sa-yamu-jū
   1SG-look-PROX1 JIITA there 3SG-beyond-AL
   'I looked there beyond him (the fish).

b. Sapąsę nurutū-sūmaa.
   3SG-float alligator-big
   A big alligator was floating.

c. Rąsəsiy jīitā rayvātarani
   ray-jāsə-jāsiy ray-vātarana-ni
   1SG-signal-PROX1 JIITA 1SG-woman:without:children-3SG
   I signaled him to my wife,

d. "Yə̠a mú iy nurutū.
   jiy-a jumūný
   2SG-IRR look alligator
   'Look at the alligator!"

e. ( . PM . ) ( . . . . . PM . . . . . . )
   Nurutū rásarijēsiy riicya.
   rā-sarijē-jāsiy
   alligator INAN-hold-PROX1 net
   The alligator the net held.' (LAGO15-019)

In clause (582e) there is little or nothing that is new information. Perhaps the verb sariy 'hold' might be considered new, but it is given from the situational context since anything in the net is being held by the net. The net is introduced in the first clause of the text (not included here), and is overtly mentioned with a noun phrase three times prior to clause (582a). The alligator itself is certainly given information by the time of clause (582e). Thus, (582e) is a statement of information already given (i.e. assumed to already be in
the hearer's consciousness) on the basis of the previous linguistic and situational context. It is not clear that any informational relationships are being corrected, expanded, restricted, or otherwise contrasted. Thus, (582e) can be taken simply as a 'restatement' of already assumed or presupposed information. The focus of attention is clearly on the alligator, not the net, and therefore the object nominal occurs in the PM position.

Example (583) continues the text from which (582) is taken. (583h) illustrates use of a pre-verbal adverb in added detail restatement.

(583) a. ( PM ) ( . . . . . . . PM . . . . . . . )
Nurutú rásaríjésiy riícya.
rá-saríy-jásiy
alligator INAN-hold-PROX1 net
'The alligator the net held.'

b. Núútyiy diífuntá sanícháájísíy váriy.
díiy-mú-ntá sa-nícháá-jásiy
like die-CL:ANIM:SG-seem 3SG-be-PROX1 then
Like a dead one he seemed then.

c. Sápiítaday náavájýu.
Sa-pííta-day náavájí-yú.
3SG-throat-DAY above-AL
His throat was upwards.

d. Rańqoódáásiy jiíta jumúñu váímúíjúnií.
ray-pońa-Jásiy jumúñú-váímu-jú-níí.
1SG-lift-PROX1 JIITA canoe-inside-AL-3SG
I lifted him into the canoe.

e. Ríímuújésiy jiíta saníisiymyu.
Ray-joóñóy-jásiy sa-nilísíy-mu
1SG-lock-PROX1 JIITA 3SG-eye-LOC
I looked in his eyes.

f. Née jumúñumunudáy.
 jumúuy-mú-nundáy
NEG live-CL:ANIM:SG-anymore
He was not an alive one anymore.
g. Rafiy supatáásiy jiita riicya‘chíiíi.
Ray-níy supata-jásiy riicya-jáciyi-níí
1SG-MALE extricate-PROX1 JITA net-there:from-3SG
I tried to extricate him from the net.

h. ( . . . PM . . . ) ( . . . . R M . . . . . . . )
Sárra rársari-jésiy nújíiíy
sára-ra rá-sari-jésiy nú-niíy
tight-CL:NEUT INAN-hold-PROX1 near-place
Tight, it held near

. . . . . . . . .
sanruñtása.
sa-nurñ-ta‘ása
3SG-nose-in:middle
the middle of his nose.' (LAG019-026)

In (583), clause (h) is an added detail restatement of clause (a),
amplifying the manner in which the alligator was held. The
restatement comes after a description of how the speaker has tried,
but failed, to remove the alligator from the net. At this point of
frustration, he focuses the hearer's attention on how tightly the
alligator is caught in the net.13

Clause (584c) illustrates adding the information sa-rooriy 'his
house' to information previously presented in the locative phrase in
(584b). Clause (c) is a non-nuclear adverbial clause relative to (d),
but within (c) itself there is marked pragmatic structuring.

(584) a. ( . . . PM . ) ( . . . . . . . R M . . . . . . . )
"Nítýaramusiy sadíiyamu rajiýébyeey?"
nítyara-musiy sa-díiy-jamu rai-jágy-bay
how-from 3SG-die-PAST3 1SG-father-deceased
"How did my deceased father die?"

b. ( . . . . PM . . . ) { . . . . R M . . . . }
"Mudavñychasíiy sadusiyadájúú.
muðavų-jáça-síiy sa-dusiy-jáda-júú
ridge:pole-on-AB 3SG-slip-PAST3-JÚÚ
"From up on a ridge pole he slipped (of course)"
c. (........ Non-nuclear Delimiting ........)
(........ PM ..............)
Múxìy sa-roorìy muddavì-va
there 3SG-roof ridge:pole-DAT
There on the ridge pole of his roof

.......... RM ............
jiíiyi rupíiyeyqadaryáju
jií-yiyi rupíiy-nayaqqa-daryáju
COR-MALF walk-going:aimlessly-because
because he was walking all over.

d. (........ Nucleus ............)
sadusiiy jiíta jáchiy.
sa-dusiy jáslí-y-siy
3SG-slip JIITA there-AB
he slipped from there." (LX018-019)

6.4.5. Counter expectation

Occasionally in the texts examined, assertions are made counter
to culturally, situationally, or perhaps textually expected
presuppositions. These also correlate with preverbal placement of
some constituent of the nuclear predication. The text from which
(585) is taken describes a trip in a small airplane. At one stop-over
point the pilot of the airplane goes off to buy soft drinks. Prior to
this clause there has been no reason to suppose anything about buying
of soft drinks or anything else:

(585) (... PM ...) (........... RM ............)
Sábuujaá satàárìyì váriy múúaatodáju
sábuu-jáá sa-tàárìyìy múùifà-jatu-jada-jì
sweet-CL:liquid 3SG-buy then 1DL-drink-INF-AL
'Soda pop he bought then for us to drink'. (PACH076)

In the Yagua culture soft drinks are not readily available, given
both distance from places where such things are sold and the fact
that obtaining them requires money rather than one's physical labor.
It may be that săbunja 'soda pop' occurs in the PM position by virtue of the fact that one does not usually expect to get it, in opposition to certain other things which are culturally expected. If the pilot had gone off to buy manioc or plantains, would the event even have been worth reporting?

The following example is taken from a text where some men have gone off on several days' journey to cut leche caspi (a type of tree). At the point where (586) occurs, the men are discussing building a shelter beside a stream, hunting some game for their provisions, and are planning the next day's search for leche caspi. In the situational context, finding munufu 'savages' (i.e. non-Yagua indians) in the area is counter to their immediate expectations and plans, though in the retelling of the story, the speaker presages for the hearer what they will find.

(586) Nuúdyéetyetya várididíoécyụ
múy-dáátya-tya váriy-díuy-day-cụ
1FLEXCL-know-NEG then-PRIORATIVE-DAY-CYY
'We didn't yet know

( . . PM . . ) ( . . RM . )
jirya munufu jiyúcụ.
jiy-ra jiyu-cụ
DEM-CL:NEUT savages here-CY
'that savages were here'. (ISO28)

6.4.6. Threats

The second clause of (587) begins with a preverbal object pronoun. In the text immediately preceding (587) the referent of nií 'him' has been identified as a bird.
(587) a. Sa-páta-rįjį jiįta-rą vūdnucada
    3SG-break-enroute JITTA-INAN dry:stick
    'He (Mokāyu) breaks in passing a dry stick.

b. (RM) (... RM ...)
    "Nīį rąq jaachiyy
      ray-ą
    him 1SG-IRR spear
    "Him (the bird) I'll spear,"

c. Šųtųyuyu,
    sa-jųtay-yū-jįį
    3SG-say-CORO-JIJU
    he says to himself.' (KT094-096)

Nothing has been said in previous context to lead us to believe that
anyone is going to be speared or killed. Since there is no (obvious)
presupposition, (587b) is not a canonical example of single-focus
contrast. It is not an instance of double-focus contrast,
restatement, or any sort of question. Yet the free pronoun nīį 'him'
as well as its preverbal position indicate a marked construction (the
same information could have been communicated by the unmarked
construction: Rąq jachįifiant (1SG-IRR spear-3SG) 'I'll spear him').
What is communicatively marked about (587b) is that in preceding
context the bird has been hassling the speaker to no end and (587b)
is said as a threat rather than a simple assertion about going out to
shoot a bird. Threats are unlike the conditions identified in
Sections 6.4.2 through 6.4.4 in that there may be no identifiable
presupposition relative to the textual or situational context. As
with counter expectation, however, there may be culturally (or even
universally?) given presuppositions. In order for a threat to be
effective, it must promise something which both speaker and hearer
assume is undesirable. It this sense there may be a cultural or
universal presupposition to the effect that 'To be killed is
undesirable'. To be effective, the speaker must ensure that the hearer or addressee realizes the undesired nature of the impending situation. The speaker must thus take pains to make this cognitively salient to the hearer. In terms of speaker-hearer relations, it is more than a simple assertion.

Example (588) is similar to (587). There has been no previous mention of a beetle and there are no presuppositions about anyone 'planting' the victim under ground. However, it is said as a warning or threat to Mocáyu.

(588) Játiy jiya múntiy, Mocá.
    jiya múntiy careful 2SG-go there-REP Mocáyu
    'Be careful of going there again, Mocáyu.'

(. . PM . ) ( . . . RM . . . )
Jaséésiy rå dápuuta-jiy.
beetle IRR plant-2SG
The beetle will plant you (under the ground)' (KT109-110)

Again, the speaker may assume the hearer will agree that 'being planted underground' is undesirable, or that 'beetles who plant you underground should be avoided'.

6.4.7. Semantically marked conditions

Another type of markedness has to do with semantics. When adverbs and descriptive modifiers occur in the PM position, they convey an extra degree of whatever quality the modifier expresses. The following two examples illustrate the contrast with descriptive modifiers:
(589) Sątólōsiy jąqmu ra jā jīviimāju.
sa-jatu-jāsiy jąqmu-ra jīy-vāiiμ-jū.
3SG-drink-PROX1 much-CL:NEUT water COR-inside-AL
'He drank a lot of water inside (his stomach).' 

(590) (. . PM ..) ( . . . . . . . . RM . . . . . . . )
Jąqmu ra sątólōsiy jā jīviimāju.
much-CL:NEUT 3SG-drink-PROX1 water COR-inside-AL
'He drank too much water inside (his stomach).' 

The following two examples illustrate the contrast with adverbs: 

(591) Tomāsa jīti-ji-jāsiy vāneera mūj-jyū.
Tom arrive-PROX1 quickly there-AL
'Tom arrived quickly there.' 

(592) (. . PM . ) ( . . . . . . . RM . . . . . . . )
Vāneera siiti-ji-jāsiy mūjyū.
sa-jīti-ji-jāsiy mūjy-jū
quickly 3SG-arrive-PROX1 there-AL
'Very rapidly he arrived there.' 

Negation is semantically more marked than positive assertion.
Negation of constituents correlates with placement of the negated constituent in preverbal position. In (594) the preverbal tij 'anyone' and postverbal juvarya 'fighter' both refer to the subject referent. Tij 'anyone' counts as a subject constituent (rather than as a floated quantifier within the verb phrase, for example), in that its preverbal placement precludes use of a Set I clitic on the verb referring to the subject.

(593) ( . . . PM . . . ) ( . . RM . )
Nēē buyā̂ sa-vāqta.
NEG manioc:beer 3SG-want
'He doesn't want manioc beer.'
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(594) ( . RM . ) ( . . . . . . . . . . RM . . . . . . . .
Née tįį jitiṁûyantu juvarya
jiti-ñûy- janu juvay-ra
NEG anyone arrive:here-IMPF-PAST3 fight-CL:NEUT
'None of the fighters arrived
 . RM . . . . . . )
rumu munuday.
riy-umu
3PL-LOC anymore
where they were anymore'. (DAVX014)

6.4.8. Problem cases

There are some remaining examples in the texts which do not fit any of the conditions previously described, and yet where a constituent order associated with pragmatically marked conditions occurs. In the Leche Caspi text, for example (cf. Section 1.4), there are a number of clauses where munufu or munufûmiy 'savages' occurs in preverbal position, but where none of the conditions outlined in preceding sections appear to hold. Presumably the presence or absence of the savages is highly significant to the men's ongoing activities and safety. Thus, there is some as yet ill-defined emotive force associated with these clauses:
(595) a. Ṟụtacharatéé
    riɣ-jiɣay-sara-tée
    3PL-say-HABIT-EMPH

b. mumumu tutänrya
    tutaniɣ-rà
    savage put:interception-INAN

'(a) They say (b) savages put an interception [an ambush or a shortcut?]’ (ISO71)

Very similar examples occur in the First Squirrel text. The Squirrel tries to trick the First Deer and the First Toucan into fording the river across the back of a boa. Deer and Toucan both wonder if the place where Squirrel tells them to ford is, or is not safe. When this place jii 'here' (i.e. the boa) is mentioned, it often occurs in preverbal position:

(596) a. Saquiivíçchu jiʃta jìʃu mìcatyunii
    sa-quiivíç-su jìʃ-yu mìcatyunìi
    3SG-deceive-TRNS JIITA DEMO-CL:ANIM:SG squirrel-3SG
    'This Squirrel deceived him:

b. "Jii-siy vuryq-a ramùtiy.
    here-AB 1PLINC-IRR ford
    "From here we will ford.

c. Jiisìy raryamùtichara."
    jii-siy ray-ramùtiy-sara
    here-AB 1SG-ford-HABIT
    From here I (=squirrel) always ford". (FSQ004-006)

There are other examples which are more intransigent, and for which I have even less of an explanation. In (597) third person singular clitics refer to a group of animals which are not individuated one from another. Ratu 'water hole' and pùjvarvatu
    'guan's water hole' are marked as animate:
   there 2DL-hunt
   'There you two will hunt (at a water hole).

b. Néé rípyá-níi púúvaryatu
   NEG far-3SG guan:water:hole
   The guan's water hole isn't far.

c. Cápítyasiy saramuchu  siimu.
   sa-ramuy-su  sa-imu
   quinilla  3SG-swallow-TRNS 3SG-LOC
   Quinilla they swallow there (at the water hole).

d. Cápítyasiy sa-turyi.
   3SG-suck
   Quinilla they suck.

e. Rátdii saramuchu  siimu ratu.
   rá-tadii sa-ramuy-su  sa-imu
   INAN-seed 3SG-swallow-TRNS 3SG-LOC water:hole
   Its seed they swallow at the water hole'. (HTR154-160)

The preverbal position of cápítyasiy 'quinilla' and rátadii 'its seed' in clauses (d) and (e) could conceivably be explained as cases of restatement and added detail restatement based on clause (c). But the preverbal position of cápítyasiy in clause (c) itself is not clear. To this point in the text there are no (obvious) presuppositions about eating anything or about quinilla fruit. This is probably a case where cultural knowledge and the speaker's anticipations of how the text will develop are important in explaining the choice of pragmatic structuring. The quinilla trees at this water hole attract animals. Consequently the hunters can expect to find game there, perhaps in contrast to other possible places. This may, in fact, account for preverbal positioning of mṹy 'there' in clause (a). Apparently the presence of quinilla trees is communicatively important for the hunters.
6.5. Summary of pragmatically marked types

Table 6.1 presents the distribution of pragmatically and semantically marked types found in the texts discussed in Chapter 1 (Section 1.4). The 'other' category includes both the 'problem cases' where there is some (as yet) ill-defined 'emotive' force associated with the preverbal element, and those for which I have no explanation whatsoever. Conceivably some of these may be due to factors such as false starts and repairs. (In the texts there are a number of preverbal locatives such as jásiv 'there' which is almost conjunction-like in function, and locative demonstratives which occur with very high frequency as a structural feature of $S_o$ clauses. These are excluded from Table 6.1, though they are included in Table 6.3 below.)
Table 6.1 shows that the 'other' category is one of the largest categories. However, preverbal positioning of constituents in 81% of the clauses still correlates with one of the pragmatic or semantic situations outlined in preceding sections.

Table 6.2 gives the number of instances where a predication appears to occur in a context meeting one of the pragmatic conditions outlined in Sections 6.4.1 through 6.4.7, but no constituent of the predication occurs in preverbal position. The majority of these are cases of restatement.
Double Focus Contrast  1
Restatement          12
Added Detail Restatement  3
Total               16

Table 6.2 Distribution of Pragmatically Marked Predications Without Preverbal Positioning of a Constituent

If we leave out the 'other' category in Table 6.1, and combine the remaining data of Tables 6.1 and 6.2, then there are 294 clear cases where we might expect to find a preverbal constituent. In only 5% (16) of the cases this does not happen.

Table 6.3 presents the data of Tables 6.1 and 6.2 in the context of the approximately 1516 clause corpus examined in detail (Section 1.4). To summarize what was said above, there are 290 cases with some sort of definable pragmatically marked status. There are four cases which I consider strictly semantically marked (rather than a combination of pragmatically and semantically marked, or just pragmatically marked). In 96% (278) of these 294 cases, there is a preverbal constituent in subject, object, or oblique syntactic role, or some subconstituent of such a constituent. In contrast, there are 1222 clauses where no pragmatically or semantically marked conditions can be clearly identified. Of these, 92% (1124) are verb initial (discounting clear conjunctions and non-nuclear delimiting phrases within the scope of 3). There are 98 cases where there is a preverbal constituent under conditions which are not clearly pragmatically or semantically marked. In 31 of these, the preverbal constituent is a
loctive such as occurs in \( S_o \) clauses, or locatives such as jása 'there' which are almost conjunction-like, indicating sequence rather than a clearly referential location. If we factor out these 31 cases, it leaves 1191 non-pragmatically marked cases where we would not expect to find a preverbal constituent (within the scope of \( \overline{C} \)). 94\% of these clauses (1124 out of 1191) are in fact verb initial within the scope of \( \overline{C} \).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Preverbal Constituent</th>
<th>Verb Initial</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pragmatically/semantically</td>
<td>278</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>294</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marked</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-marked</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_o$ or conjunction-like</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>1222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Locative</td>
<td></td>
<td>1124</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>67</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>376</td>
<td>1140</td>
<td>1516</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.3 Cross-tabulation of Marked Predications Relative to Non-Verb Initial and Verb Initial Predications (Within $S$).

Without factoring out the 31 $S_o$ clauses with initial locatives and cases with conjunction-like loctives, the value of $\chi^2$ with Yate's correction for the data in Table 6.3 is 947.2. This is significant at the .001 level with one degree of freedom. Consequently, we can safely reject the null hypothesis and conclude that there is an association between definable pragmatically or semantically marked statuses and preverbal positioning of constituents. This is despite the presence of some cases which do not, as yet, meet identifiably marked conditions, and despite the presence of some cases which do appear to meet such conditions but yet do not have a preverbal constituent. The number of such cases is not nearly high enough to reduce the association to a non-significant level. It should be emphasized that with a different corpus, the exact numbers and percentages would no doubt be somewhat different. However, since the
value of $X^2$ is significant for this corpus at the .001 level, it gives us a strong measure of assurance that the association observed here is not simply due to chance.

In summary, there are at least nine definable semantic and pragmatic conditions (or sets of conditions) under which a constituent of a predication will, with a high degree of probability, occur in preverbal position. I suggest that these conditions not only correlate with, but in fact motivate, preverbal positioning of constituents. I have not explored in any depth correlation of free pronouns, second position clitics such as jiita and nilv, or intonational features with pragmatically marked conditions. It may be that different (sets of) conditions will correlate with one, rather than another, of these devices. Constituent order, however, does not differentiate between them. What appears to be significant is not whether something is in double focus contrast rather than single focus contrast, added detail restatement, or counter expectation, for example, but simply whether it is 'pragmatically marked' in any of the ways identified (or perhaps other ways as yet unidentified). The sub-conditions do not matter for purposes of order.

6.6. Frequency distribution of syntactic constituent orders

In what follows I refer to arguments encoded with noun phrases or free pronouns as 'overt' arguments. In the corpus of 11 texts studied extensively (Section 1.4), 62% of all clauses do not contain any full noun phrases or free pronouns referring to either subject or object (i.e. direct) arguments. 35% contain one overt subject or
object argument. Only 3% contain two overt direct arguments. This information is presented in Table 6.4. Transitive clauses are distinguished from intransitive clauses. (A = subject of a transitive clause, S = subject of an intransitive clause, O = object of a transitive clause.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TRANSITIVE</th>
<th>INTRANSITIVE</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>V-only</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>761</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 ARGUMENT</td>
<td>242 (= A: 39)</td>
<td>292 (=S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(= O: 203)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 ARGUMENTS</td>
<td>47 (= A &amp; O)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 ARGUMENTS</td>
<td>2 (= A, O &amp; O)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>463 31%</td>
<td>1053 69%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.4. Cross-tabulation of Number of Clauses With Zero, One, Two, and Three Overt Direct Arguments Relative to the Transitivity of the Clause

Table 6.5 gives the distribution of orders in clauses with two and three overt argument. A,OV and O,AV indicate that the first constituent occurs in the non-nuclear delimiting position, as can be demonstrated by placement of C clitics and resumptive use of Set I or Set II clitics. (Technically these should perhaps be counted as single overt argument clauses.)
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<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VAO</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VAOO</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AVO</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AVOO</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OVA</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AOV</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OAV</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL:</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O,AV</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A,OV</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL:</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.5 Distribution of Constituent Orders in Clauses Containing Two and Three Overt Arguments

The data in Table 6.5 is not very indicative of basic constituent order in and of itself. The most we can conclude is that neither AOV nor OAV is probably the best choice. The differences across the other three major types (VAO, AVO, and OVA) are not great enough to give any clear indications. When we compare clauses that have one preverbal and one or two postverbal arguments with those that have just postverbal arguments, there is a difference of 26 to 19. This (weakly) suggests that a clause may be more likely to overtly encode two or more arguments when one of those arguments is pragmatically marked. In contrast, clauses with zero or one overt argument are communicatively more neutral in naturally occurring discourse.

Although order of arguments in clauses with two or three overt arguments is not very indicative, the distribution of arguments in one overt argument clauses is far more revealing. The data in Table 6.6 show that 70% of overt direct arguments occur postverbally while
only 27% occur preverbally. In 3% of the cases the single argument is discontinuous, with part of the argument occurring preverbally, and part postverbally, as in (580), (590), (594), and (598):

(598) Dá-nu-ży ŋa-na-jiriyí ñâ-cachoomñ.
   two-CL:ANIM:SG-two 3DL-get parakeet
   'They got two parakeets'. (HID053)
   (Literally: 'Two they got parakeets'.)

The discontinuous nature of the argument is represented by S-V-S, A-V-A, or O-V-O in Table 6.6. In each case, I consider there to be only one S, A, or O argument.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VS</th>
<th>VA</th>
<th>VO</th>
<th>TOTAL:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>210</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>377 70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SV</td>
<td>AV</td>
<td>OV</td>
<td>TOTAL:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>143 27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-V-S</td>
<td>A-V-A</td>
<td>O-V-O</td>
<td>TOTAL:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>14 3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>534 100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.6 Distribution of Constituent Orders in Clauses Containing One Overt Direct Argument

As suggested by the data in Tables 6.4 and 6.6, in one overt direct argument clauses, the one argument is overwhelmingly the 'absolutive' argument: either S or O, but hardly ever A.16 This is summarized in Table 6.7 and provides further cross-linguistic evidence for Du Bois' (1984) observation that (in at least some
languages) there is an ergative-absolutive discourse pattern of overt noun phrase usage.

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A (subject of transitive)</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S (subject of intransitive)</td>
<td>292</td>
<td>55%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O (object of transitive)</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>38%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.7 Distribution of Arguments in One Overt Direct Argument Clauses

Tables 6.8 through 6.10 summarize the total distribution of transitive subject (A), intransitive subject (S), object (O), and oblique constituents in the preverbal pragmatically marked position, as opposed to distribution in post-verbal position. Discontinuous arguments are counted as preverbal, in that preverbal positioning of part of a constituent may reflect pragmatically or semantically marked conditions. (Phrases occurring in the non-nuclear delimiting position are not counted. For example, in A,OV clauses the phrase occurring in the non-nuclear delimiting position is coreferential with the nuclear A. However, there is no overt nuclear noun phrase encoding the A participant.)
Table 6.8 Distribution of Preverbal versus Postverbal Subjects

POSTVERBAL
SUBJECT
(A and S)

VAO 18
VAOO 1
OVA 11
VA 17
VS 210 TOTAL: 257 68%

PREVERBAL
SUBJECT
(A and S)

AVC 14
AVOC 1
O,AV 3
AV 21
A-V-A 1
SV 75
S-V-S 7 TOTAL: 122 32%

TOTAL OVERT SUBJECTS: 379 100%

Table 6.9. Distribution of Preverbal versus Postverbal Objects

POSTVERBAL
OBJECT

VAO 18
VAOO 2 (1 clause token)
AVO 14
AVOC 2 (1 clause token)
VO 150 TOTAL: 186 74%

PREVERBAL
OBJECT

OVA 11
A,OV 1
OV 47
O-V-O 6 TOTAL: 65 26%

TOTAL OVERT OBJECTS: 251 100%

Table 6.10 presents data on the distribution of preverbal versus postverbal oblique (postpositional, time, and locative) phrases that contain nouns. It does not include oblique phrases where the object of a postposition is referenced just with a clitic, and it does not
include oblique phrases that occur in the non-nuclear delimiting position.

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>POSTVERBAL</td>
<td>421</td>
<td>69%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OBLIQUE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PREVERBAL</td>
<td>189</td>
<td>31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OBLIQUE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>610</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.10 Distribution of Preverbal versus Postverbal Noun Phrase Obliques

To summarize the data in Tables 6.8 through 6.10, approximately one-third of noun phrase and free pronoun subjects and obliques occur preverbally. Closer to one-fourth of noun phrase and free pronoun objects occur preverbally.

Initially it may be surprising to find up to one-third of noun and postpositional phrases treated as pragmatically marked in terms of position. If something is truly pragmatically marked we might not expect to see so many cases of it. However, it is important to keep in mind that Tables 6.8 through 6.10 contain only noun phrase or free pronoun direct and oblique arguments. The number of V-only clauses and one overt argument transitive clauses in Table 6.4 suggests that clitic reference is overall the most frequent means of referring to participants. More precisely, Table 6.11 below shows that 68% of references to direct arguments (transitive and intransitive subject arguments, and objects) are made by clitics, while 22% of postverbal noun phrases and only 9% of preverbal noun phrases refer to direct
arguments. (For obliques the figures are somewhat different, as will be discussed shortly.) Clauses with overt noun phrases may be pragmatically more autonomous in that one does not need to rely so much on context for interpretation — less need be taken as presupposed (Lambrecht 1984). But they are counter to the economic principle operative in certain types of discourse: 'one does not [overtly] specify what is already known or what is unimportant' (Haiman 1983:802). In economic terms simple clitic reference is the most basic means of referring to participants in context. Any choice of a stronger device such as a noun phrase or a free pronoun is a movement away from the most attenuated referring device and indicates a more unusual communicative situation. For example, if there are several participants interacting at any one point, there is a greater likelihood for ambiguity of reference. This raises the need to employ a stronger referring device because the cognitive expectations as to who will be referred to are more complex. If there is discontinuity of time, location, participant, or in the higher thematic organization of the discourse, stronger devices will also be employed (Fox 1984, T. Payne 1985, Givón 1983:8-12). Discontinuity is more unusual than continuity in terms of frequency, and more surprising in terms of the hearer's expectations. In the pragmatically marked communicative situations outlined in Section 6.4, free pronouns or overt NPs are required. But pragmatic factors such as contrast, correction, restatement, and counter expectation are more surprising and cognitively less expected than simple assertion.
It is too strong to say that all uses of overt noun phrases are 'pragmatically marked' in the sense that I have used that term in Sections 6.2 through 6.5. Overt presentation of new, surprising, or discontinuous information is absolutely basic to communication. A great deal of meaningful communication is motivated by the desire to change the informational store or informational relationships in the mind of the hearer - or at least to act as if one was doing that. However, presentation of new, discontinuous, or ambiguous information is perhaps closer to the marked communicative situation than is presentation of given, continuous, clearly identifiable information in the sense that the speaker cannot felicitously assume that the hearer expects any particular piece of information. To find that up to one-third of all full noun phrase direct and oblique arguments are highly pragmatically marked is less surprising if we recognize that any use of an overt noun is in some degree less than neutral.

If we compare number of preverbal direct noun phrase arguments with postverbal direct noun phrase arguments and zero overt argument clauses, then the percentage of preverbal phrases is only 9%. The data are given in Table 6.11 for direct arguments. (Table 6.11 gives number of references to direct arguments. Table 6.4 above gives number of clauses.)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>V-only</th>
<th>intransitive S</th>
<th>761</th>
<th>761</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>transitive A</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>transitive O</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Argument</td>
<td>intransitive S</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-V</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>transitive A</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-V-A</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0,AV</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O-V-O</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A,OV</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Argument</td>
<td>transitive VAO</td>
<td>18 (=A)</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>18 (=O)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VAO</td>
<td>1 (=A)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 (=O)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OVA</td>
<td>11 (=O)</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AYO</td>
<td>14 (=A)</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AVCO</td>
<td>1 (=A)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>443</td>
<td>1351</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>58%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.11 Distribution of Preverbal Noun Phrases, Postverbal Noun Phrases, and Clitic References for Direct Arguments

Table 6.12 summarizes preverbal and postverbal noun phrase (and free pronoun) references, and clitic references to A, S, and O arguments.
Table 6.12 Cross-tabulation of Syntactic Role Relative to Preverbal Phrase, Postverbal Phrase, and Clitic References to Direct Arguments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Preverbal Noun Phrase</th>
<th>Postverbal Noun Phrase</th>
<th>Clitic</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A (=transitive subject)</td>
<td>40 9%</td>
<td>47 10%</td>
<td>376 81%</td>
<td>463</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S (=intransitive subject)</td>
<td>82 8%</td>
<td>210 20%</td>
<td>761 72%</td>
<td>1053</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>65 14%</td>
<td>186 40%</td>
<td>214 46%</td>
<td>465</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>187 9%</td>
<td>443 22%</td>
<td>1351 68%</td>
<td>1981</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.13 summarizes the distribution of preverbal and postverbal phrases with nouns (and free pronouns), versus clitic references to oblique arguments. Four cases of preverbal oblique phrases contain just clitic references. All other cases of clitic obliques are postverbal. Unlike direct arguments, clitic references are less frequent for obliques than are postverbal phrases containing nouns.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Preverbal Oblique Phrase</th>
<th>Postverbal Oblique Phrase</th>
<th>Clitic</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>189 (noun)</td>
<td>421 (noun)</td>
<td>277</td>
<td>891</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 (clitic)</td>
<td>= 47%</td>
<td>= 31%</td>
<td>= 100%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.13 Distribution of Preverbal, Postverbal, and Clitic References to Oblique Arguments
Comparison of Tables 6.12 and 6.13 shows a ranking of clitic versus noun phrase references relative to different syntactic roles. A's are most likely to be coded with clitics (81%). S's are the next most likely (72%), and then O's (46%). Obliques are least likely to be coded with clitics (31%). There is a marked difference between subjects (the conjunction of A and S) as opposed to objects and obliques: objects are more like obliques than they are like subjects in this respect. I present it as a hypothesis here that this difference in encoding patterns is the result of a functional pattern. Although intransitive subjects do have a major function in encoding new information (Du Bois 1984), overall they encode a greater number of given or 'continuous' (Givón 1983) rather than new participants. This is shown for Papago in Doris Payne (1984c), for example. Objects and obliques, on the other hand, have a more dominant role in introducing new information into the discourse than do either A's or S's.

The major point I wish to make here is that when preverbal references are opposed to the conjunction of postverbal noun and oblique phrase and clitic references, the number of preverbal references is less surprising: only 13% overall for both direct and oblique arguments. This is summarized in Table 6.14. Although some conjunction-like locatives and demonstrative locatives associated with $S_o$ clauses are included in these preverbal phrases, the majority of preverbal obliques reflect some pragmatically marked status.


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PREVERBAL PHRASE</th>
<th>POSTVERBAL PHRASE</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OR CLITIC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A 82  8%</td>
<td>971  92%</td>
<td>1053</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S 40  9%</td>
<td>423  91%</td>
<td>463</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O 65 14%</td>
<td>400  86%</td>
<td>465</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OBLIQUE 193 23%</td>
<td>698  77%</td>
<td>891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL 380 13%</td>
<td>2492 87%</td>
<td>2872</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.14 Percentage of Preverbal References to Arguments, Versus Postverbal and Clitic references.

6.7. Relative order of direct objects and obliques

I have argued that the pragmatically unmarked order of verb, subject, and object when overt noun phrases are used is Verb-Subject-Object for transitive clauses and Verb-Subject for intransitive clauses. These orders are based strictly on syntactic role. Accounting for the order of direct objects and obliques relative to one another is less straightforward. In the approximately 1516 clause corpus upon which the conclusions of this chapter are based (Section 1.4), postverbal references to both an object and an oblique participant occur in 120 clauses. In 45% of these 120 clauses the order is Object-Oblique, and in 55% it is Oblique-Object. These figures include both noun and clitic encoding of the referents. They show that syntactic role alone does not account for order.

The factors governing relative order of objects and obliques are sufficiently complex that I will not able to account for 100% of the data here. Instead I will present the major generalizations that
account for 70% to 90% of the data. The first approximations are that
(1) within certain limits, given, definite, and/or highly continuous
information (highly 'topical' in the sense of Givón 1983) occurs at
the end of the clause, and that (2) clitic references preferably
follow noun phrase references. Though not totally independent, these
two generalizations are also not equivalent. The first
generalization is in accord with VIN which suggests there may be a
tendency to move 'old' information to the end of the clause in verb
initial languages. In Yagua, however, this does not extend to
placement of subject references at the end of the clause (except for
subjects of $S_o$ clauses; Section 2.1.2).

When there is a difference in given versus new status between
object and oblique, given information follows new information in 80% of
the cases regardless of syntactic role. The figures are presented
in Table 6.15.¹⁹ (In the remainder of this Chapter I use the symbol
'P' to indicate postpositional and other oblique participants. The
way in which I use the terms 'given', 'definite', and 'referential'
is discussed in Chapter 3.)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>OP</th>
<th>PO</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Given-New order</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New-Given order</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>23</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>52%</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>48%</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.15 Cross-tabulation of Given-New and New-Given Orders Relative to OP and PO Syntactic Role Orders

Similarly, when there is a difference in definite versus indefinite status between object and oblique, definite information follows indefinite information in 73% of the cases. The data are presented in Table 6.16.20

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>OP</th>
<th>PO</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Def-Indef order</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indef-Def order</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>27</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>61%</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>39%</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.16 Cross-tabulation of Definite-Indefinite and Indefinite-Definite Orders Relative to OP and PO Syntactic Role orders

One potential problem with the figures reported in Tables 6.15 and 6.16 is an imposition on the data of a simple dichotomy between given and new, and between definite and indefinite information (see discussion in Chapter 3).

The figures in Tables 6.15 and 6.16 do not say anything about order when object and oblique both encode information of the same pragmatic status: given-given, new-new, definite-definite, and indefinite-indefinite combinations. In these cases the determining
factors are murkier. The number of new-new and indefinite-indefinite combinations is small and unrevealing. In indefinite-indefinite combinations, OP and PO orders occur two times each. In new-new combinations, OP order occurs eight times and PO order occurs two times.

In definite-definite combinations, PO order occurs in 64% of the cases. In given-given combinations PO order occurs in 63% of the cases. These figures are given in Table 6.17. (Given-given and definite-definite categories contain many of the same tokens. Therefore summing across them would give an artificially inflated number of OP and PO occurrences.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>OP</th>
<th></th>
<th>PO</th>
<th></th>
<th>Total</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Def-Def</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>36%</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>64%</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Given-Given</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>37%</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>63%</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.17 Cross-tabulation of Definite-Definite and Given-Given Information Relative to OP versus PO orders

The data in Table 6.17 suggest that the object is more likely to occur at the end of the clause (i.e. the PO order) when object and oblique are both given or both definite. However, when the value of $X^2$ is calculated on cross-tabulations of all four possible combinations of given versus new status relative to OP versus PO order, the resultant value is not significant at the .05 level. Similarly, when the value of $X^2$ is calculated on cross-tabulations of all four possible combinations of definite versus indefinite status relative to OP versus PO order, the resultant value is also
not significant at the .05 level. Consequently, on the basis of this data we could not safely conclude that any apparent association between given/new or definite/indefinite combinations and PO versus OP order might not be simply due to chance. Lack of a strong correlation is perhaps because objects and obliques are (statistically) equally likely to be given or new, and equally likely to be definite or indefinite. Table 6.15 above particularly suggests this. OP order occurs 52% of the time and PO order 48% of the time regardless of given/new status. In other words, although we can see tendencies regarding ordering of given and new, and definite and indefinite information relative to one another, the overall tendencies are not sufficiently strong to allow strong predictions as to whether the order will be PO or OP in any given case.

The other crucial factor interacting with definiteness and givenness is choice of encoding devices. Interestingly, ordering of encoding devices in itself correlates significantly with order of syntactic roles (though does not account for 100% of the data). As I will suggest below, this correlation may be partly due to a preferred encoding pattern for syntactic roles, plus a preferred ordering of noun phrases versus clitics. In particular, O's are more likely to be encoded with clitics than are obliques. In the 120 cases where objects and obliques co-occur postverbally, 46% of objects are encoded with clitics, while 31% of obliques are encoded with clitics. In T. Payne's (1985) topic continuity study, 55% of all object participants were encoded with clitics, as opposed to 46% of all obliques. Conversely, 44% of objects were referred to with a noun
phrase (both clitic plus noun phrase and simple noun phrase devices), as opposed to 54% of obliques.

Table 6.18 presents cross-tabulation of encoding combinations for object (O) and oblique (P), relative to OP versus PO order as the dependent variable. I have differentiated between clitic-plus-NP, NP, and clitic devices. In the 120 cases where oblique and object co-occur postverbally, there are no cases where an oblique is encoded with a clitic-plus-NP. For the independent variable, order of devices is not relevant — only choice of devices.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>OP ORDER</th>
<th>PO ORDER</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>clitic-plus-NP = O &amp; NP = P</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NP = O &amp; NP = P</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>clitic-plus-NP = O &amp; clitic = P</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NP = O &amp; clitic = P</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NP = P &amp; clitic = O</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>clitic = O &amp; clitic = P</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>45%</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.18 Cross-tabulation of Encoding Device Choices Relative to OP versus PO order.

The value of $X^2$ for the data in Table 6.18 is 41.6 which is significant at the .001 level with 5 degrees of freedom. It is very
unlikely that the observed association between choice of encoding device combination and syntactic role order is just a matter of chance. Calculation of $\chi^2$ statistics successively leaving out various of the encoding choices, shows that the strongest association is seen when a noun phrase encodes the oblique and a clitic encodes the object (the NP = P & clitic = O category). This is also suggested by simple percentages: In 34 out of these 38 cases (89%), reference to the oblique precedes reference to the object.$^{21}$ However, the reason why NP = P & clitic = O correlates so strongly with PO order is because objects are more likely than obliques to be encoded with clitics, and the really determinative factor is NP - clitic order. This is suggested by the figures in Table 6.19. All cases where one argument is encoded by an NP (both NP and clitic-plus-NP) and the other argument is encoded by a clitic are included, regardless of whether the information encoded is given, new, definite, or indefinite.

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NP - clitic order</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>81%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>clitic - NP order</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.19 Distribution of NP Plus Clitic Orders

The data in Table 6.20 show that when just new-given cases are considered, NP - clitic order goes up to 100%.

361
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NP - clitic</th>
<th>clitic - NP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NP = 0 &amp; clitic = P</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NP = P &amp; clitic = O</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.20 Cross-tabulation of Encoding Choices for Syntactic Roles Relative to NP and Clitic Orders; New-Given Combinations Only

Table 6.21 contains only Given-Given combinations. These data also suggest that NP-clitic order is a highly determinative factor in accounting for order of syntactic roles. When both 0 and P are given, NP - clitic order occurs in 75% of all cases. When P is encoded by an NP but 0 is encoded by a clitic, NP - clitic order occurs 90% of the time.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NP - clitic</th>
<th>clitic - NP</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NP = 0 &amp; clitic = P</td>
<td>9  56%</td>
<td>7  44%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NP = P &amp; clitic = O</td>
<td>18 90%</td>
<td>2 10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>27 75%</td>
<td>9 25%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.21 Cross-tabulation of Encoding Choices for Syntactic Roles Relative to NP and Clitic Orders; Given-Given Combinations Only

Calculation of $\lambda_b$ statistics on the data in Table 6.18 shows that when both object and oblique are encoded with NP's (both clitic-plus-NP = O & NP = P, and NP = O & NP = P combinations), there is also a fairly strong association with OP versus PO orders (though...
not as strong as when one argument is encoded with an NP and the other a clitic). Here we see the exact reversal of syntactic roles; object precedes oblique in 73% of the cases. The percentages are given in Table 6.22.23

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>OP</th>
<th>PO</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>clitic-plus-NP = 0 &amp; NP = P</td>
<td>16 76%</td>
<td>5 24%</td>
<td>21 100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NP = 0 &amp; NP = P</td>
<td>14 70%</td>
<td>6 30%</td>
<td>20 100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>30 73%</td>
<td>11 27%</td>
<td>41 100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.22 Cross-tabulation of NP-plus-NP Encoding Combinations Relative to OP and PO orders

I would like to suggest three principles to account for the major patterns seen, though based on the present study these are best taken as hypotheses rather than as definitively proven.

1. When both object and oblique constituents occur in a clause, the object is more likely to be a central, more highly 'thematic' participant than is the oblique. Central characters are defined in T. Payne (1985) as those 'characters that the text is about', and which 'do not lose their status...even if they are not mentioned for an entire episode'. Central or thematic participants are those which the hearer cognitively expects to recur throughout the discourse (even if referred to primarily by attenuated devices). Fillmore (1977) implies that participants encoded as objects (as well as subjects and indirect objects) are 'in perspective' as opposed to participants...
encoded in oblique phrases. Participants that are cognitively 'in perspective' are more likely to be those about which the text or subtext is told. Doris Payne (1984c) shows that in Papago narrative discourse, objects are more likely to encode animate participants than are obliques. Normally animate participants can be expected to have greater continuity throughout a text (to be more highly 'topical' or 'thematic' in the sense of Givón 1983), and to be the entities about which the text or subtext is told.

2. Highly topical (=highly continuous) participants are more likely to be encoded by clitics than by NP's in Yagua. This is substantiated in T. Payne (1985) and reflects the economic principle stated by Haiman (1983).

3. In Yagua, clitic references to participants tend to come last in the clause. This is suggested by the data in Tables 6.18 through 6.21. This ordering pattern correlates with a tendency to place given/definite information last in the clause, as suggested by the data in Tables 6.15 and 6.16.

When factors (1) and (2) work in conjunction, objects will be encoded by clitics. Factor (3) then accounts for the preponderance of PO orders seen in Table 6.18 when the object is encoded by a clitic (i.e. the sum of NP = P & clitic = 0, and clitic = 0 & clitic = P categories).

These principles may also (indirectly) explain the preponderance of OP orders when two noun phrases are used, as seen in Table 6.22. Normally the object is more topical/thematic than the oblique (factor (1) above). Thus there is a tendency to move it towards the end of
the clause (factors 2 and 3). For Yagua speakers we might hypothesize that this is the most neutral situation, the one which is cognitively most expected. However, whenever the speaker chooses to encode the object with an NP, he or she does so based on a situation where the informational content to be encoded is cognitively less-expected. Simple introduction of new information (but without additional pragmatic or semantic marking) may be one such situation. This motivates a reversal to the OP order, reflecting the less-expected nature of the information encoded or the less-neutral communicative situation.

6.8. Summary

Highly pragmatically marked information comes initially in the Yagua clause (Sections 6.2 through 6.5). Although such information may be already in the hearer's active consciousness (i.e. it is given), the speaker may anticipate that the new relationship in which he or she wishes to establish it, or the added semantic or pragmatic salience which he or she wishes to attribute to it, is going to be judged as relatively surprising and unexpected by the hearer. This is particularly so if the speaker assumes the hearer already has some other information standing in the particular propositional relationship in which this particular piece of (soon-to-be) pragmatically marked information is going to be established.

When arguments are overtly expressed, the neutral order is Verb-Subject-Object (Section 6.2). Verb initial order is also the
most frequent in naturally occurring text (Section 6.6). This order is strictly syntactically based. Order of object and oblique relative to one another when both occur postverbally depends on a combination of pragmatic factors and the encoding device used (Section 6.7). Generally, the most topical, most highly given, most expected, and least surprising of the two comes last.

Overall, there is a general increase in the degree to which information is cognitively expected across the clause, with the important proviso that unmarked placement of the subject noun phrase is syntactically constrained. Highly pragmatically marked information comes first, followed by the verb and subject constituents. Whichever of the object and oblique participants is least expected comes next, followed by the most expected one.
NOTES TO CHAPTER 6

1 This is a simplified idealization of the speaker-hearer context. Actual hearers may be distinct from intended addresses, and the actual speaker may not be the originator of a message intended for the hearer or addressee. I will not pursue these elaborations of the pragmatic communicative system here.

2 Dooley (1982) distinguishes 'inner' from 'outer' delimiting components. The former are those which are coreferential with arguments related to the nucleus via the semantic case or subcategorization frame of the verb. A fuller study of pragmatic structuring in Yagua would possibly distinguish these.

3 Dooley says that for Brazilian Guarani, the Clarification element is 'a mere appendage to the pragmatic structuring of the sentence' and thus is not part of the constituent structure of the sentence. In Yagua the fact that a sentence connective can occur after clarification phrases suggests that unless the connective were also interpreted as a 'mere appendage' to the sentence as a whole, the clarification should be interpreted as within the scope of the following connective.

4 Dooley suggests that in all languages, unmarked pragmatic structuring within the pragmatic nucleus of the clause will consist of a 'Topic' and a 'Core' component. Dooley defines Topic as a delimiting component which is related to the pragmatic nucleus by the subcategorization and semantic case frame of the verb. The Core is the most informative part of the sentence. Normally this consists of new information, but also may consist of information that is contrastive. I will not pursue here whether this hypothesis works well for Yagua in pragmatically unmarked predictions. My primary purpose is to discuss motivations for constituent order variation and the discussion will primarily concentrate on pragmatically marked predications.

5 The priorative formative -diy is a phrasal clitic, occurring on both nouns and verbs. It thus patterns like the repetitive -ntiy, the emphatic -tée, and -day (function uncertain).

6 I will not explore intonational features of marked pragmatic structure in this chapter. Other evidences of marked pragmatic structure mentioned just in passing include use of certain second position clitics. It may be that these features differentiate between various pragmatically marked subtypes. The clitic -niy occurs in numerous examples in Section 2.4.1 (cf. especially (94) and (96)); its contrastive function is discussed in T. Payne (1985, Chapter 7). The clitic jita correlates strongly (though not exclusively) with pragmatically marked constituent order (cf. examples (90) and (91) of Chapter 2).
7 Paul Powlison (personal communication) suggests that the PM position can also be used to indicate irony, implying the opposite of the literal sense of the proposition given in the rest of the nucleus. In the texts which I have examined in detail, it is not clear that any examples fulfilling this function occur.

8 Chafe (1976) doesn't actually use the term 'single focus contrast', but others have applied this term to situations where the three conditions he outlines hold true (e.g Dooley 1982).

9 The term 'double focus contrast' is sometimes used in the literature. Asserting a correct match-up between two pairs of items is clearly far more common, though Chafe suggests that situations with triple contrast might be possible.

10 The effect of the negative particle néé in example (577c) is to rhetorically reinforce the positive assertion (Paul Powlison, personal communication). This is in some ways similar to litotes, in which an affirmative is expressed by the negative of the contrary.

11 Repetition and restatement with added detail or semantically parallel information are definable poetic forms in other languages, as for example Biblical Hebrew psalms and Ixil Mayan ritual texts (Townsend 1980). I doubt that restatement and added detail restatement in Yagua narratives are primarily poetic forms, as they occur in personal and historical narratives, as well as folkloric narrative. But I have not specifically researched this.

12 This is not necessarily true in child language and in poetic genres, for example. No doubt there is also cultural variation.

13 It has been suggested to me by both Paul Powlison and Desmond Derbyshire that the function of this particular instance of restatement could be 'sandwiching' a section of background information in order to clearly mark its boundaries, and in effect to say 'I'm finished talking about that now.' I doubt that most of this information is background, however, given occurrence of jíita on clauses which encode events.

14 But see Section 5.2. Some adverbials precede the verb as their basic order.

15 When a particular element is both semantically negated and in some other way pragmatically marked, I have counted it just as pragmatically marked.

16 The data in Table 6.6 may suggest that A is more commonly encoded with a noun phrase when pragmatically marked and preverbal. However, when the data of Tables 6.5 and 6.6 is taken together, overt cases of preverbal A and postverbal A are more equal. This is reflected in Table 6.12.
17 Zero reference, where there is no clitic or NP, is not a strong option in Yagua. In a count of connected discourse containing 1959 references to participants, less than .5% of 'references' lacked both a clitic and a noun phrase (Tom Payne, personal communication). In this study any 'zero references' are subsumed under the 'clitic' category.

18 Multiple linear regression analysis and a larger data base would be necessary to completely determine how various factors interact to account for this.

19 In Tables 6.15 and 6.16 I have factored out those cases where the oblique is jäsiv 'there'. Jäsiv has almost an adverbial sense in many cases indicating sequentiality rather than a clearly referential location. It almost exclusively precedes 0, regardless of whether 0 is encoded with an noun phrase or a clitic, and whether 0 is given, new, definite, or indefinite.

20 Although Tables 6.15 and 6.16 both have 44 tokens each, these sets of tokens are not identical. In some instances a given-new combination might also encode definite-definite information. Thus the particular case would be represented in Table 6.15 but not in Table 6.16. This explains why there are 23 cases of OP and 21 of PO order in Table 6.15, but 27 cases of OP and 17 of PO order in Table 6.16.

21 Percentages are misleading in some of the other cases. For example when clitics encode both 0 and P, PO order occurs in 11 out of 13 cases, or 85% of the time. However, the number of tokens occurring in the OP versus PO cells is relatively close to the expected values if distribution was simply random.

22 For the given-new order when one argument is encoded by an NP and the other by a clitic, only four cases occur once jäsiv 'there' is factored out. When both 0 and P are new, NP's encode them both. Therefore, cross-tabulation of NP-clitic and clitic-NP orders similar to those in Tables 6.20 and 6.21 are not given for new-new and given-new orders.

23 Jäsiv is again factored out of Table 6.22. It was not factored out of Table 6.18 because to do so would have sufficiently reduced certain cell sizes to make calculation of \( \chi^2 \) invalid.

24 This overall pattern is somewhat (though not exactly) the reverse of that argued for by Firbas (1964:170) in terms of 'basic distribution of [degrees of] communicative dynamism'. Firbas defines degree of communicative dynamism as the 'extent to which the sentence element contributes to the development of the communication, to which it "pushes the communication forward", as it were'. New information clearly pushes the communication forward more than given information, though some piece of new information may push the communication forward more than another piece of distinctly new information, simply due to its inherent semantic content. For Firbas, when ordering of
information deviates from the basic distributional order, an emotive or \[=\text{pragmatically?}\] marked coloring is acquired, though the relative degrees of communicative dynamism inhering in particular pieces of information are not changed (273). Thus, I surmise that in Firbas' analysis of Czech, for example, a piece of information high in communicative dynamism might occur at the beginning of the sentence, giving the sentence an 'emotive' force. But this does not reflect a difference in communicative dynamism relative to the non-emotive ordering. What I am suggesting in Yagua, on the other hand, is that within certain limits, changes in order may reflect changes in what the speaker assumes is the degree of cognitive expectation on the part of the hearer.
Chapter 7: Basic Constituent Order in Yagua: Conclusions and Implications

In Chapter 6 I argued that the basic order of major clause constituents in Yagua is Verb-Subject-Object (VSO) when full noun phrases are used. There are, however, reasons to consider that it might be something other than VSO, Subject-Verb-Object (SVO) being the most likely alternative. In this chapter I will review the evidence for and against this alternative order as basic. However, I will conclude that VSO is indeed basic, at least in typological terms, though perhaps alternative conclusions could be drawn in other theory-specific terms (Sections 7.1 and 7.2). Taking Yagua as a verb initial language, other features which do and do not correlate with the verb initial norm are reviewed (Section 7.3). The implications for Hawkins' Universal 2 are discussed. When viewed in terms of head-modifier serialization principles or degree of cross-category harmony, the Yagua facts do not appear particularly coherent (Section 7.4). However, some characteristic tendencies of 'head marking' languages (Nichols, in progress) may have historically brought about the particular cluster of properties seen in the language at the present time (Section 7.5).
7.1. Arguments in favor of SVO as basic

There are at least three reasons to consider positing SVO rather than VSO as the basic order of major clause constituents in Yagua. These are (1) the predictions of Hawkins' Universal 2, (2) the syntactic distribution of Set I clitics, and (3) possible subject–object asymmetries.

7.1.1. Hawkins' Universal 2

In Chapter 3 I argued that the following are the basic orders of (some) constituents in Yagua noun and adpositional phrases:

\[(599) \quad \text{Head Noun + Descriptive Modifier (}= \text{'adjective'}\)  
Genitive NP + Head Noun  
NP + Postposition\]

The order of head noun and descriptive modifier could be argued against (cf. Chapter 3), but given Hawkins' (1983:13) criteria for determining what is 'basic', plus the evidence of naturally occurring discourse data, I have argued that Head Noun + Descriptive Modifier is the basic order. I have avoided using the term 'adjective' simply because what functions as a descriptive modifier is most often syntactically a nominal. Genitive NP + Head Noun is much more frequent than Set I clitic + Head Noun + Genitive NP. NP + Postposition is similarly much more frequent than Set I clitic + Postposition + NP. There is no reason to assume that the latter orders have become the norm when full noun phrases are used, either in terms of frequency or communicative function. Thus, there is no reason to suppose that the dependent noun phrases in adpositional and
possessed noun phrases are basically post-head, with the Set I clitic just being a sign inflectional agreement between the head and its post-head dependent.

Hawkins' (1983:65) Universal 2 states:

(600) If a language has VSO word order, then if the adjective follows the noun, the genitive follows the noun; i.e., VSO ⊴ (NAdj ⊴ NGen).

This universal is given as an exceptionless one, ruling out the possibility that a language would have either of the following two occurrence sets as its basic orders:

(601) VSO/Prepositional/NAdj/GenN (Hawkins' Type 4)
     VSO/Postpositional/NAdj/GenN (Hawkins' Type 8)

If we understand Yagua to be a VSO language, then it is in fact a Type 8 language and Hawkins' Universal 2 cannot stand as exceptionless. Given that Hawkins' proposals are based on a respectable sample of the world's languages,\(^1\) it is worth investigating whether Yagua might not be an SVO (or even SOV) language. Any order other than VSO would leave the Universal as exceptionless, at least relative to currently attested languages.\(^2\)

7.1.2. Set I clitic reference

In Chapters 2 and 3 we saw that subjects of Type 1 clauses, genitives in possessed noun phrases, and objects of postpositions can all be expressed by a noun phrase, a Set I clitic, or both simultaneously. The three different patterns are summarized in Table 7.1: all phrasal categories. In the A pattern a noun phrase
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precedes the predicate element or the head (either a possessed noun or a postposition). In the B pattern a Set I clitic precedes that element. In the C pattern a noun phrase follows what would otherwise be the B configuration. The term 'Verb' in Table 7.1 encompasses both semantically main verbs and auxiliaries.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SubjNP + Verb</td>
<td>Set I + Verb</td>
<td>Set I + Verb</td>
<td>+ SubjNP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GenNP + Possd N</td>
<td>Set I + Possd N</td>
<td>Set I + Possd N</td>
<td>+ GenNP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NP + Postp</td>
<td>Set I + Postp</td>
<td>Set I + Postp</td>
<td>+ NP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.1 Summary of Encoding Possibilities for Subjects of Type 1 clauses, Genitives, and Objects of Postpositions.

What is the commonality uniting the patterns seen in Table 7.1? One hypothesis is that the verb, possessed noun, and postposition are all 'heads’ of phrasal categories and that the other element(s) encode the dependent member of the phrasal category. However, in most frameworks the verb is not taken to be the head of a verb plus subject constituent, in the same sense that a head noun and postposition are heads of noun phrases and postpositional phrases, respectively. The verb might, however, be understood as the most head-like surface element in the clause in that it is the constituent to which elements which have scope over the entire clause may gravitate.³

A second hypothesis is that the verb, possessed noun, and postposition are in some sense 'predicates' of their respective phrasal categories, and that the other element(s) encode an argument.
of the construction. More precisely, in each case the predicate is a one-place predicate. If we take a transitive verb to be a two-place predicate, the addition of an object argument results in a one-place predicate. In some sense, addition of an object argument to make a one-place predicate must happen 'prior' to addition of the subject argument. This may be motivated on semantico-syntactic grounds, given that verbs have closer selectional restrictions and interpretation requirements relative to their objects, as opposed to their transitive subjects. It is important to note that not all one-place predicates in Yagua take Set I clitics. In particular, arguments of \(S_o\) clauses and of predicate nominals are morphosyntactically treated in the same way as objects of transitive verbs.

If one were to posit SVO as the underlying syntactic order for major clause constituents, then Set I clitic and noun phrase distribution across all three phrasal categories could be accounted for simply and neatly by rules such as the following (or their translations in whatever framework):

(602) a. \[ X \longrightarrow \text{ARGUMENT PREDICATE}_{1\text{-place}} \]

b. \[ \text{ARGUMENT} : \text{NP} \]
c. \[ \text{ARGUMENT} : \text{Set I clitic (NP)} \]

Where \(X : Y\) is read as 'X is instantiated by Y'

Rule (a) in (602) cannot be interpreted as a standard X-bar rule (Jackendoff 1977). This is because when the PREDICATE is a verb (or auxiliary plus verb), then \(X\) cannot be understood as a verb phrase but must be understood as a clausal category (\(C_0, \overline{C}, \text{or } C\); see Chapter 2). A further modification is needed for rule (602c) such that
whenever the 'optional' NP occurs, it will be placed in
post-predicate position. Whenever X in rule (a) is a clausal
category, the modification to rule (602c) will have to ensure
immediately post-verbal placement of the subject NP, rather than
placement following verb-plus-object. Some sort of simplicity metric
might suggest positing either (602b) or (602c) as the rule accounting
for basic, or syntactically underlying, order of the ARGUMENT across
all categories. The alternative order might then be derived by a
movement transformation, yielding a more surface structure.

I believe there is major problem with stopping at rules such as
those outlined in the preceding paragraph (or their translations in
whatever framework). Despite their neatness, they ignore what
speakers are actually sensitive to when they (subconsciously) choose
a variation such as (602b) rather than (602c). The rules in (602a-c)
might satisfactorily describe the syntactic possibilities. But they
say nothing about what is communicatively basic. As I have argued in
Chapters 3 and 6, the A and B patterns in Table 7.1 are
communicatively basic for Genitive noun phrases and postpositional
phrases, but the B and C patterns are communicatively basic for
subject-verb constructions. The A pattern is reflected in rule
(602b), the C pattern in rule (602c), and the B pattern in rule
(602c) without the optional NP.

Perhaps what is largely at issue here is whether or not the more
typologically oriented tradition (as represented by Greenberg,
Hawkins, Mallinson and Blake, and Givón, to name just a few
scholars), or the syntactic possibilities tradition (as exemplified
by much of X-bar syntax and phrase structure theories) has an exclusive right to the term 'basic constituent [word] order'. Clearly neither one does, unless we choose to disagree with Humpty Dumpty who said: 'When I use a word, it means just what I choose it to mean — neither more nor less'. That is, Humpty Dumpty knew he had a (constitutional?) right to make a term mean whatever he chose it to mean (unfortunately without regard to increased communication of his message). As long as we clearly understand what various writers mean by their terms, perhaps we do not need to argue. But in my own mind, it is not sufficient to stop with an understanding of 'basic constituent order' only in terms of syntactic possibilities, as represented in (602). Failing to explore what is communicatively basic or even most frequent in naturally occurring discourse will leave us with an inadequate understanding of the pressures behind historical change, and the specific pathways by which syntactic change may proceed. In order to have historical change, we must allow that languages can have points where they will not be forced into simple and tidy generalizations, particularly if we wish to do justice to the actual data. If we insist on simple and tidy generalizations at all points, we might as well try to maintain that Natural Serialization Principle (Lehmann 1973; cf. Chapter 1) was right to begin with. But clearly it was not.

In summary, if one were to posit the A pattern in Table 7.1 as syntactically underlying for all categories represented, then just rules (602a) and (b) would be necessary to account for all 'basic' or underlying syntactic orders, while rule (602c) accounts for non-basic
orders. However, I contend that it does not accurately reflect the cognitively and communicatively basic orders across all categories.

7.1.3. Subject - object asymmetries

As discussed in Chapter 5, subject - object asymmetries have to do with phenomena where either the subject or the object, but not both, evidences certain privileges in terms of such things as order variation, 'movement' out of complement clauses, and control of person and number indices of aaphoric elements. One possible way to account for subject - object asymmetries is to posit a structural VP constituent containing the verb and object noun phrase. This is particularly motivated if the subject - object asymmetries in question could be argued to stem directly from the fact that the subject is immediately dominated by the sentence (or clause), whereas the object is immediately dominated by the verb phrase. Positing SVO as the basic (underlying) constituent order would facilitate positing a structural verb phrase in that the verb and object are then contiguous. In Sections 2.8.2 and 5.3 I noted two possible subject - object asymmetries in Yagua: potentially different strategies for questioning subject versus object arguments of embedded clauses, and the fact that subjects but not objects can determine the person/number/animacy index of the coreferential clitics jiý- and -yu. With regard to the latter I have argued that the real asymmetry is not between subject and object, but between Set I arguments and object. Positing a structural verb phrase consisting of verb and object does not help to resolve this problem. With regard to
question formation strategies, I do not have sufficient information to conclusively say that subjects of embedded clauses are indeed treated differently from objects.

In any case, subject-object asymmetries which may exist could possibly be accounted for on the basis of closer semantic scope and subcategorization relations holding between the verb and object, which do not hold between the verb and (transitive) subject. There is no necessary reason that I know of to argue that subject-object asymmetries have to be accounted for on the basis of a structural verb phrase constituent.

7.2. Arguments against SVO as basic

There are several arguments against positing SVO as the basic order in Yagua, at least within some of the more typological traditions outlined in Chapter 1. First, the statistical evidence presented in Chapter 6 favors basic postverbal order for both subject (both S and A) and object (O). As discussed in Chapter 3 regarding order of genitives, we should not stop at statistics but should investigate the principles motivating the observed statistics. In the case of major clausal constituents, postverbal position is unmarked whereas preverbal position is either pragmatically or semantically marked. Part of what makes something 'marked' is that it occurs less frequently. If it were to become the statistical norm, by dint of sheer frequency it would likely loose its marked status. But low frequency is not the only thing which makes preverbal positioning of subject and object pragmatically marked. As shown in Chapter 6, there
are clear non-neutral communicative intents which correlate with and motivate the preverbal orders.

Second, if we consider the criterion of degree of presuppositionality, SVO order is employed under conditions of greater presupposition than is VSO order (and similarly for other orders with preverbal nuclear constituents). VSO (or VS, VO, or V-Oblique) may be used simply to introduce information where there is little or nothing presupposed at all. But SVO (and all other orders where there are preverbal constituents) are employed when it is assumed that there is some background presupposition in the mind of the hearer which the speaker wishes to modify in some way. This background presupposition provides a context and raison d'être for focus of contrast, restatement, added detail restatement, counter expectation, and other non-neutral communicative intents.

Third, if we were to posit SVO as basic, it is still clear that objects, postpositional and other oblique phrases, adverbs, and discontinuous elements of noun phrases can also occur in preverbal position. If SVO is basic, we might expect to be able to find cases of OSV, Oblique-SV, Adverb-SV, Modifier-SV, etc. where the first element occurs in the pragmatically marked (PM) position within the C clause. However, these do not occur. Whenever there are two preverbal constituents, one is always in the non-nuclear delimiting position. This is shown partly by second position clitic placement and by resumptive use of Set I or II clitics whenever the first element is coreferential with an argument of the verb. If SVO is basic, we need to account in a motivated way for why the non-occurring orders are
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missing. Why is there a limit of just one pre-verbal constituent within C?

Related to the third objection is the fact that whenever a non-subject constituent occurs in the preverbal position within C, if a subject phrase also occurs in the clause it must follow the verb. If we posit SVO as basic, we then have to account for why the subject is 'moved' or extraposed whenever something else occurs in preverbal position. Keenan (1977) claims that in verb medial (SVO) languages, there may be some form of subject postposing either to the end of the clause, or just to postverbal position when non-subjects are fronted. This is what one would have to argue here.

However, there is a fourth objection. The fact remains that no constituent need occur in preverbal position, and the subject is most commonly postverbal even when there is no other preverbal constituent (Chapter 6). What would motivate postposing in this case? If SVO is basic and underlying, we are faced with the rather uncomfortable distributional statement that the subject is extraposed to follow the verb when it is pragmatically UNMARKED, but is retained in its preverbal position and not moved whenever it is marked. Counter to this, whenever any non-subject elements are pragmatically unmarked, they remain in their underlying position, and are moved only when MARKED. It would be simpler to have just one rule: when pragmatically marked, the constituent in question (regardless of what it is) occurs in the preverbal PM position. When pragmatically unmarked, the constituent in question remains in its basic position.
In Chapter 1 I noted Mallinson and Blake's stipulation that basic order should be determined on the basis of transitive clauses where both arguments are definite. Givón (to appear), on the other hand, suggests that basic order should be determined on the basis of clauses where the object is indefinite and referential. Neither of these definiteness criteria really distinguishes between SVO and VSO orders, since both configurations can be used to encode definite information or to introduce indefinite-referential information. There is no necessary relationship between definiteness and one order versus the other in Yagua. In actual fact, the number of clauses with two overt noun phrases in natural text meeting either Mallinson and Blake's or Givón's criteria is extremely small and does not allow us to conclude anything with certainty.

To summarize, Hawkins' Universal 2 (Section 7.1.1) should not be taken as a reason to prefer SVO over VSO as the basic order. The Universal should be based on data and not visa versa. Subject-object asymmetries (if such exist in Yagua; Section 7.1.3) could be accounted for on the basis of subcategorization and semantic scope relations, rather than positing a structural VP constituent. The primary motivation internal to the grammar of Yagua for positing SVO as basic concerns simplicity of description relative to distribution of noun phrases and Set I clitics that encode arguments of (certain) one-place predicates, as in Rules (602a–c; Section 7.1.2). But balanced against this is complication of description when it comes to conditions of use, as I have just discussed. According to criteria such as those suggested by Hawkins (1983:13), Givón, Mallinson and
Blake, and those discussed in Chapter 6, I conclude that VSO is the most basic syntactic order whenever full noun phrases are used.

7.3. Summary of typological traits

Table 7.2 summarizes the verb initial features found in Yagua, according to the verb initial norm (VIN; see Appendix II). Some of these features, such as agglutinative and polysynthetic morphological structure, are not exclusively verb initial characteristics.
1. Basic constituent order is VSO (order of direct object and oblique may vary).
2. Fronting of NP's (or other elements) to the left of the verb is a possibility under pragmatically marked conditions.
3. There is a tendency to move given information to end of the clause (relative to the order of direct object and oblique).
4. The language is agglutinative and polysynthetic.
5. There is essentially no nominal case marking for subject and object (but Set II clitics have case/pronominal features).
6. Relative clauses are post-head.
7. Descriptive modifiers are post-head.
8. Relativization may be by deletion or by retention of a Set I or Set II clitic in the position relativized.
9. Manner adverbs generally follow the verb.
10. Auxiliaries precede the verb.
11. The dominant negative particle née precedes the verb.
12. (Some) modal formatives are affixal to the verb.
13. Embedded verbs generally follow the embedding verb.
14. Clausal objects follow the main verb.
15. There is no overt copula.
16. Placement of the yes/no question particle is specified with reference to the beginning of clause (second position within C).
17. In information questions, the questioned NP is fronted ('movement' of questioned NPs from embedded clauses is also a possibility at least for subjects).
18. Some adverbial and complement clause types follow their main clause (though conditionals and other -tiv clauses precede their main clause).
19. Complementizers precede their clause.

Table 7.2 Summary of Verb Initial Features in Yagua

Table 7.3 summarizes features found in Yagua which are not characteristic of verb initial languages. Some of these features are not exclusively characteristic of any one constituent order type, however. For example, suffixing is much more common cross-linguistically than prefixing, probably because of universal phonological tendencies.
1. The language is almost exclusively suffixing.
2. There are postpositions and no prepositions.
3. Demonstratives and numerals are pre-head.
4. Genitive expressions are pre-head.
5. There is some agreement between the head noun and other constituents of the noun phrase (numerals and demonstratives).
6. Adverbs precede descriptive modifiers.
7. Relative pronouns occur.
8. There is a rich variety of means for nominalizing verbs, particularly using classifiers.
9. There is no productive specifically passive construction.
10. The verb agrees with just one argument (though two are potentially referenced in the clause).
11. In the comparative construction the comparative precedes the standard (though comparison is most commonly done by juxtaposition).
12. The coordinate particle jarveey follows the coordinated phrase.
13. -Daryaju 'because' and -tumwu 'while' are subordinating suffixes (rather than prefixes).

Table 7.3 Summary of Non-Verb Initial Features in Yagua

7.4. Implications for head-dependent ordering principles and Hawkins' Universals

If we look at Yagua in terms of head-dependent ordering, then it is not a well behaved language. At least features 1, 6, 7, 10, 13, 14, 18, and 19 in Table 7.2 could be described as evidencing head-dependent order. But at least features 2, 3, 4, and 13 in Table 7.3 could be described as evidencing dependent-head order. Certain other features could be said to follow from one or the other of these ordering patterns in accord with Lehmann's 'primary concomitant' principle (Lehmann 1973). This principle states that modifiers of a basic syntactic element stand on the opposite side of that element
from its primary concomitant. For example, the object is purportedly the 'primary concomitant' of the verb. Since the object follows the verb, other verbal modifiers should precede the verb. This would motivate pre-verbal positioning of the (primary) negative particle. However, there are discrepancies in the order of noun phrase elements. For example, since the object noun phrase is said to be the primary concomitant of the verb and follows the verb, modifiers of a noun should follow the noun. This might account for post-head positioning of descriptive modifiers and relative clauses, but it does not account for pre-head positioning of demonstratives, numerals, and genitives. Even if we look at Yagua in terms of Hawkins' framework which does not predict the limited number of co-occurrence types that Lehmann (1973) does, we find that Yagua does not behave. In particular, by his own criteria as to what is basic, Yagua stands as a counter example to Hawkins' Universal 2. Consequently, we conclude that the universal is wrongly stated as an exceptionless one. It may hold true with overwhelmingly more than chance frequency, but absolute agreement with the Universal is not guaranteed.

The data base on which Hawkins' proposed universals are founded has two problems. It is not a random sample, and there are language types not represented in the sample (cf. Doris Payne 1985c). The second feature is particularly important in an adequate data base for drawing the type of exceptionless universals Hawkins proposes. The universals must in fact reflect all actually occurring co-occurrence types. Insofar as even one language's co-occurrence set is not
represented in the sample, one might draw the erroneous conclusion that certain universals are exceptionless. This is apparently what has happened in the case of Universal 2.

Perhaps one counter example does not constitute much of an exception and we can still say the universal is 'nearly exceptionless'. But the degree to which it stands as 'nearly exceptionless' awaits further research. Additional data from the Amazon area should contribute significantly to such study. There is at least one pocket of verb-initial/postpositional languages in the western Amazon area. This includes Yagua, Taushiro (genetic relationship unknown; Alicea 1975), and the Arawakan languages Baure (Keenan 1978), Matsiguenga (Betty Snell, personal communication), Nomatsiguenga (Wise 1971), Caquinte (Kenneth Swift, personal communication), some Asheninca dialects (David Payne, personal communication), and Amuesha (Martha Duff Tripp and Mary Ruth Wise, personal communication). It is worth pointing out that Hawkins has already noted that his Universal 3 must be taken as statistical in its basic form. This universal is: \text{PREP} (\text{NAdj} \quad \text{NGen}).^7 The fact that both Universals 2 and 3 are best taken as statistical (in their simplest formulation) suggests that the degree to which all of the proposed universals stand as exceptionless or even 'nearly exceptionless' merits further documentation.\textsuperscript{8}
7.5. Yagua as a head marking language

Although head-dependent serialization principles do not make much sense out of the Yagua data, and although Yagua should not exist according to Hawkins' Universal 2, there is another framework which may account for at least some of the co-occurring features seen in Tables 7.2 and 7.3. This is Johanna Nichols' notion of head marking versus dependent marking languages (Nichols, in progress). Head marking and dependent marking have to do with the presence and location of overt morphological marking of syntactic relations: are such relations marked on the head or on the dependent element in a syntactic phrase? Briefly put, a head marking language marks dependency relations on the head element in a given construction. A dependent marking language marks such relations on the dependent element. Languages may evidence a mixture of head and dependent marking. At certain points of the grammar they may be neutral with regard to head versus dependent marking, or they may mark both the head and the dependent of certain constructions.

As discussed in Section 3.2.3, Nichols defines the head of a construction as 'the word which governs, or is subcategorized for, or otherwise determines the possibility of occurrence, of the other. It determines the category of its phrase.' This definition yields indeterminate conclusions when it comes to differentiating head and modifying nouns in Yagua noun phrases, and I have amplified it with the discourse based notion of 'pragmatic head'. At the clause level, Nichols considers the verb and/or auxiliary verb to be the head, perhaps because it is the verb which determines the possibility of
occurrence of subject and object (and other) relations. That is, in naturally occurring discourse, occasionally noun phrases can be simply juxtaposed in a paratactic way to other constituents with ellipsis of understood predicates. But when such phenomena occur, the grammatical relations of the overt elements are potentially unclear if not non-existent. In this sense it is the presence of a verb or predicate which guarantees or forces the assignment of grammatical relations to accompanying noun phrases. With regard to the verb phrase, Nichols does not suggest that the verb plus object preferably form a syntactic constituent separate from the subject. This accords well with the facts of Yagua, both in terms of its VSO order, and the difficulties in trying to motivate the object's status as the exclusive 'primary concomitant' of the verb, as opposed to the subject (cf. Chapter 1).

In Nichols' terms the following Yagua constructions evidence head marking:

At the clause level, the verb and/or auxiliary can be marked for the presence and animacy, person, and number of subjects by means of a Set I clitic (Section 2.1.1.1). The subject noun phrase is not marked for case, which would be a type of dependent marking.

At the clause level, the verb is marked for the presence of a semantic instrumental or comitative object (Section 5.10.2). The direct object is not marked for case.

Within the postpositional phrase, the postposition is marked for the presence and animacy, person, and number of the 'pronominal' (clitic) object of the postposition by means of Set I clitics.
(Section 3.6). The object of the postposition is not marked for case, which would be a type of dependent marking.

Within the noun phrase, the head noun is marked for presence and animacy, person, and number of the 'pronominal' (clitic) genitive by means of a Set I clitic (Section 3.5). The genitive (possessor) phrase is not marked, which would be a type of dependent marking.

In contrast to the four constructions which evidence head marking in Yagua, the following two constructions evidence dependent marking:

Within the noun phrase, numeral and demonstrative modifiers are marked for the noun class of the head noun (Section 4.2). The head noun is not marked for the presence of modifiers, which would be a type of head marking.\(^9\)

A modification is made within the relative clause such that the argument relativized on is coded only with a Set I or Set II clitic, or else all reference to the relativized argument is deleted within the relative clause (Section 2.11.4). The head noun of the relative clause is not marked for the presence of a relative clause, which would be a type of head marking.\(^10\)

Nichols notes that most languages display a mixture of head and dependent marking, though generally they tend towards one type or the other. If a language is mixed, the ranking (partially) presented in Table 7.4 below describes which elements will be preferably head marked. The higher a construction is in the table, the more likely it is to be head marked cross-linguistically. Conversely, the lower a construction is in the table, the more likely it is to be dependent
marked. There is an implicational relation such that in any given language if at some point a construction is dependent marked, everything below it in the ranking is predicted to evidence dependent marking. If a particular construction evidences neither head nor dependent marking, or evidences both, it does not violate the implication. For example, if a language has head marking in adpositional phrases, then it will also evidence head marking in genitive phrases and at the clause level. But if a language has dependent marking at the clause level, it will have dependent marking everywhere.

In adpositional and genitive phrases there is also a ranking between dependent 'pronouns' (I would also include clitics) versus dependent nouns. If the presence and relationship of full noun phrase arguments are marked on the head of the phrase, then pronominal arguments will also be marked on the head. But the reverse implication does not hold: if pronominal arguments are marked on the head, full noun phrase arguments may or may not be marked on the head. In Table 7.4 I use the term 'modifier' to broadly include any non-genitive modifiers of noun phrases. (Nichols uses the term 'adjective' instead of 'modifier', which perhaps may not include numerals and demonstratives. She does not discuss numerals and demonstratives relative to head marking versus dependent marking.)
FAVORED LEVEL CONSTRUCTION SUBTYPE
MARKING

Head Clause Governed argument
Subcategorized unguoverned argument
Phrase Genitive dependent pronoun
dependent noun
Adpositional dependent pronoun
dependent noun
Phrase Modifier + Noun
Dependent Sentence Relative construction

Table 7.4 Partial Ranking of Head/Dependent Marking Patterns (adapted from Nichols, in progress)

The line in Table 7.4 marks the position in the ranking at which Yagua constructions switch from head marking to dependent marking. The Yagua data is completely in line with Nichols' hypothesis. 'Pronominal' arguments (the functional equivalent in Yagua are indicated by clitics) are marked on the head at the level of the clause, the genitive phrase, and the adpositional phrase (recall that for Nichols the verb is the head of the clause). On the other hand, noun phrase arguments in all these constructions can be said to be marked on the head only if they occur in the C pattern given in Table 7.1. Otherwise they are not marked on the head.

Numerals and demonstratives are both dependent marked (but the presence of a descriptive modifier is not necessarily marked either on the head or dependent element). Relative clauses can be said to be dependent marked in the sense that a modification is made inside the
relative clause rather than on the head noun within the main clause.

How does this relate to the question of constituent order? Based on her 60 language sample, Nichols concludes that head marking morphology favors verb initial order, while dependent marking morphology disfavors it. That is, verb initial languages fall more heavily in the head marking group than in the dependent marking group. She says:

This may have a functional motivation: if the verb comes first in a head-marking language, then the grammatical relations (which are marked on the verb) are established at the outset; if the nouns come first in a language having at least some dependent-marking morphology, then the grammatical relations (which are marked on the nouns) are established at the outset. Establishing grammatical relations at the beginning is communicatively efficacious in that it presumably streamlines hearer processing.

There is not such a strong correlation between marking type and order of elements within noun phrases. This may be because grammatical relations within a noun phrase are not as communicatively crucial as grammatical relations at the clause level.

In contrast to verb initial order, Nichols notes that SOV order is frequent among both head marking and dependent marking languages. We might hypothesize that at an earlier stage Pre-Yagua or Proto-Peba-Yaguan was an OV plus dominantly head marking language. An earlier OV order is supported by the strongly postpositional pattern, by the genitive + noun order, and also by the nature and extent of verbal suffixation. Most if not all of the BOUNDED MOVEMENT, UNBOUNDED MOVEMENT, IMPERFECTIVITY, the causative -tániy, and the potential/optative -rúy suffixes must stem etymologically from
verbs. If Nichols is right about head marking being a predisposing factor for development of verb initial order, we then have an explanation for some of the mixing of features that we see in Yagua at the present time. In particular, it constitutes some degree of explanation for the (apparently rare) verb initial plus postpositional combination. Nichols also hypothesizes that head marking languages have a tendency towards sparse use of noun phrases, i.e. they tend to be 'V-only' languages, given that arguments are indicated on the verb. The extent to which this is true cross-linguistically needs further verification based on quantified text studies. But it is certainly true of Yagua (Chapter 6).

The problem Yagua presents for Hawkins' Universal 2 is not the combination of VSO plus postpositional orders, but the combination of verb initial order with Noun + Descriptive Modifier and Genitive + Noun orders. The Noun + Descriptive Modifier order is in line with a consistent verb-initial type, but the Genitive + Noun order corresponds to a postpositional type. Greenberg (1963:100) suggests that the order Noun + Adjective is more dominant cross-linguistically than Adjective + Noun, and this accounts for why SOV/Postp/GenN/NA dj languages (like Basque) are nearly as frequent as the totally harmonic SOV/Postp/GenN/AdjN type (such as Hindi). The general dominance of Noun + Adjective order may be one reason why the order of head noun and adjective is the least 'true to type' parameter cross-linguistically, and why it is the least predictive parameter: knowing the order of head noun and adjective in a given language allows us to say nothing about probable order in other categories.
It is worth noting that both of Hawkins' universals which (now) have attested exceptions (Universals 2 and 3) are the universals for which the more dominant Noun + Adjective order is taken as an implicational precedent for Noun + Genitive order:

(603) Universal 2: 'If a language has VSO word order, then if the adjective follows the noun, the genitive follows the noun; i.e., VSO ⊩ (NAdj ⊩ NGen).' (Hawkins 1983:65)

(604) Universal 3: 'If a language has Prep word order, then if the adjective follows the noun, the genitive follows the noun; i.e., Prep ⊩ (NAdj ⊩ NGen).' (Hawkins 1983:66)

On the other hand, Hawkins' Universals 1 and 4 have the less-dominant Adjective + Noun order as an implicational precedent:

(605) Universal 1: 'If a language has SOV word order, then if the adjective precedes the noun, the genitive precedes the noun; i.e., SOV ⊩ (AdjN ⊩ GenN).' (Hawkins 1983:64)

(606) Universal 4: 'If a language has Postp word order, and if the adjective precedes the noun, then the genitive precedes the noun; i.e., Postp ⊩ (AdjN ⊩ GenN).' (Hawkins 1983:67)

But if Noun + Adjective order is dominant over Adjective + Noun, we might not be quite so surprised to see that the former is not an implicational precedent for the order of genitive and noun: it will have a tendency to occur regardless of other orders.

One further hypothesis can be made about the order of head noun and genitive in Yagua. In the great majority of languages in Nichols' sample 'possessives precede their heads regardless of [head versus dependent] marking type'. This suggests (though it needs further investigation in a better language sample) that Genitive + Noun order may be more dominant than Noun + Genitive order.12 We may further
hypothesize that languages tend to retain dominant orders longer than non-dominant ones. One empirical indicator of this would be greater statistical prevalence of a dominant order in naturally occurring text material at some point in history even when this order was dis-harmonic with basic orders in other phrasal categories in the language in question. If the C pattern in Table 7.1 for genitive noun phrases were to become increasingly frequent, we would have a move towards a more harmonic situation overall, but a move away from the potentially dominant Genitive + Noun order. At the present time, however, the potential dominance of Genitive + Noun order may be one contributing factor to the highly dis-harmonic state of the language.

I have attempted to present facts of the structure of Yagua as they are, drawing from different theoretical approaches where such seems appropriate, rather than explicate the data strictly in terms of a particular model. The Yagua facts should nevertheless be of relevance to broader theoretical formulations about constituent order co-occurrences, possible constraints on historical change, and aspects of morphological and syntactic theory. The importance of data from all language types and areas of the world cannot be underestimated in the process of theory construction. It seems too often true that methodological commitments and state-of-the-art pragmatism exert more influence on theory construction than do data. In any scientific enterprise, hypotheses and methodologies must be taken as disposable primitives which are to be set aside or modified as further data so indicates. Insofar as the Yagua data I have presented here are correct, they should contribute significantly not
only to our knowledge of Amazonian languages, but to our knowledge of Language itself.
NOTES TO CHAPTER 7

1 However, Tomlin (n.d.) and Doris Payne (1985c) discuss problems with the type of data base on which Hawkins has based his universals.

2 In Chapter 3 I briefly noted Harrison's (1983) claim that Guajajara (Tupi-Guarani) is also a Type 8 language, and thus an exception to Hawkins' Universal 2. As I noted in Chapter 3, it may be that Harrison's conclusions about Noun + Adjective order are based strictly on bound modifying roots. If so, it may be that the basic order of syntactically distinct noun and adjective elements simply cannot be determined, and Guajajara has no implications whatsoever for the universal.

3 Cross-linguistically this is not the only possibility. In many languages such information of clause-level scope gravitates to 'second position' and is encoded in second position clitics. In Yagua, second position clitics encode some mood and aspectual information, but other such information is conveyed in the verb. As we will see shortly, Nichols (in progress) does view verbs (and/or auxiliaries) as heads of clauses.

4 See Note 4 of Chapter 1 and Section 5.3. It does not seem to me that this operation of deriving one-place predicates from two-place predicates by addition of object arguments should necessarily predict anything about hierarchical versus 'flat' syntactic constituent structure.

5 T. Payne (1985) has discussed affinities between subjects of S clauses and objects of transitive clauses, which correlate with isomorphism of morphosyntactic encoding. Further, Tom Payne (personal communication) has pointed out to me that if subjects of predicate nominals were marked with Set I clitics, predicate nominal constructions would be formally isomorphic with genitive constructions, resulting in significant ambiguity.

6 Insofar as the verb itself (plus clitic references) can constitute a clause in Yagua, then X and the PREDICATE might be seen as members of same phrasal category even when the PREDICATE is a verb. That is, X could be recast as X' and PREDICATE could be recast as X across all three phrasal categories.

7 Hawkins 1979 and 1980 presented Universal 4 as also statistical. This states that POSTP (AdjN) NGen. In his 1983 work, however, Hawkins reclassifies it as non-statistical based on reclassifying the Daghestan languages of the Caucasus as Type 15 (SVO/Postp/AdjN/GenN) rather than Type 14 (SVO/Postp/AdjN/NGen).

8 The distinction between whether a given principle is nearly exceptionless rather than completely exceptionless may have
consequences for theories about the human linguistic facility. I will not begin to explore these here. If we recognize Hawkins' principles as nearly exceptionless rather than absolutely exceptionless, however, Hawkins' (1983) claims about restrictions on historical change are rendered empty. If an ordering principle is nearly exceptionless, we cannot guarantee that a given language did not pass through a highly 'inconsistent' co-occurrence stage, even though the co-occurrence set in question might be statistically rare. But as I have suggested here, the degree to which Hawkins' universals are 'nearly' exceptionless merits further serious study.

9 Although it is possibly rare, Nichols cites Tadzhik Persian and Shuswap as instances where head nouns are marked for the presence of attributive modifiers.

10 Again though it is possibly rare, Nichols cites Navajo and Arizona Tewa as instances of head-marked relativization.

11 Several studies have suggested that main clause constituent order may be the last thing to change historically, after adpositional, noun phrase, relative clause, and other subordinate clause orders (cf. Antinucci et al. 1979, Ryman 1975, Li and Thompson 1974). Many more studies are needed before I would want to conclude that this is indeed a preferred tendency governing relative changes in order, however. Ed Keenan (personal communication) has pointed out the case of Amharic which has many OV features and which is SOV historically. However, it has verb initial features at the clause level due to contact with surrounding languages. In a head marking language like Yagua which 'avoids' noun phrases, it seems plausible that a tendency toward verb initial order in naturally occurring discourse might develop prior to fundamental syntactic changes in other phrasal categories. I leave this as nothing more than a hypothesis for the present.

12 However, Ed Keenan (personal communication) has noted that in his experience, VO and Noun + Genitive are good correlates of each other.
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Appendix I: Yaguar Territory and General Location of Selected Neighboring Language Families
Appendix II: The Verb Initial Norm

As far as I know, there is no published statement of features typically found in verb initial languages. Keenan (1978) on the syntax of subject final languages is perhaps the nearest approximation to such a statement. In this appendix I include a number of observations extracted from Keenan (1977) 'Summary of Word Order Typology', and from Keenan (1979a) 'Word Order Typologies: The Verb Initial Typology'. I have recast the observations in complete sentences and made other changes of an editorial nature.

1. General. Verb initial languages are largely, though not entirely, the mirror image of verb final languages.

2. Morphology

2.1 Verb initial languages evidence significant prefixing, though normally there is some suffixing as well. There is a possibility of ambi-fixing (discontinuous affixes), and a somewhat greater than chance tendency for discontinuous demonstratives.

2.2 Verb initial languages may be agglutinative or polysynthetic.

3. Basic word order

3.1 Verb initial languages are comprised of the following types:

[1]. Verb initial plus free order of full NP's. (Tagalog)
[2]. V-DO-S-Obl (Fijian, Tobas Batak)
[3]. V-DO-Obl-S (Malagasy, Tzeltal)
[4]. V-S-DO-Obl (Celtic, Eastern Nilotic, Polynesian, Jacaltecs)

Type [4] is by far the most common.

3.2 Freedom. Fronting of subject NP's to the left of the verb is always a possibility, though often it is morphologically marked in some way (not necessarily on the NF). The order after the verb is frequently rigid, though sometimes quite free as in Tagalog and, to a lesser extent, in Chinook.

4. Sentence level syntax

4.1 Topicalization. Topicalization may be done by fronting, though there is a tendency in Nilotic to move old information to the end of the clause.

4.2 Focussing. Focussing of information as in a cleft or information question is done by fronting. Often this may be accompanied by
particles separating the subject from the rest of the clause. The
result is always pragmatically marked, i.e. emphatic, contrastive,
focussed, etc.

4.3 Comparisons. The comparative form precedes the standard. The
comparative marker is commonly a verbal form, or else an adposition.
Thus, John is taller than Bill may be expressed as Tall John
from-Bill, or as Tall John exceed Bill.

4.4 Questions

4.4.1 In yes-no questions the question particle, if any, occurs
sentence initially.

4.4.2 In NP questions, a questioned NP is always frontable and
this is the normal pattern. It is possible, but less normal, to
leave the questioned NP in the position questioned. A few cases of
rightward movement of question words are attested, but there is no
attested tendency for the question word to attract to the normal DO
position (as is the case for verb final languages).

4.5. Subordinate clauses and sentence complements.

4.5.1 It is very common for many types of subordinate clauses
to be finite.

4.5.2 Subordinating markers such as complementizers,
nominalizers, and subordinate conjunctions precede their clauses.

4.5.3 Sentences which are subordinate to verbs, adjectives, or
nouns invariably follow the element to which they are subordinate.

4.5.4 Adverbial subordinate clauses usually follow their main
clauses. For example Will leave John because is tired Mary occurs for
John will leave because Mary is tired. However, frontability of
conditionals is likely universal (cf. Greenberg 1963).

4.6 Coordinate sentences are commonly expressed as [S and S]. [S, S
and] is not attested. Perhaps the existence of overt coordinate
conjunctions at the S level, especially or, is less well attested
than in verb medial languages.

4.7 Speech act indicators (e.g. question particles, etc.) are
normally sentence initial, though other positions are possible.

5. The noun phrase

5.1 Case marking

5.1.1 All major NP's may be case marked (Tongan, Nandi), but it
is very common for most major NP's to carry little or no nominal case
marking. Where affixal case marking occurs, it is more likely to be 
prefixal than in verb final languages, but suffixing is still fairly 
common.

5.1.2 Where case marking exists it is normally done by 
prepositions (though some Amerindian languages are exceptions here, 
such as Machiguenga and Quileute, which have postpositions).

5.1.3 Verbal case marking is attested to a very significant 
degree. That is, verbs carry affixes indicating that an 
instrumental, goal locative, benefactee, etc. is present, and the 
corresponding full NP's carry no adpositions or distinctive case 
marking.

5.1.4 As with verb final languages, but in distinction to verb 
medial languages, case marking (and verb agreement) may follow an 
ergative pattern.

5.2 Adjectives

5.2.1 The demonstrative, numeral, and qualifying adjective 
follow the common noun in that order or its mirror image 
(Adj+Num+Dem).

5.2.2 There is probably less agreement with common nouns than in 
verb final languages, especially case agreement.

5.2.3 Adverbs follow adjectives (but needs further checking).

5.3 Articles

5.3.1 The presence of definite articles distinct from 
demonstratives is much more common than in verb final languages.

5.3.2 The existence of several articles (definite, indefinite, 
specific, plural, proper noun) is much more common than in verb final 
languages (e.g. Maori, Fijian).

5.4 Possessors: With great regularity Possessor NP's follow the head 
NP, as in father of John rather than John's father.

5.5 Relative clauses

5.5.1 The dominant order is always postnominal.

5.5.2 Occurrence of personal pronouns in positions relativized 
is fairly common, though relativization by deletion is still the most 
common strategy.

5.5.3 In distinction to verb final languages, co-relatives are 
not attested [Note: But see Yagua].
5.5.4 Like verb final languages, but in distinction to verb medial languages, relative pronouns which code the case of the position relativized are rare. It is less rare than in verb final languages, however (e.g. Tamazight, Berber).

5.5.5 Relative pronouns which agree with the head noun in noun class and sometimes even case are attested (e.g. Classical Arabic, Nandi).

5.5.6 In distinction to verb final languages, internally headed relatives are not attested, though the phenomenon is not well studied.

6. The verb phrase

6.1 Tense/aspect, passive, inchoatives, causatives, negation, modals, desideratives and volitionals may appear marked on the verb. There is significantly more prefixing in verb initial languages than in verb final ones, and very possibly more ambifixing and infixing. There is, to my knowledge, always some suffixing, however.

6.2 If expressed by morphemically independent forms, modals, auxiliaries (if such exist), negative particles or words, desideratives and volitionals always precede the main verb, and may themselves have independent verbal morphology. (This may also be true for tense/aspect, passive, inchoatives, and causatives.) The strength of the order correlation here is better than its converse for verb final languages.

6.3 Manner adverbs follow the verb if they are a distinct category (which often they are not).

6.4 Sentential objects always follow the subject and are very commonly finite as opposed to the more usual non-finite/nominalized treatment the receive in verb final languages.

6.5 Sentential objects are never embedded. They normally follow the main sentence but may precede, especially in direct quote contexts.

6.6 Verbal forms subordinate to the 'main' verb (e.g. complements of verbs like want, try, etc.) always follow the main verb, and are commonly finite.

6.7. Causativized verbs follow the causativizing verb.

6.8 'Backward' equi-deletion may occur. That is, 'want John go' or 'want-go John' may occur for 'John wants to go'. This is never a possibility in verb final languages.

6.9 There is possibly less rich means for nominalizing and definitizing verb phrases than in verb final languages. On one hand, in many but not all verb initial languages the verbal complex
seems historically to be a nominal construction, at least in part (Middle Egyptian, Welsh, Malagasy, Philippine languages, Mayan).

6.10 Verb initial languages always have a passive voice and it is almost always marked in the verbal morphology (rather than by a serial verb construction as in Chinese, for example). It may be marked by a verb plus nominalization as in 'John receive hitting from Bill' (Tzeltal, Mayan).

6.11 With possibly greater than chance frequency, the verb in verb initial languages either agrees with no NP's, or with two NP's (both subject and direct object, or sometimes subject and indirect object).

6.12 Verb initial languages normally have no overt copula.
Appendix III: Lagarto (Alligator) Text

The following text was recorded by Pedro Diaz Cahuachi in 1981, on a day when his finger was bitten by an alligator. The text was transcribed with Pedro's help.

In the Cahocuma dialect /y/ + ja often results in je rather than jya. This is particularly seen in the following text in the surface realization of the 'proximate 1' suffix -jäsiy. Additionally, morphemes with ee in the Vainilla dialect more often have aa in the Cahocuma dialect. This is seen, for example, in the classifier for 'stick-like objects'. In the Vainilla dialect it is usually [see], but in the Cahocuma dialect is is usually [saa].

In the originally recorded version of this text, Pedro alternates between the Spanish term tramapa and the Yagua term riicya for 'net'. In transcribing the text, he prefers replacing tramapa with riicya. I have presented the text here as originally spoken.

In clause (33) there are two postpositional phrases which have possessed objects. In each case the possessor is the alligator, referred to with the Set I clitic sã-. Failure to use the coreferential clitic ji- in the second postpositional phrase may have to do with the level of embedding. That is, the genitive inside the first postpositional phrase may be 'too far down' in the structure to be able to control the index of a coreferential clitic.

In Pedro's dialect (Cahocuma), the second position clitic jiita or ji is most often not nasalized, though Pedro is aware of the Vainilla dialect variant jiita or ji and sometimes adapts to it. In this text use of jiita follows fairly closely what I would identify as the 'main event line'. Clauses which do not have jiita but which I would perhaps identify as part of the event line include at least (33), (35), (36), and (40). Note, however, that these events which lack jiita are in the 'climax' portion of the story. Conceivably this might have something to do with the lack of jiita. Throughout the text propositions which are repeated do not get jiita, even when what they restate is an event. Compare, for example, clauses (29) and (32).

1. Diy rabeejerya tramapa jidyey raçaataqa.
   ray-baay-jay-ra ra-cqa-tqa
   There 1SG-put-PROX2-INAN net afternoon INAN-division-middle
   'There I put the net in the afternoon in the middle (of the stream, yesterday').
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2. Ratyeṣraṇjáy jiīta rumusiy jiyu roorimyuj.  
    ray-tṣaryu-jáy rumu-siy roorī-mu-jů  
    1SG-return-PROX2 JJITA there-AB here house-LOC-AL  
    'I arrived from there here at the house'.

3. Rājasqačhaśisy jiīta.  
    rā-jaṣaqaqa-chá-siy  
    INAN-dawn-PROX1 JJITA  
    'It dawned (this morning)'.

4. Rayāqisiy jiīta ránaachopp.  
    ray-jiya-śásiy rá-naachopp  
    1SG-go-PROX1 JJITA INAN-towards  
    'I went towards it'.

5. Rijitachéésisy jiīta rūva  
    ray-jiya-si-y-já-siy ri-y-ůva  
    1SG-say-DEPART-PROX1 JJITA 3PL-DAT  
    'I said to them upon leaving'  
    "The trap I'm going to see first".

6. "Trāmpa rṣa jumūdyifiy".  
    ray-ą jumūyu-diįy  
    trap 1SG-IRR see-PRIORATIVE  
    'The trap I'm going to see first'.

7. Rayāqisiy (a las seis de la manaña creo rayāqisiy).  
    ray-jiya-śásiy ray-jiya-śásiy  
    1SG-go-PROX1 1SG-go-PROX1  
    'I went (at six in the morning I believe I went)'.

8. Rijmūxuvaajáisy jiītarā rićyā.  
    ray-jimūxy-nuva-a-já-siy  
    1SG-see-upon:arrival:there-PROX1 JJITA-INAN net  
    'I saw upon arrival the net'.

    jariy-rā  
    water under-INAN floats  
    'The floats were under the water'.

10. jāsiy savičhāqisiy ádmunjy jëivá.  
    sa-viča-já-siy ādna-mu-jdy  
    there 3SG-be-PROX1 two-CL:ANIM:SG-two fish  
    'There were two fish'.

11. sarra jiyra  
    sara-ra jiy-ra  
    hard-CL:NEUT DEMO-CL:NEUT  
    'They were hard (scaled) ones,'
12. rų́nasy mmusirya,
    mmusiy-ra
    red tail-CL:NEUT
    'colored tail ones,'

13. játiy rų́tatchara
    riy-jų́tay-sara
    that 3PL-say-HABIT
    'that they call'

14. "pijyru quiyá-níi"
    (name) fish-3SG
    'he is a pijyru fish'.

15. Rį́mjujéisyi
    jiita mů́ny sayanúju.
    ray-jimúny-jásiy
    sa-yanúju
    1SG-see-PROX1 JIITA there 3SG-beyond
    'I looked there beyond him (the fish)'.

    3SG-float alligator-big
    'A big alligator floated'.

17. Rą́sają́siy
    jiita ravyátaraníi:
    ray-jsa-jásiy
    ray-vátara-níi
    1SG-signal-PROX1 JIITA 1SG-woman:without:children-3SG
    'I signalled him to my wife'.

18. Jáša mů́ny nurutú!
    jiy-a jumúny
    2SG-IRR lock alligator
    "Look at the alligator!"

19. Nurutú rásarijéisyi
    riícya.
    rá-sariy-jásiy
    alligator INAN-hold-PROX1 net
    'The alligator the net held'.

    diiy-nu-nta sa-nicha-jásiy
    like die-CL:ANIM:SG-seem 3SG-be-PROX1 then
    'Like a dead one he seemed then'.

    sa-piita-day náváy-ų́
    3SG-throat-DAY up-AL
    'His throat was upwards'.

22. Rachoqáláásiy
    jiita muñuváíḿújuníi.
    ray-soçnu-jásiy muñu-víimu-jú-níi
    1SG-lift-PROX1 JIITA canoe-inside-AL-3SG
    'I lifted him into the canoe'.
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23. Rįjįnujësiyi įjita sanisimiyu.
    ray-įnymy-jäsïy sa-nisîy-mu
    1SG-look-PROX1 JIITA 3SG-eye-LOC
    'I looked in his eye'.

    jumûñy-mu-nuday
    NEG alive-CL:ANIM:SG-anymore
    'He was not an alive one anymore'.

25. Rañiy supatësiyi įjita riicyaqaciñi
    ray-niyy supata-jäsïy riicya-jachyi-ni
    1SG-MAKF extricate-PROX1 JIITA net-there:from-3SG
    'I tried unsuccessfully to extricate him from the net'.

26. Sàrra rásarijësiyi mújijî sanryuqtaṣa,  
    sàra-raq-sary-jäsîy mújijî sa-nuyuq-taṣa
    tight-CL:NEUT INAN-hold-PROX1 near-place 3SG-nose-middle
    'Tight it held near the middle of his nose'.

27. Rañiy jiintañi "ti"  
    ray-niyy jiinta-ni
    1SG-MAKF loose-3SG
    'I tried unsuccessfully to loose him'.

    rà-supàta-y-rûyû sa-nuyuq-taṣa
    NEG INAN-extricate-ANTCAUS-POT 3SG-nose-middle
    'It (the net) didn't want to extricate (from) the middle of his nose'.

29. Rañnaatyadàsiyi jiitañi taçripyû. "Ti".  
    ray-jànaatyada-jäsïy jiita-ni
    1SG-open:mouth:TRANS-PROX1 JIITA-3SG later
    'I made him open his mouth later'.

    rà-supàta-y-rûyû
    NEG INAN-extricate-ANTCAUS-POT
    'It didn't want to extricate (him)'.

31. Rañiy jàqaty supatçaña.  
    ray-niyy s-patajam-rà
    1SG-MAKF try extricate-INF-INAN
    'I tried unsuccessfully to extricate it'.

32. Parcheemuñiy rañnaatyadàsìfî.  
    pariche-mu-nisîy ray-jànaatyada-jäsîy-ni
    finally-LOC-AB 1SG-open:mouth:TRANS-PROX1-3SG
    'Finally I made him open (his) mouth'.
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33. Rįjtyejejasiy raqnaaa syutoomu sajqada juroq.
ray-jityeejasiy ray-juanaa sa-jputoo-mu sa-jqada
1SG-put:inside-PROXI 1SG-finger 3SG-mouth-LOC 3SG-tooth around
'I put my finger inside his mouth around his tooth'.

34. Saaqnaadadubesiy jiita.
sa-juanada-jasumiy-jasiy
3SG-open:mouth-going:up-PROXI JITTA
'He opened his mouth rising up.'

35. Sasqqjesiy raqnaatqasa, "Ti jjiisiiii!"
sa-sqqy-jasiy ray-juanatqasa
3SG-bite-PROXI 1SG-finger-middle
'He bit the middle of my finger "Ti jjiisiiii!"'

36. Ratiyatay rajyoomutu variy.
ray-tiyatay ray-joosutu
1SG-pull 1SG-arm then
'I pulled my arm then'.

37. Judara varirya "je" variy-ra
pain then-INAN
'It was very painful then "je"'.

38. Dadadaatay maasqasiy.
maasiy-jasiy
much:blood go:out-PROXI
'Lots of blood went out'.

39. Rimusadadasiy jiita jumnuviimunii.
ray-jimusana-jasiy jumnu-viimu-nii
1SG-embark-PROXI JITTA canoe-inside-3SG
'I put him in the canoe.'

40. Riviiasiy jiivysata sayunoomu
ray-jivay-jasiy jiivy-saa-ta sa-junoo-mu
1SG-hit-PROXI stick-CL:stick-INST 3SG-head-LOC
adnasajitya
adna-saajy-ta
two-CL:stick-two-INST
'I hit him with a stick in his head, with two sticks'.

41. Sadiijasiy jiita.
sa-diiy-jasiy
3SG-die-PROXI JITTA
'He died'.
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42. Jądyéeta sàátóósiy jàamura jivyìimùju.
    jąá-dyéeta sa-jatu-jásiy jàamu-ra jiy-víimu-jù
    water-maybe 3SG-drink-PROX1 big-CL:NEUT COR-inside-AL
    'Water maybe he drank a lot inside his (stomach)'.

43. Jàamura rútúcháásiy sa-púdāa.
    jàamu-ra rútúcháásiy sa-púdāa
    big-CL:NEUT INAN-be-PROX1 3SG-stomach
    'Big his stomach was'.

44. Jiisuryesúmaa.
    jiisurye-súmaa
    swollen(?)-big
    '(It was) swollen big'

45. Raryesubáásiy sa-púdaayu.
    raryesuma-jásiy sa-púdāa-yù
    INAN:swell(?)-PROX1 3SG-stomach-CORO
    'His stomach had swollen itself up'.